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CONCERNING DEEP-SEA DREDGINGS.

My Deau Friend :— On the point of Btarting for the Deep-S

<>ur kmv.vlivlov



we arc likely to find in the deepest abysses of the sea, from which

thus far nothing has been secured.

I will not undertake to lay down the line of argument upon
which I base my statement, beyond what is suggested in the few

words preceding, namely, that there is a correlation between the

gradation of animals in the complication of their structure, their

order of succession in geological times, their mode of develop-

ment from the egg. and their geographical distribution upon the

surface of the globe. If that be so. and if the animal world de-

signed from the beginning has been the motive for the physical

changes which our globe has undergone, and if, as I also believe

to be the case, these changes have not been the cause of the di-

versity now observed among organized he'mgs. then we may ex-

pect from the greater depth of the ocean representatives resembling

those types of animals which were prominent in earlier geologi-

cal periods, or bear a closer resemblance to younger stages of the

higher members of the same types, or to the lower forms which
take their place nowadays. And to leave no doubt that I have a

distinct perception of what I may anticipate, I make the following-

It lies in the very nature of these animals that, among verte-

brates, neither Mammalia nor Birds can exist in deep waters, and
if any Reptiles exist there, it could only he such as are related to

the extinct types of the Jurassic periods, the Ichthyosauri. Plesi-

osauri, and Pterodactyles, but even of these there is very little

probability that any of their representatives are still alive. Among
thelishes, however. I expect to discover some marine representa-

tives of the order of Ganoids of both the principal types known
from the secondary zoological period, such as Lepidoids, Sauroids,

Pycnodonts, Coelacanthes, Amioids, and Glyptolepis-like species

may even be looked for. Among Selachians some new represen-

tatives of Cestraciontcs or IIybodont.es may be forthcoming, con-

necting the latter more closely to Odontaspis. I also look forward
to finding species allied to Corax, or connecting this genus with
Notidanus, perhaps also Jurassic-like forms. Among (hinue-
roids we may expect some new genera more closely related to the
extinct types of that family than those now living. Among or-

dinary fishes I take it for granted that Beryx genera may be
added to our list, approaching perhaps Ac-anus or rather Spheno-
cephaly

;
also types allied to Istieus, to Anenchelum, and to Os-



rery rarely met with by fishermen

found in the deepest waters, in

o-enerally lowered. Nothing is k

Mated toCYmoc:u-diuii i than the living speeies, perhaps 1ead.n;

OpU. o,: Trigoni ae of extinct types akin to Myophoria. with

, Diceras. . Grai nmisia. In. HvramiK. Vterinea. Moi.iot is

Po>idonla. Rodistea should tah:e the plac? of oysters and

harvest of Brachiopodi3 should be i large.

Amoiig CrustfLcea it is natural to suppos* that genera m;ii

diseove red reininding us 0f Eryoii or of Pen.phyx. Ganir,-OIIVN

SOIHC A mphipods , and Isopods apiug still nlore closely

bites tl ian Serol is, or Lirauloids .•,•,.!.! '.-.'•!.;:, g that extin el I'an

The cln.ssitieatioi i, embryology, and order c,f sure,-ion of K

inial kin-dom than in any other. I expect

>patangoids approaching Holaster. Toxaster.

Metaporhir Dvsastc

i approaching Pyguru>. Xudeolites tending to Clypeus,



erites like Pyrina or G-lobator, etc., etc., and again Cidarid

akin to C. glandifera and davigera with Glypticus-like species,

and Codiopsis. Codopleurus. Cyphosoma. and Salenia.

Among Starfishes the types of Goniaster and Luidia arc likeh

to prevail with simple rayed Euryaloid genera, and among Cri

noids a variety of genera reminding us of Pentremites. Marsq;

pites, Pentaerinu-. Apiocrinus. and Engeniacrinus.

The question of the affinities of Millepora will probably receive

additional evidence, and genera connecting more closely the Ru
gosaaud Tabnlata with one another, and with the Aealephs nan

be expected in the shapes of branching Heliopores and the like

With the monograph of Pourtales upon the deep-sea corals he

fore me, it would be sheer pretence to say anything concerning tin

prospect of discovering new representatives of this or that type

His tables point them out already.

But, there is a subject of great interest likely to be elucidatec

by our investigation,— the contrast of the deep-sea lamia' <»f th<

northern with those of the southern hemisphere. Judging fron

what Australia has already brought us. we may expect to lira

that the animal world of the southern hemisphere has a more an

tique character, in the same way as North America may be con

trasted with Europe, on the ground of the occurrence in the Unite.

States of animals and plant.-, now living here, the types of whicl

are only found fossil in Europe.

A few more words, upon unother subject. During the firs

three decades of this century, the scientific world believed tha

the erratic boulders, which form so prominent a feature of th

surface geology of Europe, had been transported by current

arising from the rupture of the barriers of great lakes among th

Alps or started from the north by earthquake waves.

Shepherds first started the idea that within the valleys of Swi

zerland the>e lnn>o boulder- had been carried forward by glacien

and Swiss geologists. Venctz and Charpentier foremost amon

however, remained confined to the vicinity of the Alps in its a]

i the elevation of the Alps.



has been considered by geologists us a

rciit-. it- forma'



to investigate, and I believe, it will be found in the end, that,

far from being accumulated by the >ea. the drift of the lowlan

of Patagonia lias been \v..ni away to its present extent by t

continued encroachment of the ocean in the same manner as t

northern shores of South America and <>f Brazil have been.

n-IE BLIND FISHES OF THE .MAMMOTH

The blind fish

in order to understand corree

from other sources ; and, in tl

Before touching upon this r

either partially or totally blin

In the lancelet (Branchioe

is described "as simple in to

plv of a skin follicle t coated
'



> find the mo-

llis family the



nestone in that part of Lancaster Co..

snestoga." We quote the following fro

i the fish : •—

left side of both a small per

1-ipo.lal -Hio

ias at the sai



as tin-



:

without division into ri-ht and left lobes),

enting the optic lobes is slightly the largest.

:, anil ! he optic lobes are repress

ight and left lobes, as in Amblyopsis, and

neus, but, as in Amblyops
medulla, and, projecting f<

the optic lobes than is the

.li-.l'/).

deled in the flesh of the

of the form of the fish,





Tellkampf proposed the name of Iletrmjv,



lark-colored fish in



Wvii i of the fish foi

called mud fish in the fresh

.Southern States, perhaps, in<

cies of Melanura* This fish

of burying itself in the mud,

dart off a she

Prof. Cope, in describing the habits of the



It is singular that ]



mens collected



> filament is. in some instances, seen (PI. 1, fig. i

ire largely provided with nervous filaments, and,

5 compensates tor

1, fig. 8, represei

aments distributed to the papillae : a, a branch of the fifth
]

nerves passii a ry ridge and sending til:

to each papilla. These papillan hranehes interchange fila

forming a nervous plexus in connection with each ridge.

"Plate 1, fig. 6, represents a double system of subcutane<

nals. which extend the whole length of the head, but wt

traced farther hack than the edge of the naked or scalele;

which covers it. Forwards they bifurcate, nearly eneircli

nasal cavitv. towards the mid ,le line endimz in a blind



The lateral branch was not traced distinctly to an end, but seemed

to connect with the olfactory cavity. The walls of those canals

are exceedingly delicate and easily overlooked."— Wyman.
"Plate 1, fig. 5, shows the globe of the eye with the optic nerve

(c), as seen under the microscope. The lens (b) is detached from

its proper place by the pressure of the glass. Irregularly arranged

muscular bands are attached to the exterior of the globe (a, a, a,

a), but were not recognized as the homologues of the muscles of

the normal eye of fishes ; nevertheless, they indicate that the globe

from them of the loose areolar tissue which fills the orbit. Jn a

fish four inches in length the eyes measured one-sixteenth of an

inch in their long diameter, and were of an oval form and black'. A
filament of nerve (PI. 1, fig. 3a) was distinctly traced from the

globe to the cranial walls, but the condition of the contents of the

cranium, from the effects of the alcohol, was such as to render it

impracticable to ascertain the mode of connection of the optic

nerve with the optic lobes.

Examined under the microscope with a power of about 1 wenty
diameters, the following parts were satisfactorily made out (PI. 1,

fig. 3): 1st, externally an exceedingly thin membrane, 6, which
invested the whole surface of the eye and appeared to be continu-

therefore regarded as a sclerotic ; 2d. a layer of pigment cells, d.

for the mosl
I
which were most abun-

dant about the anterior part of the eye ; 3d, beneath the pigment
a single layer of colorless cells, /\

;
t cell, and

each cell having a di-tinet nucleus : 1th. just in front of the globe,

a leutieui;,.--- < body, e [see also fig. 1]. which

consisted of an extern- ii numerous ceils with

nuclei. This lens-shaped body seemed to be retained in its place

by a prolongation forwards of the external membrane of the globe :

5th, the globe was invested by loose areolar tissue, which adhered

to it very generally, and in some instances contained yellow natty

matter ; in one specimen it formed a round spot, visible through the

skin on each side of t] •. ii the appearance of a

small eye: its true nature was determined by the microscope
only, it is not improbable that the appearance just referred to

may have misled Dr. DeKay — where he states that the eye exists

of the usual si Z e. but covered by the skin.

If the superficial membrane above noticed is denominated cor-

rectly the sr/eroti<\ then the pigment layer may be regarded as the

! !ie form as well ;is the position

of the transparent nucleated cells within the choroid correspond



for the most pa

Whatever view;* be taken with regard to the dev<

I fish, the anatomical characters w
enumerated she>w, that though quite imported as

istriicted after the type of the ey€
tebrates. It certainly is not adapted to the foi

ges, since the c<

interposed bet^veen it and the surface. wouM preve
sion of light to it except in a diffused condition. >

thing analogous5 to an iris was detected, unless we :

the increased number of pigment cells at the

It is said that the blind fishes are ac
as well as to undulations produced by <

In the only instance in which I have dis

ing (which I believe has not before be
were largely developed, as will be seei

fig. 1 e. As regards the general structu
materially from those of other fishes exc
dimensions. The semi-circular canals
the two which unite to enter the vestib
will be seen, project upwards and inwai
cranium, so as to approach quite near to



dotted outline in fig. le is quite larue when compared with that of
a Leuciscus of about the same dimensions as the hlind-li.-h here
described."— Wykax, £>iUh,i<iu\s Journal, Vol. 17,j>. 209, 1«54.

The Ambl/jopsis spelcms undoubtedly has quite an extensive

distribution, probably existing in all the subterranean rivers that

flow through the great limestone region underlying the Carbonif-

erous rocks in the central portion of the United States. Prof.

Cope obtained specimens from the Wyandotte Cave and from wells

in its vicinity, and in the Museum of Comparative Zoology at

Cambridge there is a specimen labelled -from a well near Lost
River, Orange Co., Ind.," which, with those from the Wyandotte
Cave, is conclusive evidence of its being found on the northern
side of the Ohio* as well as on the southern, in the rivers of the

Mammoth Cave. I have been able to examine a number of speci-

mens from the Mammoth Cave, and have carefully compared with

them the one from the well in Orange Co.. Ind., and [ind that the

Smithsonian Institution from J. E. Younglove. Ksq., who obtained
it "from a well near Bowling Green, Ky." The ircnei-al appear-

was that of AmMyopsU spelceus, but it differed from that speeie-;

in several characters, especially by the absence of ventral tins.

Dr. Girard therefore referred the fish to a distinct genus under the

name of TyphlickthysX mbterraneus. Dr. Gimther* considers this

fish a variety of Ahtblyopxtx spejams and records the specimen in

the British Museum "from the Mammoth Cave," as " half-frown."
||

By the kindness of Prof. Agassiz, I have been enabled to exam-
ine nine specimens of Mindfish without ventraJs, in the Museum of

Comparative Zoology. Seven of these were collected in the Mam-
moth Cave by Mr. Alpheus Hyatt in September, 1859. One was
from Moulton, Lawrence County, Alabama, presented by Mr.
Thomas Peters ; and another from Lebanon, Wilson Co., Tennes-
see

; presented by Mr. J. M. Safford. It is not stated whether



By a reference to the figures (PI. 2), it will be seen that the pj

appendages, stomach and scales of the two fishes are diffe

For these reasons, taken in connection with the absence of

tral fins, I have no hesitation in accepting Dr. Girard's nai

valid for this genus, of which we thus far know of but one sp<

with a subterranean range from the waters of the Mammoth (

south to the northern portion of Alabama. In this connecti

fishes" said to have been found in Miehigan. Foi thus far we

have Typhlichthys limit.ed to the central ar>d BOl rn porti<>n of

the subterranean region, Amblyc.p-i s to the ral. and the spe-

cies in the northern port ion undctenmined.

In 1853, on his retur n from ii tc»ur through t he isouthern and

western states, Prof. A gassiz <•a vi s a summiary of some ol "
hifl

ichthyological diseoverie s in a lei to Prof J.D. Dana.* In this

letter are the following tcmarks :
—

"I would mention for.Bmost a 1 genus i.vhich I si .all call Cho-
loynsttu'.VQvy similar in :: i---v' ' ppearainv t o the blii " the



This is the only in:'..: regarding this inter-

esting fish and the only specimens known are those on which Prof.

Agassi z based the above remarks.

By the kindness of Professor L. Agassiz, who has placed all

the specimens of the family contained in the Museum of Com-
parative Zoology in my hands for study, I am enabled to give a

figure and description of this interesting species Horn the three

specimens in the Museum, whieli were labelled as the originals of

(JhoJo</ii.stc-T romutiis Ag., from Waccamaw. S. ('., presented by

Mr. P. C. J. Weston, 1853. The largest of these specimens was
distended with eggs and I was enabled to compare the ovary with

that of Amblyopsis. From its being single and the eggs very

large, I have no doubt that it is a viviparous fish like the other

genera of the family. The position of the ovary behind the stom-

ach, as shown in fig. 2c, plate 2, and the presence of four pyloric

The stability of the internal characters I have mentioned vv

most unexpectedly substantiated by the discovery of a secoi

species (PI. 2, figs. 1. 4a) of the genus among the specimens
tie- Museum of Comparative Zoology. I have the pleasure

remembrance of the eight years I was associated with him as st

dent and assistant, but also because the fish so well illustrates t!

The only specimen known of this second species was drav





24 THE BLIND FISHES OF MAMMOTH CAVE.

Journal," and were it not that the article has been reprinted in the

"Annals and Magazine of Natural History," I should not criticise

the statement made in an off-hand letter for publication in a news-

paper ; for with Prof, ('ope'- knowledge of lishes it could simply be

because the Cyprinodontes have a month directed upwards and

are surface feeders that they were letter adapted to a subterranean

ranean streams at the same time, died out,

If the fishes of the subterranean streams came from adjoining

rivers, why were not many of the Percoids, Cyprinoids and other

form-, that are as essentially surface feeders as the Cyprinodon-

structure of the lish should be adapted to feeding on the surface.

blind fishes of the Cuban caves arc of the great group of o

which are, with hardly an exception, bottom feeders. '.

that the food of the blind fishes of the Mammoth Cave co

great part of the cray fish found in the waters of the

3 already m iej are aot contenl v

the Amblyopsis

Amblyopsis as i





his brief comparii



development, in simply those very character

fins, that are in themselves of the smallest in

hire (permanence of character considered) <

rouu'ht thro,t ifh the

C7iofo-

c-r, so did the Typhliehthys and yet that is blind.

Iletcropy.u'ii have been developed from (
•



Looking at the case from the standpoint which the facts force

descendants) the Ileteropygii. The familiea and genera havimi the

characters they now exhibit, hut most likely more numerously rep-

resented than now, as many probably became exterminated as the

ited, as the bottom of this basin was gradually elevated, and
finally, as the waters became confined to still narrower limits and

changed from salt to brackish and from brackish to fresh, only

such species would continue as could survive the rhaim-e. and they

were of the minnow type represented by the Ileteropygii. and per-

haps some other genera of brackish water form- that we have not

yet discovered.

In support of this hypothesis we have one species of the family,

Choi,,,, -,strr coruutH*. now living in the dutches of the rice fields of

South Carolina, under verv similar conditions to those under which

others of the family may have lived in lonsr preceding geological







A NEW ERECTING ARRANGEMENT, ESPECIALLY

DESIGNED FOR USE WITH BINOCULAR
MICROSCOPES.

•or dissecting and other manipulations under magnifying p" u

, the simple microscope i> awkward and unsatisfactory.
'^ l

'

i been made to serve as a binocular only with low powers
;

bu

superb field of the compound microscope has been compa

ely little used for these purposes because few persons

ntage under an inverting arrangement, the erectors ]
.uuU}



6

i



good objective as an erector ha* not as yet afforded the advantage

of binocular vision. The simple expedient now proposed is de-

signed to increase the usefulness of the stereoscopic binoculars in

ordinary use by rendering them easily available lor purposes which

Last summer I proposed, at the Indianapolis meeting of the

leaves little to he desired for the purposes of a dissecting micro-

scope. As a simple contrivance, the lenses of a one-and-a-half

or two-inch objective (preferably a solid or single-combination

one) may be packed or screwed into the upper end of an adap-

ter which when screwed into the nose-piece of the microscope car-

ries them up close to the hinociilar prism, and into the lower end

of which, lengthened more or less by two or three adapters of

various lengths, the object glass may be screwed. A more ele-

gant but scarcely more satisfactory arrangement is an adapter

with sliding-tuhe adjustment which varies to the extent of an inch

or more the distance between the erector and objective. Diner-

wants of different observers. The combination which has proved

ter inches below the erector
;
giving powers often to fifty diameters.

and requiring a working distance between the stage and the bi-

nocular prism of four and one-half to live inches, -which is quite

practicable with large stands. A shorter working distance may

be gained at a slight disadvantage. With a two-inch erector and

be secured without removing the binocular prism more than four

inches from the stage ; and with a one-inch erector and two-thirds

inch objective a power of forty diameters is obtained with the

binocular prism three and three-fourths inches from the stage.

AYhen, however, sutlicient working distance cannot be obtained, the

object may sometimes be placed upon the substage, or, oftener.



high powers. With

fully light both th'1.1?

THE RATTLESNAKE AND NATURAL SELECTION-



by many persons as indistinguishable from the sound made by the

Cicada. Professor Brewer, whose long experience in the seryice of

the California Geological Survey Lrave him quite unrivalled op-

portunities :<•: bei-uiuinLi tauiiliar with the sound made by this

reptile, tells me that he was on one occasion at least in great clan-

ger of being bitten by one of these animals on account of having



will doubtless have caught the main point towards which these

facts so plainly tend, namely, that the imitation ot'the note of the lo-

cust may possibly be of high value to the rattlesnake. The Ci-

Almost every observer of the life of our woods and fields, has seen

a bird spying around a branch whence came the whirring of a lo-

cust
; suddenly there would be an end of the monotonous sound.

nable agency of fascination : the bird in this case b

his food and decoyed into the range of the serpt

is a well known fact that birds, even those which
termined notes, are easily misled by sounds whi
en though imperfectly, the calls of their species <

their prey, so that the imperfections in the n
ssnake when considered as an imitation of the (



!iToup ot v.Tti'l'i'ati's. trom the point

tion of the body was used as the pro

Blight exceptions, propel themselves l



36 THE RATTLESNAKE AND NATURAL

passing that the obstinate survival of the tail among the verte-

brates may be accounted for by the intense bodily inertia, if we

may so call it, which causes the energy of survival of useless

structures to be proportionate to the length of time which they

have been of use to the groups to which they belong. It ia natural

enough that a part of the body situated at one of the regions of

manifold relations as the tail is, and unappropriated to any spe-

cial function, should be put to use in various ways, as a prehensile

instrument by some monkeys and other animals, or a building tool

by the beavers, as a fly-brush by many others, etc.

Mr. Herbert Spencer has already suggested that the wagging of

the d«.g's tail and similar movements of that appendage i- in tact an

force, the tail

energy of the

to close it eitl

Be the cau

what it may,

motion of the tail common anmng s, 1: ,kes. It is the opinion 01

some herpetologists that the rattles are the remains of the skins

successively shed by the animal. The rate of development of the

rattles, together with the fact that the skins of some seri enta aw

more imperfectly detached from the region about the tail than«

other parts of the body, makes this view very probable. Let us

suppose that we had a group of poison-fanged serpents, accidea-

tally tending to keep the tail >kin in the peculiar fashion of rattle-

snakes and that in some of these it was persistent enough to m^e

the whirring sound of the Cicada when the tail «> rapid!)
moved
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ZOOLOGY.

observations before tin- l'hilosoi

the extinct Batrachian Fauna

Ohio, based on studies of mater

berry, director of the Geological

species had been discovered up

of which were referred to the fc

1 ; Sauropleura Cope, :} : Tudita

I ; Oestocephalus Cope. f> : Coo\

1 hlegethontia Cope, 2 ; Colostci

genera. The fii-t rcpn-c nfcd U
thoracic shields, l'leu-ethontia i

Ming Xectunis. but without Ion

Oestocepiialus was defined as

w ak posterior limbs only prcsci

ture consisting of closely pa eked

spines of the vertebra- an-shapt

cribed, one of which was the si

scarcely four inches long and rc[

,
two of Phlegethontia and one of Colosteus

ivere added to the system. Eunjfhorux subi

*e form of four feet in length with the pect-

I and nearly smooth.

viuropleura ) and crocodiles (I

Cfrnomy* Ixdoi'lrniiruH given by Pro

r March. 1*71. refers to the small



the nest. They weix- :itten>h j
<l l.«y their parents, and hid

selves from observation, amid the densest hemlock boughs
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times, the old birds uttered a lisping sort of m
like that of Dendroeea striata, but winding up with

notes, similar to those of D. viren.s. The youn<

save the usual faint chirp. "What is the souther

breeding locality of this bird?

Pi'trachel/flon binijYons is the commonest swab

skills, tar outnumbering all the ether species comb;

in great numbers under the eaves of every barn and

In no other eastern locality have I noticed it in si

dance as in these mountains.— T. Martin Tuien:.

Fishes as Surgeons.—In walking through the

tached themselves to the ends of our trousers, a

up our legs and buried themselves in the flesh,

fits of laughter ; but on Mr. ('— and the manage
that the black- only spoke from long experience,

themselves had more than once proved the etlicac}

L
extracted,

•est. but without one atoa





of July, and wore with <

tions of the town nw\ r

not doubt but tlml if

and are call ed Go
would more i

would. I thi.,1i pro,

But, from !>!'';';

cies at CoIud ibia, ( iuri.u

which is not i

lieve that the (Jrclia id Or
calitie.s, resen ]b!iu«v in hi
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from which there exudes a sweet fluid which attracts swarms of

flies (Diptera), bees and wasps, and railing on the leaves, forms a

dark sticky wax. On the underside of the fully formed adult fe-

males are four cottony lines extending from the angles to the cen-

tre. In October the emptied scales fall from the trees.

The rate of increase is enormous, each female producing thou-

sands of young. Two or three years are sufficient to destr< >y a large]

vigorous tree.— A. J. Cook, Agricultural College, Lansing, Mi^

Instinct or Reason in the Robin?— A pair of Robins (Turdty

migratorius) had, for three years, built their nests and reared

their young on the trees in front of my house. The fourth year

they decided for family ends to change the trees for the beams of

of a new shed. There they built their nest ; and soon four eggs

were seen in it ; in due time the young appeared. As they were

in plain view from our window, and were also exposed to danger

from boys, cats, and other enemies, we watched them very closely.

After a few days, the birds had grown too largo for all to remain

in the nest, and one was seen on the beam outside. As cats weW

whetting their appetites looking at it, I determined to protect it

at all hazards, and went near to watch. The parents seemed as

fearful and anxious as I, keeping both of them on the wing, going

to and from the nest, with much (hitter, and noise and talk. I

noticed they were bringing, what seemed to be nest material."1

addition to the food for the young. The next morning at day-

light a new nest close beside the old one, was completed, and two

of the young placed in it. Here two in one, and two in the other

nest, they were cared for until they could fly. The next year

they began their family duties near the same spot, but a fear^

gale blew down the shed, with its nest, eggs and birds and they

have never nested on the place since.— Rev. S. A. L. Drew, South

Laboratory for M \i;ink Zoology.
ter to Professor Agassiz, who has coi

in this journal, writes that lie has matured a plan which lm> R"

many years been in the minds of many zoologist-.: that of estab-

lishing a huge laboratory for marine zoology in the Mediterranean.

He has obtained permission of the authorities of the city of Na-

ples to construct a large building at his own expense, in the V8»

Reale at Naples close to the sea, containing a large aquarium &



To the Editors of The Naturalia.—l find in i

The Naturalist " for October (p. GGO) which ha*

ind, a notice !»v Col. Iligginson. endorsed hy Pro]
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A. S. Packard, Jr., made some remarks on the geology of

phosphate beds of South Carolina. During a recent visii

Charleston, he had observed the phosphate diggings on the As!

river, and at a locality on the northeast railroad eight miles f

Charleston, but through the courtesy of C. C. Coe, Esq., Snpf

tendent of the Marine and River Phosphate Mining and Mann
turing Company, and Dr. C. U. Shepard, Jr., he had enjc

special facilities for studying the Quaternary, or Post Plicx

formation in which the phosphate bed occurs, having made

excursions in company with these gentlemen on the Compa

Sr., for much valuable information regarding the chemical as

as geological history of these interesting hods. Analogous 1

have been discovered in the later tertiary of England near C

bridge, but they are becoming exhausted, and manufacturer

superphosphates are now importing lanre quantities of the cr

lands of the Sea Is

mited supply of the ]



lade, he had met
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The vessel sailed December fourth, and will touch first at St.

liomas Island. The steamer burns less than three tons of coal

day. and can thus run eight thousand miles on one hundred and

is taken out abundant stores for preserving specimens, and deep

a nets and hooks >peeh,lh :,dapti-d Cor catching lish at great

jpths. We also publish a let

xlasa Bulletin of the Museum

dy of some of the relations of Plants' to Heat,

March 11. by F.
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great swelling of the land, which to the ordi



co

most imperceptible. Kansas C'it v. at the junction ol

and Kaw Rivers, is six hundred' and forty-eight fc

water; First View, near the western line of Kansas.

sand, four hundred and seventy-nine feet; and De
miles from the base of the mountains, is five thous

dred and five feet. Thus it will be seen that the to

this route is ascending a rapidly-inclined grade whi

appears as a dead-level.

From this elevated plateau the mountains rise al

allel, the culminating point is attained at Gray's Pea
was named in honor of the distinguished botanist <

by one of his devoted disciples, Dr. Parry, who w;

measure its altitude, which he found to be fourteen

liundrcd and fortv-five feet.

termining the botanyof the mountain reuion of tl

thus linking together the names of two honore
throughout a series of years have worked side 1

mon science. Here is the water-shed of the conti

which fall on the western slope find their wa;

through the Colorado River and the Gulf of Cali

which fall on the eastern slope reach the Atlai

Platte branch of the Missouri, thence through th<

the Gulf of Mexico.

Standing at Denver on a clear summer's day, 1

prehends in the range of his vision, a view rai

grandeur and extent. The mountains rise al

plains like a great wall which can be traced for i

fifty miles. To the south is seen Pike's Peak, di

or more, jutting into the plains, and to the nort

tant, Long's Peak, with its snow-clad flanks and
up amidst the con-cries of peaks. The interim



The best time to view this ]

mountains then resemble a gres

of the western horizon. As t

the tints of sa]

atmosphere the

"TheDelectabl
van wen not oo

their escape to the broad undulating plains.

Ascending a summit from which a bird's eye view of the coi

can be obtained, the contour of the surface appears like a con

tire were in the wildest commotion. A tumultuous m, in>t

neously arrested and pctrilicd. would he a miniature repres

tion of what is here seen ; and yet, when the _

carefully examine the structure of the mountain* Mratigraplm

he finds that they range in nearly conforming lines, whose i

tion is N. N. W. and S. S. E.

Another striking feature in the topography of this regie

the series of high table-lands known as • parks." They are

<hmt valleys walled in by snowy mountains. The melting b

most perennial growth of bunch grass, making these parks ac

ing to Fremont "the paradise of all grazing animals," and
streams the favorite abode of the speckled trout. The ante

the elk, the mountain sheep and the black-tailed deer still ab



these rich pastures, but the burtalo has boon driven awa;

hen, in 1844, Fremont visited the South Park, herds of the*

imals blackened the surface, and their well-beaten trails affon

. the most practicable route through the region ;
but nowthf

» not even approach the foothills.

The Utes use these parks during the summer as cow lodges, bi

winter approaches the herd is driven down to the plain.

Geology. To comprehend the geology of the Rocky Mountain

here the forces of metamorphism have been so powerfully e

)al Measures, which continue to Fort Riley, nm

inT'-'relui

1

'.,!',,!,

1

.'

s<.en

,l

:it'salin i .

<

. wliich may be Tri-

vertically, thus showing that withi

this region has been subjected to

characterized by heavy deposits of c

fully mined at Golden City, on llnlst

other streams descending from the r



Di-nwr lui- lniil.liiiLi
I

recognize subordinate groi

ong the line of pre-
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then, the formation of the mineral veins of this region may t

referred to two distinct epochs.

The veins of Colorado, thus far mined, belong to the older clas

The gold-bearing veins, unlike those of California, contain i

their gangues, copper and iron pyrites, blende and galena, and 6

intimately is the gold connected with these sulphurets, that grei

The veins of silver have, also, their associations of base s«

phurets, and the silver itself appears under the forms of sulpfo

ret and antimonial. Black Hawk and Central City are the mai

The annual product in the precious metals as estimated by Cla

ence King is about three million, two hundred and fifty thousai

dollars. As constituting ;; |»:trt of the volcanic phenomena, may I

mentioned the frequent occurrence of hot springs throughout tl

been subjected to analysis. The latti

their remedial virtues in cases of rheu

taneous affections. These springs is

Soda Creek, and are three in number,

being about ten gallons a minute. 1
An analysis of the water by Mr. J. G.
one hundred and seven grains of solid

up of the following ingredients :



other pl.-Kvs slu'ltcri'.l I

grasses thrive and the <

I that dry and brae

dnety degrees F. an



effects experienced in a more humid climate Perspiration is al-

most insensible. The residents represent that autumn is the pleas-

antest portion of the year, and that this delicious season contin-

ues until January, when the winter seriously sets in and continues

until May. The snows are not deep, and on the cliffs exposed

to the direct rays of the sun rarely remain over a few days.

Such is the climate in the canons, but on the higher peaks a man-

tle of white begins to form late in September and continues to ac-

cumulate until spring.

The temperature at Denver, two thousand, one hundred and live

feet above the sea, does not differ essentially from that at Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, seventy-one feet above the sea, while the

difference of latitude is about two decrees. This is shown in the

subjoined table

:

Mt. Washington, in New Hampshire, is six t!

dred feet above the sea. and the little band of ol

year passed the winter upon its summit, encoui

ors of an arctic climate. At Idaho Springs, in the

orado Mountains, and one thousand one hundr
feet higher, cattle may pass the winter without ;

breath permeates the valleys, mitigating the s<

and rendering the climate agreeable to the huma
not pause to discuss the causes of this anomal
with what is observed in other regions lying with
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is approached. Here the soil reposes on a W1iter-washed gravel,

but the beds of the streams are composed of slilifting sands. Ad-

vancing towards the foothill 8, small boaiders tare observed strown

over the surface, and occasioBally it is traverse. 1 by ridges ofnil
In fact the observer e zpertaaoefl a feelii ig of disappoint-

ment at the absence of the i more gtriking dri ft phenomena ; for

naturally comparing this re:gion with the Alps . he expects to see

great outlying masses of r< )ek which have bo mi transported far

from the parent bed ; accumiilations of gtavd nd sand in the na-

The transporting power of the present- streams is very g'l'eat.

They have a descent of from fifty to one hundred feet to the inl-

and, swollen by the spring freshets, the waters sweep d<>\vmvltl

sufficient force to bear along the lar<_tv>t houMer> here uh-erved.

particularly if entangled in ice.

Another phenomenon characteristic of all true drift regions,

»

entirely wanting on the plains, and but sparingly r

the mountains
; and that is the absence of lakes. IV

sey, as fur back as 1802. in a paper communicated to the Geo.eg-

ical Society of London, pointed out the fact that lakes were vet?

numerous in those regions where the evidences of ice action «'eu

most manifest. a,,d eomparativelv r:,re in tropical and ^^"r



pools of water which occur near the summits of th a loftier ridge*.

The scenery of Sullen and Norway is diversifiled by these in-

laud enclosures ol' water, which become rare in the more tompor-

ate climates.

If we consult a map of the northern portion ol ' our own eoun-

try, wo shall find that, leaving out the great chain Ofthe Canadian

Lakes, and such collections of water as Winnej

Slave Lake and Pear Lake, all the way from M .

Arctic Sea. there are innumerahle -mailer lakes v\ Iiich enable the

voyageur in his canoe to penetrate to every portion

In southern Wisconsin the lakes are few ami in 1Illinois they dis-

appear almost altogether.

On the plains there is not a permanent collect ion of water to

which we attach the name of lake : and in the mot attains they are

rare. This is the more surprising when we consh ler how actively

the forces of elevation and subsidence have been exerted. The
Great Basin, it is true, is characterized by numei ous lakes, most
of which are of a highly saline or brackish' charac ter, but in a re-

gion where the streams are cut off from the sea, i t is but natural

that the waters should accumulate in the depressio

There may have been a time when the annual precipitation of

rain was greater, and consequently the transportsig power of the

streams was increased beyond their present capacity, but there are

few phenomena with regard to the distribution ot' the superficial

materials which cannot be explained by a resort tc) causes now in

operation. Professor Whitney has arrived at siibstantially the

same results with regard to the Pacific slope.

In concluding these observations. I may remarlv that the rail-
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) effect sonis

It might be expect

this naturally rich,

banks. So indeed

always be if the dig

shallow, with grada

cockle, and the vcll.m- ev<

three for us. Or, ifhis skill

portion of its waters to tun

valley, and leads them o

the happier are we ; for wli

them for the rocks i

fields of perpetual



the settled, and consequently irrigated, portions of (



which lie nearest the foothills, where the landscape is coiisidera-

l)ly varied In- elevations and depressions, there are now many

larger hikes covering five or ten acres and quite deep, which were

nothing more than dry hollows six or eight years ago. The num-

ber and variety of aquatic plants in these lakes are increasing

every year, and on the shores of some the cotton woods ami wil-

lows that have sprung up from seed are becoming quite con.spic-

or ponds, but in those which have heen the incidental result of the
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i
and other members of the wilderness

Te way to domesticated animals— anim

and savageness have been subdued,

mh>. ellcand leer, an - i,_' . I tV>r then ie--.li and hides ; others

era, such as the panther, wild cat and wolf, are killed on account of

their savageness, their existence being incompatible with the pres-

ence of civilized man.
For the buffalo are substituted our common cattle, for the wolf

:md wild eat. our duine-tieated dog and cat. Instead of clothing

himself with the skins of the buffalo and deer, aud living upon the

fruits of the chase, the civilized man carries with him the sheep,

from whose fleece he makes his coat for winter ; or rears tbe cotton

plant, while from its fibres he manufactures his fabrics, instead of

inner hark of the cedar or basswood for the same pur-

pose, as did the aborigiual man.
But civilized man in his march into the wilderness, or in his

advance upon the prairies, meets with many new forms of animal
life and from their number he now and then selects some, such as

the wild turkey, for example, which seems to have a pre-adaptation

to domestication, and from such he adds to the stock of his domes-
ticated species.



iNow and then, upon the western frontier, you may see in

color, high shoulders, and somewhat restless disposition, tl

dicatc a cross between the domestic cow and buffalo boH* 1,u

the red-blood of the Indian, the mighty throng that is pressii

soon absorbs it, and obliterates effectually its marks, if not

}

its effects.

It was with a peculiar interest that I read the descriptic

prairies on which herds of wild-cattle pastured in conftii

Strange contrast ! Where now iron rails mark the high*

falo, or the Indian trail to hunting grounds or from village
'

lage. Where now are great cities, built of brick, stone and

with their iron and marble fronted palaces of trade, then

Indian villages of sometimes five hundred cabins made of i



of the other and thus assimilating the habits of civilized man
with the superstition^ and customs of the savage, for the " French-

man forgot not that the uncivilized man as well as the civilized

num. was his brother and he deported himself as man toman."
Here we see the Jesuit, the medicine-man of civilization, strug-

gling to displace the superstitious rites and ceremonies of the

medicine-man of the forest, to substitute his own no less whim-

ih and absurd rites and ceremonies in their stead; and
the triumph of the former, when, as on one occasion, after forty

dogs had been sacrificed to appease the spirit of



which, in the form of disease, was laying waste the villain-, the

medicine-man was forced to bow his knee to the cross and otter up

his prayer for mercy to the great Manitou of the French. Here in

these old Jesuit Relations and Letters we see the Red-man ou

bended knee before the blessed virgin, reciting the rosary or re-

peating Are Marias translated into the Algonquin language by tin'

Jesuit fathers.

The Jesuit missionary, Father Marquette, who, with Joliel vd

five French voyageurs, discovered and explored the Upper Mis-

sissippi, in the year 1673, was the first white man who penetrated

to the habitat of the buffalo, by way of the Great Lakes. Father

Claude Allouez and other missionaries, who had penetrated the

wilderness as far as Che-goi-me-gon, a great Chippewa Village at

the extreme west end of Lake Superior, no doubt had heard from

the wandering Sioux, or as thev were known in those days, the

Nadouessi, of the great plains' that lay farther westward and of

the vast herds of buffaloes that roamed ..ver them. History, in-

deed, records the fact, that these Sioux Indians told the strange

pale-faces that came among them with "pictures of hell and of &
last judgment" of their manner of shielding themselves from the

winter's storm with the hides of wild-cattle for the roof of their <&

ins instead of bark. It was here, too, that the missionaries held

of the Great River, and here, for the first time in history. apP6*

those two Algonquin words, Messis,-;,,-. Father Alloiiez. in -\* :M
'.

ing of the Sioux Indians says, « They live on the great river caB*

Messipi." He blended the adjective Messi, great, and the noun

Sepe, river, into the word Messipi, which was no greater corrup-

tion of the original than our Missis-sippi. It was here, too, $»

Father Marquette received tidings of the Great River, and the
ra-

tions that dwelt upon its banks, and it was here that he resolved*

explore it. "This great river," he says, "can hardly empty?

Virginia, and we believe that its mouth is in California- K
^

Indians who promise to make me a canoe do not fail to keep *
word, we shall go into this river as soon as we can wil

man and this young man given me, who knows some of

guages, and has a readiness for learning others ; we shall via*
ll

nations which inhabit it, in order to open the way to so many

our fathers who have long awaited this happiness." *
.

t

At the same- Chippewa Village, the Jesuits met the /

* Marquette's Letter to Le Mercier.



of the great river.

The winter before the arrival of Joliet wa
aration for the great voyage. From the wan
Marquette gathered all the information he



took all possible [ovcautions. that if our ent

it should not be fool-hardy ; tor this reason <

ble information from Indians, who had fr<

and even from their accounts traced a map n

of the great river, and what direction we

got to it." *

It was on the 17th of May. 1(17:5. tint 1

tomahawked them without any provocatioi

parties constantly in the field; that the

dangerous, unless the difficult parts were

of frightful monsters who swallowed up n

that there was a demon there who could

stopped the passage and engulfed all who
finally, they told him of heat that was so





they floated on until

-Having descend

rush on him and attack him + As tlu



rative of a Jouruev to the Illi-



was that of i

tongue was c

them for brea

the wom>n, also the mats for i

kaskia. November 9th, 1712, he

sole occupations of the men. wL
the women and girls. They
ground for sowing, do the cooki





the skill with which they were used. "Arrows are the principal

arms which they (Illinois Indians) use in war and in the chasei

They are pointed at the end with a stone cut and sharpened in the

shape of a serpent's tongue ; and if no knife is at hand, they use

them also to skin the animals they have killed. They are so skil-

ful in using the how, they scarcely ever fail in their aim, and they

do it with so much quickness that thev can discharge a hundred

through the horse of De S<

dians on the plains, think-

through a buffalo, so that

"Of all the nations of Canada, there ar

great abundance of everything as the Illii

who keep together in Hocks, often to the





"In the southern and western parts of \ew Franc-

sides of the Mississippi, the most famous hunt is that

falo. which is performed in this manner : the hunters i

selves in tour lines, which Conn a -Teat suuaiv. and b<

ly afraid of tire, keep flying 1

"The bull, or buffalo, of Canajlu is !>i-o,r than ours ;
his !l"n"

are low, black and short, he has a great beard of hair under hi-

muzzle, and a great tuft of hair upon his head, which falls do^n

falo has a good smell, and to approach him wil

near enough to shool him, you must go agai
he is wounded he U iurioti-. rind turns imon tl





serted lands, we had the addition also of hunger during the whole

of our journey. It was not because we did not see great liunihers

of stags and deer and particularly of buffaloes, but our Indian-

were not able to kill any. A rumor they had heard the day befcH

our departure, that the country was infested by parties of the ene-

my (probably the Sioux), prevented them ['rum earn in_

for fear of being discovered by the report when they fired, 01 <rf

being embarrassed, if it should be necessary for them to seek

safety in flight. Thus, they could use nothing but their arrowi,

and the buffaloes which they hit, fled, carrying with them the ar-

rows by which they had been pierced, and went to die in some

distant place." " It was not without reason that they

feared meeting with any war party of the enemy, for they woukl

have received no quarter from them. Either their heads would

have been cut off, or at best they would have been made prisoners.

to be bund at last before a slow fire, or to be used for food in their

feasts." *

From the same letter, written at Kaskaskia in 1712, we learn

that it was then the constant habit of the missionaries to accom-

pany the Indians in their hunts. There were during the ye:ir tw

great hunts; that of the summer, which scarcely lasted I

:'•'-

weeks, and that which took place during the winter, which las**

four or five months. With but a slight exertion of f

tion one can see the motley group of Indians, Frencl

breeds, headed by the Blackgown,t issuing from the old Ka-kad^

of 1712. where the wigwams of the savage and the rude hut--'

the French indicated the contact of civilization and barbaric

and turning their faces to the north toward the gri

where they were to engage in the chase of the deer, the elk am

the buffalo.

These old missionaries soon learned to love the rivers aim l

1
1

ries of Illinois and, if duty called them to Canada or the (.*£

Lakes, to rejoice upon their return to the Illinois missions,

ther Marest remained a short time with the Peorias ai

tinued his journey on to Michilimakinak. After st

few days he started to return in the bark canoe by the way «

Lakes and the St. Joseph River, called now Miami River^





; sea board, and that he was infoi•med that, from the last herd

in that State, two were killed i n the vicinity of Columbia.

ins appears that at one period this animal ranged over nearly

hole of North America."* Naines of places still retained.

my instances, indicate the former range of the buffalo. A

upon the Upper Mississippi was called by the Indians Beez-

>e
t
w. or Buffalo River, "on acconnt," Father Hennepin says.

he number of buffaloes found tin-re." Charlevoix speaks of a

near Ni.-igara Falls, which bore the name of La Bivkre an

vsthatth.

city of Buffalo, perpetuate tl

at the east end of Lake Eri

by Dr. Elliott Coues in the 2

that the buffalo formerly existed

ginia -

-P crossed

Schoolcraft says, "It was found in early days to

the Mississippi above the latitude of the mouth of the <
>lm-

•

'

at certain times throughout the present area of Kentucky. ^
only ranged over the prairies of Illinois and Wi-

spread to Southern Michigan, and the western skirts ot

T
xt

7^ ;V
n

'

l
'' /"

M
l,M

;
' )V, St.A^-

and crossed the Mr-.-ipp. into Mmnesota .it

Falls for the last time.it is believed, in ix-jn :

-
_

states, "in the days of our boyhood and youth, bufl

over the small prairies of Illinois, and herds ol

through the open woods of Kentucky and Tennessee^^^.

* The Quadruped* of North Amn-ira. V..1. 2. p
•'>•>





Far West "the prairies are in some places whitened with t

skulls of the buffalo, dried and bleached by the summer's sun a

the frosts and snows of those severe latitudes in winter."* 1

doubt their skulls and other bones were as plenty upon the prairi

of Illinois a hundred years ago. It seems to be the object of i

of every organized creature, and to throw back its component pa

te. Two of them were picked up this year, w •

thin ten miles of the Illinois River.

lnflhloi.

, ,. f ,.,, , i. „,. i- n-.rure to store open-
Lot it, being pa. t ot tne plan <>l n "' '^^ ts aud

iieini-we

i

\it

1

.'d on the^rit-e'Tt seems to be her chief

!vlle the ni^is'oVdi-^llauul.erin- the habitable are*

, ., v ..
ia ,i, of the s«lul

tons of animals

f the atmosphere, the dissolving power of cai °
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}f the club mosses (Lycopo<

nation like that of ferns, anr

part of the

fhich suffice I

bly composet



beautiful impres

tin- Devonian flora is

>ckv i-hin<ls, bor<k'iv<l 1,

wlan.ls than those of the

Although we have quot

of his pat

single *!





Lainvntian period. II.' think, it --poss'ibb- that the rock- of >.nv-

foundland or Labrador, or beds now buried under the Atlantic,

may bo those which alone contain the remains of the lower Silu-









and doubtless would





. down . In



ZOOLOGY.



In many species where



habit of moving by quick, short, and ofte

received the common and very appropi

and in many localities are well known











as belonging to Dr. Steindachner, which I just missed se<

before they were sent to Vienna. These specimens were proci
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i the deposition of
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incipal advisor of the

practically defemling

and complained of by

ter in the k
- Quarterly

: ,vith a one-inch objec

one-tlur.isimd diameters obtainled with a on<

itnrment asth

entitle rai(;roscopist should g'vc> with his i 1 f

ampliileai ion he employed, bnit the real fo

and the mime of the maker, as astronomers -

He farther says, « in such a difficult and

as a high power object-glass, it is almost :

makers t( ) work to the same magnifying

course de pends on the knowled

much tin m<:>re iCTC< lit to the maker — 1

he 8e lis !
* ibi • the mcre to his disere. lit.

copy thai: the lo-;ver the pow. r of a i gla



> the pellicle which

eir form and outlii



rered by Dr. R<

desire 1 liglit upon their effects w)



by Prof. Max Sch



of negative, knowledge.— a conclusion readied i'nmi wbi »

sible to obtain optically pure water. The fusion of ice ft

the nearest approach to this .standard.

Railway Dust. — The -Manchester Guardian" puhl

study of railway dust made bv Mr. J. Sidebotham, who fii

consist, in the case examined." about one-half of particles

NOTES .



tebrates. etc.. from the Rocky Mo

s, of the University of Kentucky,!

.

i





lOOnting :iik1 air.n



of n wovl- on the Crustacea of

the Smiths. 'iiijui Institution In

ished in the 'Bulletin of the Ma
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dcr the surface.

Immediately i



of the stomata apparatus. The ibnn :m.l a

cells are shown in figs. 16, 17. and 18. Tfa



as rudu from its four cor

across between these radii

cells as shown in fig. li

been formed, and two at

a pair of end cells are forr

formation of the four help

pore cells. Within





AQUEOUS PHENOMENA OF THE URAIIJIF>



f shape.

ng droughts





REMARKS ON UNIFORMITY OF NOMEXC LAT

IN REGARD TO MICROSCOPICAL OBJEC-

TIVES AND OCULARS.

Tie nominal focal length of i

microscopists generally, rep

aally used in the compound ir

inal focus represe

lilt t.

•erybody knows i

ith the urgency





ached would doubtless be preferred, it

micrometer should be ten incises from tl

by the objective, and the ratio of thi

If it should be thou









Where an extra front of i

nilivav..^

ently that no estff*

it would seem to ft



?. Magilifying power is always st

?n,;
! uigmlYing power and a

ir.'uld"

rly impo

d, like the obj(

foll.jv>"ing are some of the moi

- Should tL

',,• -



>int of screw-collar

is:'- its angular aper-



alities of those people of the stone age —these

choose— a people who had at no time a knowl-

, unless perhaps they utilized the many masses

es (n.Muhh-uh.ml „f Xe-A Ilnr.wuek. Middlesex

fashioned from its sandstone and porphyry peb-



mpared, we must come to one

?re were many execrable work-

hat the age of the crude spec-

imens far exceeds that of the

finely wrought relics. Com-

pare the rude implement (Fig.

9) and the finely polished axe

(Fig. 15). Both of these were

tared Vrrow head* of stone we know, are still in use. H ffi

surmise be correct, if a people as rude as they who fcsbltfjM

wrought flints found at St. Acheul, near Amiens, France, ^
dwelt on the shores of the Delaware, and the relics are

j*jg
as those mentioned above, were not such a people too pn

to wander from another continent? We believe tins and
I

«*H
the first inhabitants along our Atlantic coast and inUin. Jg

been autochthones. t and tlinl tlu-h- "Hint chips" arejio

—





The largo jasper implement or weapon, fig. 22. may i

een a hatchet, lance head or skin dresser, for that matter,

ae works and figures of ethnologists do not help as mud in

iding. It would be a great gain to the subject, had each of tl

arious forms of " flint implements " a representative in the t<

leseriptr

pi oper J"" 1

is pro v i-li
1

into
grooved *



^



is eight inches
;
greatest width five inches. In thickness the stone

varies little from two inches. The cutting edge has been broken

off too much to determine if it was ever very sharp or not. The

grooved axe (Fig. 15), found inSalem county, New Jersey, is the

the drawing, it has a second slight groove or depression m M
of the main one intended for the handle fastenings. The whole

surface has been beautifully polished, the edge is still perfect,

equidistant from each side, and describing a very nearly accurate

v circle. Comparing such beautiful work-

manship as this with the rude axe (Fig.

14) we can scarcely believe men of the

day and generation used them

take up





abundant in the bed

, N. J. Prof. Nilsson

us how a handle

are been attached

but its cutting

. MiOlloll it

which the surface



uitiz "«£, 'being''

s hatchet. It

oore than the

Prominently in this list stands the magnifi-



cent brown jasper specimen (Fig. 22). There we have a carefully

chipped hatchet, well edged on all sides, of a nearly perfee( Wk
outline. Its greatest width three and three-quarters inches ; great-

est length, six inches ; and scant three-quarters of an inch in

greatest thickness. This specimen is one of one hundred and fifty

that were discovered in ploughing a piece of newly drained Mea-

dow near Trenton, N. J. The one figured is somewhat shorter

and broader than the others, which might have been hatchets or

lance heads.* They were buried points up, and were surrounded

by a sufficient number of them to wall in and hold the erect ones



'
.

7







mei\ having reqnircl Imt !i
f

'

alteration to convert it into tln-

rt",|iiir( (1 shape. Such an one

is that given in (Fig. 30). ten

ort of edge, never

i
one-quarter of an inc

h, chipped upon it.





bushel basket lull uml. packed do*

above (Fig. 16). It

-^ A
7

F

'Dr. Wilson's Pivhi toiie Mr
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his p.vlzuv. ther, an- j

-v. cnnve

words arc printed i

pteLJL,sothai
ver a page of name

rill be seen how val

pecies, the author I



tlu> period of settlemen

« studies. While the classification of the rocks is by no
5 satisfactory to the writer, the identification of many of the

that the geolog tts is in no wise as yet



thoroughly worked out, and that this sketch with the accompanyhn'

map will be likely to prove of great service to thousands, Mi

may by these means gain some knowledge of the structure of this

portion of the earth's surface.

A brief and accurate account of the principal vegetable font

found in the stale. :ibo a like account of its more prominent

animals, might be introduced into this part of the volume, in snb-

those who have not access to more purely scientific works.

sachusetts, with a climatological map, by Lorin Blodget, author

of "Climatology of the United States."' This is an interesting

feature of the work and is calculated to attract attention, espe-

cially in view of the marked prominence which the subject has

recently assumed.

Finally, there follows a series of maps to which the several

portions of the work already mentioned really serve, and properly.

as an introduction. Of these maps, three are general, one being

of the United States and Territories, another of New England

while the third is a railway and township map of Massachusetts.

There come next maps of the several counties of the state, on*

scale of two and a half miles to an inch ; and last of all, maps

Boston and vicinitv, and of the other principal cities in the Com-

monwealth.

In the construction of these maps no small expense has ^

incurred, and much care exercised. The compilers have aw
^

themselves of the results of the astronomical, trigonom
,

et
"?!*i

various local surveys, and have spared no pains in their eflo -

rectness has not been reached and is not cla
:imed, a fair <-iegu^

i 1 een very generally secured. Though the maps

by no means equal to many of those recently

under government patronage, they are yet, to

r published in J®**

r the ordinary P«£

ses for which they are likely to be consulted ,
calculated to Mj

most equally useful ; and while the governn icnt maps refer*-

are very expensive, these cost the buyer scare
?
ly a

jgrfng a bett^

knowledge of the topography and physical features of ie '

possible to citizens at large. in

The publication of this atlas i.eing thus an important
step



the state.— J. B.

es, the writer continues directly

B them under " c, species devoid o

ase with all of them. Thus, C.

id are probably invalid, as C. Uraknsis

nssio-no.l to hticnn'S. The term • Lo-

^ not exactly synonymous with Chettnsiii, as would

fiat have been proposed for different groups of these

new species is (!. Hinl'foH.*. IVoni " Fazoglou," belong-
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grandis (Tumbe, Peru, type in Yassar College). Emphhnox atri-

rostris (Venezuela?, type in Cab. Lawr.) and Mykurhus Yumt-

anensis. This last is highly interesting, owing to the novel

identifications it implies. It is what Mr. Lawrence in 1869 (Ann.

Lye. Nat. Hist.. N. Y.) called M. li Mej-iea»us Kaup," whilst

contending, very properly, for the distinction between his rinmi*-

cens and Kaup's bird. To everybody's surprise, Kaup's Mexhi.mi.

only lately identified, proves to be what Baird called M. Cooperi

ype specimen, of course makes quite

This was the only species known,
Sir William Hooker brought to \i«

on Pine trees in the Hudson's lhv

and gave a good figure in his Flor
it to Bieberstein's species. Mr. 3





in limited quantity, are likely to lie taken up at once. As Mr.

Hall may soon leave Illinois upon another exploration, applica-

tion for these collections may ho addressed to Mr. Charles Wright.

Harvard University Herbarium, Cambridge—A Gkay.

Dispersion of Spo

spores, with a distinct "fizzing" sound. Its spores were

springs or other means of omission" ouM be detected.

ZOOLOGY.
Serpents Washed bt a Lizakd.—In the same glass case w



i tin- spider while support!

10 seemed climbing the thread as ho wont up.

iced the spiders ascending about 10 A.M.,
J do so until 4 P. M., though less frequen



i found in the adult larva- of allied <

-onic" he designates those eaterpill

heir condition since leaving the egg. ;

generally occur at the first moulting of 1

and sculpturing of the head, the form





,n the lower jaw is



ant. Mi- lan-ism.— In the November nu

wo robins (T>rr<h>



AVm. Wood, M.D., East Windsor mil.

Dredgixgs in the Gulf of St. La

eaves has during the past summer, aeeoi

iu from fifty to two hundred and fifty

Lawrence. At a depth of on3 hundred :

diflicult problems to the Darwinian theory. There i

nltv in conceiving |,v what process of natural selectioi

nght ahout through a long sei





Flora am> Fauna
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Circulation in Insects.— Mr. II. X. Moseley finds the circu-

of B'Mta oriental^. The details ami results of his methods of

observation are given \ u the •• Quarterly -Journal of Microscop-

soft and milk-white : at which time light may be thrown through

advantage. The circulatorv system of insects is injected with

difficulty from the beart : a more certain result is obtained by

GEOLOGY.

deposited in the Post-

d. K. Hovt. formerly k



enamel was well preserved. Sections of scapular whv
i

; -hes loim', s"vcii inches wide; fragments of ribs, twelve

is five feet in length. Head of femur bone was also

should judge the height of the larger skeleton to be fif-

aller skeleton (found at a short distance from the larger

•le; teeth three and I. ah iiu-h s in length: sections of

A -M-.w Fossil Butterfly.— Mr. S. II. Scudder has discover

»^v species (and genus) of butterfly from Aix which is a
ll*d in the museum at Marseilles. lie calls it Satyrites Rey

unly of the two forewings, the venation of which can be mi
1 Vt'i'.v *u!isfactorily. It is of the form, and has the general

aranee, of Portlandia. though nearest to the East Indian Del

ANTHROPOLOGY.



sky is nothing else than a huge hollow mountain, covering the

earth, as the covering- of a k:ettle. Before the creatio

(obsolete word, mmnimj; in ather, and which was substitute! lv

the word Skoi); a woman \cry powerful, and who took exi>ton<v

by herself, begot a son \vitliout assistance of man, and this

son undertook to create heaven, and earth, and man; ami for his

dwelling he chose the suminit of the covering, namely. lieawu.

whence he took the name c>f Ambtfctn, which means. II'' "I>o "'<

on the tops of the mountainis; while Skhmelten, his mother, re-

nd beyond the waters ;
for besides our

earth, they thought that A.mbtkan created other worlds, under.

he whites for the first time, thev

al sons of Amotkan, and consec

>ne of them killed by the Blackfe

The first generation of mankim

Tie

with her son in behalf of mankind.
appeased by the prayers of his mother

perfect darkness, there being no sun
;

suaded that the darkness was the can."

held a general council for the purpose



arnated with the cheek ol' >>

> the spots in the moon are nothing i



and covered their faces as if :

,at time it was agreed to call the moon by the nai

:ukuez, meaning the sun of the night.

Notwithstanding the }>o\

melten, these were not the <

hut Spakani. the sun. Aft

mankind. To show





Gallatin ("Trans. Am. Ethn. S«.»c,"

destruction of the world four times

occasion of which the sun also perish*

IICKOSCOPY.
IN MlCBO-CHEMISTBT.—Mr. E.

•-(Mmrterlv Journal of Microsc

^Zrer-Seidel. A watch-gl

ound and cemented to T^'llil
iT^ a

n
the dome thus formed is ground away so as to make a Ian

inn- into its cavity, and closed l.y a thin co,ver glass whit

the obje<it to be examined apo u its under

inside of ' the cavity of the dome-. This eo\•ering glass is

the top

-,. in the for

\ o-inss tubes,

connected with the poles of a galvanic batter}, in

liquids may be vaporized inside of the dome, it «
e..

^

^
.

j^

[
)iiblished bv Mr. Charles St<



ood as yet, the researches of Dr.

5e of an early solution.

of mierophotograph to the ea-

rn of a microscopic object, such



Bark Tree (Enn.h^,,* ,,:., ,„/,., , „r Tasmania: while in the Iron

Bark it is touffl, and mi-Id he taken for a close-grained ^d-

The a.hes of the hark of the Pottery Tree of Para, whose eel*

are sh<,vn hy the nhen.vop, 1 n l,e ^ihVated. i- mixed with <kn
!

the J/r„tf% Mia-oHcopical Journal.

[> n
!'

:

(

m
'''.

I
'

(

ll ' 1

,

: ' U
^.

S

|

U
'T'

(

.

!

']'

V:

'!.'X ^h^h'i't'all'i'- ami niotlw-

powers by the paraboloid, i-. satisfied of the beaded struc ur

the scales of most insects, if not of all. .

Dr. John Anthony describes the marking on the ril-
<-'|

^

vated on stalks/ In his plates in the -Monthly Mieo^nfi'-'-

carefully centred, and limited by the diaphragm :



.riii-- on the- >;nno plant owe tl



plained to the South London Microscopical and Natural History

Club that he had succeeded in killing polvzoa with the tentacles

expanded by adding a tew drops of the best French l.randy t->

without drawing in their plumes.

Crystallization of Metals by Electricity.— This has been

studied under the Microscope by Philip Braham, Esq. His appa-

ratus is described in the " Monthly Microscopical Journal,'' for

,l,„toirr:iphs (x 1000) of o

Cleaning Dia

•ochloric acid.

The m.otj



fir.it detected is the

there. But perhaps nothing



life, such as his iYu-mlsliip with Vulen

On [lis return to America he was

_ jcientific tastes, have

ence amon- the v ,mn<r men ol' U«

Iheliu-H-

the more important a.Wivssos. "1





It is proposed to add a department of Science to the Execiiti

Branch of the Government. It is to be composed of the »
Signal Corps of the army, the Lighthouse Board, and the Co:

Survey Bureau of the Treasury, and the Ilydrographie Bniv:.

that a suitable building should be provided- for their reception-

It was referred to a committee.

Dr. W. Stimpson writes us from Key West. Florida. »» ,,,
'

r
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but finer ones in none. For the best use of the test it is essential

!
. <1it,* on the under

rith a Maltwood's finder.

better are the calcium

tluv,. im-lu^ foral'lcni





maker of an actual focal length of I inch or less which did not

I have even .succeeded with an immersion .1 of Mr. Tollea

obtaining a good photographh negative of two frustnles wel

resolved with only two hundred and fifty-six diameters. Mj

friend, Dr. J. TV. S. Arnold of New York, writes me that he ha:

obtained resolution by a Wales's immersion }.

A great difference exists, however, as to the manner in whicl

different objectives, even when of the same power and by the saim

maker, will exhibit them, and for myself I have obtained the hes

results only with the finest immersion glasses of Messrs. Wales

have had as yet no opportunity of Irving. With dry objective

the task is more dillicult. still' I have succeeded tolerably wit

some of the drv objectives of Ihe above makers, and it was a

tly or they would not have set then

y thousand to the inch.

oration of the appearance, which

two Amphipleura fruMule.V seen' by Vn imn
Mr. TVm. Wales of Fort Lee, New Jersey, mat



WHAT IS TRUE



'!. [>o i. [to.. 1M-_\ the rocks so-called are those of the

York, together with the quartzitc, limestone, and slates adjoining

lished (in 1843). announced the Primordial beds of Bald Mt.

Canaan Four Corners, in Columbia Co. N. Y.), as Tac&nk

dial fossils; he searched the country north and south for

such, are those he first so announced ; and that the rest, so 1

they ure of different a<»-e from these, vounirev or older, have

lhe error on the part

the difficulties in the case
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ith a notched \

y Figures 32 I

(A /

them so; and of course these thin sp

more frequently broken in the man



erablv wider.

three specime

The specimen

7



looking :itr:.ir. i'

I
edovs.

v-





i! of bird, and

A



^*>n»s work o,

han any of the



fic-l«i that

We have

!eflFective. We in

[game. However

fc\ win



ntly found hi the fields, that do
i given "localities" of mineral.

Llke the precedii

% black Bpecimi
]aore brittle than



> place the specimen.

(Lz^ZC^3 »'«< n„m.v 1 .ll,. ffJiHHT or . .mnonl^

proaching it. It has not the
Natural size. .^^ ^^ ^^ A variation of the

form immediately preceding this, is given in Fig. 54, of slate, but

well cut: this style is v< iy sparingly mi-t uilh. The peculiarity.

as will be seen at a glance, consists in the manner in which the

point has been chipped. A single specimen of this style worn

probably excite no comment. The peculiarity would be consMaw

as resulting from a chance blow of the arrow maker. This how-

ever is proved not to be so from the fact that a score or more

have been gathered, each, in size and mineral, Fig. w.

the fac-simile of the others. It is probable A
that one maker may have Cannoned all that /'/g

we have found, and the style originated and /
'

.

!

died with him. I
' :}

A handsome form is represented in Fig. >> /.

It has the appearance at first glance of having

been barbed as in Fig. 50 but the carefully

chipped sides of the base induce us to believe
'>

that it is now in its original condition. With /'',/'
a shaft much narrower than the base of the

specimen, this would be one of the most ef-
;

(Trenton, I



bios, as to be readily detected and picked up. This :

edged triangle varies considerably in breadth and
length, the extreme in length being the quartz

arrowpoint (Fig. 57). Between these two ex-

tremes, all the variations of relative length and

readth exist. This latter figure is

/Pk. perhaps a little more abundant than

rtvijX the preceding, and when evenly cut

from a piece of veined or rose quartz

T™^m cient stone work. The minimum size .

of this

:

•

n in Fig. 58. This specimen „ t̂anl ^
is cut from a piece of dark

chocolate jasper. Its size is usually fou

cut from black stone, and is generally

equally good workmanship. Like i

more slender, green jasper specimen ( F

52), it must have been used only in sec

ing small birds and mammals. A rare fo

of this class is the pretty specimen (F

59). This is cut from a piece of gre<

ish jasper, and while very peculiarly o

lined, still bears some resemblance to

1 already described (Fig. 55). The base also approacl

-be beautiful specimen, Fig. 45. Indeed, we were at fi

to believe that that form was intended, but the uarr



stem being broken, it w s finished up a s we now se it. Latelym
have seen several stems li io it, but mailer, and as they are al

an the stemn ed arrowhead , and show nothing of tin

well marked central ri ige that they have, we b Fig. 60.

lieve that this style wa s designed, ju t as it is. l)i t A
probably for some espec ial rarpose— ome parties > &
lar game. They are about is scarce as any one va ' /li
riety, so far as our expe iei ce in collecting goes. rmThe leaf-shaped arro vhe notification .

,'

t

and those arrowheads \ itli convex b: ses, are we 1 i -

represented in numbers in the usual lay's •• find ' •V
V

.

in any neighborhood goc d f r col lectin v.
^

The plai a r*'W
leaf-shaped form (Fig. 60) s the prev; iling varich

and the difference in size in i la rue ser cs is but ver

slight. They are gen n-al V ehippe* from whit 3
XatUraI SiZe"

quartz, and exhibit cart ful workman* lip. The p int and edge-

art' invariably sharp; tl ii lestrurtibl nature of Kg. SL

the mineral having help. I t< preserve them until ft

this time. When first k st. who can s: v ? A va-

riety of this form, vergir g

'

ito the pla n triangle

Fig. 62.

The plain ivlnitchod

base sho wa how it '^ \ ' '

was atta c-hed to a

shaft, which does

\ not appei r so read-

ily in the

is but selc

case of the

form. The

om met witl

present form

So far they

aiuitverylittlom^;;
1

\ '..•,-. i, per) from the one by

)
nred

-
* other and ;•
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ever good a marksman.
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savages who a e still m
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rongh-edged, bluntly pointed
I

; at least we will here fol-

,r,u
- except, that they appear mure

>iilt1i1\- worked. He gives two figures
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find that the majority arc made of miner

found anywluTe in th<> neighborhood, or c\

as they were n i. [.!•-• ; >n i l\ manufacture*:

per hatchet (or lancehead. Fig. 22) was one

all of which were cut from the same mass,

to weigh eight ounces each, wo haw in (h

Fig. 70. pleasant I

backs probably. Indeed,



ion. It is simply an enlargemei

excels that of the preceding whit

.orer one. Fig. 71 represi

preceding (Fig. 70), but c



the base of the precedinjr. wlnVh we have represented as similar to

this. The two specimens each supply to the other the missing parts,

or at least suggest them. These three allied forms of true spears

are not abundant. Probably they constitute about one per cent.

Fig . w< of the " find " in any local-

i ity, except, perhaps, the

-\ sites of the former labors offit

sncsi.rs that \

*""*"*
when rambling^



idoii. Imt wt' bvUi'W that



When such was not the case, we should call the specimen a

hatchet. Specimens similar to these seem to be characteridttfrll

"finds" in all parts of the globe. Our specimen certainly l.tour- :i

strong resemblance to the Kjokkenmoddings lanecheads figured

by Sir John Lubbock, after Worsaae, in "Prehistoric Times," p.

230, figs 173, 174, 175. Our specimen is double the width an.1

one-third longer, but we have met with some few that were iden-

tical in size with the illustrations quoted.

Knives.—Were the specimens (Figs. 74 and 75) found on u,

site of the former labors of an arrow maker, or were they but

sTrh



>1 ^-i'lvs into the edjjes of a knife l)ladc. As we do no

li J:-. — Kverv collection of flint implements found in Ki



rope seems to have always a large number of rude implements

that have been called '• scrapers :" viz., tools tor scraping and donn-

ing raw skins of animals, which were afterwards to be converted

into clothing. Prof. Nilsson, besides these "scrapers," cliiill$|

a "stretching implement," which may or may not be represented

here by certain carefully cut jasper specimens, which we willpre-

fer to presently. Specimens that we here figure as scrapers (Jigs.

76 and 77) approach somewhat to the figures and descriptions

of Nilsson and Lubbock, but do not agree wholly with «|
Fig. 76 will be found somewhat similar to the illustration in

J$|
sou's work, plate ix, fig. 188. It will be noticed, however, as in

all our New Jersey specimens, that both sides are chipped. Speci-

mens such as this and those following w
svho expresses surprise at the absence (ii

:> Sir J.

llection)of"true"

" :;

i:;::'
ully as

^ :;;';

phi

-Prof. N iJso

intended.

! calls by this ^
1VS resemble gr<^

/whichistb^J

n the
requisite ^

l with a sharp «F

certain forras of st imple ts. whiel
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for stretching the sk us in rili r to give the

ness." Th figun tl at he Avt s is repr sent
. \ 1 ivut.

'
•'

but he says
•
in the bo iy Of the vork. tlu

V'
1

IZT^.
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vonld then make Y compnritivelv <>-<>od double
hatchet. If, however, a short" Lone" handle had

, of the bison or
^ether or not the bison ever roamed in New Jers

Lubbock figures as " flint implements." a seri

^
6ns tak^n from a tumulus at West Kennet, Eng..
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find any males in ten oi^ervnt ions in tin same place in 1

ls.~>7 and 1*139. although nearly 10,000 specimens were

inv.-Tiuated. The chapter on Polistes is really a ma

In the concluding remarks is stated the law that in I

Crustacea <I\u-l.i !.:•. Taheporida'. I'ln llopo la )
always

toxyhy Leuekart; the second resulting in females is call

hrateanim: hen. hy Hen-en on tl





232 BOTANY.

the seeds found on (lie siii-fsnv of the glaciers themselves, believ-

ing that these must judical:' accurately the species whose seeds are

dispersed by the agency of the wind. Of the former description

he was able to identify, on five different moraines, one hundred

and twenty-four species of plant-, and a careful examination of tlie

substances gathered from th< -tirf'aoe of the glacier showed seeih

belonging to thirty-six species which could be recognized with

to a considerable extent, also specifically ; belonging, with scarcely

tain valleys in the immediate vicinity of the glacier; scarcely in a

M. Kerner's conclusion is that the distance to which seeds can be

carried by the wind, even when provided with special apparatus

for floating in the air, has generally been greatly over-estimated;
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ZOOLOGY.
Note of Icterus Baltimore.— The following

i of the
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only s far im norsed

M. <> Slant's

luii\

from

llilst C rt.omV

the ox vgen a sorbcd

to be xhaled He
the respiratio l of fisl

fi-oo. In one

:

— I have lately received nidi much interest from a pupil in «'«

gers College 'Grammar School, a fine male specimen of the

Northern Butcher-bird ( ('nJl„rh> bor<«(Us Baird), which he bad

shot on the Gth inst. in a larch tree, in the city of Xew Bruns-

sparrow. Certainly il had meihod in its way of doing the thing-

The victim was <dbl>ele.l liy havim>- its head squeezed into thf

he cities are affordin?

ier of raptorial
binfe

.
' , i into U "^

BcMgen Turn

taken from t





still alive and trying to suck a hit of apple paring. I tlien offer

them. On the 30th the hist fly came out a female, and then

ened water very weak. The first menlioned died on the 15

November, and the last on the 10th December being then for

;m illustrated article on them to the "American J<mum1

' for February. Vbout twentv-liv. species arc enumerated

Wrrill)!

small worms, etc.
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HINTS on iii;i:i;.h;i/i\...

A plant not over three or four



of very large herbs, the upper portion and ;i lower leaf must suf-

fice, and of shrubs and trees a branchlet. Specimens of most

herbs may contain both flowers and fruit, but of most shrubs and

trees the flowers are to be collected early in the season and the

fruit with mature leaves later. Sedges should be collected only

in mature fruit.

Specimens are usually brought home either loose in a tight tin

box or pressed flat in folded sheets of thin paper carried in a stout

portfolio : but good specimens are more easily prepared by u-"!-

a portable press. This consists of two light but strong boards

half an inch thick, fifteen and a half inches long, and ten and

a half inches wide ; this size will prevent specimens from being

made too large or unnecessarily small. Between these Ml
a pile of driers of the same length and width, each consisting of

a sheet of rag paper folded in quarto with a folded sheet of tea

and fold down the upper half of the drier carefully upon it.
*"•

that the leaves, etc., lie smoothly ;
carelessness in pren:<".-

specimen is unpardonable, for it may be destined to be l
n'eser

^
for centuries. Next morning transfer the sheets of specim *

the house press, for which there should be provided a
gr*J

ber of driers, about twelve by eighteen inches in size. .

kind of drying paper may not easily he obtained, but lu^H

answer very well. The press should be divided by boan^-

sections, ticketing each to show whether it is to he chang
]v

next day or the day after, and assort the specimens acn>u> ;-"
,

Do not take out the specimens till perfectly dry ;

and. n I
• .

transfer the spe<

another press, and let them remain a week or two :

m

and sedges, and nmnyotlK^dant..nK,vl,Mran^K
;

l-
;<

.

the first change. Build up the piles compactly, will' ^ ...

around the edges, so that all may receive uniform P 1'^*"
^ t ,

;



- h is well to send a set of specimens, numbe
11 one retained, to some person havin°- a <?oo

doubtless be willing to examine and name t

les is not attempted at all, but great care s

^founding closely related species, as also of i

,1>1,J '" 'HilV-rent species
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changing with other collectors. A person before commencing this

system should procure the "Naturalists' Directory" and the

"Catalogue of Plants" from the Naturalists' Agency at Salem, to

which it would be safest to apply for the best works to be studied.

If one expects to collect year after year for exchange, it is very

mens of each species are to be obtained, which will be found to

be an invaluable aid in following seasons. System in scientific

work is of the greatest importance, and with this and patient per-

s and economy of time, great results may be accomplish*-

JSE OF THE RATTLES OF THE RATTLKSNAKK





We are not to judge of the advantage or dis:idvantage of tl:

attics by their effect upon the nerves of man alone, though n

oubt many a man has turned his back and been doturivd fn»i

inking an attack by the sound of these rattles and the defiai

ttitude of their possessor.

of the matter, admiraMv v.-i



I'i" suggestions are correct and hi-hlv valuable. I was disappointed

to find that the only advantageous use, in his estimation, of this

tail appendage of the rattlesnake, is an imitative eall-note to

natural selection. If it is useful for both purposes, then there is a

•K&fa reason for the action of natural selection. If it is not

«swl as an imitative call-note, but is useful in the maimer T have

election.

"KMTIIOLOGICAL NOTES FROM THE WEST.

I. NOTES OX THE BIRDS OF KANSAS.

&" the spring of 1871 an expedition to the Plains and the

|°cky Mountains was sent out by the Museum of Comparative
.oology, unt |ei. t]le (

.ha ,.o e af tne writer. During the nine months

Pe»t in the field by the party in question, the department of

ornithology received a large share of attention. In the following
Ia?e* it is proposed to give a hasty resume of such observations



as maybe supposed to mteivsi tue ornithological readers of the

Leavenworth, Kansas, was the point at which we commenced

our labors. During the ten days spent at .this locality we col-

lected or observe 1 nearly om- hundred species of birds. Although

we arrived here May 2d, the country wore the aspect of a New

England June. The prairies were already green with waving

grass and the forests were nearly in full leaf. The apple trees

were some days out of bloom, and the young cherries were as

large as very large peas: the vegetation being fully a month in

advance of its usual stage in Southern New England at the same

date. Comparatively few of the birds, however, were nesting:

some had not arrived from the South, and others whose breeding

stations were more to the northward still lingered.

We found in the vicinity of Leavenworth a collector's paradise,

the forests of the Missouri hottom-hinds literalb, swarming^

the general aspect of the m-iiiiliolngiral fauna being striking J

diverse from that of the northeastern states. The reddieaded ana

red-bellied woodpeckers ( M< /</„^rrrs rr>itlrrorophulus and (<"
'

CaroUnus) revelled among the grand old elms and cottonwool

of the bottom-lands, some of which tower to the height oi
'^

hundred to one hundred and fifty feet. The golden-shafted nV^

(Colaptes auratus) was almost equally abundant, and ^"v"'

close affinity with its red-shafted brother of the mountain-^

the Pacific Slope (C. Mexicanus) by already frequently p****
"

touches of red in its black check patches. Although the haii\

^

downy woodpeckers (Pirits vitlosux and P. p«h<^

served, they seemed by im means common. The nv>ted ti• ';



yellow warbler (D t

outskirts of the for<
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een,— the ret

Ch were mode

along the ed
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it was also

lentLuhVdamtef :;:' of the woods, assoc

the white-t!iiroated sparrow (Z
and song. The \vhite

arfto),

ned (Z. leuco

Lincoln's «yarrow (Melosptza Linro?/ ( //; i
were each 1

spaiTow W!

The song sparrow

e also the

ly observed;

rows. The beautiful lark finch (r>yndestes gram

among the rarer species. 1

indigo bird (Cyanospiza cyan

erable numbers soon after o

Phe t

ea) n

£;
i"i.S

at of its northern relatives :.< often U> puzzle us to '"^j^^
wt bird its strange notes bel< mired. Its colors, a *

•



?rous about the lagoons,

of "mud bens" (F»lka



rere doubtless to be J

tin'
' :itri



inity of Fort Hay. enabled as to become tho

ith the ornithology of 'tins peculiar region, oui

"ling in ditfevont directions from fifteen to thirt

formed our headquarters and base of ope



the foliage of the trees along the streams, presented anything

daily maximum temperature ranging during our stay from about

90° to 108° F. in the shade, the reader may readily perceive the

The brown thrush.

(Guiraca mdanoce
golden-shafted flic]



the ohestnut-colla

rkbxmiing (Ckdanu

?ristic of the regio

ined to the arid ph

met with on the



resembled the song of the chi ch times its whole

demeanor strikingly accords.

Among rasorial ln'rds. the quail ami the prairie chicken, both

very recent emigrants, it is said, from the Ka-t. were occasional.

and here reach their present western limit. The wild turkey is

still abundant along all the more heavily wooded streams. 'IV

sharp-tailed uTouse is also common, especially to the northward of

Fort Hays.

,ck vulture (Catharh



ys breeds on the ground, as it is of course compelled to do,

to the absence of either trees or bushes. Meeting- with this

ten miles from the nearest trees, led me to believe that

ich was the case.

'' interesting instances of the modification of nesting habits

ell be mentioned in this connection. The brown thrush is

lowa to vary the location of its nest according to the nature

•u the timber along Big C
V»'t "*y* is situated). Vc
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select high nesting sights. Can such foresight ho regarded ;i> :L

result of "blind instinct?" As the highwater line is always in<Ii-

cated by the drifted matter lodged in the trees, is not this precau-

tion the result rather of a rational appreciation of the exceptional

dangers here to be guarded against, and this caution in the selec-

tion of a safe nesting site really the result of induction?

The cliff swallow (ffirunrh luntfronx) we found breeding

throughout the West in its primitive way, that is, on the faces of

cliffs
;
yet where such natural facilities abounded they in some in-

stances abandoned the rocks for the more sheltered nestinjfwi

afforded them by buildings, plastering their mud dwelling again*:

the building under the projecting eaves. At Topeka, hewm.

we saw cliff swallows frequenting the holes in the banks of theKa*

River made by the sand martin, keeping in the company of these

birds, entering their holes and presenting the same appearai

of breeding in them as the sand martins themselves .'
Through-

out the mountains of Colorado we found the violet-green 8***

(Hirundo thalassina) breeding in abandoned woodpeckers" 1

but in the « Garden of the Gods ", near Colorado City, they ««*

nesting in holes in the rocks. We had good- evidence also :i

the sparrow hawk bred there in the same manner, -in ^f^
the cliffs instead of in hollow trees ! At Ogden, Utah, *MJJ
the red-shafted nicker frequenting holes in a high bank, .-:'_

these holes entered horizontally for a few inches only an i

turned abruptly downward, having the same form they
_

have if made by this bird in a decayed tree. Thee cim>"-

left no doubt in our minds that these birds nested in the
^ ^

the bank we saw them entering, although it was t:;'' ! P

breeding season. The region being bat scantily «*»

many miles, there is certainly some reason for such a w "'

of their habits. While on this Mibjeet I may *<^ ]]
"'

\ .

lector must have noticed how much birds varj the ma

in the construction of their nests with locality, n^' 1 -
^ .

whatever is most easily obtained that is serviceaW*
g

in appearance, enabling one sometime- to deteri

the locality whence the m-1 eame bv the materials u-<-

color of the plumage of the birds inhabiting the ? »



ed powerful winds

faded, bleached an

>f the Plains. It i

knuwn as Chordeiles Reanji : Pwm t.rtth-tdis wears a very laded

^l'ect. and forms the so called P. Cassinii. The yellow-winged

yarrow becomes equally faded and changed, and the killdeer

i'l'Vti shows a similar paling of the colors, which is also notice-

iWe in birds as brightly colored as the Baltimore oriole. The
color of the mountain plover is in similar harmony with the mid-

summer gray tint of the plains. In respect to the Baltimore, we
find here a well marked race, characterized by the middle coverts

of the wing being white instead of bright yellow, and by having
mu, '

1
» "lure white on edges of the secondaries. The bill is also

s »ii<lmr and relatively longer. The Leavenworth specimens I

!il " i :i '-"- in respect to color, about half way between the Fort Hays
M'G and the common form of the Eastern States.

DIRECTIONS FOR COLLECTING MICROLEPIDOPTEIU

AVING been asked to give a few directions for collecting Micro-

jP'doptera, I think I can best do so by describing as shortly as

°M>le my own mode of proceeding, adding such hints as may



COLLECTING

go out with a conl provided with hii'p' pockets inside :unl uiit.

aining an assortment of pill boxes generally of three sizes,

- bottomed pill boxes preferred. ;i bag slung over my shoulikr.

a net. Unless searching for particular day living spirit

A\-v the last three hour- before dark. As the sun goes

do :

the net in a em

ight sets in. Many species ca

Returning to camp I put a

mall piece of sponge and phe

First. I cut two or three narrow p eces of paper from three

six lines wide, or rather wider, accord ngto the size of tin l:»-

and smallest specimens I have to set. 1 then doiib

strips and cut it up into braces bv a n mber of oblique cuts. >

I turn out the contents of the eanistei and damp it"' i ,i,n -v ";

a few drops of fresh ammonia, reliliin with boxe-

,, „ul will

dead and in a beautifully relaxed com
smallest specimen-, been placed in t:

wotdd have been some fear of their d



head of the insect. Aft

bring about one-fourth

dge of the LiToovc will

close up to the body wl

ith a brace long enough to extend across both, the braces

inned at the thick end, so that the head of the pin slopes

3in the point of the brace ; this causes the braces to press

mlv down on the wing when fixed. The insect should be

has: the two braces next the body -houhl have the points

5, the two outer ones pointing downward- and .-lightly

towards the body, and covering the main portion of the

eyond the middle. Antenna; should be carefully laid back

'ic wings, and braces .should lie flat, exercising an even

8 at all points of their surface. The fore wings should

oint of the other will just miss the head and palpi. The

ngs should be elose up, leaving no intervening space but

wing the upper angle of the wing evenly on each side. I



pinned through the exact centre of the thorax:, with the pin prop-

erly sloped forward, the body appears to fall naturally into its p<»-

free are easily directed and secured ; but if the pin is not put ex-

actly in the middle, it interferes with the play of the wings. Legs

must be placed close against the body or they will project and

interfere with the set of the wings. Practice, care and a steady

hand will succeed. When all the insects that have been killed

are set, the contents of the canister will be found again ready,

twenty minutes being amply sufficient to expose to the fumes

of ammonia. Very bright green, or pale pink insects should be

killed by some other process, say chloroform, as ammonia will

affect their colors.

Insects should be left on the setting boards a full week to dry,

then the braces may be carefully removed and they may be trans-

ferred to the store box.

Having given some account of the process each insect goes

First as to nets. The simplest net is a strong, circular, iron

deal or other handle.

I use a small pocket net about 9 inches iu diameter madetofol

up, with a jointed wire frame and a screw to lit into a brass socket

in a short cane handle. To counteract the strain of the net np^

so slight a frame the three wire joints are made flat, the two .,

joints flattened across the strain, the upper one the reverse waj.

but to prevent this upper joint from coming into play when

net is fixed, the upper part of the sere* which holds At *•
,

the handle is welded square and tits .-, corresponding square soc

-

can be obtain^1

""

»ut they are expend
fliv

'



MICUOLKPIDOPTEHA.

deal. The cork on each side of

d oil' wilh a gentle curve, so that tl

. The deal hacking project* beyond

board should he papered with thin white paper.

'ginning of a season setting boards may be washed or

' with advantage with a weak solution of oxide of zinc,

1 pinholes and inakes them look clean.

icina use No. :L0 pins; for Tineina (small), No. 19
;

8, No. 20.

et y<mz insects as soon as you kill them, they are then

easy to set ani I retain their position better when dry.

boxes are fillet1 keep them cool to prevent the insects

tig; if glass be»xes, keep them also in the dark.

:ies when first taken will flutter in the boxes and injure

for these it is well when collecting to carry a small

mc collecting box corklined. into which

nice pin your c,aptures; the cork should be damped to

fresh. Touchirig a pill box with a finger moistened

brm will kill the insect inside. Too much chloroform

Ten the nerves t >l" the wings and interfere with setting.

ing Microlepidoptera many species not otherwise

and the food kept fresh by
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mould should appear the cork can be replaced by muslin or net

tied over. I would hardly advise a travelling collector to attempt

this method although I have adopted it with some success, but in

a stationary camp it is most interesting and comparatively easy.

Corklined store boxes are of course required into which to re-

move the insects when sufficiently dried on the setting hoards.

These, as well as the pins and setting boards with drying case to

hold them, and the net frames of the folding and umbrella patterns

will best be obtained from some dealer in such things.*

To pack Microlepidoptera for travelling, pin them firmly close

together into a corklined box, so that each specimen just gouty

holds down the body of the one above it. This cannot beW

and let the outer one be sufficiently large to leave a good clear six

effect of shaking; the whole parcel should be made thoroughly

secure against damp.
,

.

preferred I will pay at the

specimens sent in good condit

should any



S'STRUCTIOXS FOR I'KKIW Ul M ; I'.IKDs' KCdS.

1 wr-u to >;iy a few words for the l.n'ncfll of tliose engaged in

which I now receive in my exchanges are similarly prepared. At
the present time no experienced collector ever makes but one hole

to remove the content- of the eg-', using a blowpipe in some form
to accomplish this object. The following rules should invariably

1st. Prepare your eggs neat and clean. There is no excuse for

having a dirty set of eggs where water, soap, and a tooth brush

rill or a pointed wire of four or s

°^
;

inject water and shake the specimen thoroughly, the

I repeat the operation until every particle of t

removed.
•

**. If the gmbryois too fanidvanced to remove throne:h a

; yon can of the liquid part and

y and put it away in a covi •red

y 24 or 48 hours shake it well

i refill with water. Repeat this
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operation several times, and after a few days the contents will be-

come sufficiently decomposed to take away.

5th. After removing the contents of any egg cleanse the shell

thoroughly. Fill it with clean water and shake vigorously, blow

out the contents and repeat the operation until the specimen is

perfectly clean. This is particularly desirable in white eggs, as

black spots will show through the shell after a time if the least

particle of the egg or blood stains remains inside.

bird lays by themselves. This is the only way to form a correct

knowledge of the eggs of any species, as a single egg, particularly

of the blotched ones, frequently gives a very erroneous idea of the

For insta nee, in my coll

the same
blotehe*!. It is no
markings in tla- sai e s(

7th. K

e some ki,

cabinet. The eomi) Olll

blowpipe whii



:o call the attention of ornilholo-i-

in the London "Ibis" (vol. ii, .

>iKhi]> of the North American Win

the X. Tengmnlmi
isiders our N. Ric

"European ornithologists, and ifs ivlaiions correctly understood
(S0t

' Niuiinann "Die Vogel Dentschlands," i, p. 500, pi. 48, figs. 2

and 5—where both the adult and young plumages are illustrated).

- fither do I claim to be the first to refer the ' ; N. albi/rons" to

'"'
•

- |, '"",

'''v/. as being its young stage, tor Strickland in u Orni-

Mogical Synonymes" (i, 1855, p. 177) places the two together.

,
"S aw«e of the differences between the adult and young

Phages of the X. Tw
fm,l„u. and seeins>- a direct analogy in the

characters of the X Arill j-.n ;m( ,
« X. albffw*' I suspected a

«milar relation between these two small North American forms
;

' "giclae in the collection of the Smithsonian Institution I found

T
«er reasons for considering them old and young -of one species.

ese reasons I present as follows :
—

lst
- All specimen, examined, of .V. „lh;fr < (including Hoy's



type of X. Kirtlanttii) are yon.vr/ birds, v

ent from the texture of the plumage.

2nd. All specimens examined of the N. Acadica, are adults; I

3rd. The geographical distribution, the size and proportion-,

the pattern of coloration (except that «>f the head and body, which

in all owls is more or less different in the young and adult stages)

and the shades of color on the general upper plumage, ;iiv iL

alula, the number of white spots on the primaries and the precise

number and position of the white bars on the tail, are features

common to the two.

4th. The most extreme example of l ' albifrons" has the facial

and the fan- is entirely uniform dark brown; but—
5th. Three out of the four speeiniens in the eolleetioii have f,

facial circle composed of white and brown streaks (adult feather*)

precisely as in Arud!ra and the Ion-bend similarly streaked <-"

us species is easn> «?

an specimens are disi





ONE OF OUR COMMON MONADS.

Since the investigations of Clark. Carter and others upon the

sponges and their allies, anything which adds to our knowledge of

the Flagellate Infusoria is of especial interest. I have fortunately

had an opportunity of making a careful study of a genus Vrfla

of Ehrenberg, about which thus far but little that is satisfact.-r

has been known.

Until recently but little has been known of the real nature of

the Monadina. As a natural consequence, organisms have been

referred to the different genera of this family upon *

.vhether [ill,,
~

at Spy »*'
.number of"

forty Monads. tUe u species

figures given that the diagnosis of the gei:

very minute, aggregated, free-swimming,'

or Alga making no difference. ,
llt

When, therefore, I found in a collection made at Spy F°

Cambridge, on the 25th of November last, a large I

viduals of this genus (probably the species .'/'""':".""^ .

made use of the opportunity for a careful study of », ^
my spare time to it. daily as 'long as I continued to fine i-^

water ; what follows is therefore the result of a number

^d
vations. at which c fwli nnint l,«i« }.,>,... ..\aniincd ami veil i*

iof Mirr—opy of the Boston.



single monad wo

gles with the axis of the cone, the past a
&wa the apex being the one nearest the
colonies of over ten or twelve the axis of t

towards the apex of the group, especially
the base. The form of the larger colonies



ven mulberry shape, the form s

(1 any trace of a common hr



in them n well-'denire<l family of tire Flagellate Infusoria.
A J*

although doubtless many tonus that have been assigned M"»;t<i.

to that group are vegetable in their nature : these will be gradu-

ally removed and those forms which are unquestionably animal

will be distinguished : among these it seems to me the genus

tempted to sketch in tins l,.t the notion of Hi. lame lla-vllum

REVIEWS AND BOOK NOTICES.

logical Schvey of Ohio.*— Though this is but a yearly

of progress, yet it is an important contribution to American

Y, both in its purely scientific and practical aspects. We
ivinced that when the final reports shall be published, the

3 of the State of Ohio will feel proud of the thorough and

auner in which the survey has been carried on and com-



. pletecl, and of the monument to scientific- zeal ami learning erected

in the series of magnificent works which we are promised in the

present report. We make a few extracts regarding the discovert

made by the survey. The fossil invertebrates are to be worked up

by Profs. Hall and Worthen, many novelties having been found.

"The interesting collection of Amphibian remains, which in-

cludes more than a dozen species, obtained by myself some years

ago from the coal rocks of Ohio, has been placed" in the hands of

Prof. E. D. Cope, of Philadelphia. He has described them and

caused them to be < in lulls drawn. They supply material (m >a

or more plates, which will" add much to*thc interest of our final

The fossil fishes and fossil plants found in the State have boon

described by myself. Thry base l.ecn drawn by Mr. T. Y. Gari-

8 on Econ01

.v'and ZoologJ-



'i'lir TnM^Jv-'s.'at'nov.r. i'l" numing °175 feet al

bed. The rock bottom of the Killbuck valley h

remarkable facts hearing on this subject. Thev '

m»re to detail in the chapter on Surface Geology

)vement and pressure. Doubtless the howl

the coal while the coal was in a eomparati'

time of the bitumization.

the time of the deposition of the

shale over the coal, is doubtless t

comparatively tine sediment- are

... - ich. tbi < vim; N . - !

ebergs or other i! _ [ - -u would require i



(luring the period of 1ho prn-

nd chiefly in the tropics. Coal

i. This fact has heen supposed

the coal period. There are two

aleulations respecting the origin

varm atmosphere to secure ln.xii-

e second, a climate sufficiently

egetable matter as would forbid

or 110 accumulation of vegetable

' the tropics, the decay counter-

brought down by river ice from some higher and colder part of tin'

it is impossible to saw
Sir Charles Lyell in his "Students' Elements of Geology.'

published in 1871. gives the following paragraph on the climate of

the coal period :
• As to the climate of the coal, the ferns and the

coniferee are, perhaps, the two classes of plants which may be m<*t

relied upon as leading to sale conclusions, as the genera are near.}

allied to living typos'. All hot; nisis admit that the abundance <w

ferns implies a moist atmosphere. Hut the cmifenc. says Ih-;'-

are of a more "doubtful import, as they arc found in hot aiiit ;

and in cold and dr\ climate, in hot and moist and in cold ana

moist regions. In New Zealand the colli tene attain fluM .>^

mum in numbers constituting l-62p
whereas, in a wide district .sound the Cape of Good Hope

t form 1-1600 of the phenog;
species of ferns flourish in Zealand, «-./* ""

,n>a„ylycopodiun,9 ,
t

country may make i

tion than any other now existing on the globe.'"

The other reports will also commend themselves to HgJ
and meanwhile we trust no expense will be spared by the

;

causing the final report to be published and extensively circu

.



I

Amphipyra o> the Grape. root, wllOll it attains its full -

and in the autumn the plants break off. The Pea and Bean a

vils are noticed at length. fig. ».



valuable notice of the < .r.ape-leaf (bill-louse (Ph>/i<>,,;

>Uce) next follows, and we only hope that this fearful sco«|

urope will not abound here, though for .several years it h

more or less injurious. It is thought by .Mr. Riley, who h





exploration of the Gulf Stream, by the U. S. Coast Survey. The

work contains much of general geological and zoological interest

from the reviews of our present knowledge of the constitution of

the sea bottom on the Atlantic coast of the United States, the

results of which have already been presented to our readers.

Perhaps the most interesting of the corals figured is the Haplo-

phyllia paradoxa dredged off Bahia Honda, at the enormous depth

(for corals) of 324 fathoms. This remarkable form is referred by

Count Pourtales to the Rugose Corals, which have hitherto only

been found in strata below the Coal measures, and therefore of

great geological antiquity. The nearest allied form is Calophyl-

htm profundum, found fossil in the Dyas. This coral is of

such interest that we copy the figures. The brief remarks on

the geographical and bathymetiical distribution of the corals pos-

sess much interest. The reef building species do not seem to ex-

tend to any considerable depth. " The families having aPP^fl
the greatest range in depth, are the Oculinidffi, the Mvlu^n-

•

and the Melleporidse. Simple corals, which form such a large pro-

portion of the deep sea fauna, are not represented at all in

g
Floridian reef fauna ; some species are described from the

Indies. I, ut without indications of depth."
,nf

The author gives a list of dead oral,, which have been^pt

north of their original habitat by the Gulf Stream. " Th^" .

tionsare that a eum-nt swap's over the bottom hi a do***

from south to north : in other words, the Gulf Stream extends

the bottom, at 1^,,, IV ,...rtl. a, tl,..|.i^h-t latitudefl«^

site d.WtirJ'
U

i'
''

'''",'•"
'.'

'" ""
.'m.mmI to account for *be

sit( duution, as ha. so,n,tnn,. he,-.. :.s> ""^^^ not^



Professor Babington appears

es the opinion that Wjdrilki is_

ln

^; 5 (P-41'o , he has" adopted Am»-h«r;* as the proper :

Kicbard .1,-:
. ,,f the names Ehxha. A)
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ris, and Hydrilla in 1812 (Mem. Inst. 1811, pt. 2, p. 1), and had

previously described the genus Elodea in 1803 ( Mich. Fl. Eor.

Amer. i."20 ). In the latter work he refers E. guyaneam to that

genus, as well as K. noindt-ns/s. mid places them as hermaphrodite

plants in the Linmean ('las- and Order Triaudna MoiioiphiHt. In

both of these places he states expressly that Elndea has hermaph-

rodite flowers. In the Mem. Inst, he savs that Aitwhuri* ami

HydrWa are dioecious : indeed, he did not know the female flowers



,
/:/< ,<!,,< ( ,r //./.

ier Double Wild Flower. In July of 1
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while collecting in the region of perpetual snow on James' Peak,

I found and preserved a flower of Trollius laxus in which the

stamens and most of the pistils were transformed into petals.

These petals were of the same color as the sepals, but shorter,

though broad, and in other respects finely developed. The plant

is abundant in the high mountains of this latitude.— Rev. E.L

Greexe, Greeley, Colorado Territory.

ZOOLOGY.
The Last of "Bonasa Jobsii."— The immediate witnesses of

the sudden appearance and prompt destruction of the above

mentioned bird, greatly regret that a page of the Naturalist

should be occupied in recording its career; but since this is tf:-.'

"I beg the privilege of reading the views of two distil •

)mitholoo-jsts. IWes«,rS. F. Ua'ird and Dr. K

he article published in The Era of December 8th. en

'Bonasa Jobsii." .
t ^jtii

Professor Baird writes: 'Your letter of the 11th
-

me accompanying description ot

grouse has just been received, and after a careful

the account I have no hesitation in pronouncing

one of the numennis \ ;iri;Ui«>ii^ :i--nine<l by the

ose<l new specie

, tin [> <-

e-nsidered specif

-

5
.

'J

„'','.', uic^

tt| '

t
'

r

lu!11

''f,
\



tl m tin , . r. while th.

olor tlmt'are adduced l. v the writer are strict

>f individual variation.'
*

! see Professor Baird and Dr. Coues agree thai

;' description of ,wer to the grouse
111 question. I could not tind anv remark which would lead one

fo think that the rectrices of the -enu> AWw were ever more or
'''^ than eighteen, and in reading Baird'a 'Birds of North

each other in so slight a degree that it led nie to suppose the

thai had not been described.

eies of Bonam in the Dnited states.' At the time of the

^
vinS a more coi it genera, he has

V»anged his opinion in regard to the genus Bonasa. I do not
°uht that, had P. I described, at the
'me he was writing < Birds of North America,' he would have
"ned another genus for it ; at least it would seem so from the

***** in which he has D specimens which



the only evidences of the great and benelieial revolution froi

"analytical" to the " synthetical " stage of science; and*

charge of "knowing nothing of ornithology" seems to us not

and cheerfully acknowledged his ornithological blunder, "B<

Jobsii" mav he regarded :m the name of an extinct species, a

' the President of the Universi

nt) the specific name was sugge

s may know that the Profei

iry mombers of the Society, an
enditsaH^"--

nntrist
between

*

d those ofPl°*
1 I.^**



'"'"'''
"l 1 "!' " Is wln.«ll\ nnp;inl<>iuil>le. In tact if the a

ri.Job.su eouia have trutlifullv added. Huh. " Columbia Ki

-^'\->n\ Bay Territory," to his description, his pseud

:

' tea untenable. By these remarks, however, I do not

Q to the fact that in Mr. Jaycox's case there m

instances,— ttt-

[^e gladly make room for the above, from Prof. Wi



another esteemed <-.>nf rihutor. with the remark that " our corres-

pondent" who ranks with the best ornithologists of the day,

performed his duty with the utmost good will towards the author

of the new name, and was simply severe on the principle, and

not on the author, as a warning to all young naturalists not to run

headlong into print.— Editors.]

note on this subject in the Am. Naturalist, Jan. 1872, p. 35. Tn

1849 Professor S. F. Baird placed in my hands for translation. I
invertebrate zoology of Heck's Iconographic Eneyc.but finding -

a poor compilation. 1 rewrote it. merely following the plates of the

tin- I'..

it it mayap] scendant, by a kind of a w

ition of generations." ^
Professor Cope (Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. July-Dec 1871,H
mtions several poisonous and harmless snakes vrhicl

3 tail when excited— a phenomenon I observed in J^^^
A point in the extract affords

unscientific people, and their inability

young snappy
ll





- at this stage

the uppei

so-called

part, uniting

have a 1

totally u:

arge cavity f

like that ob.

le perivisceral cavity, a mode of

lg and of the perivisceral i-avin

Ophiurans. Starfishes, Echini aiti

Holothurians.

Metschnikoff compares the mode of development of the npFr

and lower cavity to analogous processes in the embryonic grovrtii

of Alcyonella and other Bryozoa ; lie traces a striking' si

with similar organs of Bryozoa. However that may be

shown conclusively that the larva, of Comatula has m

wait for his figures on this intricate si

if the position he assigns to Crinoic s is true to

Agassiz, in Amer. Jour. Sci.

Birds New to Massachusetts Fau VA.__Isendy

ing memoranda, of six species of bird s, new to the

state taken within its limits by my elf and frien

request that 3-011 will publish them in t ie Xatcualisi

Hudsonian Titmouse (Paras Ilurtsr nicus). On (

1870, 1 took an adult female at Coneord, in compa

Golden-crested Kinglets (Eegulus satrc pa).

European Ruff (PhUomachus pugnax . Had a fine

me in the flesh from Newburyport marshes, Ma}

Upon dissection it proved a female, with the ova

developed that I judged it would haA . laid within

weeks. This, Prof. Baird informs me is the sixth



' riu-re is another possible mode of transition, nameh
' acceleration and retardation of the period of repi

A tailing short of :•

fc from a slower growth, hence the j



by students who are yet chiefly occupied with the cooperati

of natural selection.

Acceleration and retardatioi1 of the period of reprod

may possibly have occurred ; buit the only case in which it In

recognized in connection with

to sex. In the human specie s at least, differences in >

characters, mostly metaphysics 1, seen in the sexes and in c

races, may be consequences of the earlier or later appears

maturity in this point. — Z.

Parthenogenesis among Lei>iDOPTERA.—The Dutch naf

M. H. Weizenbergh jr. has per:formed a series of experimei

this interesting subject, the inse ct placed under observation

to the female. The following are the results of his very c

experiments:— (1) August, 18GG, eggs laid by impregM*

males; April, 18(57, caterpillars appear, and in July perfect d

flies. (2) August, 1867. eggs laid by females of this yea

without impregnation ; April, 18(58, caterpillar* appear.-"

July perfect butterflies. (3) August, 1868, eggs laid by I

of this year without impregnation; April, I.sO'J Caterpillar^-':

and in July perfect butterflies. (4) August, 1869, eggs
^

females of this year without impregnation; April. ls '"-""

the eggs all dried up. The power of reproduction apw

decrease year by year when impregnation was prevents •

^

results have been noticed in other butterflies, in bees,

in aphides.— A. W. B.

Naturalization of Salmonid^.— The American bft**





< i iii the wil

oW. night overtook hi

by some gem

Who knows

kiting- the vol



' the Museum of Comparative Z«,i

3ks were polished and furr.

nd left untouched on the opj

ad moved down the gulch

of the gulch 1

1

raced the g



exposed rocks were covered with detritus resulting- from a m> >

teg-ration of the highet peak- l>\ atmospheric, agencies.— Kimui;i»

Bliss, Jr., Cambridge.

Discovery of ax Extixct Gigantic Bird of Prey ra Xew Zea-

marsh on the Glenmark estate, province of Canterbury, S'titk

Island, New Zealand, b}"- permission of G. H. Moore, Esq. (whose

researches have added so greatly to the evidences of the extinct

birds of New Zealand), found, among remains of Dinomis ex-

humed at a depth of five or six feet from the surface, a few smaller

bones, including claw-phalanges, which Mr. Fuller recognize'! ;•-

belonging to a large bird of prey. With t wo claw-phalanges w
found a left femur, a vertebral rib with its anchylosed "epiplenral

appendage;" and, in a watercourse about two miles from Glen-

Jardine). Dr. Ilaast, F.H.S., the HTomplished state geology

of the province of Canterbury, has , )!11111U nicated an instruetiy

and interesting memoir on these ren ains to the T^tuauctiomoJ

ri,ih,snj,h;r,,t [ustltntti of CailterbHi'lJ. lie refers tb

torial bird of New Zealand, which wa 3 twice the size or bulk of «*

genus Ilaqnifjornh, Ilaast, giving it he 'peeilic name >«'/"' :'"'

the liberal partner of Kermode and Co., owners of

property. He conjectures, on good irounds, that 1

rial bird preyed upon the young or ft

extinct'. I':'DiitonnS, and. with them, became

tTp^entXn^ i,d ilo not j

•



ANTHROPOLOGY.

,!l
< >»• could be traced. ,

from the present l,ed of 1

ar,:
' ;)t present under the cu

them nre pieces of cord ma.
hatchets, and utensils use
P^cious spee.men i« i lrt«



custrines formed their cutting instruments). This hatchet U six-

teen centimetres long by seven broad, and is l»y far the largest yet

discovered in any part of Switzerland, no other collection having

any measuring more than eight centimetres in length. A quantity

of the bones found at the same time have been sent to Dr. Uhl-

mann, of Miinchenbuchsee, for examination by him, and he finds

that they belong to the following animals, viz :— stag, horse, ox,

wild boar, pig, goat, beaver, dog, mouse, etc., together with a

MICROSCOPY.
Tm; Microscope ra the Lecture Room.-

strange appearances presented, and that while look!

nent objects in sight, such as air bubbles aod f

narked and strong outline, he misses altogether

vdiich ought to have been seen. The experimen

>rdinary microscope as a solar microscope and

mage of the object on a screen where it could I



lien on the other hand the gre

sired, then both objective an<

• tlie use of Ilartnack's inunei>
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properly denounces the slovenly custom

fresh specimens of tissues, etc.. wrapped

paper. The policy of cutting fresh tissiw

coming into use here and abroad, seems to 1

tice. a- it is neither adopter! m -r

Iolid Particles.— "The Lancet" tvvio-

interesting and timely subject. ( )esterlen, nearly thirty yeai

found molecules of mercury in the blood of cats, absorbe

loot: while Dond.-rs m.d Mmsonides found charcoal in the blood

.,,.,.,., , \ !.! ]

"'.'""

i,t ..incd bv Bi' 1

'

1
'

11
-"

moan^t



caterpillar is found in a ikld of carrots; a discovery so important

must be published at once, and it is P. mrroUv Mini. The absurd-

ity of such proceedings is apparent from such an illustration as

and not only roots, stems, branches, leaves and frail get different

generic and specific names."

Dkvf.lopment of Vegetable and Animal Like.— Dr. T. C.

sting results. Th



By an ingenious experiment, glycoger

cells. Their glycogenic properties are

Mu,.,i-c,,ri»ti-cles become transformed

degeneration, or, by long

to the presence of oxygen. There

ical relationship between pus-eorpm

EXOGENS AND EXDOGEXS.— At a

Microscopical Society, Prof. T. Dye
an exogenous growth in Lepidoder

dently cryptogamie character. He
exogens ami emlogens to 1 »*.- alread

of John Ray's previous names Dico

Recent researeln's. especially th<>-

Monocotyledons were really not em
some cryptogams, as lichens ami ah

are regularly exogenous. The spea

palaeontology was so mm li separated

He would like to see fossil ami re

ied by the same systemalM-. hut

nature and
'<

;,„.-»
the succecd'»r

)TES.
,1 Vmericm Associate

t°r

the Aim man
n0

!i)!Ccl-

.«.rl«.t..uu.l»-r»- -;,....





ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

BOOKS RECEIVED.



AMERICAN NATURALIST.
Vol. VI. -JUNE, 1872. -No. 8.

iitly i.uWixh.,-,1 table of European i



ments.* Only standard and available stylos are <riven, ly reli:

American makers, ami no Mich makers have been intent;. u,

omitted. The selection of instruments ami apparatus of tin

ferenl makers is entirely the responsibility of the writer, and

of the makers. He has selected such sets, at the makers' prt

as he has been accustomed to recommend to students and oil

for the general purposes of students* microscopes.

The table of Objectives is designed to be complete in reiranl

American lenses, and to present for comparison, and for tin- <

venience of those who desire a variety of lenses ly differ

makers, such Kuropean items as could he obtained at the time

than buyers, as showing the prevailing powers, prices, an?

general impression that the prices of American objective- :

reasonably high, it will be seen that they compare favorably
*

those of the most celebrated English makers. Mori

prepare very cheaply mounted objectives of small an?k-

usually second quality . which answer a good purpose when -

omy is imperative and difficult work is not required. Such

are not usually priced and sold separately by

kers, and are therefore not included in their columns in the
'-

objectives.! They can be obtained, however, at price- pre

to their angles and quality. The prices and aniiu.ai

giv» n in tin t toh an p 11 ' il \ though not in every <
^ (

up to date ; but a reasonable allowance must be made <.

variation from tin- standard angles and powers. There l.-w

to be a screw-collar adjustment for all objectives o( nv- r •

lar aperture, unless otherwise stated, though, from **•

liciontly distinct description by their makers, this rule

applied to some of the English lenses of medium p«»»ei

angle. To persons, without ureal experience m

best " test" of an objective is the respectability «>: n»

The Binocular Microscope, though not es

medical microscopy, is of such general am f

be preferred in all cases where its price is not

Binoculars are furnished, when ordered, even >J

who do not manufacture them. ___—
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rXOPSIS OF STUDES

— Easiest; preferable but costly.

-Fine motion. Easily rrpairo.l if

-Plausible, but not successful. (Insecure.)

ment. (In two rectangular directions.) —Best s

or high powers, and with Maltwood Finder.

entric. — Best for Binocular.





. — One inch X 10. Oculars

> orul.ir I'm- :u.'lir«

Malticood finder.

Including walnut or mahogany case. 850 to -i

ind quality of work and reputation of maker.
l.-.s. at present, unsatisfactory.
More, unnecessary.
About double, by substituting binocular stand
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IIIP.KKXATION OF TIIK .JUMPING MOD

about two feet below the surface of the ground, earefi

of the hir

of the hea

it length I thought

id legs. Presently

d, yet so feeble tha

Then then} came to be some

by an imr

f my fingers upon

there was unmisfc

but the breathing

with great difficult



2 tin box with boles in the c<

journeyings, taking care to

of corn and pieces of paper.

'ii the •_>.,%
I of January I took it with me to Klgin. Illinois.

ree hundred miles farther north than the region where I

e from the box, I placed it on a newspaper on a table,

ed it with a large glass bell, lifting the edge of the glass

admit a supply of air. Under this glass was plaeed a

)ly of waste cotton. Soon after it was fairly established

s body in the most thorough manner, washing itself very

ssed that long member, for its whole length, through the

)m side to sub', beginning near the U>dy and. ending at

awing the paper, and during the night it gnawed all the

v% us eve r



town, and on my arrival the mouse was in good condition. But

the next morning it was again apparently dead ; in the course of

the day, however, being placed where it was warm, it gradually

came back again to activity as before.

This mouse, then, when dug from the mound was in a state of

the most profound lethargy,— if torpidity be too strong a term,—

and it is safe to infer that it would have so remained till spring,

had it not been removed into a warmer temperature ; and this

lethargy or torpidity was as intense, so far at least as regards

external appearances, as that mtii in other animals, not except-

ing reptiles and hatrachians.

I may add that the observations above detailed show that this

mouse is capable of passing into the deepest lethargic state in I

single night, and of returning, when warmed, to activity again on

the succeeding day.

The Jumping Mouse is very quiet in the daytime, but verj

active at night. When disturbed in its nest it vigorously repels

the attack by striking with its fore feet with the greatest rapidity.

It apparently does not seek to bite me.

Since the above was written the mouse has repeated the exhibi-

tions detailed above, and at least once since the beginning o

April. A colder night than usual seems to furnish the occasion

for it to go into a state of the most profound lethargy.

THE WHITE COFFEE-LEAF MINER.

The observations upon which I base the following hist<

that insect (Cemiostomo coffeeUum) which is the greatest <

to the coffee-culture of Brazil, were made in the autumn an*

ter of the year 1*71, at the fazendas of Sao Sehastiao and

tario, in the township of Vassouras, Province of Rio de Ja

Vase.

l
'" U<

^t hearth



of June, aided by the sympathy and cooperation of the proprietor,

Dr. Christovao Correa e Castro, one of the most enlightened and

progressive men whom I had the pleasure of knowing in Brazil.

The acknowledgment of my deep gratitude is due also to Col.

""lien I was prostrated by severe sickness.

I have arranged my account of the insect under headings, for

greater convenience to the future investigator, and have added an

explanation of the less familiar words used, for the benefit of those

^no are not acquainted with the science of entomology.

Food-plant, and Indications of the presence of the Insect.— The
caterpillar (larva) lives in the leaves of the coffee-tree (Coffea

Arabka), where the injury done by it is shown by the presence

of rust-colored blotches on the upper surface of the leaf. These

blotches are sometimes almost Mark in the centre.

popped ieedi no;, and <

tcoon

dt
c°ove'

silv he found i nTfolV.'>f the leaf.

) whose beauti fully ornamented, silvery wings

1th of the little finger nail, rest upon tlle leaves

tree when qinet, but are easily di stnrbed.

-with a jerkin;% flight.

The name of the germa (Cemiost

>ek words Kw<fc, meaning muzzle, and ijziWa,

ranslated m ,nz!e--,»o»t}i. This

Zeller, in the year 1848 (in the " Lininva

ii, p. 273), beeause the hairs on the side of

M to cover up the moid h. It shookI be ac-

•enultimate syliable. Since it is meuter in

i is neuter, the specific name must hB neuterender, becaus(
ho

- The specific nai
50«-plant, with a termination indicating the small size of the

isect.

S'Jn°nyme.— The insect was called Elachista coffeella by Guerin-

etle%iUe in his memoir (to which I shall often refer hereafter),

«<*use at the time when he described it, the genus Cemiostoma

i established, and the genus Elachista was still consid-

- ;

:.-;i extent as to include this species.



factory to unite accuracy with (

of the White Coffee-leaf Miner,

are found also living on the cJ

miner (Gracilaria? coffeifoliella)

Erroneous names.— This is

doubtfully as a Bucculatrix ( ?) 1

Weekly Intelligencer," vol. iv (1

Imago.—The outspread wing

measure from tip to tip betwee

ler the same name by Nietn<

f the coffee-tree in Ceylon.

leviii-Meneville. who described i

3d it « L'Elachiste du Cafier."*

. Borboleta do Cafezal," the col

ut I should think it much mo

^finiteness by giving it t

because other species c

coffee-tree, and a black c

the head and face, the body below, the upper side of the front

wings, and the legs, except the tips of the first, second and

fourth foot-joints (tarsi), upon the upper side of which the scales

are black. In my specimens, which are not in good condition, the

upper side of the hind-body (abdomen) is bare and of a yellowish

brown color. The antennae are smoky black, except at the base.

The front wings are long in proportion to their breadth. On the

upper side of each, at the extremity of the inner edge (inner an-

gle) is a large steel-blue or black spot, which has a violet lustre.

This spot is bordered on the sides towards the base and front edge

of the wing by a golden-yellow band, which is continued to*"*

the end of the wing. At more than half the distance from nc

base of the wing to the tip, arises from the front edge (cost*)

another golden-yellow band, with converging sides, bordered[on

each edge with black scales, which runs obliquely toward *** °rjj

spot, and sometimes almost reaches the golden edging o

spot. Beyond an interval of about the width of this band nea^

the tip of the wing (apex) arises another band of the same

but wider and shorter, and bordered only on the inside with W"|

This band runs less obliquely toward t!

» nnt moot tiio <-.tv. Q^ i->"nds. AKruit na far beyond tn

> first.



from the eosta, and runs obliquely to a point at some distance

beyond the black spot. Still nearer the end arises another line of

black scales, which runs less obliquely, and meets the former at

its termination, the two thus forming an acute angle. The inner

and outer edges of the front wings, and the whole circumference of

the hind wings bear long smoky-black or brown fringes. The
hind wings are very narrow and pointed. They are smoky-black
on both the upper and under sides.* The front wings are of the

same color on the under side. From the front of the head pro-

jects a spreading tuft of silvery-white hairs. The scales behind
this tuft lie smoothly back on the head. The antennae are about

three-fourths as long as the front wings, and thread-like. Their
basal joints are thickly clothed with silvery hairs, which form a
velvety eye-cap as large as the eyes. The eves are black.

Pupa.-Tke chrysalis (pupa) is two millimeters long; of a

yellowish brown color. The head is large ; the eyes are black ; the
limbs are glued to the body ; the last pair of legs extends very
ittle beyond the tip of the abdomen. It appears to me that eight

abdominal segments are visible.

Cocoon— The cocoon is five millimeters long, slender, spindle-
shaped, formed of threads of silk of a white color, which are laid
eilgthwise and close together upon the outside. It is open at
each end with a longitudinal slit. It rests upon a flooring of silk,
and is covered by a light web of white silk, which is spun across

e of the furrows at the edge of a leaf. This web is a little

°ader at each end than in the middle, and has an opening in
eh end shaped like the point of a lance, through which openings

s 01 the cocoon beneath maj7 be seen.
Larva.—The caterpillar (larva) is four or five millimeters long,
n seventy-five hundredths of a millimeter broad across the first

.

,D

f
(Pr°thorax), which is the widest part. It is of a yellowish

flesh color partially transparent. It is flattened.

nngs (segments) behind the head, between each ofwelve

e body is mucu constricted. The second and third segments

^
mch, with the first, form the thorax.) are successively narrov

u

*° the segment in front of them ; the next three segments
ccessive^ Oro .

l(le] ._ ;mil ^ regt Qf the segments (which, w
^three before them, form the abdomen), are successively n



rower to the end. The head is flat, rounded in front, and is fre-

quently much retracted within the prothorax, when its lobes show

through the skin of the prothorax. The jaws (mandibles) have

three teeth at the end,* and are covered in repose by the upper lip

(labrum). The head on each side, has two eye-spots (ocelli), of

which the anterior is the larger, and about nine hairs. The three

segments of the thorax bear each a pair of jointed legs; the third.

fourth, fifth, sixth and ninth or last segment of the abdomen hear

each a pair of fleshy projections which serve as feet, so that the

larva may be considered as sixteen-legged. From each side of the

back of each abdominal segment, arise three hairs, of which the

anterior or shortest is directed forward, while the two others are

directed backward. The third hair is twice or more than twice

as long as the second, being nearly equal in length to the breadth

of the segment. The thoracic segments have all three hairs di-

rected forward ; the second hair is the longest, and an additional

hair arises from the outer edge of the back of each segment.

The mine.— The habitation of the larva is a mine, which is

made in the leaf by eating out the soft green substance (paren-

chyma) between the upper -kin (epidermis) and the frame^ou
^

the leaf, laying the framework hare, but leaving the epidermis

intact, except at the point where (I suppose) the larva euters

leaf. At this point the wound heals up and forms a lenticular scar

twenty-five hundredths of a millimeter in length, and fifteen

hundredths of a millimeter in breadth, raised a little above the

general surface of the leaf. The epidermis which
«J*^JJJJ

mine becomes rusty brown, sometimes almost black v

The excrement (frass) adheres irregularly to its under s^

Sometimes a portion of the under surface of the leaf opposite

When the eggs are laid in sets, as hereafter to be described, t

mines of the separate larr« usually become united, tSoA
even

mines of two sets may be united into one. .

One mine fifteen millimeters long and ten millimeters
bro,

contained seven larva, the scars arranged in two groups of °

and three respectively. Another scar was near.

As many as five mines, all inhabited, have been fonnd on

^

leaf and even eight mines made by ten larva?, though in this

some of the larva? had escaped. _——~—

^

*Gudrin?ny- are bidentate.



the hirvn « -,.•:, [..•-. it - >undeci slit in

Tinis near an edire of tin.- mine. I his -lit is -: :

_

i millimeter across, about one and five-tenths m

lgs.— Before I had seen any of the insects, I was shown

gfl on a coffee-leaf, which were said to be the eggs of this

Id not have belonged to this moth, because

«. oeiongs to the triU> «,!' doth- worm moths (Tmeina), wmcb
are all of small size, ami mav be known from the other Lepido-

Ptera because their wings, which are elongated, are not split, but

According to Zeller (Linn. Entom., iii (1848), p. 250), the

g°s have the head covered with entirely smooth scales, and have

cluded in the genera Cemiosl - These geiiera
Mrith others, were considered by Stainton (I know not in what

***) to form the family of Lyonetia moths (Lvonetidae). The
genus Cemiostoma, to which our insect belongs, is distinguished
<r<>m the genus Phyllocnistis by the absence of tongue-shields

(P%) (I.e., p. 250,, and by the middle area (cell) of the fore

*>»gs not being closed (I.e., p. 265).
Abe genus Cemiostoma was divided by Stainton (Nat. Hist.

^ngs of the perfect insect white, while the other has these wings

rjden-gray. The former of these groups, to which our species

el«ngs, contains six species, as far as known at present. These

^ 0. susinellum, spartifoliellum, wailesellum, coffeellum, labur-



nellum and zanclceellum. i vm is the only spe-

cies of the genus yei known out-ide of the limits of Europe.

Our species may be known from the other species of the group

by the following characters : 0. zandoeellum has not the first

golden band on the costa ; in C. susinellurn this bund extend*

across the wing, reaching the inner angle; in C. lo&ttrwAMi

spartifolidluhi and inilli'.»r!lum.. this band iiardly reaches to more

than half the distance from the costa to the black spot, and the

second band is bordered on both edges by dark scales. Further.

all the species of the group, except possibby G. zando'dlum. have

two or three fuscous streaks on the fringe, radiating fcon

black spot. I can discover no such streaks in this species.

I do not find it recorded that any other species of the group,

except G. laburnellum, breeds more than once in a year. Stainton

says (Nat. Hist. Tin., i, 314) that G. laburnellum breeds twice.

/Seasons.—The larva are said to attack the new leaves in early

spring, and to be found from that time forth. As the cotfee-tree

is evergreen, it seems likely that the period of hibernation is ven

short or none at all. GuOrin says (Mi'-m. etc., p. 10) that the

insect occurs throughout the year in the Antilles, but is more or

less abundant according to the seasons.

The eggs which I have mentioned were seen on the twenty-Ww

of January. The planter wrho showed them to me said he had

seen the moths that day. I found the larvae, pup*, and imagj*

from the ninth of March until my observations ended on * ll

twenty-first of June.

Periodicity.— Guerin says (Mem. etc.. pp. 17. 13) that the e

J
hatch seven or eight days after being laid. The lame then

^
about fifteen or twenty days within the leaf, after which they m »

their cocoons. The cocoon is spun within less than twen \-^

off within twenty-four hours after the cocoon is completed-
^ ^

not observe how long the pupa-state continues. Accordm

Gruerin (Mem. etc., p. 13, 17), the imago comes ou

at the end of six days. It is not known how Long ]

should judge that it lived less than two weeks, as th£

noticed to be the probable limit of life in C. 9C*t&#

Monthl. Mag., iv (1867), p. 162).

The history of reproduction, and of the deposits

not known. It must have an important effect upon i

t of the (



ral times in the year, in the Antilles, once in about

orty-eight days. This would allow for the Kg--.

arva, 15 to 20 days ; Pupation, 2 days ; Pupa, f-

to 12 days ; total, 40 to 48 days.

larva.—As soon as the larva is hatched (if I mis-

s through the upper epidermis of the leaf, and hegins

ichyma. Usually it may be found under an edge

•

N "°\v no -i_; netiveness. >\ hen
"<-' larva is full-grown it eseapcs from the mine, and often, or

,v *n generally, goes to another leaf to make its cocoon. This

ning itself drop with a thread of silk. It then

IMkes its cocoon across one of the furrows at. the edge of a leaf,

"n either the upper or the under surface, but oftener on the under
surface. The larva places itself across the furrow, and begin- :

;

>> spinning a series of threads from one side to beyond the

middle of the furrow, swinging the fore part of its body back and

Q sulewise. When it has made one side of one end of its web
tluis, it spins a like series of threads to make the other side, with-
out changing the position of the hind part of its body. Thus an

occupied by the body of the larva. It then turns' around, and
P^ces its body across the furrow in the opposite direction. Here
11 sPHis a like series of threads on each side of it. from the leaf to

,
e former part of the web, leaving a similar opening in this end.

then retires beneath the web, and lays a flooring of silk. On

.

ls flo°ring it spins its cocoon, laving the outside threads length-

cocoons are found in the greatest abunda

never been

uabiis of the Pupa.— The larva-skin is «pht lo nit d , lly over
e middle line of the head and first two thoracic segments. TheW

j
extends from the very foremost extremity of the head to the

,

' thoracic segment (metathorax) , but does not enter this

,atter
- Forth,

Which the



Habits of the Imago.— The pupa-skin is split transversely across

the back of the head (vertex) then longitudinally along the sides

of the thorax as far as the metathorax. When the imago emerges,

the pupa-skin is left inside of the cocoon, generally I think, but

in some cases I have found it protruding from the anterior end of

the cocoon, through which the imago escapes by pushing aside th>'

threads. It rests on or under the leaves or branches, but is easily

disturbed. " It is very lively and very agile," as Guerin says.

(Mem. etc. p. 16) "and flies in all directions seeking to copulate.

It is seen to execute rsipid bounds, and its jerking flight makes it

known even at a distance." It flies in the day-time, perhaps also

in the night-time.

I judge from the appearance of the scars in the epidermis, al-

ready described, that the eggs are laid unconcealed on the upper

surface of the leaf, singly, or in sets of two, three or more, but

not in immediate proximity, and that sometimes two or more se s

are placed on the same leaf. It is not known how many eggs are

laid by one female.— To be continued.





ORXITIIOLOGICAL NOTES FROM THE M'KST.

II. NOTES ON THE BIRDS OF COLORADO.

ado Territory embraces portions of two very dinero;

>eaks of the Rocky Mountain system. These two regioi

thological character of th e eastern half of the territory ditle

tie from that of the adjo inin- portions of Kansas, already 1

noticed in the Naturalist forMay.p.2r,3. On entering the ,

tains, however, one imme diately meets with many species of

not seen on the Plains, wlliilst only a few of those character

tiie Plains are found in tini mountain district, and these only

broad valleys or "Parks'

features of the Plains. Owing to the prevalence of forest

the highly diversified ch: iractcr of the surface in the wester

tr'ct. fie number of spc<des of bin is found within it great

ceeds that of the eastern, there being in western Colorado i

breeding season rather more than the average number of >

vould naturally be



lu-iv the \



mountains are still less heavily wooded, with here and there wide

grassy openings; the flowers are less numerous, the animal life

less varied, the birds es bly scarcer, whilst

everywhere there are evidences of a rather arid climate. South

Park itself is almost as arid as the Plains, with much the same

vegetation and general aspects, representing, in fact, the Plains

Following along the northern edge of the Park we pass Fair-

play and follow up the valley of the South Platte to its source at

the northern base of Mount Lincoln. The Platte valley above

Fairplay is again a moister region, with a richer flora and fauna

and with the declivities of the hills heavily wooded. The abun-

dance of large hriglil flowers is again a conspicuous feature.

above the limit of the coniferous vegetation being thickU -^

with flowers of richest tints, even at altitudes exceeding thirteen

thousand feet. Camping a week near the eastern base of Mount

Lincoln, at the old mining town of Montgomery, and making

rains and vegetables. It is nevertheless an exeeilont -y
[

'

:

:

ountry, stock wintering well here, as in fact in all the prim'!'-"

louutain valleys, gathering their own subsistence in winter *>

'ell as in summer. From Colorado City to Denver our road
•'

•

"ith vullo^a, ,,e detached an.i



utly return to t lie birds. Anions the more common

ns are such familiar eastern species as the kingbird,

i il orioles, all

Jaded woodpecker, Carolin

titmouse, red-winged black-

a dove, king-fisher, yellow bird

,wks, the killdeer plover and

zz::%:z:::z
ey in the mountains, as we'll as

f the Plains as the lark finch,

Cities such as it usually frequents were met with. The moun-
11 mockingbird was not only present here, but was also observed
a considerably greater altitude. Of the western forest birds,

-- .

:| i'<-tie towhe. t

-

rvs
) the western ii\di'_i'<>bird or lazuli finch Lewis's woodpecker,

^oodhonse's and the great -crested
j

;i ys. Brewer's blackbird, the

80 in the foothills than on the plains.
Ail the above named birds were met with in the vicinity of

jf
m'er, or on the journey between Colorado City and Denver.



aek-eappe«l ilycatching-warUen 1

warbler, the pigmy nuthatch I

lough the latter doubtless ranges <

Ihe ™,'!v

ubou"

.uJnotiee"/'

'

it was

streams. keeping generally conceal

being very siveet and attr:active.

s. and its peculiar song <

respect i•esembles the east* rn tow

is associ at o.I by systematic writers

of sparrows sio familiarly jepresei

throat, tl inn any other group—rose

labits and general

Pk-tdm, though the red-sha



>f the most beautiful of

is, breeding in deserted

:ig all the other Hirun-

rownsend's flycatcher, a

ii.'h irem-rallv associated

ores of Xuttall's whippoorwills.

n was the only representa-

11 the mountains, except the

lore particularly mentioned.



;lant representative of the Fri

In South Park we

itself number less than a do

i the Plain,. The

lark finch

v wi' spent several days, the black-capped $y

rnsnnui [»is;ila ) was the most numerous of the

of the Turmmkbi! met with in or ahout the Park. Lae £» l

l

frequented the same localities as the flycatching warbler- ^

the peculiar habit ( for a flycatcher of this group )
ot hiding m

thickets so as to render it dillicult to capture, like the Acadian

catcher of the East, of which it is its western analogue.

white-bellied and cliff swallows were common Hirundmes. 1 u

nesting under the eaves of the houses in Fairplay. and t u

in woodpeckers' holes. The chestnut-backed snow

common, but the white-crowned and Lincoln's sparrow wer^

far the most numerous of the fringilline birds, a»

blackbird among the Icteridte, the only other sVec[eS^
family observed being the common meadow lark. T-he

vireo was the only vireo observed, and this species even

^
headed and the beautiful Williamson's woodpeckers (^."^



iches, and the song sparrow was occasional, being more

here than elsewhere on our journey.

re visited, where we spent a week in a hasty ornithologi-

loissance of the immediate region, our excursions extend-

about twelve thousand five hundred feet above sea-level

' of Mt. Lincoln, whose bald summit rises to nearly a

feet above timber line. About thirty-five species were

ging up to or above the limit of trees, the most of which

itaiii and black capped chickadees, the ruby-crow nea

the higher regions, as above ten thousand feet they appear to out-

*«** all the other sparrows together. The broad-tailed bumming

[^
already mentioned, continued common to far above timber

^ and white bellied swTlkwB *erTako more or less .bond-nt

toe timber zone.
'

None of the Smaller birds were more abundant,

attT

Pting Pei'haps the two sparrows already mentioned, than thu

1
1

^

not absolutely more numerous, among the dwartei w 1

int

lrches aD°ve timber line than at lower points, sco c mg
ttuder from almost every bush heap ; this little bird being hence

einmentlv an »i^^ » * «w, «^w fields of the higheru
\y «m aipme species. Among the snow neiua « o



k, the gray-crowned finch (

tailed ptarmigan (Lagopus

retiring its young here, son

late as the last week of Ju

itarmigan were both comrao

tioned were obtained or observed. One of these was the li

known Rocky Mountain swift {Ptin>tph>l« mdanok'nca) which

quite numerous a! K>ut th-- hiu;h dill's in the " Garden of the Goi

It was nesting in inacees>iMe crevices mid weatherworn holt

the rocks, about midway ap the high vertical cliffs, some of vl

are not less than three hundred feet high . They seemed very *

for so small birds, and flew with great velocity, rarely desceii'

within reach of our guns. The ground tit (Chamea fiM

a party of a dozen or fifteen woodpeckers of a species as yet

parently undeseribed. and of which, unfortunately, no specii

led i

over very broken country, at no time permitting us to m
within range of them. One was badly wounded, but tina^

succeeded in escaping. It was a species of the size ami M «

Lewis's woodpecker, rising, like that species, almost u-Mi'-y

into the air in pursuit of insects, but was quite diti'eieiitH t

from any described American woodpecker. The tail apP6*™

be wholly white, except the middle pair of feathers, and tl,ou
'^..

also considerable white on the wings and about the bead. |<-

^
of the plumage being- black. As we had too favorable a vie

it to be mistaken as to its general characters, I mention 1
-,

for the purpose of calling the attention of other visitors to ^
may hereafter have the opportunity of visiting the mou

north-west of Colorado City.

i supposable that in our hasty recou



In comfusion, a few remarks c,n the omit!hological fauiate of the

region under consideration. Alt hough the ielevation of the Plains

Morally not far from six thousa nd tVvt. re: idling seven thousand
;wt only on the divide between the waters ; of the Piatte and the

at "Lake Pass," we hiive both at Denver and Colorado

y southern fauna, anahDgous in all essential

o the Carolinian fauna of the Eastern Provinc.3. From

1 the mountains up to about seven thousand five hundred
"-'t \\V (I, Kl a fauna more nearly . - to the Allegllanian or

d. Thence upward to 8ibout ten

C:,.,...!:. .

five hundred feet we have a zone bling the
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iews of the Microscopic World.* — An American handbook

ndly spirit. Prof. Broeklesby's " Views of the Microscopic

Id," Dr. King's l
> Microsoopist's Companion " and Dr. Wythe's

-pie:.

but as a common-place |,o„U of microscopic views, •i eelUrti.

almost disconnected descriptions and illustrations, i:u-h value

its own merits, of what were then unfamiliar micro.'<eopic ohj

It was written in a thoughtful, philosophical and devout -1

Fresh from the study of Ehrenberg and Mantell, and from tin

thusiastic and successful use of a (then) remarkab le micros

the author briefly introduced and described the in strumciit.

then, evidently with a will, gave the longest chaptei :• of the li

full of interesting descriptions of the diverse orgs:misnis cl:i

by Ehrenberg under the vague name of Infusoria. Next c:iin

teresting medley of information in regard to Fo ssil Illl'll-

Larger aquatic animals followed, up to insects, in a '

Then came two chapters, the most valuable bee . :lU se tli*"j

unique, with numerous lithographic illustrations of

and of artificial crystallizations. A final chapter reviewed



unattractive style, would have been more successful had it not ap-

peared in advance of the present demand for works upon the sub-

The present edition is the old one, only moderately modernized

by some minor alterations. The name is changed, for the worse

as to the contents of the volume, but for the better as to the

fashion of the day; the impracticable microscope of the original

frontispiece properly gives way to a cheap but useful instru-

ment of modern style; a rewritten preface and introduction

t<>nn connecting links between the name and the book; and the

Infusoria, though not rewritten, are somewhat rearranged hy the

separation of the vegetable forms. The rest of the work is simply

reprinted, with scarcely more than a few verbal corrections. The
woodcuts and lithographs are searcely equal in quality to the

original, and a considerable number are suppressed, including a

part of the interesting series of wood-sections and crystallizations,

the one section of a root being one of the loved and lost.

The treatment of Diatoms, and indeed " Infusoria" generally,

of the influence of temperature on vitality, of deep-sea soundings
and dredgings, and of the microscopic anatomy of the higher

Plants, gives no hint of the vast labor, and wonderful results of

Q last twenty years. The unfortunate haste with which this edi-

tion was prepared, is, further shown by an abundance of minor
errors, such as the failure to cut out all the allusions to the sup-

pressed plates, and the reference of the second description of a fig.

to the wrong cut (Fig. 2), which is given in the right place, in-

stead of to the right cut (Fig. 3). which is given several pages be-

IJ>nd. Of course minute and technical criticism would be irapossi-

e in re^ard to a book which scarcely claims to be scientific ;
but

> as the above should have been corrected, s

freely be too much to ask a slight improvement in classification,

certain interest and advantage in giving, side by side,

e hairs of i
I and of quadrupeds, and the

f

of fishes, and the crystals from plants, and those artificially

wmedupon slides; but 'there can scarcely be any advantage in

ron-mg the corpuscles of blood, the pollen of plants, and the

T>nvy of the flea, all into the same group.
Amateur microscopists will want to place this name-sake book

ImVw
S 'de °f the really more serviceable Lankester's Half Hours

food's Common Objects ; but intelligent general readers, and



natural history students are those who will find it of the most real

use. We are sincerely thankful to the publishers for the present

attractive edition of this lately unattainable work; though we

cannot approve of their economy in suppressing a part of the

plates, and cannot but regret that they did not induce the author

to give us a book written in the spirit of 1871, instead of repub-

lishing the ideas of 1850.— R. H. W.

Revision of some of the American Butterflies.*— In ad-

vance of the publication of the volume on the Butterflies of New

England, upon which Mr. Scudder has been for some' time en-

gaged, and which is not far from completion, the public is pre-

sented with this digest of the results reached by the author in a

revised classification and nomenclature of the butterflies of the

New England and Middle States.

The four years of almost continuous labor which the author has

devoted to the preparation of the volume above referred to,—the

abundant material which the kindness of friends has placed at his

disposal, the favorable opportunity enjoyed by him during I

two years' sojourn in Europe for the study of large numbers of

European forms in connexion with our own, and a persistent

determination to investigate personally, so far as possible, each

of the four stages of every species reviewed by him,— lead us to

indulge the hope that the scheme submitted in the above paper

may be received by both American and European lepidopterists as

more satisfactory than any which has preceded it. It is presente

at the present time, to afford opportunity for examination aQt

criticism, and for the correction in the forthcoming volume of an}

errors which may be discovered.

Although it has long been evident that many changes must^nec-

essarily be made in the classification and nomenclature of o^

diurhals, yet those introduced in this paper are so numerous. »*

some of so radical a nature, that the entomological public wiU

startled at their presentation, and prompted to look for some

of escape from their unpalatable acceptance.

Of the butterflies occurring in New England and adjoining

probably exceeding one hundred and twenty-five 8Pecie8

jiaB|
^

eleven of the number retain unaltered, in this reviwon^e^



ini'l.T which they are at present recorded ii

require some time to familiarize the tongue 1

of lliisilmrhia Astyanax for Lm
Apatum Clyton, Papilio Antiopa for Vanessa Antiopa, Incisalia
Ims for Thecla Arsace, Strymon Titus for Thecla Mop.su.,. :md
Eitphwh's Ghiucus for PapUio Turnus. It will tax the memory to
charge it with the names of the forty-five genera in which our
Hesperidre are arranged; yet this, and whatever else is required,
should be cheerfully accorded, when convinced that the arduous
work of the author has been properly performed, for only through
serious disturbance is error to be eliminated.

It will be observed that quite a large number of the generic
groups of Hiibner, with a few of Scopoli and Schrank, have been
reclaimed from their desuetude. This, the author informs us, has
heen done, only after a critical study of the history of every genus
proposed for butterflies down to the period of Hiibner's catalogue
m 1816, and in strict obedience to the laws of priority regulating
zoological nomenclature. Of the many new genera introduced,
the characters of two are presented in detail, drawn from the lar-
val, pupal and imaginal states, to serve, it is stated, as an illustra-
tion of the manner in which all the genera will be treated in the
volume in preparation : these two genera are Papilio of Linnaeus
(having P. Antiopa for its type), and Aglais of Dalman (with P.
n«e for its type)

; their details occupy ten pages.
The classification of Mr. Scudder, 'exclusive of the generic

? iv"i- is as follows:

Dan
e

,

llyKYMpHALES embraces the Satyricte of Swainson.

ofJ™ of Doubleday, NymphnlicUe of Swainson and Lybytheid*
estwood. It is equivalent to the Nymphnlidse and Lemoniidae



r in 1816, but to which our species ha

Minois, Megisto, Doxocopa and

5 placed Vanessa J-album, as an

which we have recognize. 1 as \'a

dryas Phaeton— the last three generic groups being new. >>e

miss the original melius MVlita-a. the reason of which is not evi-

dent, but we presume that it has been retained for such European

forms as Maturna, Dhhnan. P,irtho„ie, Artemis, etc. Our Limeni-

tides Disippe, arsuki (= Proserpina Edw.) and Artkemis being

distinct from the European forms are assigned to the new genus

Basilarchia. Danais [Danius], Junonia, Euptoieta and Libythea

The family RURALES is a subdivision of the Linnaean group

Plebeii consisting of the smaller butterflies, of which those

marked with dark spots were denominated Rurales and those wit

pellucid spots Urbicolse. It is equivalent to the Erycinida1 iw

Polyommatidae of Swainson's system, to the Eryeinidae and Lyea'n-

idae (Leach) of Westwood, Lemoniidse pars and LyeenMMj

Kirby's catalogue. We note the following disposition of materia

Our only northern representative of the subfamily ^ estalw

Herbst (Erycinidse of Swainson— Charts borealis Gr.-Rob» P

referred to the genus Polystichtis of Hiibn. The Theclas consti-

tute the tribe Armati of Hiibner, with a division in six genera.

Melinus, smilacis and Lmta typify three new genera of a sing

species each, viz., Callipareus, Mitouri and Eroia. With M>°
as the type, Augustus and Irus form the genus Incisaha il«»

MS . In the original genus Thecla, are retained Ontario, ZO**P

(=strigosa), Edwards! i, Calanns (— inoi'ata), and Aca »
>

Mopsus appears as Strymon Titus (Fabr.)-
, are

Of the Lycamida, our four specie* of the Argiohs type
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yaniris of Dalman ; Scudderii and Comyntas re

Hiilmerian genera of Lycaudes and Everes

new genus of Ghmcopsyehe , s established h

r its type. The germs Lyoama. after various li

at' misapplications, and the last restriction in

to species of the European Phhws type, is ret

<i and Epu\ntth\ leaving Th>c for the genus CIi

• the Bpecific name of Hyllas by which it was

r of PAPILIONIDES comprises the Danai

• ( oliasisretained tor Pbilnduv. Eurythvme. and Kecvwjdh

'<<- and reninUs to Synchloe of Hubner.
e dismemberment of Papilio reaches its greatest possib

t in the assignment of our live species to as many gener

mclatare they present themselves as L<terti«s Phihm.

'"•«* 7Yo//,/.s, Euphrates Ghnicus. Iphk'Hdes A}«x and U//i

•iWywne.( = Astems).

f before us of the heterogeneous material which had heen

V referred to the genera Eudamus, Nisoniades, Pamphila

>eria— the latter serving as a convenient receptacle for

species might not properly be located elsewhere. For

owe the author a

n name of URBICOLiE, our Ame
(iueluding all the 1'nited States species toget

fe* from

*Mch number, thirty-two are new The "eneric" characters are

fitted from the present paper, that it might not be unduly ex-

tended,

that dra

To T

n the pages in hurried review, among

we note the following :

us Linn., of the occurrence of which in



Eastern North Ameriea :is tar north as Connecticut. £y><ow> •>•

TVtyras (Fabr.) and Achalarns Lycklas (Sin.-Abb.) are credited

with an equally extensive distribution, viz., from Florida to New

such marked contract with those of the other iir»>ii[»>. that the

occurrence in New York or New England of any of the Southern

forms need not occasion surprise. ni;<f,r!u mucnhifa (Edw.).

which on page Gl of the paper under notice, is assigned to Florida,

has on one occasion been captured in New York, latitude Wy.

As ranging from the Gulf to the Eastern States, the following

Ilesperians are recorded in these pages : BatJnjflxs, P>/hnh*. Br!:-.

MiriniHs, JEToratiw, Catullus, NumUor, vicUis, Samm
Z'ifnih,n, Phylceus, Sassacus, Huron, Brett ust (= Wingina). E>j(-

,•>„<< t, Ohjnthns and Monoro. Additional information of distribu-

tion would undoubtedly materially extend the above list.

The species of Nisoniades, with the exception of Cat>'Uus.

which is made the type of a new genus, Pholisora, are referred to

Erynnis of Schrank, in accordance with Staudinger's restriction

from its original extension over all the European Hesperian*.

Ih-peria U limited to the few species of the European u«>l<-' r
-

t.v
i

,( -

our only northern representatives being //. tessellata no v. sp.(lVnn-

to Texas) and //. << nUiurw> Itamb. ( = Wyandot Edw).

Some good service is rendered in the determination of synon-

aware Edw.; JEtna Boisd. = Eg
Rol).= AeonootnsScndd. ; Tauma, Fabr. = Ahaton Harr. ;

M
Sm.-Abb. = Monoco Scudd. and pi mctella Gr.-Rob.

the more welcome a-*'

telling the bounteous harvest to "l H > i-njoved. when the fruit-

years of culture and of toil over extended fields, shall he >F

before us, in the volume of whicli this modest pamphlet is

precursor. v^zj^^^A few typographical errors occu



-' -

t, "though has(

be a complete <

dance and special haunts of most of them. Wb
le value as a la in errors to s

greatly to impair its usefulness. Among the

5 species one naturally expects to see in a list of the

of the present, we look in vain for Dendroeca ccemlea,

boracensis^Plectrophu,,, s „*. 7' Moccownii, Gmraca

"VnV,t,., Vh, t,;„,u-li^ a.,1 ./-;;/-//--. nvmtanns, all of

more or less common, whilst some of them are among

aracteristic species of the middle and western portions

e. Among the western species mentioned are Falco

lolaptes "hybrichis," Poospiza bilineata, PassereUa schis-

o Oregonus, Icterus BuUocMi, and Centrocercv* uro-
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alitis semipahnatus, M. montanus, both of which species, as

already noticed, are omitted from the list, though it is hard to

suppose that in either case he could have mistaken the one bird

for the other.

While faunal lists of the birds of the western states and terri-

tories are so very desirable, they more than defeat their usefulness

unless prepared with a considerable degree of accuracy. If the

writer of the present list had restricted it to a smaller locality,

say for instance a single county, and had added from his note

books more explicit data, especially in respect to the times of

arrival and departure of the birds, his catalogue would have had

far more value as a faunal record, and would doubtless have been

as a whole much more accurate.—J. A. A.

Newton's Ornithological Kegister.*—The pamphlet before us

is a description of a Record of Ornithological Observations made

by Messrs. A. and E. Newton for the years 1850-'59. Great ad-

vantage flows from a continuous series of such observations in any

department of Natural History, and the system devised and per-

fected for this purpose seems to us very praiseworthy. It is dim-

cult to gain an idea of this unique register without inspection ot

an accompanying lithographic sheet representing a month's record

in facsimile; but it will suffice to say that the record is kept al-

most entirely by means of a few simple but expressive symbols.
.

t ie

use and purport of which may be readily learned. By these sififn*

a day's observations may be duly recorded in a few moments, am

the system recommends itself for this if for no other reason.

Prof. Newton says that the benefits accruing were "out of all Pr

portion" to the time and trouble bestowed ;
and not the leas

these, was the enforcing of a habit of close daily obsen -

>

essential to the culture of practical ornithology. Many ex i < .

valuable, and some novel, facts were ascertained resp< <'"-
^

'

,

movements, the pairing, nesting, singing of birds, ami tn^ -

habits. It was unexpectedly discovered, among other things,

^ ^
the meteorological observations made in the hope that one -

observations might throw light on the other, gave negatneu

.

no birds proving reliable weather-prophets. We slmul - ^
the digestion of the great mass of material accumulated m



the •

We wish that a number of copies of this interesting brochure

could be placed on sale at the XaturalUt*' Agency, so that our

ornithologists might have the opportunity of acquainting thcin-

"( adopting the system.— E. C.

BOTANY.
The Geographical Distribution of Composite. — Mr. G.

Bentham read a paper on this subject a1 two recent meetings of

of the same order of plants {J,,,,/.,,,,,, vol. iii. p. 7U). The genera

equally distributed between the Old and New World ; of the

in the Old World and a rather larger

: quite 70 species are common to the two

*hichMr. Bentham looks on as prototypic. and possibly ancestral

to the whole order, includes a few closely allied genera, distin-

guished by their regular eorolln. In-longing rather more to the

American than the Old World distribution, being found in Chili,

Jp
an outlying genus in St. Helena. Other types, apparently

of great antiquity, are found in Africa. Australia, and Western
Africa. Since the s-p.^ri-u of,!, helo-Mahryan and Austra-

l!ll
»'H-;ite<l to -

^ttersofthe
Yorkshire), s
,,f their optica

teb of Fungi .— Mr. W. <Q. Sorby has com-

i
" a series o(

' observations on the coloring

bund in his own neighborhood (Sheffield in

he has been able to det<jrmine, by means

other proper! ies, the exbstence of at least

$ matters, anrt he believe:3 the number will

The majority of fungi coiitain at least two



and many contain several different colored substances which can

be separated or perfectly well distinguished. Fully twenty have

such well-marked optical characters that they could be recognized

to occur in any plant not a fungus. This is the fine orange

color, soluble in bi-sulphide of carbon, found in Calocera visrosn,

which agrees perfectly with the more orange-colored .vanthophyll

carrot. Closely allied species sometimes contain two different

kinds of coloring matter in common, but very often one or more

differ ; while at the same time species belonging to somewhat

widely separated genera are occasionally colored by identical

substances. Notwithstanding this, on the whole, there appears to

be a very decided connection between the general organization H
of coloring-matter develop]

New Stations of Rakk Plants.—Saxlfraga ateoMe*. V

Glen, Wyoming Co., N. Y. Very abundant high up on shad,

rocks. (Genesee Shales.) Also on the west bank of the

see River at Portage. Wyoming Co., N. Y. between the midc

Found also on the Gardeau Bluffs (425 ft. high) still J

Lyflmtm Salkaria. Marshes at the head of Cayuga Lak

below the 1

Pimpikm
riphammer FabI,—

riirpr
places on Cascadilla Crcek

Sisymbrhim canescens. En D, T
Glen, Schirfler Co., N. Y.

Phlox .vl<bulata. Every*vhei-e about itii

dean Muffs. Wyoming Co., X. Y.

specime;

Creek, Itha ea— obviously [igeuous .—i)

A Rare Ammai

thought was new i



alin from Vfestern Ti>xas. The first sclent ilic dcscaption

uned it as above. It

^iii- on sin:ill animals5, birds and insects. Red river, in

IV xa s. is given a>s its extrem e northern geographical limit . and it

is an interesting fact in natural history to find siich an extreme

cm species existing ini full size and rigor ui this eK) much
more northern la titnde, so far from what has been considered its

U:itiv,? habitat. It suggestsi some interesting qvlestions . Is it

vidental wa nderer 1V«.in its far-off home? 1Trie cai . hardly
Ik-,

r, >r. although probablv full grown, its teeth i i id mart- it as a

>' animal; annl the greait distance to be travell i Texas

iitral Ohio, a n,l the tim e necessarily consumed in the journey,

U as the ol)s•tacles of irreat rivers to be crossed, are -

taory of a imuuI,. and chance migration from its ori-inal

hich enabh^h^^al^the^
r the Wi

lor life"

i-cs with

\yln.-i
; it is surromided? Fo.four specimen is thick \y clotli ed witli

ur. >

>!!!!;
,

sl
?

genitors, liike most other warm c limat.
.

ny rcea,t migration, for surely more than one season would be
Squired to convert a simply haired, into a fur-bearing ani-* I conclude our specimen was native bora in the locality

^here it was found, and if others of its species in Mexico and
1 exas are without fur. our animal is a descendant from those which,

j*
rhaPs> through many generations, have been gradually fitted

The 1Utle animal of which I have been speaking measured thirty-
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two inches from the end of its nose to the tip of the tail, and when

living would stand, I think, about seven inches in height. Its

body" was sixteen and one-half and its tail fifteen and one-half

It was killed in Fairfield County, where 1 understand there were

two of them, and as this one is a male, the other was most prob-

ably a female, and it is to be hoped may yet be captured.— J.

Sullivant, Columbus, Ohio.

Geographical Distribution of Bassaris astuta.— A late num-

ber of the "Ohio State Journal" contains an interesting account

by Prof. J. Sullivant, of the capture of this animal in Fairfield

County, Ohio, a locality considerably removed from the habitat of

the species as hitherto known. This curious creature, the only

American representative of the V!rernd«> or numerous family of

the civet cats, etc., of the old world (though not belonging strictly

to that group of animals), has :ilways been supposed to be a Mexi-

can form, restricted in its northern range to Texas, Arkansas am

corresponding latitudes, thence westward. (See Audubon ami

Bachman, Quad, of X. A. ii, p. 314, pi. xcviii : Baird, Mam. of X.

A., p. 147; Coues, Am. Nat. i, p. 351.) As corroborating' Prote.---

iv state that Mr. J. A. Allen, of Cam-

explorations in the West, obtain

, .rrencc of Batsaris in the

facts an

bridge,

vicinity

d suggestions, we r

during his recent

ionable evidence c

of Fort Hays, Kan

COLO!

the Ami

kado Potato Beet

micas Naturalist

to accoimt for the sudden

Beetle at Niles, Mich. The following extract

Report may give him some light on the subject,

disappeared for good, however, but will doubtles



the southern co me army exte

t'ai'i-oll. 111., {jit

the S( .

;i <on *

*hil<. ,lrvue^ -!

">" Color.,,"!,; 1

'i*-v«']'t! K .!
( .ss vci

qmte filI»»iar to myself, and ol
88 witnesses. Mr. Lockwood
<*"« out for the thousandth t
JMsthe<

)ological naturalist t
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attention, to what profit we know not. For my part I am prepared

to believe in airv amount of annual capacity : not a tithe of what

is already known can be safely communicated to this generation

which we hope to show ere long. Neither " the whistling of the

Woodchuck in its burrow." by which wo understand is meant the

surprise or alarm chuckle, nor the loud challenge or pseudo-hark

of the Marmot of the Sierra Nevada Mts. etc., are at all alluded

to in the following remarks.

When a lad we caught a very young Marmot. Mother pru-

dently forecasting care, etc., stoutly refused to allow the pet.

Knowing the warm side of a mother's heart, we wisely resolved to

try a littlejtfnes.se in order to gain parental permission, so my older

brother and myself took a saucer of milk, for we were sure, if die

saw it take hold with both infant paws like a little babe as we had,

the victory was ours. Brother got all things ready, and I insisted

she shouldjwsf see it eat. Her kind heart yielded. " Wouldn't luxe

it die for the world ; it took hold of the edge with both hands so like

a little child." It was raised. It had a seat in the little high chair

at the children's table full oft. Its earnest and restless concu-

piscent purr as it scented sweet cake and fragrant viands wa*

wonderful. At length it became as familiar as the family eat am

finally burrowed under the doorstep. My impression is no«.

has always been, that it was a female. I used to watch the pe

very closely to see how it sang, as children are apt to do. There

was a slight moving of the nostrils and lips and consequent!}

whiskers with an air of unmistakable happy or serene enjojm •

I question much if this is altogether unknown to others, an-U^

excepting naturalists.— A. Kellogg, M.D., San Francisco.

The Position of the Centre of Gravity ih Inskct>.-—
•

Felix Plateau has eontiilmted an important memoir on tins sU
.

^

to the " Bibliotheque Universale Archives des Sciences rhy^'i 1

^
et Naturelles," of which the following is an abstract of t e n

^
important conclusions arrived at. (1.) The centre of g^^^

an insect is situated in the vertical and medial plane wine
> l'-

.

along the longitudinal axis of the body. (2.) It °ccupieS

ffl7sex.

tion almost identical in insects of the same species, the sam^
and in the same attitude. (3.) The exterior form of t e^

^
rarely permits the determination of the exact position

^

centre of gravity without experiment. (4.) It does not oc



the same position in the two sexes of one species. It is some-

times less and sometimes more to the rear in the females than in

the males and its .situation depends on the relations existing

between the different dimensions of the individuals. (;>.) While

standing, the centre of gravity is placed at the centre of the abdo-

men, or in the posterior portion of the thorax, and usually in the

centre of the length of the body. (G.) .When an insect is walking

its centre of gravity undergoes constant displacement about a

mean point, but the distances of displacement are too small to be

measured. (7.) The displacement of the centre of gravity when
an insect passes from a state of repose to that of flight, cannot

be ascertained except with those species where the wings lie

folded on the back when in a state of repose. The displacement

is horizontal, and from back to front. (8.) During active flight,

the centre of gravity oscillates continually about a mean position

which corresponds with the instants when the extremities of the

*ings paSS the point of crossing of the S-shaped curve which
foeyrte i be tie (9.) In aquatic insects it is nearer to

the lower than to the upper surface of the body. (10.) During
swimming, the movements of the posterior feet, acting like oars,

determine the oscillation of the centre of gravity around a mean
position, which answers to the position of the swimming feet

Placed at the middle of their course.— A. W. B.

OcccrRENCE of the Scissok-tail Flycatcher in New Jersey.

Q the loth of April last, a magnificent specimen of the " Scissor-

^"{XilculuHforffc.fu.s Nuance), was shot on the Crosswicks

fallows, five miles south of Trenton, N. J. The specimen was
a male bird, in full health and feather ; weighing two and one-half

!
0Dces avoirdupois.

(.,nd measuring thirteen and one-half inches

*** the tip of the beak to the extremity of the tail. The bird,

wheQ captured, v> Us bu^ih enuaued in picking semi-dormant

^ets from the bark of the trees ; creeping about very much as
18 the custom of the Certhiu Americana; and all the while, opening

*"* ^ting the long scissor-like tail. The stomach, on examina-

**> proved to be full of small coleoptera, insects, eggs and flies.

a J

e sPecimen has been mounted, and will be forwarded to you in

°n reference to the Pacific R. R. Rep. vol. ix, page 168, we find

^ frof. Baird states that the allied species. Milculus tyranms
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Bon. is entitled to a place in the United States Fauna, "on account

of two specimens in Xew Jersey, captured, at Ion£ intervals; and

one or two seen by Mr. Audnbon in the South-west;" but no

mention is made of this species we have taken here in New Jersey.

being found farther north than Texas, where it is quite abundant.

We have already called attention to the fact of Now Jersey

being "a sort of neutral ground in the matter of geographical

distribution;" and the occurrence of this southern flycatcher is

an additional proof of the fact ; the more so, because it was taken

when the weather was chilly, and .luring a spring more backward

than any for the pa«.t t\.cl\ c year-. It might perhaps have been

easier to account for the presence of this bird had the season

been far advanced, or had a southerly wind or storm prevailed for

a week or ten days previously; but the very opposite of all this

had been in reality the ease. — Charles C. Abbott.

Habits of the Young Cuckoo.— Mr. Hugh Blackborn. of

pipits' eggs and one cuckoo's, the former of which were hatched

first. Within forty-eight hours after the hatching of the cuckoo,

it had expelled both the pipits from the nests and on their

being replaced struggled about till it got its back under one o

them, when it climbed backwards directly up the open side of the

nest, and pitched the pipit from its back on to the edge, finally

forcing it off. After this had been done several times, the pip>»

were at length found .lead and cold, and when they wei
;

e

j^
replaced the cuckoo made no effort to eject them. The BBjgij

part of the affair is that the cuckoo was perfectly naked and bw .

while the pipits had well-developed quills on the wings and bac>

and had bright eyes partially open : yet tiny seemed quite i>.^

less under the manipulations of the cuckoo, which looked a m«^

less developed creature. Each time, the cuckoo, though per e(—

blind, made with unerring certainty for the open side ot the ne^

the only part where it could throw its burden down the ban

which the nest was placed.— A. W. B.

Great Auk (Alca impennia).—Professor James Ortoa^n »

article on the Great Auk, Amebicaw Naturalist, Dec. 1
>''-

J,

540, says:— "Once very abundant on both shores of the



veiy bad state he preserved it and has recently -old

ranee, who is to send it to Austria.

Although it was a very poor specimen he realized two hundred
dollars.— Ruthven Deane, Cambridge, Mass.,

Activity of Taour and Salmon.— Frank Buckland says of

the American brook trout : ' k These American fish are much more

fish than the salmon or trout (English). Possibly they may have
imbibed some of the n m I Amern n sharpness. I think I shall

<1,: '-'ih them on the Alabama question."
I myself, while manipulating trout and salmon, at Orland. last

S]ze of the salmon, was the more difficult fish to handle. This
*as partially owing to the plump shape of the trout, which caused
the hand to slip off over the head or tail, and to a greater extent
to its superior activity. The facility with which salmon yielded
to manipulation was an agreeable surprise.— C. G. A.

»tt Carolina Hemirhamphus.— My observations confirm and
extend Dr. Coues' note (Am. Naturalist, vi., p. 49,) on this

J™8
" According to my note-book the fish was first seen by me

'

-4 • -1. 1871, when several specimens were taken in a seine with
*"u let, and became very abundant about the last of the month.

this season vast schools of the Bluefish (Pomatomus saltator)

*ere observed feeding upon the still vaster schools of the Hemi-

|jfS which appear to be their favorite food. I have seen a
luefish, when drawn into a boat, eject from its mouth as many

*? eight good-sized Hemirhamphi.—H. C. Yarrow, M.D.. U.S.A..
*W Macon, A. <7.

Pouched RAT (Perognatus fasceatus).-This is not very abun-
nt m Texas. They dwell in burrows eight to ten inches deep,
AMER. NATURALIST, VOL. VI. 24
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A New Bn

.ing Habits of



little-worked field. Important results are to be

n his labors, and I am sure that other ornitholo-

wishing him abundant Minrss. — Elliott Coues.

1 ",lk<
- and these are kept in their [daces by nails driven in behind

en
>. He generally finds means sooner or later of drawing out

!'" nmls
- "nliooking the hooks, and getting free. He then oceu-

^ "inself in breaking up various objects and examining their
n e«or appearances, no doubt in search of food. To prevent his
*sc»Pe I fastened him by a leather strap to the slats of the cage,
it he soon untied the knot, and then relieved himself of "the strap
»v cutting and drawing nvads which held the flaps for



the buckle. He then used the strap in ;i novel way. He was ac-

customed to catch his food (hread. potatoes, fruit, etc.) with his

hands, when thrown to him. Sometimes the pieces fell short three

or four feet. One day he seized his strap and began to throw it

at the food, retaining his hold of one end. He took pretty correct

aim, and finally drew the pieces to within reach of his hand. This

performance he constantly repeats, hooking and pulling the arti-

cles to him in turns and loops of the strap. Sometimes he loses

his hold of the strap. If the poker is handed to him he uses

that with some skill in the recovery of the strap. When this is

drawn in, he secures his food as before.

Here is an act of intelligence which must have been originated

by some monkey, since no lower or ancestral type of animal pos-

sesses the hands necessary for its accomplishment. Whether origi-

nated by Jack, or by some ancestor of the forest who used vines for

the same purpose, cannot be readily ascertained.

—

Edw. D. Cope.

GEOLOGY.
A Glacial Phenomenon.— On Sunday afternoon the writer of

this visited the shore of Lake Winnebago,* at the foot of Wash-

ington street, and found the ice in the lake apparently solid, with

the -exception of a narrow strip about twenty feet wide, extend-

ing along the shore as far as could be seen. In this belt the ice

had thawed out, leaving an open space of water. During Mm*

day night, as will be remembered, a severe snow-storm came up.

accompanied by a fierce east wind, blowing almost a hurricane.

On Monday morning the ice in immense cubes was piled to the

height of from twenty to twenty-five feet along the shore forming

a huge breastwork two or three rods in width. So powerful was

the force with which the ice moved that large boulders two °

three feet in diameter were lifted high in the air. Trees growing

on the beach were broken square off, and in one or two c

torn out bodily by the roots and carried several rods. Aboo

half way between Washington and Merritt streets, a large bass-

wood tree about two feet in diameter formerly grew on the beac^

but a few feet from the water. Now its trunk and roots he a

distance of thirty or forty feet, carried there by the irresisj^



ANTHROPOLOGY.

A. Lapham, Milwaukee.— From the Oxhkosh X>ni/i>rrshm.

ANTHROPOLOGY.
Fossil Man in France.—We have a great find here-

here for all the past winter, digging it completely out. He I

last obtained a nearly complete skeleton, skull perfect, of a

MICROSCOPY.
Deep-^ea Life.— One of the latest contributions to our knowl-

edge of this comparatively new branch of science, comes in the
form of a Report on the Cruise of the School-ship " Merchry," in

: "" i 11; "lti cal school for a piart of the vagrant boys and er their

^i':tZ !:',!;
'for1aki!,ga

U

s'eries of observations, indudii

.unions

pin,!,
ings.

, between the c<>asts of Africa and of South AjiHTica.

2 ea fly months of ] 871. The microscopical int erest of
the voyag,

3 be'longs to the fi]fty samples of sea water, pari:ly from

e, aiid partly from a variety of depths, broughlt up by
a wj:iter collecting cylinder attached to a soimdiitig line,

1 on fourteen occasions from

^•MiUt,"
1 <*an>

I of Lieutenant J. M. Brooke's detaching apiKiratus.

Hen it Draper's excellent and suggestive report,

the foUowZ in regard to organisms: "It needed no "Zti



proof that organic matter was present in every on

pies, for the clearest of them contained shreddy

material, some of them quantities of seaweed in v;

decomposition. With these vegetable substances w

of minute marine animals. As bearing upon this s

on incinerating the solid residue of a sample of wa

two hundred fiit limns, that the organic and volati

ing those dark abysses, as Professor Wyville Thompson ha

gested, but also in the solid state. Plants, of course, cannol

there, on account of the absence of light." The spectr<

revealed no hitherto-unknown element in these waters. Di

penter, to whom were transmitted the specimens of the bottc

tained from the quills of the sounding apparatus, writes: 'v

process of formation, with the ordinary typ

nifera." The cruise of the ]\ ercury funds

tant particulars, confirmation Df theories di

clu ively from the investigate is of the prec

Infusorial Life.— Dr. J. Dongall, ofV

exi eriments on this subject. ms reached s

probably useful conclusions. Of the vario

pre -ent the development of mimalcules.

mal infusions, he found the metallic salts

PO! erful. snl[.hate of copper standing at

Th

ipied the fifth place, not th

jdly less efflci

e first. Last

eai hs, which were all very lo v except bich



vegetable organisms not very unlike those of M. Bolestra's paper.

"Lels" in Paste.— Many young microseopists have been puz-

repiesent to be of universal presence in sour paste. F. K. ex-

Plains in " Science Gossip," that the paste must be made of pure

<% with a wooden spoon, and the " eels " will appear in a few
days in warm weather, but after a longer time in cold. The supply
tt»ybe kept for years by adding a little fresh paste occasionally.

er ect preservation of the diatomaceous s

**ce in favor of this theory.

Arboresce Silver.— The beautiful specimens 1

;f

eanecI fr«m "Science Gossip.'' A drop of a veiy weak solution

mtrate of silver is placed on the centre of a slide, and a piece of



Ii.-ut. i-
i

-l.i.-.'l with mi.- .

-Metallic casts, preserving perfectly

' the wood, may he formed by the d

iv on charcoal. The process, as deseri

s in directing a blow-pipe flame upo

which a crystal of the nitrate is ly

imences, crystals may be successi-

Objectives.— The follow

ints discussed in Dr. Ward
.
Ward uv!I

ect in the March number of the Natur

J of the prevailing practice. " To call two lenses of Men**

;nifying power respectively one-fourth and one-sixth n.u

cs. is just as indefensible as to call two houses of equal lu^-"'

v and fifty feet high respectively." An apt illustration c
>

••

nothing to depend

The points from wl lich the measurements are to be

question which is mo st obscure. Undoubtedly the

true theoretic plan is 1 to measure from the optical

objective to the opti<»1 centre of the ocular, or 1

focus. This is the i)nethod of one maker of object



the more the combination magnifies. Shall

ied at least power, or some other. I say the

where else ; Tolles can make it the maximum at

objectives with two

.
^--merchantable, of different pow«

''^el thuV:
,



it another front _\, immersion, would it not i

the performance of the immersion iron! ;!.

:k(tions to Prof. Tuttle's Paper i\ Mai

Ucelhi is given as " Urel

i of page 286 should be gla

elled to follow the one 1 Hiii'onn

v years past had to go
;

after 1

eg in to turn himself in to the

ommencement of his s<seond
j

ourses which lay the f< mndati
aught in the Laboratory. of ]

Ieteorology taught l,y t<?xt-hoo

for these studies during t



object and by much tin- same metlK><l. In

oological instruction, the students are t audit

>scopy, the development of the subject being

'geology, geography and advanced 1
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have one common feature ; three lectures or readings are given

each week to the discussion of the history of zoology and paleon-

tology, with special reference to modern opinions concerning the

relations of animals. An effort is made to acquaint the students

with the character of the greater works in the science, by giving

them constant opportunities for consulting them in their studios

and by showing them the methods of the masters in the several

departments. Besides this each student is required to pursue some

special line of work. In the choice of subject the largest liberty

is allowed, but the student is, however, recommended during a

half year to study advanced microscopy ; in this work the aid of

an instructor is given for four hours a week. In this four months

he should acquire a sufficient knowledge of the practical mamtgt-

ratory is well supplied with instruments of instruction in this

branch of work.

Besides the course in the history of the science, the student

who takes the elective in paheontolo-y is required to traverse the

ground covered in that part of •• Dana's Manual" which is entitled

historical geology, acquainting himself in a practical way with the

most important characteristic fossils of the several periods.

The greatest value in this work is set upon the keeping of full

and accurate note books in both the last described courses. Ihe

rank of the student turns upon the condition of his note books.

as much as upon the quarterly examinations which he is required

to pass.

Those students who desire to contend for honors at the gr*
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worked with the professors of the several departments, giving their

whole time to any specialty which they might select. This plan

admirably suited as it was to the needs of the trained student

who had fitted himself in other schools for the work of a special

department, was not adapted to the needs of those to whom this

teaching was to fill the whole office of higher education. With the

introduction of the doctor's degree into the plan of the school,

it became necessary to make a change which has long been desir-

able by fixing a definite scheme of general scientific instruction in

place of the imperfect system which had hitherto prevailed. A
three years' course has been arranged which secures to the student

a broad view over the whole field of science and the advantage

which comes from a knowledge of the methods of research in use

in its several branches. It gives to those persons who may not

have the desire or the means to go through a regular college

course, a systematic training which will occupy their full time for

l&PW years and give the best results of culture which can be at-

tained in any scientific course. Students who can pass the re-

quired examinations are admitted to the degree of bachelor of
science. Graduates of colleges where science is taught in an
effective way should be able to enter this course in advanced
standing. Students of the college, graduating with honors in the

departments of natural history, should be able to obtain the
degree in this course in a year of study. The student is trained
>n the important art of expressing himself clearly on the matters
whict

1 e s 1 1 1} i g i ^ r q 1 m to keep carefully planned
Dote bo°ks, and he is urged to the preparation of theses which
ma

y embody the results of some research. Ample opportuni-

given for the prosecution of studies in the field by excur-

i time and vacation led by the instructors in zool-

jjjj

After two years' further study, one of which must be spent in

abridge, the student may apply for the degree of doctor of
^ence, which is given after"an examination conducted by a com-

1 tee appointed by the Academic Council of the University.

srw;!i
StUdy d°ne

' the Preparation for the degree must be in some
department when the student will generally become the

Pupil of some one professor. The degree will be a eertifi-

|'
a p:ieity as an Investigator or teacher in the science which

made his specialty,
resources of the University for teaching science are, it is

sions dur

private

the student



ly unrivalled in this country. I.ut im.Mirpa-.-i i:i

eientific departments have a list of twenty-four

. the material resources which they alt'onl have

egate over a million and a half of dollars. There

i in the University : the Museum of Comparative

:.»tanical .Museum, the Museum of Comparative

im of Morbid Anatomy, the Museum of Mineral-

* Ethnology. These collections an

y educational institution in this country, and

they furnish an efficient basis for the acquisi-

ra Hiring knowledge on which a scientific caror

There is a working i

most efficient of the

-We arrived here the 11th of April

in <;ulf Matias we steamed south

n obliged us to put off the anticipate

to Smyth Channe

Straits of Magel

Ion the 27th when wc

llan. Our trip through

nd charming one i to us all, and many v.

ss;s and abundance of k«

advantage our we

we anticipated : ithe short stay there «ta

- -
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°»<-' who ] 1;l s nor lm<l practical expericiic'e in the matter it will

" v:i""M to he tola that in order to receive an answer to inquiries

-" that :i fee must he enclosed just the same as if

; [

> ^king to, information from a lawyer 01 a doctor, but when

^rsof the valuable time of the person ahl'iv^cl. but, also, often

j;;;;

1

;;;;^

>vl°ngandhar,l -tu«lv nic aluv'to : ,.,.uer them.
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THE FEDIAS OF THE NORTHERN UNITED STATES.

^'•'•n- thirty years ago. two Fedius wit], fruits of singular shape
j!*''

1
' dls''<>vered by Mr. Sullivant, near Columbus, Ohio, and pub-

"shecl by him as new species under the names of F. nmbilkata and
l"'Mhiria. They soon disappeared from their original station,

and no botanist seems to have met with either of them again
TO the Rev. S. W. Knipe of the Delaware Water Gap collected,
111 e sPring of 1870, a few specimens of F. patellaria, in West-
moreland County, Pa, and early in June, 1871, a large supply in

.

e neighborhood of Columbia on the Susquehanna River, where
grew in great profusion along with the F. radiate of Michaux.
i eciniens of this plant, placed in mv hands by the collector,

both

ted SUCh diversities in the fruit ™ t<J su?8'est the i,lojl that

F.L/r
:UUl F

'
""' I

"'
l ' r" t" might in the Clld Prove to be forms of

US!
' r<fa

"
Dl

* Gray '
to whom the conjecture was communicated,

furnished fruits from Mr. Sullivant's plants, to complete

idence, and the information that F. >nnhi!in,(u had
^ chain

als°beenredrsco^r

iM

The Man«al of Dr. Gray contains five s]
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acters are constant and reli ible, il wi'l now be my endeavor to

show, aided by illustrations from the p ncil of Mr. Knipe.

Fedia oUtoria Vahl., Fig. 102. Fruit ; a, side view ; b, cross sec-

tion with the confluent empty cells shaded. The spongy mass (c)

on the back of the fertile cell clearly separates this naturalized for-

eigner from our nath e species. It differs also Fig^ios.

in its more humble and diffuse habit, and the

fined dorsal sutures (103 b, *), is quinary,

single ovule is developed and fills up the cavity of Fedia Fav°i '

!>rv*

the three posterior confluent cells. The two anterior sterile

are compressed laterally, until thev almost meet in a sharp ai

making the fruit triquetrous like a grain of buckwheat. Befc

the sharp edges of the angle a narrow groove (103 b, a) rims 1

base to apex. In a considerable number of matured fruits e:

Fig- 104. ined, from W. Penn. and W. N. York, this groove

found uniformly present. All, t



urgent empty cells shaded. Here the abnc
°f the walls of the empty cells is carried t<

are so flattened in the centre and curved
readily to suggest the image of a minia-
ture platter. This is exactly the form a

;

':!*

Uhuv,

it in Mr. Sulli

in Dr. Gray's

*• Fig. 107.

Columbia, Pa

P?*j 6, end

5 c, cross section,

tnpty 1
i'(a>

^ulocl. One specimen of
lr. Knipe'g last collection -has this^ '""HO, „„„ thvouuhotlt. It .

*

•

e

^
S t0 have been produced by the doubling of that represented

'r
10()

- T»" fruits have co Lesced bv the union of their'

*nor empty cells, and the dissepiments vanishing have left a

y? large cell in the middle. On one side the usually fertile

afl tj*

ei"Pty
; on the other - !t contains a seed but in some cases

'"

'

;" //s ;»re sterile.



Fedia nuli'iht Midi:c, var. umbilkftta (F.

Fig. 108 . Fruit (from Columbus, Ohio) ; a, si

M.'nr-ot'

v

'h!-

u

Zi"hi tl

e rrunionn npi-nmg

iiprnin''' > empt vedir^'^otiu'r!!'!

of the former variety came probably from that

two empty cells . as seen in Fig. 104 6, so this

rived, by the operation of the same cause, fron

with the empty c.•oils COnfluent.

In vieiv of the i decided disposition toward i

in Fig. l t>7. ami the differences of the fruits i

is (juestuenable vrhether R iHiMlarh and »,»/,/

stand even as v,:»rietio> i of F. radiata; but, sii

of the In tter ha-re beeil observed in

forms or i the same sta,1k, they may for the pi

MIMICRY IN THE COLORS OF INSECTS.

tors, I shall try to give some preliminary ideas which 1 no n< •

^
published, and which I believe will lie useful in explaining

interesting subject.

It will be best to consider the color and pattern BepM^jg

There are three different kinds of colors : viz., colors pre*

by interference of light, colors of the epidermis, and colors ot

^
hypodermis. All three may either be wanting, or all ve '

.
two of them may occur together in the same place.

H
-

fferent

Colors produced by interference are produced in two
^_

ways ; first by thin superposed lamella*, as in the wings i i VW»

Neuroptera, etc., without any other color, as in hyaline w -

connected with other colors as in the scales of Entinms and o ^
There must be at least two superposed lamella to brin*



death o

and in their

l^wlmMnlihv
s respect from th e other olonoi • the

ermal colors bel<mg to the pigment deposited 1 in the cellfl

inized external
i
skin, the epidermis. These. color- ; are

tallic blue, greeii, bronze, golden. silver, black, brown,

4 more rarely rec colors an • very e asily

, because they ani persistent, never becomingoblitei ated

after death.

odermal colors ;are situated in ttle non-chi tinized and

called hypodermis by Weisman:n. They are mi>stly

'I lighter. light blue or green, yello w. milk w hire, orangc

shades between. The iiypoderma 1 colors in the bo* hi of

fade or change, <or are obliterated after the « teatfa o rthe

fresh or living • Insect when oi teued mn.v casil;v be

f the hypodennaI colors simply by the actio: ittle

•aid hypodenna] colors in the boc e there are

1 colors which ar«e better protected, bring enc :isecl im arly

nd therefore are more easily pres,erved eve the

* insect. I refer to the colors in 1 he elytra and wi "-"•

appendages, the scales. The
«, as is well known, at first open sacs i

j*fc of which they are only the extension : of course me]
<*nied of the epidermis and hypodermis which become so strc

? l«ed together after the transformation into the imago
1 a laceration of years tried by me showed no effect at s

Snch wings. This fact is very interesting as it explains
*ln

g8» and even colored wings, can be found in palaiontok



first they are little open sacs

the wing- and the whole bodj

together like the wings them*

colors (for instar

of the LampyricU

>lors, chielly the metallic ones; but I

istance the somewhat transparent spc

vri.he. C'k-iii<leli«he. etc., and in the gn

color, sneh as the pale



animal, and the new colors disappear :igain (Cassida). The

voluntarily. The epidermal cells are placed entirely outside of

any influences of tl e 1 nl hen once established. It will per-

l*fe*pa l,e possible to prove that the so-called mimetic colors are

all

f

h.vpudermal colors.

Tne hypodermal colors seem to be produced by a photographic

Process (I know no better expression), the epidermal colors by a

1'iitt-i-ii in a genus is th

> example will readily oc<
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Moreover a certain and constant pattern can be found for the

head, a different pattern for the segments of the thorax, and I

different pattern for the segments of the abdomen. This pattern

is in the different segments of the abdomen (Hymenoptera, Diptera,

Neuroptera, Orthoptcra) always the same, only more or less

elaborated, and less finished in the first and last segments. In

some way the same is true for the thoracic segments.

In some few instructs I was able to observe how the pattern is

produced. In the Odonata (Dragon flies) at the moment of trans-

formation the thorax is transparent, and shows no colors at all.

At this time the muscles arc »vith »ut importance and in process

of formation. The thoracic unifies as is well known arc. in the

Odonata, very powerful, and also very extraordinary as regards

the shape of their tendons. Just along outside the muscles are

dark lines more or less well finished, and resulting from the action

of the muscles. Ubi irritatio, ibi affluxus. I believe that it would

not be unphilosophical to conclude that a powerful action in the

development of the muscles is in such a case the cause of a greater

the head of a Cicada, on the abdomen of an ^Eschna we find

similar patterns, in some way mostly representing the underlying

muscles. In the Gomphina the fact is striking and far more as

the stronger species mostly possess a larger dark pattern. There

are some very small species which are almost entirely yew* •

there are no ly black.

Should the fact, with the explanation, be admitted, a step far-

ther in the explanation of the different patterns would be nia< <?•

I know very well that in the Odonata there are patterns whu-

1

not agree with my explanations, even some contrary to i .

still unknow



- on the wii

stood. The eyespots in the caterpillars of some Papilionida1 have

f>'.'.'ii ascertained by Leydig to be epidermal colors, and I believe

that the various kinds of eyespots in the wings of the imago are also

epidermal colors. If a stream of blood meets a small obstacle

Just m the centre, a funnel is formed ; if this obstacle is g ring;,

and behind it another obstacle we have two or more funnels, one

i" the other, and the section of them will be circular or elliptical

according to the angle at which they reach the surfaces. Such
patterns in the elytra and wings are formed or preformed at the

time when the wing is a sac ; sometimes before the transformation,

The walls of the sac are suddenly augmented and strongly dilated

in the transformation. Small patterns preformed in the sac will

also he altered and enlarged by the same process, and I know that

many patterns of Lepidopterous wings are in such a way very

easily explained. All the waved lines of the wings and other

marks belong here, and as the ribs or nervures seem to grow
faster in transformation, the waved appearance would be explained.
In fact the greater part of the patterns seem to be produced by

**ptawiOBB or distraction of the pattern preformed in the wing at

some period before the transformation.



ORNITHOLOGICAL NOTES FROM Till-:

to the neighborhood of Salt Lake City

along the eastern shore of the lake. Dur
or observed nearly one hundred ami tbi

eating for this locality a comparatively

the lateness of the season several of the s

migrated southward, among these Bulloc

pelican. The latter, from its great abui

an interesting feature of the ornithology

Valley. Other species were daily arrival

from more northern districts.

The country about Ogden presents un

The heat throughout the month of September was to

oppressive, the temperature being that of a New Englam

and no rain, it is said, had fallen for nearly four months.

(894)



four species— the

,nd hermit thrush.
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and wo saw but few specimens, but the others were abunriani

The robin was formerly rare, but being a general favorite wit

the settlers it has been carefully protected and seems to be anni

ally increasing in numbers. The mountain mockingbird, fami

iarly known to the settlers as the "gray bird," is said to hav

similarly increased, but tlir«>u_i!i it- d-predations on the smalle

fruits—even the peach not escaping its ravages— it has become

proscribed race. The catbird we found as numerous in the thicket

bordering the streams as we ever saw it in the East. The arcti

bluebird is well known as a spring and auttunn visitor, but seem

to be most numerous in spring. The titlark (Anthus Ludnririi.

nus) abounds at the same seasons, being first observed by o

September 15th, though it probably breeds on the neighborm

snowy summits of the Wahsatch Mountains. Of the Sylvkolidt

or wood-warblers, we collected about a dozen species. Th

Maryland yellow-throat, the summer yellowbird (Dendrceca m

residents in the valley; the Blackbunnan, Audubon's, the >'a>l

ville, the golden-crowned (/f<'hnh,thorhar/<, eelata) MaegiMvray'

and the black-capped flycatching warblers, are all doubtless nior

or less common at the same season in the adjoining mc|untam^

Nearly all were common in Septembe

nby-erowned kinglet became frequen October 1

the valley, as it had been previously in the mountains. The Am'

ican ouzel (Cim-Ins M-sit-ami) was abundant along the moantf

the rocky declivities of the mountains about Ogden, above t

upper terrace of the valley. The black-capped chickadee {W

atricapillus, var. septentrionalis) was an abundant hi!m1» J

the willow thickets bordering the Ogden and Weber Rivers, a

the reedy marshes were the favorite haunts of thousands of nw

wrens (Cistothorus palustris). All the swallows disappear m
after our arrival ; the most frequently observe! M''' >'- U ' !

;

barn swallow, though the rough-winged and the \i >h't"-'
''n

^
both frequently noticed during the first week of Septeffl * >

nests of the cliff swallow seen adhering to the cliffs,
especi

Weber and Echo Canons, indicated that this species

abundant summer visitant. The red-eyed, warbling.

vireos were all well represented and formed the OBJJ
-1

their family we saw. The cedar bird, the loggerhead »in»

was a'*-1 :"

solitary
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the Louisiana tanager were each more or less frequent. The

Tin- T'jro.niiidce were well represented, the western race of the

wihiiI pewee being abundant, as were also two species of Empi-
douax, one being the western race of the yellow-bellied, and the

other a representative of the least pewee of the East. The king-

bird and the Arkansas flycatcher were also both frequently

observed during the first half of September, and two specimens

of the olive-sided pewee were taken.

ceetlingly abundant. Of the western species, the western white

crowned, or Gambel's sparrow, appeared in the valley in great

numbers about September loth ; a few specimens of the slate-

colored sparrow (Pns.wlhi >• wh;*hn*ti") were seen at about the

same date, and the Oregon snowbird became common towards the

dose of the month. Bell's sparrow (Poosptea Bellii) was rather

§age brush. The western gold-iiuch {<'br
:
is<.„,;tris psaltria) was

also quite numerous, associating freely with the common species ;

and a few specimens of the lazuli finch were also taken. The arc-

to towhee (Pipilo « arcticutt") was an abundant inhabitant of the

toekets, in habits strongly resembling the common towhee of the

ast
; though its song is somewhat similar to that of the eastern

'rd, its call note is totally different, quite nearly resembling the

note of the catbird. Blanding's finch (PtpOo chlorums) be-

f

an to aPPear in numbers about September 20th, from its breeding
naunts in the mountains. The clay-colored sparrow (Spizella pal-

tda
) was generally found in company with the chipping sparrow,

and was almost equally abundant. The black-headed grosbeak is

a summer resident, but like its eastern congener, the rose-breasted,
eParts early for the south, and bad already migrated when we

j£

lv«J. It is well known as the " Pea-bird," from its fondness
or green peas, of which it is so destructive that it is considered
a* obnoxious an^*



The meadow lurk is the next most abundant ^[ivf.os of

The cowblackbird, though perhaps occurring, was n<

but to our great: surprise the bobolink was quite free

lock's oriole is also a common summer resident, takh

of our familiar Baltimore of the East.

mon, the latter near the streams and the former moi

distributed; the great-crested. Woodhouse's and the (

familiarly known as the " mountain jay." The com:

Nuttall's whippoorwill was abundant on the lower

mountains, and we heard scores of them near the mon

Canon on several occasions, after nightfall. Though 9

all our efforts to procure specimens were futile, as it die

manifest its presence till after it became too dark for it

distinguished. We saw the last one October 7th, dur

snow-storm on the mountains north of Ogden, the l

already accumulated to the depth of several inches.

had probably surprised the bird as much as its own pr<

such peculiar circumstances did us. The night ha

broad-tailed humming bird were both common through

part of September, and the kingfisher is doubtless a

dent throughout the year.

The woodpeckers, owing to the scarcity of woo

sparsely represented. Only two species were noti

which, apparently the downy woodpecker, was seen oi



r llliMirresstuIIv

! tli -olden and whiie-h< . i d eagle were

less frequent, and the fish hawk is said to be a rather com-

imer resident. The turkey vulture was also common,

arolma dove was abundant, and is said to breed here. also.

F on the ground.f But few grouse were seen, though e\i-

ntuins. ;iii,i the sage cock and the sharp-tailed on the

,,x,
'"''dUi!i-ly abundant. Ab.
Wned, of which the grea
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Wilson's snipe was so abundant that Mr. Bennett bagged fourteen

in the space of a few hours. The red-breasted sandpiper became

common after September 25th. The greater yellow-legs and the

red-backed sandpiper were also common ; whilst the spotted, soli-

tary and least sandpipers and the lesser yellow-legs were only

occasionally met with. Wilson's phalarope, the avocet, and the

black-necked stilt were abundant and characteristic birds, being

summer residents and breeding abundantly on the islands and

shores of Salt Lake. The last two are called " white snipes!"

Of the avocet we saw flocks of thousands on the sand bars and

mud flats at the mouth of Weber River. The glossy ibis (called

" black snipe!") is now a common summer bird, but we were

assured it had only made s appearance

years. The white ibis seem

which we saw, however, but once; am the greater part of the

glossy ibises had migrated before our an ival. Of the seven spec-

imens seen we obtained fiv >, although w found it an excessively

wary bird.

Of herons we saw the g eat blue, and obtained the night heron

are said to occur in abun la nee in sprh ,,.'.,,„! ^1. Of rails, the

Virginia, the Carolina, am the marsh li

~

n (
/>,,//„.s eh/ous) were

of either were seen. The
apparently the most commc
mud-hen or coot, however, was found in ill the poncls and lagoons

special effort, all of which we:

were abundant, as follows :— th

breristod teal, iradwall and red-he





179.)

Again, on page 188, under date of Antelope Island.

Captain Stansbury observes :
—

"Before we passed around the point of Antelope ]

stopped for a few moments at the little islet near it,

number of gulls and pelicans «;,>. if possible, greater tl

eggs, chiefly those of gulls, and with innumerable yo

d. the most of which on our :;;

1 themselves among the crevices of the rock>.

The waters of the Salt Lake, of course, afford the

food. That of the pelican, says Stansbury (p. 193),
"

tirely of fish, which they musl necessarily obtain eithe

River, from the Weber, the Jordan, or from the Wa

on the eastern side of Spring Valley, at all of w

they were observed fishing for food. The nearest of t

is more than thirty miles distant, making necessary a

least sixty miles to procure and transport food for the

of their young."

general observations may be added. Probably ever
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though some of their call notes may be quite different. At other

times they differ in habits, especially in respect to the situation

and form of the nest, the same species at some localities breeding

always on trees and at others almost as uniformly ou the ground,

in cases where the identity of the species is admitted by every

ornithologist. In like manner some that at some localities build

domed nests, at others liiiild ;ni open nest: others vary from a

somewhat elaborate '• -. r and more slight

one; whilst in all cases the material varies in accordance with

the respective abundance of whatever may be most suitable to

the wants or habits of the species. Thus, on the Plains, many
species line their nests with the soft hair of the buffalo in place of

the down from certain plants they arc accustomed to choose at

other localities.

The question of the occurrence of supposed hybridity among
certain of the birds of the West is one of constantly increasing

interest. The facts of the case are simply these :— that between

several congeneric but widely diverse forms occur individual- over

the region where the habitats of the two adjoin, which combine in

varying degrees the characteristics of both forms. These individ-

uals have been generally supposed to be hybrids between the forms
they respectively resemble, but whether such or not, in a technical

sense, they are evidently fertile with either of the original forms,

and also among themselves. Furthermore, that on either side of

the area of " hybridity," either form exhibits in varying degrees
an admixture of the characters of the other, the degree lessening
on either hand over an area of usually several hundred miles in

breadth, till each form assumes nearly constantly its maximum
emergence from the other. Such in general is the nature of what
I have termed longitudinal variation, or the differentiation of con-
specific forms at localities differently situated in respect to lon-

ft«cle. Similar differentiation occurs at localities differing in lat-

tode, which hybridity has never been assumed to explain, though

* ls difficult to see why it should not be called in as well in the
0ne case as in the other. In each case we have a similar grad-
"aI d,fferentiation over extensive areas. Hybridity has been gen-
erally regarded as an unfailing test of specific diversity, but here
m of two things must be assumed :— either that hybridity fails

^ attest of specific diversity, or else that these widely differing
0ngenerie forms are only geographical modifications of the same



species, resulting from at present only part i.-illv know

matic influence. To the latter I incline as being the

and the best supported by analogy and by facts.*



. Leggett of the Torrey Botanical Club of X. V.

brought to the notice of Dr. Torrey. Later ir

imc species \v:i> :il-o found ly -Mr. IVok. in :

^uontly Mrs. Millmgto

mass*., I growth of fine]

the genus) is in sprin-.
'

\\ the time of my visit. May 14th,



OX THE WYANDOTTE CAVE AND ITS FAUNi

which will be mentioned at the close of t"

g to Indianapolis at the request of Prof

Wyandotte* Cave, so

such. Having prepi

permission of Prof. (



tin- ivsult.

torn floor to



whose wife knows how, in lodg

re probably followed into their

f huts'' fur and bones. It would

of skeletons found in the cave deposit-

of a wild animal which had not died







cffl)



of the cephalothonix 1

Y^>
-





than indicate the presence of the above species.

The cricket of the Wyandotte Cave is stouter t

Mammoth and thus more like the llaph'alnphora i

forest. There were three species of flies, one or

Poihiri'I" Mini :i
(

'a ii<i>t><1> a not determined.

the Mammoth cave. They especially abounded o

lag-mites which crown the hill beneath the Mammc
is three miles from the mouth of the cave. The

distinct from that of the Mammoth Cave and is the

some years ago from caves in Virginia and Teim

Spirostrephon cu remanim, agreeing with Dr. Fa

genus* to which it was originally referred is of dc

The species is furnished with a small triangular

and is without hairs, but the antennae are quite

Mr? Cooke in the Mammoth Cave has hceu «le

Packard as Spirostrephon (Jnpei. It is eyeless i

Spirostrephon, though the absence of pores assert*

ard, would also constitute another character. Sp>

sesses a series of lateral pores as 1 have pointed or

with Wood's view.t This genus may be then im

I look for the discovery of S. cave•marurn in the Ma
Two species of Arachnidans were observed. ou<



T





up to the completcnes

us exhibits k
- retardatioi

f growth is followed by

uDes. b-rowth ceasing entirely, the phase of atrophy succeeded,

eing removed, and its contents transferred to the use of other
arts by the activity of " growth force." Thus for the loss of
»te assumed organs we have " retardation," but for that of early

Muned ones, '^retardation and atrophy."
In comparing the list of animals from the Wyandotte with that
ne Mammoth Cave, it will be observed that the representatives

\

the former, of two of the blind genera of the latter, are furnished

^respond with the Aeanthocheir and Scoferpes respectively. In
outer part of a branch of the Wyandotte I took two eyed

'^"* the Q,,eri;„ s tpeheus and a Platynus.
The out-door relatives of the blind forms are various. Those

' ,h *' Ph°ra, Raphklophora. Those with near but few allies, the

j*"3**i Ambhjopsis and the' three Gonyleptidce. Species of the

' cltp
< which are not known from the caves. The Orconectes is

0S% fresh water in kindred, while- Packard shows that those of
e G**fotea are marine. Those of the Canloxenus are partly
ar'ne, and those of the St}i<jobr»mi<* fresh water and marine,

he mutual relations of this <-:,ve life form an interesting sub-
In the first place, two of the beetles, the crickets, the een-

et,e
>
the small crustaceans (food of the blind fish) are more



the first place fun
;

g-t, which iii various .•small forms . irrow in

,mp places in the cav e. and they can always be found a ttaehcl te

crempntitious mattei • dropped 1 >y the bats , rats and other iini-

lis which extend thei r range to t he outer a ir. Fungi aiso grow

the dead bodies of the animals which die in the cave.-v ami art'

md abundantly on fragments of wood a ii! 1 boards broi ight in ly

man agency. The r;:its aNo have brought into fissures . and euv-

^s communicating \vith the cave. seeds, nut;s and ether vciMal.'li'

itters, from time in^memorial, which have furnished [ food for

sects. Thus rats am1 bats have, no doubt, had much i:o do with

there, the spores be

while remains of la;

plentifully after floor

mal life which is

vicissitudes. 1 et

number of species

ber of parasites c



Description* of Specie* from (he W>/





•from the Mammoth Cor
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id history of these

us, -vibriones. They have been much and loosely discussed,

are supposed to be the primitive forms of organic life. In

able fluids they develop into larger cells, single or united and



support 01f future ge nernti.MIS. '.rhey may also liive at th.i expense

of the livi 1 animals, alt

upon thos!(' Which til•e dep I'essed by some cause bdow a full vital

energy.
'

The musca dine ,jf the silk worm and 1:he oidiu;m of the

Madura v ineynrds are cited as e:camples of the inipurtam •e of siidi

destruetive agency.

The efftc(s of siicl 1 fungi upon the surface of mim are ne:ver fatal.

or constitutionally hurtful. but tl ley are greatly 1mnoyiiii: and may

last for m:any years. Scla enlein in 1839 first rec .
the crvp-

togamic clliaracter of
1

the c f Favus ; and al 'ter mud 1 dispute.

the follow ing alfccti. .us an i now 1»fely referred t<) similar eauses-

Ringworn: 1 (in whicl . the ttlltllO r includes as varieties Eczema

On the question of the identity of the several vegetable par-

asites, and their relations to the common moulds, much stud}

has been expended, and with remarkably contradictory results.

Equally safe observers reach the extreme opposite conclusions.

inoculation, and development of the fungi by cultivation.
Clin-

ch- accidental introduction that it
1

=



wani.etc. and of mould withi

; bearing upon the question of

•»»«* " not by most mi.-, mce of the gem
no longer incredible.

Dr. Murie reports three new cases of vegetable-like m

u!!!,'V?
hin the thorax of birds

-
1Vo of the three birds ,

1

b ill for a short time before death. Xo causi

i the fungus be considered such, was known.
l|s '

:| t!i. mil,

cryptogam

«Pon a thickened and injected portion of the^pleural membranes,
one case the lungs exhibited spots of lobular pneumonia.

P^rs/ovai orTlh
i

. f

'
,,

(

. .,..", .' '

•

'/ „" ll^ "
Mr! Cooke"

.

ed the possibility that these «rn >wt lis were algse : but Dr. Murie
^convinced that they are a species of Aspergillus, of the order

have^h"
11 and SP°ieS °f the funSus -

Altho"gh such appearances

he^i
° Sometiraes considered as of post-mortem production,

lleves that the spores were introduced by the breath into the



lungs, penetrated the- nmi-t and delicate tissues, and by develop.

the system being admitted as rendering- possible the development

Including these new cases, eighteen kinds of birds are recorded

disease. As they belong to many dilfercnt groups of birds it may-

be inferred that the whole class is predisposed to them under special

definitely determined, belong to t wo or three species of Am'n^ 11^

-R. H. W.

BOTANY.



.ake Huron or Lake Superior.—Hkh*y Gillmax.

found in Floyd County, Iowa,

1 in the flower-garden, where it

i
'"

,t V '"ijllit. inak. i liitl, nion , - I.il, d>i ,_ i _- -1 tl. n

.
ec ment ot the hint, send us, please, a good root of it.

tson's report, Hall

issii var. Neo-Mexi-

Mj specimens are



3 journey north of Pike's Peak. South of Pike's Pteal -v.

: nearly fifteen feet high. None had the bark of Q. alba, but

her respects favored Q. mbicr rather than Q. alba.

enow how easy it is to be mistaken. Though I do not think

Watson is right, I am by no means certain of my o«'n \L-v,

te merely to suggest that full reliance be not placed on this

osed relationship without a fuller examination. A few years

it would be deemed a matter of very little consequence ; but

as these are worthy of the most careful scrutiny. As a

fasc. vi., abstracted in I >< r X, ( t, f ,'Jhrsrhrr. 27th April) that many

lavender, bergamot, aniseseed, nutmeg, thyme, and others, when in

contact with the oxygen of the atmosphere in presence of sunlight,

develop very large quantities of ozone. The oxidation ot flip

oils is, in fact, a very convenient source of ozone, as they, even m

small quantities, ozonize much oxygen. The action is strong

in direct sunlight, far less so in suffused daylight, and very weak or

at an end in the dark. The development of ozone which has bee^

begun in the light continues for a long time in darkness.

same manner act eau-de-cologne, hydromel, and other aromatic

n-lii.-i
i

dth powerful perfume, si:

mio-nom;>tte. and others,

form oz;one. Those wit

those without scent non

importaat scuirce of oz(

ion of tlie ail • of marshy



' quantities of Juniperus Vit

stubby tree of from fifteen t

tout trunk in proportion to i

txPKKiMEXTS on Htbridization.— Mr. J. Anderson-Henry, one

of our most skilful horticulturists, is contributing to "The Garden"
the details of some important experiments on pure hybridisation,

or crossing distinct species of plants. He finds that in those

plants which possess two series of stamens, one long and one short,

one or the other series to effect the fertilization. He uses the

**t stamens only in all cases where he wishes to cross a large

°a a small species, and with the most successful results. The
converse also he finds to hold good, remarkable hybrids being

Produced by using the long stamens where he wished to cross a

small on a large species. The reason of this he considers to be
that the shorter stamens contain pollen of smaller grains, and
therefore better fitted to emit its tubes through the style to fertil-

2 the ovules of the smaller species, and vice versa. The plants

"' Cranium. Rhododendron, and Azalea.— Academy.



300L0GY.

in Wabash County, in an open thicket i



The Anesthetic Schc,OL .— Prof. Cope remarked at the me.

«)f tin- Philadelphia Ac:i,ilemyonMay21,t hat there were, and

been for years, two schoc>ls of naturalists, ivhose modes of tres

Natural History subject s were quite difli-rent. In referenc

lirh^!
h

tL
m
iidm

e called the technicol and natural seh.

better appreciatio

nntiii-al affinities and classification, appeared to him to be doub
W thought they had bel;ter be called the pseudo-natural scl

while the so-called ti-olni ical naturalists were such, on aeeoui
tl'eir pursuing an analy tie method. The pseudo-natural so

.lot-i.Ie.1 on the affinities <>f organic types by their "physiogno



• loanicd jukI a system hasi/d or, .

As anatomical systems arc; unnatural, and anatomical characters

very difficult to discover by the- amesthesiasts, they regard such

systems with disfavor, although they may constitute the ouly cor-

find that species having very close specific relationships mv:i-

sionally present different generic characters. This was proof

positive to the amesthcsiast of the errors of the technical school.

>f chloroform for killing the insect, as suggested by I

'

3 slighcst



For long collecting trips extensive prepan
bribed by Lord Walsingham are necessary.

one ounce vial, a vial of chloroform, and a smi dl paper box, say
two inches square by one-half of an inch dee]p, with a piece of
••"ttonbatting fitting into the bottom and another into the top of
it. Loosen the stopper of the wide-mouthed vial, and put one
or two drops of chloroform on.it so that the fumes will (ill the
vi:i! :uid then tighten the stopper again. When

;

rou find the micro*
l''pi<l<>pteron resting upon a fence, or the trunl: or leaf of a tree,

ivmovethe stopper and invert the vial over the in sect; it will spring
])Mk into the vial and in a moment will be quiescent ; it may then

whi^ "ill hold it steady and prevent it from ge tting rubbed). A
rop or two of chloroform in the box will complete the work.
!e bos may be carried safely in the vest pocket and the insects
rt upon return home.
Lord Walsingham says nothing about collecting from fences,

tc, and recommends the late hours of the day as best for net-col-

'cting. But for collecting with the vial as above described I have
>und the later morning hours, say from ten to one o'clock, the
est and the trunks and fences the best localities. Out of at least
Je hundred and fifty species of Tinehta which I have found here,

% three-fourths have been taken resting upon the leeward side

frmetery at this place.—V. T. Chambers, Covington, Ky.

Ox the Oca
-i at Waltham, Ma:
idge, Mass., some tin*"Vul^'Z

.— Mr.

emitted

tion, a specimen of a species of .

0,,tained Nov. 1st, 1870, from a flock of the common JE. Ihmrim,
ot *bioh six specimens were also killed at the same shot. The
JPecunen in question agrees most closely with females of M.fOr
******»» European species; but differs in some very essential
pspects, the most important of which is a tinge of sulphur-yellow

sLiT
16 PlaCes inste:" 1 of t:,wn

.
v ,)Ulf

-
nhkh renund* one

>
afc first

^ht, of the Chryxomitris }l im>s; the tail is also Sorter than in
-' -An-inutria proper. From the two common !N©rth American

AMl5R
- Naturalist, vol. vi, 28
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species (JE. Unarms, =fuscescens, rostratus and Holbollii; and J7.

exiUpes, = ^E, canescens, of which this is the smaller southern

race) it differs in lacking the red pileum, and in the total absence of

the dusky gular spot ; besides in many other minor respects. The

adult male of true ^E. Jiavirostris has the rump rosy, but has no

crimson on the crown ; and has the primaries and rectrices conspic-

uously edged with white. In view of the total differences from M.
Unarms and exiUpes— in all the numerous stages of plumage—

and taking into account its close resemblance to the female of JS.

Jiavirostris, it seems reasonable to place this specimen near that

species ; while at the same time, the features in which it does not

correspond with the latter are sufficiently important to warrant our

characterizing it as a different race which, perhaps, represents the

true flavirostris on our Continent ; we accordingly name it JEgio-

thus (Jiavirostris var.) Bre>vsterii ; under which name it is noticed

in Professor Baud's new work on North American Birds, now in

A Simke-iioun Mn.Ki.EKU.— Prof. Cope, at a meeting of the

Academy of Natural Sciences, May 21, called attention to the

anterior curvature of the axis of the horn in the common deer,

Cariacus Virtjinianus, and said it was a point of interest to

determine whether the true axis or beam, was curved forwards

or not. On comparison with the Cariacus macrotis of the Plains,

it was found that the true beam was partly erect and was branched

(as already shown by Baird), while an anterior snag was directed

forwards, marking exactly the curved line of the axis of the t.

Virginianus. The curvature of the latter was then shown to

due to the predominant development of this large anterior snag,

and the partial suppression of the true beam. He then exhibit

a spike, or second year's horn of the C. Virginia^, and alluded

to the oce.isiom.l „,,,„,,,,,, of nermnnent snike-horned deer Ui

, til
,t\-uH-



of spike-horned deer of that species which had been recorded. It

was obtained by Dr. J. II. Janeway.

Economical Entomology.—The plant lice affecting the vines to

such a fearful extent in France, and which in this country have al-

ready done considerable damage, is still attracting much attention.

The French Academy, as we learn from the " Revue Scientifique,"

has offered a prize of twenty thousand francs to encourage studies

to ascertain a rem >teet the vine without destroy-

ing it. The best remedy against the Phylloxera, as it is called, is

the use of phenic acid, a substance much like carbolic acid. The
French Government has always been alert and liberal in this mat-

ter of practical entomology, a subject more important to agricul-

ture than dreamed of in this country, where it is estimated that

we lose hundreds of millions of dollars annually from the at-

tacks of injurious insects, etc. Two states in the Union—Illinois

ami Missouri have salaried officers, who, with a good knowledge of

entomology, do much by spreading facts about noxious and bene-

ficial insects among the people. But the leading agriculturists

of other states practically, with one or two exceptions, ignore the

matter. During the past summer the losses of wheat, corn, and

other crops in the Western States have been enormous. The
farmers in one county in Massachusetts have lost at least fifteen

thousand dollars' worth of onions, their most valuable crop, next
to hay, from the attacks of a minute insect, called Thrips.

This annual loss, much of which could be now prevented, will ac-

cumulate in intensity, and be most grievous a century hence, when
our country will become more densely populated and every grain

of food will be needed.
The foresight of the French people, despite the present gloomy

views of the "Revue Neientitique" and "France Scientifique" over

the decadence of science among them, is conspicuous in their

Prompt and scientific treatment of the silk worm disease. Pasteur

aml Qoatrefages, and others whose names are illustrious as inves-

tigators, have been commissioned to study the causes of this dis-

use
; and it is now thought, following out the suggestion of Pas.

teur— the result of profound studies on this subject — that if

healthy eggs be selected and those infested with the parasitic fun-

gus be destroyed, silk culture will be again restored in France and
Southern Europe. A single silk-raiser, whose worms this year



will produce thirty- two thousand ounces of eggs, hopes next year

to have a hundred thousand ounces, and the prospect of a profit

of a million dollars ! It should be remembered that this remarka-

ble result is due primarily to the most minute researches upon mi-

croscopic plants by specialists, for the pure love of science. Their

cloister studies, put to practical account, save the destruction of

one of the largest agricultural interests in Southern Europe. In

like manner had the government or individual states of America en-

couraged the entomologist and botanist in their studies, and eau-t-!

them to be turned to practical account, we should not have had

to give up the cultivation of wheat in the northernmost states.

and our cotton crop could have been perhaps doubled, to say

nothing of fruits and vegetables. Increased attention is paid n»ff

in England to economical zoology and botany. A botanist has

recently been appointed to the Royal Agricultural Society, and an

entomologist will soon be elected.

On the Occurrence of Setopiiaga picta in Arizona.— Lieut.

Charles Bendire, U. S. A., stationed near Tucson, has communi-

cated to Professor Baird the capture of the above-named species

near that post. It was shot April 4th, 1872, and was found "run-

ning around the larger limbs of cottonwoods in search of larvse

and insects." Its manners are stated to be " considerably like

the Certhiadae."

—

Robert Ridgway.

Zoological Nomenclature.— " In the President's Address to

the Entomological Society of London recently given by *r -

Wallace, one of the points most fully discussed is the rulesj>

zoological nomenclature. These rules are undoubtedly of verj

considerable, though indirect, importance to science ami it M'^

verv satisfactory to find that irivat divergence of opinion as

what these rules are, or should be, still prevails amongst ween

described and cataloguers. ...

Some years ago I was entrusted by the Entomological S<W

with the task of preparing a synonymical catalogue of the o

optera of our island. .,, l„ publi.l',,1 mwh-r the auspice- of*

*':,.,,..„ ,, .,. , ........ .
«.„.;! v been directed

W

8 on zoology

pa would
have



4th. That names must be Latin to the extent that renders them

assical emendations beyond this are entirely inadmissible: no

tal suppression. The laws of classical languages have per as,

' more right over scientific nomenclature than has the Hindoo

nguage. As regards the much talked-of ' Amphionyeha know-

•thing,' it should be latinised in the simplest manner, as

nphionycha Tenoicnothimjn ; and I would further suggest that its

ce in a scientific assembly.

e species, not because he has any right in the matter, but as an

ditional means of certainty, and as a security against change.

Gth
- That the specific name is the name of an object, and

before a noun, and should be changed in gender, or any other

anner, when removed from one genus to another.

7th. That it is very undesirable to use the same specific name

y-allied genera : but that where this has been done

:iire:id-
» alteration should be ma.

?ei>us. Surely to
fear somebody else should do it,

8t«- That as regarda placing an author's name after a genus,

*e name so placed should be that of the author who established
lbe genus in the sense in which it is actu: ' u*ed. Carabus of
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Linnaeus included all the insects now comprised in the family

Carabidce, at present divided into several hundreds of genera.

To write, therefore, Carabus Linn., when we mean something

eiitiivly ditfi-rciit. may be usual but is not desirable.

I may add, that I consider it useless to expect a perfectly

stable zoological nomenclature, until zoology itself is complete

and perfect ; but that in order to reduce changes to a minimum,

classical and other secondary claims must not be allowed, any

great importance."— D. Sharp, in Nature.

GEOLOGY.
A New Genus of Ungulates.— At a meeting of the American

Philosophical Society, April 2nd, Prof. Cope stated that the largest

mammal of the Eocene formations adjoining those of Wyoming,

i. e., of the Wahsatch group of Hayden, was the Bathmodon

radians Cope, of about the size of Rhinoceros. It was an odd

toed ungulate, with peculiar dental characters. The incisors were

well developed above and below, as in the tapir, but the dental

series was little interrupted. The crowns of the molars were

all wider than long, and presented mixed characters. On the outer

margin one only of the two usual crescents of Ruminants was

present, but a tubercle represented the anterior one. The one

which was present was very obliquely directed inwards, ll

jg
crescents were represented by two angles, the posterior forming

the inner angular margin of a flat table, the anterior a mere ungu-

ium at its anterior base. The arrangement of these pa^ *f

stated to be of interest in connection with the relationsfiip>

between the types of hoofed animals. The single outer crescen

was a ruminant indication, while the inner table resemble^

interior part of the crown of Titanotherium. It differed, howe »

in its early union with the outer margin, its edge being tbus^F

sibly homologous with the posterior transverse crest in BhnoC
^m

The premolars had two or three lobes with crescentic se^

arranged transversely. He regarded the genus as alhed

cotherium. He stated that the mammalian fauna of ^y°WJ

J

Utah more nearly resembled that of the Paris Basin

discovered in our country, and that it contained a «.»» *.
number of generalized mammalian forms. One of the most

of these was the genus Anchippodua of Dr. Leidy.

ianyyc:



>ers in Coal.— In tl if May number of the

1), is an extracts

in which Prof. .

bowlder in the

Audi-

the" Report of the Ohic

ews describes the occui

of Ohio. This lM.wl.lei

e been transport

logists would be

colder climate for the coal

willing to admit. It seems t

ipler explanation , win,h dispenses with the su

small bowlder found in the coal of Ohio might easily have be.

ural Sciences, May 28th, Prof. Cope exhibited some vertebra' of

Plesiosauroid reptile and those of a smaller species, probably

CUdastes which were found in close proximity near Sheridi

Kansas, by Joseph Savage of Lawrence. According to this gi

tleman the vertebrate column of the CUdastes was found inm

diately below that of the Plesiosauroid and in a reversed positic

as though it had been swallowed by the latter or larger repti

The largest vertebra of the CUdastes were about tliree-quarti

the length and one-fourth the diameter of those of the Plesios;

mouthful for its captor. The bones of the CUdastes were not

new and was named Plesiosaurus gulo.

MICROSCOPY.
A New Erecting Prism.— Mr. Joseph Zentmayei exhibited





pnsms of this size are mounted in a small tube which projects

the objective nearly to the posterior combination of glasses. The
quantity of glass in the prisms is greatly reduced, and powers as

high as | in. may be easily used. The standard length of body is

secured
: and also an easy convergence of the eyes.

By altering the angle of inclination of the bodies to the perpen-

dicular from 75° to GG|° the use of a Nicol's prism as an analyzer,

whieh is quite unsatisfactory in a binocular, is easily dispensed

with. When polarized light is used the box containing the upper

I risms (the origin g now made in two parts)
ls withdrawn and an analyzing plate of highly-polished glass

substituted, reflecting the light at the polarizing angle of 56f°,
and securing more light and improved definition.

If desired, the upper prisms may be likewise replaced by a plane

mhror silvered by the beautiful process employed by Mr. Browning
m tlle manufacture of his reflecting astronomical telescopes. Thus
We get rid of all the glass and of two surfaces, but obtain an

"complete reflection and a less permanent reflector.

Opaque Illumination under High powers.— H. A. Johnson,
JI-D

;
, President of the state Microscopical Society of 111., com-

"jwnieated to that society another method of producing this

Jl5^1t_eflfeet. He employs Prof. H. L. Smith's plan of making



the objective its own illuminator : hut instead of the silvered

reflector, thin glass disc, or reflecting prism, used by Prof. Smith

and subsequent experimenters, he employs the binocular prism of

VTenham's binocular. A beam of light reflected clown the oblique

body of the W<in ig in position as for

ordinary use. is of course condensed by half the objective upon

the object in its focus ; while the other half of the objective and

direct body of the instrument is used at the same time as a monoc-

ular for viewing the object. A portion of the field is intensely

illuminated, and definition is said to be better than with other

arrangements.

Collins' Light Corrector.— Mr. Collins, of London, has intro-

duced a modification of Rainey's Light Modifier, to correct the

glare of too intense light or the yellowness of gas-light, lamp-light.

etc. A thin plate contains a rotating wheel with four apertures

one of which is empty while the others present in turn a ground

glass and two shades of blue glass. This contrivance, an illnstra-

sip," is always ready for use. being simply laid, under the object,

upon the stage of any microscope : though for use with an achro-

matic condenser it is somewhat better to have the correcting P
late -

whether of ground or blue glass, below the condenser. The new

form of Light Corrector may be obtained of Miller Bros, whose

address is given elsewhere in this number of the Naturalist.

Measurement of Angular Aperture.— For those students

whose stands have not a graduated rotating base, Prof. T. D.^
coe recommends a plan especially applicable to the larger tor

^

achromatic condensers which cannot be as conveniently arraDc

for the method advised by Dr. Carpenter. He places the conU

nation horizontally, with a gas flame several feet distant beiin<

^



RBM8 ix Chicago HyI>K.ivrW; :.—
'1

esting note <:>n the iUlb ject In II. II.

he Chicago i iver flovred .ak. Mi

r current of almost i

the hydrant water u in the cit,v.ta

the lake. The writer at first suspected that the water of the river

had previously directly contributed the organisms found in the

water from the " crib," but afterward was led to conclude that the

change in the direction of the river only acted by changing the

direction of the currents from other sources in the lake, thereby

leaving the crib in purer water than before. Much more investiga-

tion of this kind ought to be iuuncliatelv accomplished in view of

the growing tendency, if not the imminent necessity, of supplying

to our cities water from lakes and large rivers.

Record of New Fungi.— E. C. Howe of New Baltimore, N.

Y., has recently discovered an 1 described several new species of

M«ra sparser, M. jinittma, Pestalozzia Znbriskiei, P. insidens, and

English Journals are agitating the same subject, and there seems
to he some mystery as to the source of the familiar "test" scales.

Mr. Mclntyre suggests, not confidently, that they may be devel-

oped upon the common Lepidocyrtus curvicollis late in life. Mr.

Joseph Beck states that no amount of age will develop them upon
the c°mmon form of this insect, though they belong to an insect

entomologically identical with it but" having a different habitat:

while E. G., of Matlock, recollecting that the late R. Beck told

hm th*t he found the Podura in the rockwork in his mother's gar-
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that only one slide in twenty, perhaps one scale in five thousand,

was of any use. In his slide prepared by Mr. R. Beck there are

only two well marked scales, which appear to be the exception and

not the rule. Dr. Josiah Curtis, of Knoxville, Tenn., has heen

successful in collecting species of Lepisma, "Podura," etc.

The Study of "Difficult" Diatoms.— Mr. J. Edwards Smith

of Ashtabula, Ohio, writes the following note which is suggestive

of the experience of many microscopists who study the finer dia-

toms without making a specialty of them.

"I find that Pritchard describes Na v icula cuspidata as having

close transverse stria:-. I have slides of this diatom, mounted dry

and in balsam, and with my Tolles' i dry, or TV wet, have no diffi-

culty in showing longitudinal stria-, far liner than the transverse;

Ans.—Nothin

from markings

often made ah

greatly in "diff



a dear friend. Dr. Stimpson was born in Cambridge, Mass.. and

early became devoted to Natural History pursuits. He also had

the good fortune of being under the guidance of Agassiz and soon

became an original investigator and distinguished as a mala-

cologist. His first publication was on the marine shells of New

Marine Zoology with the greatest vigor, and dredged and collected

along our Atlantic Coast from Florida to Grand Menan, until he

became the authority in the lower forms of animal life, especially

in the classes of Crustacea, and Mollusca, and until Mr. Verrill

commenced his work on our Radiates, Dr. Stimpson was the

acknowledged authority in that group also. In the classes of

Mollusca and Crustacea of our Atlantic coast, Dr. Stimpson was

to the time of his death the acknowledged head of the able band

of workers in these departments, while his connection with the

Government Exploring Expedition to the North Pacific, as natu-

ralist, gave him a wide field of work in his most favorite study of

the Crustacea, in which he shared equally with Dana the honors of

the scientific world. As a dredger Dr. Stimpson early became

noted, and taking his first lessons in our own harbor of Salem,

under the guidance of Dr. Wheatland, he soon became the pioneer

in this science along our whole coast, and his very last work was

the superintendence of the deep sea dredging off the coast of

Florida under the direction of the Coast Survey. Dr. Stimpson's

Connection with the Chicago Academy of Science, as the successor

ofthe lamented Kennicott,is known to all, and to the disastrous fire,

which in one short hour destroyed all his material, manuscripts,

drawings, specimens and library, must we attribute, the close of his

"fe at the age of fort v-t wo years. For though suffering from lung

disease, there is little doubt but that for the fearful calamity which

so 'suddenly destroyed all his work and hopes, he would have lived

*> have seen published the valuable works, which, owing to a fatal

delay on the part of government, are now irrevocably gone;
S

(445)



though the mam description- :i ih1 preliminary papers which 1

published, and his early works, will forever connect his name wil

the marine zoology of the world.

The Committee to arrange for the next meeting of the Assocl

we go to press, that the meeting will not be held in San Francisco

as previously announced, but in Dubuque, beginning on

Wednesday morning, August 21st, at 10 o'clock.

the circulars to members will undoubtedly now be issued at once

by the Local Committee.

It will be noticed that the Herbarium of the late R
Iurtiss of Hillsboro, N. C, the veteran and highly

with the study of the important and interesting group

, and has so extensively exchanged and collected speci-

at his collection must be of the highest value as an

one in this most difficult department, and we trust tha

once be secured for some prominent herbarium where his

labors will be appreciated and made useful,

with very great regret that we have to record the death of



The Boston Society of Nutural History have very wisely decided

to offer the Annual Walker Prize for 1873 for a memoir "On the

development and transformations of the Common House Fly," thus

not only carrying out the liberal bequest of Dr. Walker, in offer-

ing pecuniary assistance to worthy investigators, but at the same
time calling attention to how little is known of the early life-his-

tory of one of the most abundant of insect pests. Trusting that

the prize may induce several of our entomologists to turn their

attention, for this year at least, to the much neglected group of

Diptera we refer to the advertisement for particulars.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
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and covered it with its, base. The

structure is pellucid, Ike old milky-

liina. So that now the end that seemed

pretty cone was not only a beautiful sic

look at ; but the method of its evolutio

t'i'ater disapper

Fig. 120.

I Erhinnrht/iH'HS ;/<>'*. Its proboscis.

truded, is of a spherical form, with a nee

below ; while at the top of the sphere
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ture can be said on the mode of

hat tin- entire external wails



to high power definition and less fatiguing to the eye than any

At the time I supposed Count Castraoane's method to he new,

both particulars. The proposition to escape chromatic aberration

monochromatic lamps. ;( s well as the use of the prism and of

those directions. As tl io construction of achromatic objectives

continued to improve. these devices fell into obscurity and it is

only of late that attenthm has been directed to. them anew. As

for Count Castracane's method, without going further back, a

full account of all the p rinciples involved in the use of the prism

for attaining mouochroiinatie liu-hf to illuminate the microscope

""ill In. found in Chapter vii of the article on the microscope in the

'-i'-d'th edition of the •' 1-hievclopaalia Britannica" (American edi-

t'.on ls;>7, Boston, Vol. :siv, p. 798).

The use of the solution of the ammonio-sulphate of copper to

exclude certain portion s of the solar rays especially for photo-

graphic purposes, wouk 1 appear to have been first suggested by

Professor J. \\\ I) ra> t published 'in the "Journal of the Frank-

elphia, during the year 1837, a series of

"K^peiiments on Solar
servations on the prop, rties of the ammonio-sulphate of copper

are ^'corded. In one of
' these papers (Loc. cit. Vol. xix, 1837, p.



i that the ammonio-sulphate solution absorbs the r

xys of the spectrum and with thorn so much of the

, "twenty rays, for every hundred that tVll upon it."

the London, Edinburgh, ai id Dublin Philosophical Magazine

September, 18-40 (Vol. xvii, p. 217) the same gentleman pub-

d a paper "On the Process of Daguerreotype and its applica-

to taking Portraits from t hj3 Life" in which he describes his

lpta to reconcile the chem ieal and visual foci of portrait ob-

res, to escape "the effulgence" of the solar rays thrown directly

le sitter, as practised at tinit time, " abstract from them their

and take away from them their offensive brilliancy." THtt

lmost the very objects for w hich microscopists to-day resort to

Draper employed in his experi-

s '•:! Ijirire trough of plate glass, the interstice being an inch

" filled with a dilute soluti on of the ammonio-sulphate. Its



Cut in this :i circular bole an inch and

On the outside of this hole mount

h can be adjusted by passing the hand

iae ammonio-sulphate cell." Now move the table to a wind
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SOME OF THE FAMILIAR BIRDS OF INDIA

h enlarged by new discoveries, that Mr. Altai

[ part of his " Rough Notes," announces thirt



mber of species which

i thick hedge of Jlilkbush (!>/"''

"Kl upon either side of the iiitei



and general coloring that tl u i perien 1 >enerfm<l> it

is wary, but more predacious'than the kites, not imfreqnentl.v s i-

ing a chicken or some other small animal from the ground l>nt. :i-

Dr. Jerdon says, its depredations are usually laid to the charge

o

the kites, for the reason that the common native people tie iH

distinguish it from them. It is wonderful how widely c^i '

Burmaluin Western Asia, Southern Kmope and NoithoinAn '

and has recently been reported from South Africa. Mr. Blyth a so

PoUnnns teesn. The ^

very long at a time since

India, and no represent
brcoTOuna. 1» e



le in sight. At h-n-th.

quite contrary to its a

>.ad. und— well: it in.;
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kites in India." The second
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ietv from either

upon the right hand side of his [mt!i.

Paheornls torqwitus. The rose ringed parrakeet. Very :iki:.

dant and noisy
,'

and de^ruclivr to the crops of fmit and grain

It flies irith great energy, and when on the wing always seems h

HartihoUzma Indira. The crimson-breasted barbet. Theonl;

barbet found in this region.

Cocoes mehnolex.-n.-i. The nied-orested cuckoo.



.

Whites viridis.

difficult of identification. Mr. Hui

cast six species in India, only two of

Of the seven specu
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of crows found in India only two are seen here. This species is

very common but not nearly so abundant as 0. splendens. I have

never been able, however, to obtain specimens which approach^!

in size the measurements given by Dr. Jerdon. The largest, speci-

men, I think, that I ever obtained, measured but nineteen inches in

length, whereas Dr. Jerdon gives its length as twenty-one inehes.

Corvus splendens. The common Indian crow. The common In-

dian crow is everywhere found in surprising numbers, and it

retains all the wariness and cunning which are characteristic of its

reason to think that one has evil designs concerning it. It stands

for instant flight, while its e\v is ,,,rkrd ana it watches every in-

dication of war or peace. The slightest hostile movement, or

even a steady look will often send it away ; but sometimes it

seems to know that it is being imposed upon, and then it mereh

jumps upon a more distant branch of the tree, or if on the ground

flies a few feet away. It is exceedingly quick to comprehend the

roadside with a basket of sweetmeats for sale. Not finding '

very brisk, however, she had leaned her head against a tree

fallen asleep. The crows seemed to comprehend the case at <

and they began to sidle up, in their own peculiar way. to

Which seemed "to iJ'tl..' p~!is'o ',!,.". and three or four^^
were apparently the executioners. They f< H »!'"" ' ' \



in the Collector's garden a

'•"Ki'-kh.ii-. that it is a pie

kniy peculiarity about tbii
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beams of the roof, and would Muff your lint

a day if they [bund it hanging in a place tc

extremely pertinacious in asserting their rk

have not the least reverence for anyplace <

Book, Vol. 1, page 58.)

If the sparrow is to be introduced into }.

part a feeder on grain, seed-, and buds and

business of devouring grubs during its brei

d limited distribution.



multitude* during the eold season, and this year I

:he first week in April, a whole month later than i

by Dr. Jerdon.

whu intermedia. The blue rock-pigeon.

fur Cambayensis. The little brown dove. Very al

me, building its nest sometimes on the verandah

•»r Suratensis. The Spotted Dove. Occasional.

'xr risoria. The common ring-dove. Very abi

3 a very widely distributed species. It is one of tli

»n doves of Palestine, and is found in Asia Minor, ai

jpean Turkey and Northern Africa. It has also bee

into New Zealand.*

"jomis Ponticeianra. The gray partridge. Often

REVIEWS AND BOOK NOTICES.

2 Record, t—We are fflad to see that the adi



for the columns of a popular periodical. Professor Baud, of

course, needs no introduction to the readers of the Xati;i:ai.i-t.

nor is any endorsement of the quality of work lie offers, required;

we may simply say that in points of perspicacity, comprehensive-

ness and thorough reliability, the present Tolume matches former

ones from the same high source. Those who have not seen the

"Record," may be interested to know that it is a digested ami ni<-

the past year, representing; the cream of current literature in

Science and Industry. It will prove an extremely useful and con-

venient handbook to all who desire a general knowledge of what

is going on in the scientific world, and r< commends itself nartiou-

informed by Prof. Hyatt that -a catalogue of the I

session of this Society is here begun" — a stateu

of the first number, it is the more gratifying to le

lav series of observation- upon the genera and spe<

lished." The value of even a bare museum cata

ciated by working ornithologists; and how very

class of work may be made, is shown by the positioi

work on the Leyden museum has taken. With a di



, however, referred to f,„

of the number of described species. In the present

h\ Dwight lias given ;i detailed and very satisfactory

i» of the osteology of apparently our most common
i'mback whale, which he believes to lie identical with the

,

"- "i tliorou-hly d.- ; -nb...l 4o-h-tons. and to endeavor to
Mw that the range of purelv individual variations is greater than

!' generall.v admitted." In addition to the description of each

_

m
- a»d generally a comparison of if with the publisher! descrip-

*'";'•- and figures ,,f other ^.rrimen-. he ha< added an interesting

^'
le - >'><«wing the comparative biv;idth of the skull and beak of



variation, in the proportion of the elements ]

to nearly twenty per cent, of the average.

Dr. Dwight observes, •• both skull and beak

breadth : in others both fall short of it, and ag;

times one part, and sometimes the other is i

From the general consideration of the subject

to favor the opinion that the so-called Phi/sol"

distinguishable from the present species. He
"When the large number of points in whict

quite unjustifiable. It is to be particularly

eoually important, it may resemble a third which is ijinte

the second, and in still other respects he ditl'erent from h «'

slight study of the writings of the eminent observers so

quoted will be sufficient to show that the same is true, to a g

or less extent, of perhaps every well described specimen c

species." (p. 229.)

Besides the woodcuts illustrative of many of the bones, a

lithographic plate is devoted to figures of the skull and

important osteological features, and in another plate are

dorsal, ventral and profile views of the animal, accurate!} >

Comparative Zooloirv. and also a table of external mea-aie.

—J. A. A.

The Habits of the Obca.*— It is not often that we f

popular magazines of the day, article- on natural hK .'

~



ire^v witl > £'"eat rapacity up

as well as also upon seals

"' the K<Jok is thus stated in the preface

:

; There is a study of plants and flowers admirably adapted.

^gut, to which I I,,,,,, i,,,,. Mn .,\ t.. :,.».-. .duc-c pupils of an
early age. The time has now arrive.! in which I may make the

attempt, and may a^k vomi- people to consider not only ' How



Plains Grow,' but how]
easy to be observed,— <

The third cha]

plants, for the



ja«re is an exo I



in the coming autumn, the prospectus of the work having it*

been issued. Through the kindness of the publishers we haw I

favored with advance sheets of the portion printed, and can \\<

speak the more confidently of its character. The work is #1

into three parts, — a general « Introduction," an analytical -K

which are illustrated by appropriate figures. The definition oi

technical terms in common use in ornithological writing is pa

ularlyfull and clear, surpassing in this respect any similar tref

on the technicalites of the M-h-ucv «ith which we arc acqaain

The Key forms a novel feature in zoological manuals, constitu

an artificial analysis, in a continuous table, of the genera and >

genera, similar in character to the analytical keys that have I

so successfully introduced into botanical manuals. In conned

with the definitions of terms contained in the Introduction, the

American bird he may have, however slight his previous e.\|



vith their diagnoses inuoli general matter of inters

I. Although the work is not to any great exter

, the leading traits of the various groups and <

M are tersely presented, and the geographies] <lb

f each quite folly stated. The author makes

I reduction in the number of species that have hithert

lly accepted, assigning a few to the list of synonymes

"tiii hiniriHS:

subject that has been made,

it disconnected descriptions

H scientific sc

attered through tlle proceedings and transac-

typographic! il appearance of 1

,iv piH-Hmr house. It is

ted by six steel plates and

'rci
and fifty woodcuts

^h^Z^**™



published or in prospect, is doubtless that recently ainioumv

Messrs. Little, Brown and Co., of Boston. This will Ik

entirely original work, prepared by Professor S. F. Baud. As-i-

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, with the cooperatk

Dr. T. M. Brewer of Boston and Mr. Robert Ridgway of Illii

North America, north of Mexico, arrange.





of the adjoining provinces not met with during the Survey; a

chapter on the " characteristic features of the Avifauna of the

Great Basin," and on "the distribution of its local Avifauna?."

It will also treat of " geographical variation in color and propor-

tions ," of " hybridism" and of " certain so called ' individual' vari-

ations." Also a "systematic catalogue of the specie- ob.taimd

and observed during the progress of the survey " will be given,

and a " comparison of the Avifauna of the Truckee Valley," in

spring, summer and winter, with other matter of a similar char-

acter. The biographical -rrtiuii will contain an account of the

habits, etc., of all the species observed (some 220 or more) with

measurements of specimens and other notes. The Appendix, as

previously stated, will be devoted to a monograph of the North

American Raptores. This is a work that has engaged Mr. Rulg-

way's attention for several years, and in which we are promised a

new classification of the Falconklce, materially different from that

and based almost wholly on osteological grounds. The generic

and subgeneric characters will be illustrated by accurate outline

figures, and the species of all the Raptores will be distinguished

not only by full descriptions of all their known stages of plumage,

but synoptically in tables, in which they will be compared with al

their exotic allies.

The greater part of the work is said to be already in type, am

we look forward to its publication with unusual interest.—J- A-

Prof. Snow's List of Kansas Birds.— For one, I wish to ex-

press, through the Naturalist, my obligations to Prof. Snow

his list of the Birds of Kansas, and to commend the pi indph
j

which he has scrupulously acted —to mention no birds In ^ c

the occurrence of which in the state, he had not positive eVlUe
"\j

Such local lists, at least in my opinion, are only of value *

thus made. I am glad to know that at least one compiler ot MPJ
list has been able to resist the besetting temptation to s« ^
catalogue by mere guess work, or by giving us a redand*»

birds that "probably will be" or "ought to be found" wit i

^

prescribed limits. So far as his list went, it was honest a

id one that can be easily increased by

and the knowledge is given. But it ha

te error of including species that never c

son's warbler seems destined to figure

[endaasoeca^



mee the additions he makes below, and the correction

gWpklcal errors, etc., in the new edition I understand he

Voided the •• besetting temptation to swell his catalogue

S*Ksswofk n for through correspondence with him I hs

gratified to learn that not a species was included except

evidence, and that many of the apparent mistakes to

aperies marked as breeding, were due to typographic.-!

iI:i

;

ii '- had considerable experience in the use of local lisl

l''' 1,
|-'l

ls he pardoned for still persisting that if he had r

llN Hst to Eastern Kansas, or even to the bird- actually

111 the vicinity of Lawrence, it would have been a far moi

' "iitnbution to geographical zoology.
*ially of those that are essentially

l country 1 thei

Unal aspects, and it is hence quite insufficient to giv.

7
mes of the species, without indicating whether th

cental, occur only over limited areas, or uniformly ov<

Erea in question. My notice of Prof. Snow's paper

*«*t,ous review of its character as judged by its « i



dence,"— for I could

tYpnm : <j,h!c:il errors :

emarksof " T. M. B.,



ctenus Explorat

llected. Compil

liivreton. M.

vino- in the District of Columbia,

e years' exploration, this Prodro

' four hundred and thirty-eight
|



Rich, Pnrsh, Bigelow, Nuttall. Harton. Klliot, Torrey and 1

lington, the latter of whom is spoken of as giving them his a ,

ance, while a member of the House of Representatives.

ties spring up in every city or even village, not amhitio

seeking to accumulate large collections, but simply to mak

complete as possible local collections of the fauna, flora.
''

the vicinity, how many youthful naturalists might be train.-!,

what valuable additions might be made to our stock of knowlt

respecting the inhabitants of our fields, woods and waters!

Another item of interest is found in this little book, "It w

appear from recent observations, that some plants are peri'xl^

their efflorescence ; or from some unknown cause, disappwi

members of t he late Botanical Society, eight or ten
.

1 although the most diligent search has

sUive ^u-sj>ast, it has5 not been discovered until t

'

District! V different in

a

cUvid,mls

bee

i [inve also 'oh*

tlm.sct btilbom is very abundant some
3
,-ears, and dm

remely rare. About fivib years since, Batsehia rcuv

. near the Kaccourse, hut

["he writer ha s had mimy similar ex]

ml Subuhma (tquatka. growing very p lentifully,
on

iks of a canal basin, nea r" Portland, Me. ,
but has nevei

ind a trace of it since.

'llpripodhim a rietinum w as found some years ago, in

of Portland, quite plentifully, by Dr, Wm, Wood

es during the next five years we visit©rl the locality,

a plant, till 1 869, when we gathered sc>rae twenty sp

Again, the writer botanized in the vieini

company with Prof. Wm. II. Brewer of Ya
other of us, going over the ground quite



ny of Sciences, Dr. A. Kellogg presented spei

f a shrub Dirca pah< sfris (Mooscwood) of

ny hitherto known, obtainable in this vicinity

are, as material for paper,

i our Colorado collections I

. Coh>-

Botamcal Xotabilta.—E. A. Thompson of North Wbbi

dunces a wild double-flowered state of Sa.rifro>j<' Vhyn

man finds at Grand Rapids'. Michigan, a Trillium grand ;jf»r»

''with six sepals and fifteen petals, all green." This chloro*

monstrosity occurs occasionally, but we have never seen so mai

floral leaves. Also Ranunculus Purshii with leaves all disscch

^though the plants were strictly terrestrial, rooted in mere

moist ground.

OQWronow.— In my remarks, in the last number, on Qurra

& «*," not none of the trees, as was printed.— Thos. Meeiia

ZOOLO GY.
the Gregarious Rat of Texas (Sigmodon Berlandierii).

^"a is a burrowing, gregarious rat, and like the Prairie dog liv



the bottom rail, excavate sufficient cells and consl

grassy beds there. Out on the prairie, in the

tljjiu rhilM
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as to Lyonetia of which we have bnt one species describe<l hy IV.

Clemens from a single captured imago. But I am glad to see that

Mr. Mann's observations as to the number of broods of C.cojfeel-

I" m. cod firm mine as to the Lithocalletidm generally.

Mr. Mann writes the termination of the specific names of the

Tineina, ellum instead of ella. As a matter of grammatical purity

this may be well enough, but the termination ella has been so uni-

versally adopted, and in use so long that it is too late now to

change it, and as a matter of convenience it had better beivtaiii< I.

—V. T. C, Covington, Ky.

The Rattle of the Rattlesnake.— Being interested in the

controversy now in progress in the pages of the Natural^

relative to the use of the caudal appendage of the rattlesnake, ai, 1

knowing that all the facts concerning it must be duly considered

before any definite conclusion can be arrived at, I have presume*!

to proffer my mite and suggest some inquiries, the consideration

of which may throw some light on the subject.

All movements of the animal arc accompanied by the peculiar

sound; at least, such is my observation and I have had ample

opportunities for observing. The more forcible or vigorous t e

movement the louder the rattle. When moving through hlji

grass the sound emitted is much louder than when the movement*

are not so retarded. This peculiarity I noticed two years :-

when on the frontier in this state. One day while sitting intw

door of my tent, a large rattlesnake appeared on the W*ff

ground in front. He seemed to be moving " leisurely " ai r>-

movements being attended with a "gentle" rattle. After ^^

"

toward him. when lie increased his speed

correspondingly increased in frequency and character.
^

Inquiry A. Is the rattling produced by vital or mee.i.

means? The increased rattling when the movements - > *
would seem to indicate the latter. The rattle of the dead

when moved, emits the same peculiar sound, or shaking

tie in the closed hand is attended with a like result, ttj»

being somewhat muffled in character, dependent unoi

the rattle the greater the sound ; the larger ones &

louder sound but being of a lesser pitch than the smaller o

veyed through the hand. The greatei — -



'?"<") from Central America. Dr. Le Juge has found at the

auitius another still more dangerous kind of venomous fish; it

f
long known to ichthyologists under the name of Synanceia

•'•""-".and is readily recognized by its monstrous appearance.

' 'lead being deeply pitted, and the body scaleless and covered

th warts. It is by no means scarce, being found throughout the

'"an Ocean, and known at the Mauritius as the "Lane." There

''d.irtm! spinas in the dorsal fin, each providec

ling the poison, and with a pair of deep groove

isun is guided to the wound. As in all the other n?

, the poison-apparatus is merely a weapon of defei

into action when the fish is seized or trodden ui

Mtsvrho neglee

ies similar to those used for snake-bites expose th

ious consequences, which may terminate even fata

along

r. Le Juge mentions that the fishermen of Mauritius >uece~mw,
aPl% poultices of the leaves of a composite plant, Mkrorhimclins

wrmentosus. (Transact. R. Soc. of Arts and Sciences of Maim-





Food of the Black Bear.- A few days' ago I secured



' for the museum of this college ; Hi • spi eimeu of the Black Bear

( Crxi't Aiw-rifiiHHs) caught in the neighboring town of Pownal.

Vermont. In his stomach there was not, apparently, a particle of

animal food, but that organ was well filled with vegetal >h di-

stances, the stalks and corms of the Indian Turnip (Aritetm t*

phyllum) being among the most abundant. The bear was very I •:.

but whether his excellent condition was brought about wholly In-

vegetable food is not known. — Sanborn Tenney, Williams ('-../•

lege, June 12, 1872.

A new Locality for Zoiiih>s <-<->llarius Midler. Living speci-

mens of this imported species were received by me, last fall. In".:
1

.

Mr. Samuel Powel, of Newport, R. I. They were found by Mr.

David Coggeshall in his cellar. As is well known, the species

has already been detected in almost every seaport, from Blf

York to Halifax.— W. G. Binney.

The Blind Crayfish.— In the last number of the Naturalist.

p. 410, Prof. Cope proposes the genus Orconectes for the Cam-

bams pellucidus of the Mammoth Cave and his supposed new

species from the Wyandotte Cave. " on account of the absence

of visual organs," and states that " Dr. Hagen's view [in regard-

ing the species as a Cambarus] may be the result of the objections

which formerly prevailed against distinguishing either species or

genera whose characters might be suspected of having been derivei

from others by modification, or assumed in descent. Thepre-

vailing views in favor of evolution will remove this objection^

My objection to the separation of Cambarus pettudfa* " (

';|

the other species of the genus simply because the eyes were ru<

^
mentary, was based on the fact that there are known ca\c 'i'-''

'

as for instance the genus Marhaerites with seven species, m
^

the females are blind, while the males hare wll dwbn**j.""-
^

did not mention the fact in my monograph
was nearly ten years old, often mentioned

those who have studied the cave insects. . gg
Would Prof. Cope have the cruelty to separate husban^

wife so far as to put them in different genera because one
,

is blind and the other not? If the prevailing views in ^
evolution demand such a separation, would it not be mo ^
and perhaps more courteous to the feminine sex, to war ^
while until the poor males shall be able to follow tnei

and well known 9



advanced wives? It is rather hard for Xatu re to follow, or I

compete, with the fast driving of the evolutioiiary disciples, 1)1

she is after all a very good natured old lady 1 have no doubt

will do her best not to stay too far behind th B prevailing viev>

evolution.

Concerning the new species, " 0. inermis," the descriptio

iter by which to

arate it from the old species, C. pellucidus. J have not seen I

belongs, but his description applies perhaps to the second form of

the male, the characters of which are always less marked than in

the first.— Dr. H. Hagen.

GEOLOGY.
New and Remarkable Fossils.— We copy from the " College

Courant " the following summary of the latest published results

of Prof. Marsh's expeditions to the West;—The extensive collec-

tion of fossil vertebrate remains which were made in the West by

the Yale expeditions of 1870 and 1871, are yielding, in the hands

of Professor Marsh, results of the greatest value to paheon-

tological science. Ten important papers upon the new material

thus obtained have already been contributed by • this indefatigable

Paleontologist" to the "American Journal of Science," the last

three of which relate exclusively to the collections of 1871. The
first of these later papers, published in April, contains a descrip-

tion of some Pterosaurian remains, additional to those discovered

h
i' the expedition of 1870, of which an account was pun-

ched about a year ago. To the gigantic species of ptero-

dactyl then obtained, Professor Marsh gave the name Pterodac-

¥<*s occidentulis. The expedition of 1871, in exploring the

original locality in Western Kansas, not only obtained further

Portions of the same skeleton, but secured other specimens which

Prove the existence of two other gigantic pterodactyls during the

ater Cetaceous. The characters of Fh>rodactylus occidental

*** derived from the study of portions of five individuals. They

p
°W clearlJ that the species belongs to the short-tailed or true

pterodactyls, and that it contains some of the largest "Hying

ragons" yet discovered, the spread of wing in these individuals
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Tin cells. Mr. Richards had used cells of rather thin tin foil,

cut out with two punches with a piece of tube between to keep

them the right distance apart : these cells were fastened on ly I

solution of glue and treacle dried on and then moistened enoii-rli

to stick them, the cells being so thin that any liquid cement weultl

have run in. The chairman commended the tin cells introdiu-nl

by Mr. Suffolk; he having US( .<1 them, fastening them on with

marine glue with great satisfaction: Dr. Matthews, however.

objected to them because they melt so easily if the slide be "ur-

heated.

Zinc cells and riilcanite cells were favorably mentioned hy Mr.

White, the former bearing great heat without melting, and tk

latter resisting the action of acids : but Mr. Melntire found they

had a tendency to chip off.

is the continual occasion of a demand for some good substitute.

Tin cells are largely used in this country, being often fastened on

by gold size whose only fault is that it dries so slowly that the

varnish or Bell's cement. Doubtless the lead cells will hereafter

be used by many who desire to preserve a great many specimens

but cannot afford to spend unnecessarily on an elegant mounting.

It would seem that some of the dealers might prepare and sell

at the same time an accommodation to buyers.]

The Common Paraboloid as ax Immersion IwnmnT-
Notwithstanding the introduction into use of special contrivance*

as immersion paraboloids, it may not have occurred to all who U>1

the microscope that the ordinary Ibrm of parabolic illuminator^

capable of being used wet with excellent results. I'buing
'''

microscope in a vertical position, and greasing the rod in the cen-

tre of the paraboloid to keep the water from running out by *
e

side of it, the cup of the paraboloid is filled with water he:«p^
>'|j

as far as can be without running over, and then brought up «w
|

the water comes in contact with the under surface of the sU

The direction of the rays leaving the paraboloid is not altel'^\
tins arrangement, but dispersion at two surfaces is avoule

on(i
the rays enter the object slide without the usual

such an angle as to suffer total internal reflection before 1
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Tl '<- pulp, or so called nerve of a tootli. should l>e ol»t;iino«l



"iginally was the menus of building up the dentine; ttd

The editors of- this Journal i



roticed this, had not Mr. W. unfairly,

)les C. S. and Mr. Bicknell together as

so. Mr. B. is not responsible for any

ot now deny. His paper in reply to Mr. Bicknell wa

in December. In May be writes. ' no one knows bettc

: the difficulty of adopting a nomenclature that shall e

s of twenty or fifty per cent., such as he named in tl

r paper, not in regard to the highest powers aloi

able to the lowest powers as well. Such was what I

Dl"- Wm. B. Carpenter (-'The Microscope," fourth ed., ISfi.S. p.

ed by that of single lenses of equiva



nhrmte them being afforded

• of higher focus, the forme

el called on to "practically defend" the wan; of honesty, or th.

elding to temptation. Was he not then as now " a witness

behalf" of those he calls the " most respectable portion of the

)dy?" Was it only censure from this side of the Atl t 1

as " worth caring for?" It certainly looks so.

saw that he did not disapprove of the fictitious nora<

the arrogant expressions that he has.

The question of nomenclature is now being agitated.

be that the "honest" makers will be appreciated.—

Stodder, Boston, May 27th.

NOMENCLATURE OF OBJECTIVES. - Dr. J. J. Wood***

Sei,.n.-e and Arts."' > part of
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.meeting of the Chicago AcaiU'iny of Sciences ^

IN MEMORIAM

WILLIAM STIMPSON, M.D.
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Still another Rule of the Constitution, if properly attended

the hope that the discussion on the paper would induce its aut



an ; Samuel Calvin, local

eretary; R. A. Babbage, t

«ch place him at Uuyanyenibeh,
•



sent him under charge of his son. It is Li

>se to go southward ;iiid discover the outh't U

sides except the southeastern.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
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ous history or

i thrice in the .

•brooded." If

-brooded, most,







brood are the first to disapp.-ar and llu: fc-males the ht-t to :i|.|«.
:

and at best there would be few that could thus mate ;
moreover

since the eggs of the freshly enclosed females are not fullyM
oped for weeks, or even months, the effect of such a union wouh

be questionable. Yet, if there is no union between the two series

from each other as am tv o sp, ch s : Nature strives toward tlu





Miyntou. Franco, Anrih 1*72.
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THE NEW IMMEUMON IIJ



and so little control of the angle

sets the axis of the object and the axis of
ias been but little used and with indifferent

^enham's lens removes all these difficulties

enough for moderately high powers ; and
upon the object at a considerable range

ly side or from all sides at once -^
'

lined) achromatic condenser of long

is a two-inch or three-inch objective;

ice it is best supplied by the common

effect may be obtained, as explained
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by Prof. Biscoe, by the common paraboloid alone, it being eon-

verted into an immersion in its cup with water.

These means of illumination, now Ibr the first time available.

The new moth . to objects mounted dry, ai .'.

is illustrated by Fig. 123. It has been called, by Rev. 8. Leslie

Brakey, Internal Illumination. All the light suffers total internal

reflection from the upper surface of the slide except that wfttt

meets the surface at the points of contact of the

rays thus except ed enter a bject. Of course the

object must lie upon the slide and beginners are often r>iu/.«-i .•

been mounted upon the under sui

The two other methods are the

by the light

represents t
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ON THE CAUSE OF DETERIORATION IN SOME
OUR NATIVE GRAPE-VINES, AND ONE OF Till

PROBABLE REASONS WHY EUROPEAN
VINES HAVE SO GENERALLY

FAILED WITH US.

" The Grape-leaf Gall-louse- {Phylloxera vitifolicej 1

nterest and importance to last 3'oar's account of the abov

?his experience has already been made public in an arti

ished in the "Rural New Yorker," and reproduced in the

the lust named journal.

It is well known that nearly all the varieties of t

The majority of them grow well at first, and a fev

cases might be mentioned where some of them, such

Hamburg and Chasselas, have even fruited succesgft

years, especially when isolated or trained against



Wd to attrib- Leaf covered with galls.

>uv though, if the meteorological records were «

ition of our e - half cento

*> in tne case of the Spanish Chestnut, tbo

> e*e., etc.. there is something in our climate which prechi'

r flourishing as well here as there. I would by no means de
s,*h is the case, for it is this very comparative tondem.

- them the more to the destructive agent

I » about to speak. Yet when we consider that in so



parts of Europe, where the Vine flourishes, the

5^-ii
y, where necessary, counteract the r._

-

would appear th.

'

0Y

.

il.mbt. because



the two are iden
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been found on their own varieties. Secondly, I have successfully

transferred the leaf-lice on to the roots, while M. V. Signoret IM

succeeded in obtaining leaf-galls from lice hatched on the roots

Thirdly, the winged form obtained by Dr. Shinier from the galls

in this country agrees in it )-; from the routs.

Fourthly, the nodosities on the roots are, as already stand, per-

fectly analogous to the galls on the leaves, and differ only in ju*t

such a manner as one would expect from the difference in th<

plant tissues —a view greatly strengthened by the fact that when

the gall-lice are forced, by their excessive numbers, to settle on

the tendrils or leaf-stalks, they produce swellings and knots ap-

proaching more nearly do those on the roots than to the galls.

These facts sufficiently attest the identity of the two types, and

we have here another case of an insect possessing two distinct

habits. It is also like many other, of its family, polymer] '
i. e., it exists in different forms

;
yet we have to do with but one

Further Facts Respecting the Habits of the Root-otab-

itixg Type.— The young hatched from the eggs on the roots are

absolutely undistinuuidialde fiom tlm.e hatch, d m the -al
1-

the gravid apteious female dilters in no respect whatever from t v

mother gall-louse fhere is no, * irtWent egg-de^
form, which, as it moults. U-ci.u- luLeivhM. and more elongated

or pear-shaped, as shown at Figure 129,;. Some of these tuber-

cled individuals remain without wings, while others seem t<

destined from the first to acquire wings. The young, aft*
\

taching themselves, become in a measure stationary, and mm

The insect is found on the roots in all stages

d





July. When I last ex:

taming all I wished. i'r,[K'eially during the latter pa

tember. The papse are easily recognizable with a go<

the little dark pad-like wing-sheaths at the sides of

the female, compared to the male, her abdomen bei

Before giving forth the winged insect, these pupae be

restless and active, and in a state of nature they no (



VINES OF THE (



of Dr. Engelmann. It is gratifying to know, then



t so difficult to propei



the publication of so-

that they scarcely kn.

of those which do t>

France. Such of oui

are often differently <



root-lice. Norton's Virginia — No leaf-galls, but soi

Lnbrusca (Northern Fox). Isabella, or seedlings

k-No leaf-galls
; a few root-lice : roots strong and vin

ig. Martha—No leaf-galls; very few root-lice. Ha

largor roots as on the European vines. (Seethe (hybrid with

*"*)—No leaf-galls hut lice on roots very numerous. Ii

vineyards of Messrs. Isidor Bush & Sons, of Budiburg. Mo.

done poorly the "present vear. Dram! Amber-No leaf-.

few root-lice. Wilder (hybrid with vim/era—No leaf-gails

H^^otdiee^ Challenge (hybrid witli najfira)—No leaf-



roots affected but moderately. Dia

From this experience it would, appear that no vim

named, are entirely free from the attacks of the root

that the European varieties are most susceptible

Northern Fox, next in order, the River Bank grape ne

Summer grape being the least affected. It would likei

that galls are occasionally found on all of the species

species in Europe, it cannot be ronsi ilere i\ entirely e\

Nevei theless, in general terms, 1ihe River Ban k grape must 1

til'"'

d the species which the <

tff
:'.

iV i
! par

ters. Expert

more extended experience maj - DM ,dify>*omo of these deilu

We
:he attacks of the root-loi

!!' Yet . on the principle

small dose of poison may prove hai •niles^j or '3ven beneficial

an over-dose will kill, we find tinit a Small number of r<

produ ce no serious effects upor» a i,-ine
;
and that it is only

they :

percq)tible. With most of our

>rmal, the disease seems t

i iy, tl:

;:isHi2
and it is only with the foreign kindsj, and u-iti i a few of the I

under certain conditions, that it es on the more acute for

In France, according to M. Lai iman. ,
the . American v:

which have resisted the root-lc•use best are the Clinton.'

Herbi mont (known there as W n), ai id Bt )ine others *»

consi. lered valueless here, such he P: Mliil ,e, Elsimboro,

Mu.,ta ng of Texas, and a kind o f Y* ,rk-M ad<'i

suecuinb are the Isabella, Sen] ipeinong. ,
Colu-ord. Xoi'to"

ginia, Maxatawney, Hartford P
liffers a little from ours, b '.t! tlKU ;;,X.^
there also.- To bo mvthn" ,i -
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Dr. Elliott Coues adds some highly important ohservat

the osteology of the family, and compares their move pr<

skeletal modifications with those of the other groups of the

odes. Any one of a large number of individual bones, he

is of itself characteristic of the family. "A remarkalile

and flatness of different bones," he observes, " is the cli

characteristic ; it marks several bones that are cyliii'lric;

other birds and hollow in most ;" and adds that " foremosi

the diagnostic skeletal characters of the family oni.- tin

confluent condition of the metatarsals, which in all otlu

ing birds are completely fused." The* compound me

" shows its composition in the two lengthened fenestra1
tl

cate the three original metatarsals;" and Dr. Cones siiggt

" this may afford a useful hint in any search for the ancesti

the primiti ve distinctm •ss of the se 1 >ones is indiea '
'

.

ullary canaIs that are icadily seen iin a transversa3 section (

distal extrcunity of the

This cartsfully prepar. ;d paper, by Prof. Hyatt 11id Dr. Coi

a welcome and valuabl: additioi i our knowledj;e of tbi-

interesting and by no nleans well1-known group of 1jirds.

Notes oN THE NATUr*l History op Fort Macox. N. C

Vicinity.* -- Under the above ca n, we have a t

on the faun a and flora <A' the vic- init;y of Fort Mac '.'

lina, by Dr . Elliott Comes, based on'two years' obs
.

mals, Birds and Rer

Radiata, and Mollusca

The lists refer almost

Fort Macon is situated

ing it, thus rendering t

of great value as the r



i\U emltraces the names of one hundred and t

Lth qui te extended notes on then h 1 it

.lily sat

lines of arrival, breedh

isfaetory as a faunal list

ig. departure.

(p. 34.1

i reptil

No speSSSH£S
vcreol,-lerved on some of the nteighboring isls

• adjoining main land.

UVt
" *«J recently had cause to deplore. The Brachiopoda, nex



southern side of Bird Shoals.

The list of the Mollusc;! ^eem-

hundred and fifty species being e

are marine. The marine species

to Mr. Sanderson Smith, who ha

ing the peculiarities, etc., of the

jointly by Drs. Coues and L'aeka

thus quite thoroughly explored

Cones has added important note.-

. etc.. which add i>t<

Ynali'K

respecting the inlhience of sometimes single storms upon

February gale depressed the water iu a little bay oti OrU'

Cod, to such a degree that large portions of the :!..> ti-

ered- at low water were laid bare, and remained so foi »i

hours. The temperature at the time being i

F., a crust of ice formed over these exposed Hats, wlueu «<

time literally lilled with living M>!>< ormaria, am



works of reference. Dr.



Of the "Nomenclator" we shall have not

ornithological literature from the earliest times to date.

tui'c exist.- in every lepartinent of knowledge. Ornitho

of the more circumscribed studies, hardly

yet it. literature l^l^^Z
thoroughly digested. I„ the present work, we estimate

work, probably no one but the author lhinscdfhasaveryacut

eeption. That the list is a perfect index is

probably is not claimed ; we could supply a number of title:

selves, and of course better informed ornith()logists could add

more
; but it is certainly the nearest approrich to a complete

logue extant. The great trouble is, that the author has 1;

ously, ingeniously and successfully hidden away the imli'

titles by a remarkable system of enumeniting them. The

arranged alphabetically according to authors' names, hut

thirty-three separate headings. We cam iot stop to enun

these, but ifour reader will try to think up a!mnany different d

the work will show how hopelessly the autho i- has confused tin

ta,
aa^ ;aiU\ "''^



simply wonderful. Vov fair examples, picked up a

BOTANY.

Matematielie" f Naples, by G. A. Pasquale, on the efl'ects of

recent eruption of Vesuvius on the plants in the neighborhood,

egetation has suffered from contact with the ashes,

effect has been neither a scorching noi
aCtiou llas not been a mechanical one ; for a mere closing of
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pores of the epidermis could not have caused death i

time. The closing of the pores and stomata is un<

Xo change was observed similar to that produced hy 1

occurs only in the immediate vicinity of the volcano.

acid nor alkaline reaction is shown by any change of <

flowers or leaves, except a few instances of a changi

doubtful. Many phenomena concur in pointing to

ZOOLOGY.

culi, of which the

.





Balls of hair very compact and smooth

the stomachs of cattle, but stony

G. II. Perkins, Burlington, Vermont.

Animals of the Mammoth Cave.— [Since the account

Blind fishes of the Mammoth Cave was published in the >
t
a

ist for January, 1872, I have accidentally met with the lei

Prof. B. Silliman, Jr., printed in the Amer. Jour, of Kciem

article had I known of Prof. Silliman's at the tim

the following extract, especially calling attention tc

relating to the fish inth rolor and ^h-mul oy<x, in

further information may he obtained about this othe

species. Is it the "black fish" of TellkainpiV

The account of the rat found in the cave and in«

when first brought to the light, but afterwards att

conditions for the cause of the non-d<>\cl<>pi

many of the animals of the cave.— F. W. P.

" The phenomena of 1

but interesting. There

!he nitre earth. Ther
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opossum feeding in the woods and running up on him. flap I





birds as easily as a child picks up stonn-wori

shore. It was really no small comfort to be al

of this beautiful bird without betraying their i

feet long though the bird itself was not much larger than a w-;

headed <>ulL What in, \ do wilh t a ir tail- wIk-ii they feed^



Although some of the modifications of color were undoubtedly



••protective,'* — the paler tints developed in dry

localities, — vet the transition was as gradual over t

formerly .supposed

NoTEOXTHeThREAoWoKMU^ .»,*•>

Braix of the Snake Biro. -An account of this tenuiUi M
asite was «iven in the • Proceedings of the Boston bociet) i

the same plao

cerebellum. I

their oviducts





one hail thn alive an 1 four dead, the other :

dead ; neither of these latter broods lived ovei

unable up to the time of their death to rise froi

abonl ten weeks. Those which are alive are ;

succeeding' litters were to all appearances males

laborious and wasteful of time if clone by the investigator, ar>

liable to omit the most important points if intrusted to an"

artist. Even the microscopic himself, being unable to reprerfn

all that lie sees, is obliged to select what he conceives to >»
-

importance, and thus represents hi- own theories ratlier tian

severe facts. [U\ however, his theories are correct. "«< ^
delineation skilful, this v<-n pmvei of selection an

1

c- '
'

_

ness is on the side of photomicrography, but ^wV
[^.-, ...

methods arc now s|„.,,'l'r„|h n- d in the United States.

By the Woodbury method a relief surface of gelatine is F"^l

'_ .

••intao-lio" is'prodii'-ed bv prrs-uro. In this a series of m**"

colored gelatine iilms which constitute the prints, are form



it. maker.
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ical Journal" of London, diii'erent writers hav

in scientific research feel much pleas*

I

How we have been forced to modify our opinions, s

of aperture of, say, 150° in microscopical objective

and firmly believed tho>e things impossible which a

familiar, were as glad as any one, when they became >

Equally gratified, probably, will be Mr. Wenhi

shall see for himself that an angle of more thai

attained through balsam. Within a few days, I

good opportunity to see a ^th objective of Mr.

give an angle of 92° through balsam with tank ar

Mr. Wenham. I feel disposed, however, to let Mr.



i
,0

l' llI:l»ty to this branch of nik-roscoi.ic^Utu.

Action of Nerves.— I

ltributert valuable papers

J) i-nuiH-riuN VM> \,.|„ )N
-

()I, \ Fi;VF,.- Dr. L. S. Beale

^•E. Klein h hie papers on this subjo



the Royal Microscopical Society :uxl to the Memoirs in the Quart.

Journ. of Micro-eopi.al Science. Interesting incidental discus-

sions may be found in the Proceedings of the Roy.il Microscopical

Society in recent numbers of the Monthly Microscopical JoutmL



he muscles, for ins

g directly on the

M.irie iv-rw-Ii-l Dr. \>^b/> p : .per

>illaries, modif



of their contractile powers?" He inclined 1

lis of the conjinx i. ., ill limn.

y. Mill the influence of 1

.e instanced the fact that if an electr

Dr. Lawson thought



w.i'cr by Mr. lknlin- of

• discussions of Dr. lioale have led many if

accident of age and circ



enco may often be a question of degree rather tha

absolute fact.

As water distends, and finally ruptures and dest

blood corpuscles, it is suggested that in surgical o[

less harm would be done to the living tissues

sponging them with, instead of water, a solution of

Spontaneous Generation. — Dr. J. C. Dalton's

tares reviewing this subject, close with the reflectio

always, the idea of spontaneous generation is coi

organisms of which we know least : obscurity com

: the letter of the American treograi

Davidson "hoped to hear M. Far



<*"* to open water. The gi

upward through Behring'a Str



i.riiiiii's Pay and d<r>\ n upon

of whale, commonly passed novthwr

31. Paw said he expected to veaefi

M. Pavy. The (Julf Stream, he believed. fl<r

ami. roundino the P, ,!.-., S. .. Howe.I southward ag







Island, we stopped at AU>enimrlr.

I thirteen pounds. W e nav

hv ahll

011 all fours like a dog, their hind and fore feet bent i

found inhabitants (seven persons) only on Charl

those we visited, although other islands are inhabited,

panels on the 10th, making nine days' stay.— J. H
p"»«ma. June 30th. ["Since the receipt of this letter,



ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

EXCHANGES.

RECEIVED.
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SEQUOIA AND ITS HISTORY.

The sesjsion beiiag now happily inaugurated, your presfa

Boer of ithe last irear has only one duty to perform befoff

menders his elm ir to his successor. If allowed to bono
mile from the language of my o<ivn profession, I might liken

>r tin- ye; ti' in which he comes i:nto existerice, and performs

l^Ztl^JZtZI -m.UI OUt iu^a^e'lV
Each Pre sident, as he naturally expeetei

•iitril.nli' somethinig from his owiii investiga tions or his own
i' study.

11 to discuss some parti(•ular scientific u

Now, although I have cultivat< •d the rich [ of North Amer
otany. w ith some assiduity, for :

more than forty years, have

K'-WOll Oil r vegetal.) le hosts, and iissigned to

"•in their names a:nd their place in the raiiks, yet, so far as

wn wide country I:3 concerned, I have beerl to a great extei

mist, U er I had no t seen the Mississi

or set fo()t upon a prairie.

To graltify a natural interest, and to gftin some title for

ressmg^a body of
]
practical uatur explorers, I haven



their native haunts many a plant and Slow it which for me had long

bloomed unseen, or only in the liortxs si<xug. I have been able u<

see for myself what species and what forms constitute the main

features of the vegetation of each successive region, and record-

as the vegetation unerringly does— the permanent characteristics

of its climate.

Passing on from the e: ; y its equably dis-

tributed rainfall, and therefore naturally forest-clad, I have seen

their growth to the borders of streams, and then disappear from

the boundless drier plains; have, seen grassy plains cluing

erous trees adorning the more favored slopes of a mountain

that broad and bare elevated region shut off on both sides by high

as they were born ; and have reached at length the westward

slopes of the high mountain harrier which, refreshed by the Pacitie.

bears the noble forests of the Sierra Nevada and the Coast Range.

and among them trees which are the wonder of the world. As

stood in their shade, in the groves of Mariposa and CalaverM»*(fl

again under the canopy of the commoner Redwood, raised on

that I could not do better than to share with you, upon this oc

sion, some of the thoughts which possessed my mind. In

development they may. perhaps, lead us up to questions of consi
-

erable scientific interest. ^
I shall not detain you with any remark, (which would no^j

f the farW
of their

singular



i annual lines the lifeti

™Vi
ee that is honorc

Nig, in fact and I !i it.

icr w

One notable thing ab<Hit these Sequoia trees is their ISO hi

lost of the trees associated wi'th them are of peeuliai • spe

nd some of them are nearly as local. Y cry pint\ fir.

rptesa in California is in some i3ort familu cause it lias

hitives
' in other parts ofthewor!Id. Butth e red woods hi

-w™
vood—including in that n:

1 cypressZX-^tTI ''•V'

1

',",-

,,g-tr,

"ere they created thus local and lonely, denizens of California

»lv : one in limited numbers in a few choice spots on the Sierra

»eva»la, the other along the coast range from the Bay of Monterey

the frontiers of Oregon? Are they veritable Melchizedecs.

"ithout pedigree or early relationship, and possibly fated to be

Or are they now coming upon the stage (or rather were they

oming but i



Or, are they remnants, sole and scanty survivors of a race that

has played a grander part in the past, but is now verging to ex-

tinction ? Have they had a career, and can that career be ascer-

tained or surmised, so that we may at least guess whence they

came, and how, and when ?

Time was, and not long ago, when such questions as these were

regarded as useless and vain.— when students of natural history.

unmindful of what the name denotes, were content with a knowl-

edge of things as they now are, but gave little heed as to how they

came to be so. Now, such questions are held to be legitimate,

and perhaps not wholly unanswerable. It cannot now be said

that these trees inhabit their present restricted areas simply he-

cause they are there placed in the climate and soil of all the world

most congenial to them. These must indeed be congenial, or they

would not survive. But when we see how Australian Eucalyptus

trees thrive upon the Californian coast, and how these very red-

woods flourish upon another continent ; how the so-called wild

oat (Avena sterilis of -the Old World) has taken full possession of

California ; how that cattle and horses, introduced by the Spaniard,

have spread as widely and made themselves as much at home on

the plains of La Plata as on those of Tartary, and that the car-

cloon-thistle seeds, and others they brought with them, have mul-

tiplied there into numbers probably much exceeding those extant

. e. the prepotent

t needs abandon

and our own particular stock.

possession of this Nevr Worl
enous flora of islands general

come in the train of ma:

plants in open soil) of i ill teni]

born," but are self-inv ited in

the notion of any prir

and animals to their ha bitats.

not l.erega.



pse. But it does

be more copious. A species limited iu individuals h

tence by a precarious tenure ; and this has a footli

few sheltered spots, of a happy mean in temperatur

favored with moisture in summer. Even there, for

or other, the pines with which they are associated (P

advantage, and, though they strive in vain to emula

ground below,

present conditi<

young. Seedlings of the

1 meagre proportion to those
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" Few and evil " are the days of all the forest likely to be, while

of California, proud as the State may be of them, are already too

them all. The coast redwood — the most important tree in (Mi-

lumber and its accessibility, tlmt. jud-rinir thr future by the past.



dwell almost in thr

Sep:irate quarters of the world : the two re<Iwoods in Californi

tiie bald cypress in Atlantic North vmerica, its near relate

I *riod, the geologic

but:mists assure us, our own very Taxodium,
a i,rlyptostrobus, exceedingly like the prese nt Chinese tree, a

1H01v than one Sequoia, co-existed in a fourtt

,
m Europe ! This brings up the question: Is it possible

ter interval of time, so as to bring these extraordinarily ser

then, first, that there is ano
es, in this case of the yew f:

r distribution, and which ther
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this association, Dr . Torrey, was i founded upon a tree rather lately

discovei:-ed (that is, about thirty -live years ago) in northern Flor-

icla. 11 ; is a noble
,
yew-like troe, and viery local, b€ 1 1

only foi• a few miles> along the imores of ii single river. It seems

as if it had somehow been crov.-.led ilowi a out of the Alleghanies

into its present lirnited southei u (jiiartei •s ; for in cultivation it

evinces a northern hardiness. ]S'ow anotl ler species of Torreya is

a ehaneuteris tic tree of Japan : and the s ame, or one very like it

indeed. inhabits the Himalayas,— belongsi, therefore, to the East-

ern Asi atic temper? te reo-ion. of which China is a part, and Japan.

as we s hall see. the portion mosl ; interest!:Qg to us. There is only

one mo:re species of Torreya, and that is ;a companion of the red-

woods i n California . It is the t:.•ee loealhr known under the name

of the (California nntmeg. In th is case the three are near brethren.

species of the same genus, known nowhere! else than in these three

habitat*

Moreover, the T orida has

: are the ojff&Jim

in Oregon. A yew tree equally accompanies the Torreya of J

and the Himalayas, and this is" apparently the same as the eon

yew of Europe.

So we have three groups of trees of the great coniferous

which agree in this peculiar geographical distribution:

woods and their relatives, which differ widely enough to be te

a different genus in each region; the Torreyas, more ik> .

merely a different species in each region; the yews, pera»F

^peciel H<

egionswith
1



-pedes and of the aspect of vegetation in cro-

on the forty-seventh parallel, is slight in comparison wit

the thirty-seventh or near it. Confining our attentk

o so-called Papaw (Asimina) : no barberry of the common single-

'aved sort ; no Podophyllum or other of the peculiar associated

enera; no Nelumbo nor white water-lily: no prickly ash nor

umach; no loblolly-bay nor Stuartia ; no basswood nor linden

rees
; neither locust, honey-locust, coffee trees (Gymnocladns) nor

ellow-wood (Cladrastis) ; nothing answering to Hydrangea or

"itch-hazel, to gum-trees (Xyssa and Liquidannmr), Viburnum or

>iervilla
; it has few asters and golden-rods ; no lobelias ;

no huckle-

*rries and hardly any blueberries ; no Epiga*. charm of our earli-

st eastern spring, tempering an icy April wind with a delicious wdd

reeper (Tecoma) ; nothing answe
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sassafras, nor to benzoin tree, nor to hickory ; neither mulberry nor

elm
;
no beech, true chestnut, hornbeam, nor ironwood, nor a proper

bircli tree; and the enumeration might be continued very much

further by naming herbaceous plants and others familiar only to

In their place California is filled with plants of other types,

trees, shrubs and herbs, of which I will only remark that they are.

with one or two exceptions. ;l s different from the plants of the east-

Mandchuria), as they are from those of Atlantic North America.

southward, on the Mexican plateau, or'manv as far south as Chili.

The" same may be said of the wlanls of the internum- srreat



mtion does me the honor to print this discourse, to append in a

tion two or three cases as specimens.

Our Rhus Toxicodendron, or poison ivy. is very exa.-tly repeated

in Japan, but is found in no other part of the \\orhl. although

a species much like it abounds in California. Our other poisonous

^ ivp.VM-nted'in' W^tern America, hut has m, elo~e an analogue

j " Japan that the two were taken for the same by Thunbeig and

Linnaeus, who called them both R. Vernix.

Our northern fox-grape. I'/V/s L<d>n'sr<i, is wholly eonlmed to

the Atlantic States, except that it reappears in Japan and that

region.

blossoms, native to the Middle Atlantic States: the other species.

Which we so much prize in cultivation. I J'. Xiit>n,s>s is from China.

«its name denote., or perhaps only from Japan, where it is cer-

Xliluh indigenous.



he Alleghauies. lb

the rest belong to tin' (.'hino-,I;ip:ine.-e ivgion ami its co

Oregon.

Our blue cohosh (Caulophyllam) is confined to the

the Atlantic States, but has lately been discovered in i

peculiar relative of it, Diphylleia, confined to the highe

other part of the world.

which they obtained from their northern provinces

churia, and which is now known to inhabit Corea an*

Japan. The Jesuit Fathers identified the plant in Can

Atlantic States, brought over the Chinese name by wht

it, and established the trade in it, which was for many

profitable. The exportation of ginseng to China probi

yet entirely ceased. Whether the Asiatic and th

American ginsengs are exactly of the same species or i



ould be satisfied with

*»»'.Nt somewhat I'ully. and tabulated

This was before I leer had develope
tl* Arctic zone, before the immense a
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preceding and perhaps following. I considered that our own

present vegetation, or its proximate ancestry, must have occupied

the arctic and - , a •-. and that it h;i<]

been gradually pusi rl -outh ird a the 1 uiperature lowered and

the glaeiation advaneed. even lieyond its present habitation: tint

plants of the same stock and kindred. probably ranging round

the arctic zone a^ the present arctic species do. made their fom-.l

migration southward upon widely diU'erent longitudes, and receded

ence of climate which marks the eastern and the western sides of

less even then established, so that the same species and the same

' t hey \voul< 1 fail to do so in any<

ry in pliocene or still earlier t

i North Asia, rather um

edification of species in



Taxodium. which everywhere abounds in

y Hwr. with our common cypress of the
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— in the latter country along with the remains of another

distinguishable, bat very like the common species; and th

been identified by Lesquereux in the miocene of the ]

Mountains. So there is one species of tree which has come

essentially unchanged from the tertiary period, which for a

while inhabited both Europe and North America, and also, at

part of the period, the region which Livo-Taplm-ally emmec

two (once doubtless much more closely than now), but ha

vived only in the Atlantic United States and Mexico.

The same Sequoia which abounds in the same miocene i

tions in Northern Europe has been abundantly found in

of Iceland, Spitzbergen, Greenland, Mackenzie River and A
It is named S. Lcmgndorjii, but is pronounced to be very muc

S. mnperwrens, our living redwood of the Californian coas

rope and throughout t



before the glaciation of the region. Amo
already found in California, but which

ontological botanist has not yet had tin

expect to find evidence of the early arrival

upon the ground which they now, after ra

occupy.

Differences of climate, or circumstances of migration, or both,

must have determined the survival of Sequoia upon the Pacific,

and of Taxodium upon the Atlantic coast. And still the redwoods

Will not stand in the east, nor could our Taxodium find a congenial

station in California.

As to the remaining near relative of Sequoia, the Chinese Glyp.

tostrobus, a species of it, and its veritable representative, was

contemporaneous with Sequoia and Taxodium, not only in tem-

perate Europe, but throughout the Arctic regions from Greenland

to Alaska. Very similar would seem to have been the fate of a

more familiar gymnospermous tree, the Gingko or Salisburia. It

is now indigenous to Japan only. Its ancestor, as we may fairly

call it. since, according to Heer, " it corresponds so entirely with

the living species that it can scarcely be separated from it," once

inhabited Northern Europe, and the whole Arctic region round to

Alaska, and had even a representative farther south, in our

Rocky Mountain district. For some reason, this and Glyptos-

trobus survived only on the shores of Eastern Asia.

Libocedrus, on the other hand, appears to have cast in its lot

with the Sequoias. Two species, according to Heer, were with

them in Spitzbergen. Of the two now living, L. decurre,*^ the

incense-cedar, is one of the noblest associates of the present red-

woods
; the other is far south in the Andes of Chili.

The genealogv of the Torreyas is more obscure ;
yet it is not

unlikely that the yew-like trees, named Taxites, which flourished

with the Sequoias in the tertiary Arctic forests, are the remote

ancestors of the three species of Torreya, now severally in Florida,

in California, and in Japan.
As to the pines and firs, these were more numerously associated

with the ancient Sequoias of the polar forests than with their

Present representatives, but in different species, apparently more

like those of Eastern than of Western North America. They

must have encircled the polar zone then, as they encircle the

present temperate zone now.
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*uch ideas as these, though -1 ill repugnant to some, ana not

long since to many, have so possessed the minds of the naturalists

an investigation prosecuted without reference to them. I suppose

that the views here taken are little, if at all, in advance of the

average scientific mind of the day. I cannot regard them as less

noble than those which they are succeeding.

An able philosophical writer. Miss Frances Power Cobbe, has

recently and truthfully said:*



"It is a singular fact, that when we c:m find out how anything

is done, our first conclusion seems to be that God did not do it.

No matter how wonderful, how beautiful, how intimately complex

and delicate has been the machinery which has worked, perhaps

for centuries, perhaps for millions of ages, to bring about some be-

neficent result, if we can but catch a glimpse of the wheels its

divine character disappears."

I agree with the writer that this first conclusion is premature

and unworthy ; I will add deplorable. Through what faults or in-

firmities of dogmatism on the one hand and skepticism on the other

it came to be so thought, we need not here consider. Let us hope,

and I confidently expect, that it is not to last ;— that the religious

faith which survived without a shock the notion of the fixity of the

earth itself, may equally outlast the notion of the absolute fixity

of the species which inhabit it;— that, in the future even more

than in the past, faith in an order, which is the basis of science,

will not (as it cannot reasonably) be dissevered from faith in an

Orrtaliior, which is the basis of religion.

THE WHITE COFFEE-LEAF MINER.

Abundance.— Some idea of the abundance of these insects may

>e given by stating that, although, as I was frequently told, they

vere much less destructive than usual during the year in w *»

[ observed them, yet from one tree, which I chose for an exp

nent as not exceptional unless by reason of its size, I P'
c

_

me hundred and fifty-three leaves in the course of nineteen my-

ites, endeavoring at the same time to select only those lea^

foi'ty-

ind twenty-two inim- -till inhaliited; the

>r blotches made by a fungus whirl, also attacks the leaves.

Manner of D,..*,,,;.,,, 1 1,, injury ,au<ed by this insect*

Sue to the destruction of tho digotive and respiratory
organs



This insect . is said to lessen the cot

one-fifth.

ues:Ftn>gutr.—The ][eaves of the coffe<

spots may be easily distinguished from

>cause the two skins of the leaf which is a

mot be separated, and the color is

squally on both surfaces of the leaf. I

3 work of a fungus. It attacks leaves

a such part of the leaf as has been inju

utly begun are found to contain the fl

i small roundish blotch of a grayish
11 color as the fungus-spot), which l



if a lichen had grown upon it. These black dots

the frass of the larva, which showed through the e]

Where the ichneumon had escaped from these c

it had cut out an oval or rounded hole in the uppei

blotch. Once, before I broke open one of these mi

the ichneumon had escaped, I found the pupa-skin

broken end just touching the hole, through which i

I found several of these blotches which had nc

and yet I found no ichneumon within, but the Ian

empty. This led me to think that the fungus wh

turned may kill and exhaust some larva?.

According to Ratzeburg (Ichneumonen der I

(1844), p. 158), this ichneumon belongs to the gen

the family of ChcUcididce. I have not been able 1

factory figure of it. owing to the injured condition c

examples which I succeeded in preserving. It

The imago is metallic given or coppery; the w

parent, somewhat iridescent : the fore wings crossei

cloud beyond the middle. The fore wings have

than a double one near the front margin, which is

one-quarter, and ends in a fork at about three-c

distance between the base and the tip, sending oi

fork in line with the vein, and the other towards

of the wing. The inner margin of the fore wing it

for a short distance near the middle ; and the front

hind wing is thickened along more than half its

base. All the wings are fringed around their m



te)

It belongs to that subfamily of the iclm

*e; consequently I will call it Bracon letij

.-anas^nstubconiron.ricwilh.:
venation of the wings, nearly related to Exo

given in Wesmaer, • Mono-raplm- dc> Bniconi

intheXouvol!,. M.'-ni.-iu ..h- 1'Aca.lemie de Bn

P- ^3, and accompanying plate, fig. 10.



The perfect insect (Fig. 130) is honey yellow, except the eyes.

ocelli, and sometimes the ocellar space, which are black. Tin

antennae are also black, and consist of twelve slender, suli-tvual.

uniformly cylindrical joints beyond the scape,- which seems to

consist of two short, stout joints, making fourteen in all. The

head is transverse; the front projects slightly beyond the eyes:

the hind margin of the vertex is emarginate, the einarjiiimti.u

filled with the upper edge of the occiput. The three ocelli are

arranged triangularly ; in some examples they are approximate,

in others distant, which may be a sexual difference. The neck is

distinct; the back of the mesothon.x suh-hcxngonul. roun-lod.

tapering anteriorly. In some of my examples the abdomen

is elongate, subclavate ; in others it is rotundate. I think the

The antenna? are honey yellow, instead of black, as n

oped specimens. They lie along the breast, and reach

of the posterior femora, which is about the length 01

body. The first two joints are retracted within a ci

front of the head, which seems to be the result of a

and though enough of the front remains to contain

ocellus, it seems as if it must be still farther forward

imago. The hind pair of legs is stuck straight out be!

abdomen is broken off.) The first and second pair o

the femur folded forwards; the tibia and tarsus lie 1



Christovao, and his I

that the coffee-trees

rilian Minister at Pa

cvor since. It cannot be doubted that the ;

from the Antilles with the plants, and that a

'
- at that time, by any person fain

prevented the introduction of so great a pes



ire difficult to choose a proper remedy for a disease wi

is familiar, than to trace out the nature and progre

ease. But at this day the science of entomology, pai

3er a disadvantage from which the practice of medicii

nely, it possesses no treasury of results drawn from es

e practical entomologist can only recommend mea-mi

t to the trial, and in this way gradually gather a body <

Hie most obvious remedy which suggests itself is the
I

1 destruction of the leaves which contain the livin

this was done thoroughly, it would no doubt resu

nplete extermination of the pests, a result the value

shortly after the operation, to the end, if it were possime, w

having to regret but one crop of coffee. * * To attain this condi-

tion more promptly, the operation in question should be m e

with a cutting instrument, and at a height which should be deter-

mined by the proprietor himself (a metre and a half). Care.*
b
°^.

be taken to preserve here and there

branches, which would tend to maintain the equilibriur

in all parts of the plant. * * Afterwards the developn

Mil in- Hi

thi. Uirvii' hi



ties for increasing and utilizing all the knowledge whicli can be

gained upon these subjects.

Another remedy which Giu'iin recommendsis'Hokindh ' liros ai

all points of the eotfee-pbmtatioi is. at the time when the moths

''('-in to issue from their cocoon g. It is well known th:it many
! "^'

l 'N. and alx.ve all the nocturn;
K-tedby

,„,. llllt il they are burncsd there.

' -.:,
iduals would be thus de

At the same time, and to attain tlilis object mo! , lighted



torches might be carried through the plai

Thus a crowd of moths, hidden in places to which the

fixed fires could not penetrate, would he attracted, an

Although this measure would not be absolutely efficacio

practised for a long time and together over the whole

which would be difllcult to accomplish, yet it would rep

labor expended upon it, if adopted at the time when t

were abundant.

I will also recommend again the use of Col. Sorsby'

which I have described at length in my report upon the e

Maize, drawing the description of it from the Report of t

lhave thus stated all the direct means which have

gested for the suppression of these pests. It is evident

of them can be adopted without the expenditure of u

and labor. If other measures, less direct, could be i

which would add to the eflicieney, or take the place

already surest ed, the benefit would be great. W'hate

.. Xutim

vided enemi es for the moth '

Let us only learn how to <

friends of 01us, and they will

made to work for us whenev
them.

I recomnnmd that before 1

placed in an

there allowe< 1 to lie until the

apartment s hould be made i

guarded enti•ance, it would b
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and killed. Or the sides of such an apartment could bemad

gauze, fine enough not to allow the passage of tine moths, but

large enough to let the parasites out, Such a building <"»!<

placed in the midst of a plantation. I believe that eventual!;

shall have to rely mainly upon such indirect measures a- :i

teetion for our crops. It miglit even l>c worth while to un-li-r

a positive cull • s, at least at those tinn- \

observed, in studying the history of those insects which are

jected to unnatural conditions by man's cultivation of the gTO

that there is an alternation of years or of series of years iu w

the insects are found to be very destructive, or to have all

entirely disappeared. The-e alternation- are partly due to

influence of the seasons, but largely to the attacks of other ins

be able to tind food, and will themselves pe:

the destructive insects will have an opportui

ion will be continued. Now it is a

structive insects have been reduced to the sm

enlightened agriculturist will find it most pr

how rapidly these insects increase, when no

forces of nature, he will feel that every eifor

the first step will be an investment of labo

for a long time to come. Who then would <
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are flat. Uiegola



quarter of its height. They extend downward at an angle of 45",

more or "less, and diverge a little. They bend abruptly downward

at the elbow, the fore arm being perpendicular. The hands, rest-

ing on the knees, project forward like feet and are cut off squarely,

the fingers, five in number, being indicated by scratches. This

awkward turning forward of the elbows recalls the similar position

of the arm of an Indian warrior, in the well known picture of the

" Marriage of Pocahontas." The arms of the vase are cylindrical

like the legs and not only longer but thicker than they. An arm-

let is represented just above the knee-like elbow, and a bracelet

two or three inches above each wrist. Just above and between

the shoulders are two short prominent ridges, shown in the

engraving, which may be intended to represent clavicles. On

each side, just back of the shoulder, is a similar ridge curved into a

loop, the two ends of which are turned forward. On the back,

coinciding nearly with the middle third of the mesial line is a thin

finlike crest ornamented with lines drawn perpendicularly to the

body. The figure is furnished with a carefully moulded, erect

phallus. On the thigh is a low, cylindrical prominence, concave

on the summit, shaped like the centrum of an ichthyosaur.

The head, answering as a cover, is in a separate piece, forming

a hollow truncated cone 9-10 inches in height, the base being m

outside measurement a little smaller than that of the upper pa

of the body of the urn. The top of the head is flat, with a pro-

jecting rim like a narrow brimmed hat and on the surface are

large number of sharp points, arranged in regular quincunx order.

On the front of the cover is represented a face, the general arrange-

ment of whose features is well shown in the sketch. The bounding

line, eyes, eyebrows, nose and mouth are all in high

and were applied after the head-like covei

Around the base of the head-like cover are six holes w "-r-

other perforations in the rim of the base correspond. Thes**e

a

intended for strings used in tying on the cover, after WS*^

brown wax was used to lute the two together. Of this ma
^

a portion still remains and bears the impress of what appe

The base on which the figure sits is square, solid and s"Pp
°

ho]e

by two upright, transverse pieces like sled runners; the

resembling one of the curious stools hewn out of a solid bloc*

used by the Amazonian Indian nowadays.





The material of which the urn is composed is a very coarse

clay full of sand and consequently brittle when hurned. The legs

and arms are broken in several places. The surface of the va>.

is moderately smooth and the greater part is without ornamen-

tation. The face has received a wash of ochre yellow clay. Near

the base are a few white lines difficult to trace out, but which

resemble the ornament on the burial vase, Fig. 65, in my little

paper " On the Pottery of Marajo," in the Naturalist for July of

last year.

The urn, as it at present exists in the Museum of Para, contains

part of a human skeleton, showing no trace of burning. The cra-

nium is wanting. It is impossible now to say whether the rip

ever contained the whole skeleton. From the small size >< !

urn I should suppose, however, that it did not.

Senhor Penna visited, in February of this year, the locality

where this curious urn was found and sent me a few notes on it.

He- says that several leagues up the Rio Maraca. at a short distai;

from the river, there is an immense flat mass of friable sandstone.

in which is a large crevice, expanding, in one place, into a large

grotto. Near by and on a plain, to reach which it is necessary to

climb a steep hill covered by wood, is another small grotto lighten

by a large opening above. On the floor of this last grotto, Senhor

Penna found several urns, mostly broken, but of which two were

entire. Some of these were of the same form as that I have .]»>

described, but others were shaped like armadillos and tortoi: i

(Jabuti), though all had human countenances. Seuhoi
^

•

says that all the tubular vases, like the one just described

the organs of sex, male or female, carefully and promu>en }

represented. .

Since the above was sent to press I have succeeded inrt**
j

a magnificent female gemchlsurnen from the Ilha do P* '

Lake Arary, Marajo. in this urn the upper part is room 1 '

furnished s

together w



These deposits have

according to the position

northern end of the islan

r<»».-ks which belong bey

pebbles can be referred t

-Mount Hope Bay to th(

there is a very wide difference noticeable

aterial in the basin of the Charles River a:

Inch flosv into Massachusetts Bay. and this

Aquidneck island, there can be little dot

ttiun of erratics, from limits more than fifty

mass is made up of boulders of a conglon



reminds one of the pudding stone in the neighborhood of Boston.

but it differs from that rock in the comparative abundance of ihr

matrix, and scarcity of pebbles of large size. The pebbles are,

moreover, composed of different sorts of rock from those in the

Boston conglomerates. After a careful inspection, I am compelled

to conclude that none of the conglomerate masses are from Hi
set of beds, which extend over the country to the north and east

of the Blue Hills near Boston.

On the northern part of the island, a few of the syenite cliffs,

which rise at steep angles from the plain, are the only points which

have no drift matter upon them. Between these cliffs and the

north slope of Butts Hill is a plain much indented by singular

depressions already described (vide supra p. 523). The drift here

has an unknown depth ; it is known to be more than fifteen feet

in thickness, and is probably at some points as ranch as forty

from that which is always found in our boulder deposits, being a

mixture of all the kinds of materials which go to make up the

pebbly part of the deposit. There is no trace of true moraine

heaps, such as fill the valleys in front of existing glaciers, in tin*

part of the island. All the drift has, more or less, the character

described by Agassi/, and by him referred to the melting of a

great ice sheet, and the deposition, in a great unstratified mass, ot

all the pebbles which it had torn from its bed. Following the

drift southwards, we find that without much change of volume t e

constituents become greatly altered in character. A large Par

the materials which are found in it at the extreme northern end

appear, and are replaced by fragments from the rocks winch * Ml

in the immediate iieHiborlmod. This is vcrv clearly >een in '

beds which over li. He ...rtiou <d' tin isl-.nd which contains coal



in place of the rivers of ice in the other condition. In the tir-t

condition of the ice, the rock boundaries of the streams furnish

comparatively the larger part of the material transported by the

stream, but its comparatively thin mass gives it no such abrading
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power as is possessed by the far thicker continental gii

This hist named form of the action can only take up masse

material from the base over which it grinds ; its ability to

fragments from the rock beneath it would always he far gn

than the stream glacier, on account of its superior thickness

therefore far greater crushing power.

Examination of the materials deposited by these two forms o

action shows us enough difference between them to enable I

belongs. Where a large part of the fragments are angular, she

no trace of grinding againsl the bottom of the glacier, we

neck has been deposited by ice acting in the h

methods. Possibly there may have been a little

the principal part of the drift found here has be



e are only two points where the glacial deposits s

i of any other interpretation. Two-thirds of a mile n

t having a form which strongly suggests that it might 1

leposited as a terminal moraine. It is in the form «

i few hundred feet long, and by its position, shape and si

lese hills have been formed m a miterem

drift ; there seems no other reasonable i

se that they were also formed by a retre;

remains it has left behind, is essential

we find over the region to the northwan

less well defined glaciers

; of erosion d

>m a study of



onAquidneck Island. Wherever there is a mass of rock which juts

abruptly from the general surface, it shows some of the peculiar

marks of southward moving ice ; besides the universal smoothing

and scoring of the surface, each of these projections shows us

the phenomena of " shock and lee sides," and the northern end

is always more worn than the southern end. All the precipitous

slopes of any considerable area are upon the faces away from the

northern side of the masses to which they belong. This sort of

evidence is visible in most regions which have been subjected to

glacial action, but at two points on this island it takes a shape

which has not been observed at other points on our coast. In the

felsite district south of Newport Harbor there are many admir-

able specimens ofrounded bosses of roek, the " roches moutonee

of the French geologists. These, one and all, show on careful study

which have been pushed around towards the south in such a as

been separated at one moment a mass of rock sufficient to turnisn

at least one hundred tons of boulders to the ice current.

The mass of conglomerate and associated materials known as

Paradise Rocks also shows some interesting phenomena. These

rocks consist of a set of ridges of steeply inclined beds ol fflj|Wj

hardness, which owe their position to a number of parallel fau *

extending in a north and south direction with a conSl™™

throw, so that the projecting edges of the rocks rise at s

angles to the height of from fifty to one hundred and W
above the sea level Carefnlh t,aein, th se rocks in the d*cho

in which they are continued to the. northward, it b^^£
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men ; there can be no doubt, however, that it was quite

covered with boulders of varied size. The thousand

tin -reab >uts of stone walls which are found upon the ish

tiif original abundance of these surface boulders. Mi

larger masses have been broken up in order to hi- used loi

without resorting to some such agency as floating ice operating

at the close of the iriod. This metliod of ex-

plaining the abundance of surface erratics is much in favor with

many European geologists. There are many arguments against it.

the main agent. On the highest hills these boulders abound the

most; now there is every reason to believe that there lias been at

the most not over forty feet of subsidence on this shore since the

beginning of the glacial period ; a depression so considerable as

to have lowered the level of the highest hills of Aquidneck island

beneath the level of the sea, must have left some recognizable

evidence of its existence. There is, however, no evidence suffi-

cient of such a change of level. We can more satisfactorily

account for the facts by assuming that these boulders of large

masses in the o-lacier which were furthest from the rock bed would

receive the least attrition and therefore remain the largest in size ;

moreover, the continual wear to which the upper part of the drift

bed has been subjected has served to wash away a large quantity

°f the mud, which forms a great part of the mass, leaving the

pebbles of various sizes accumulated on the surface. These great

boulders should, on account of their superior position, have been

riven from their parent rock at a greater distance from their

Present position than the other which lies below them. It is a

tolerably safe conclusion that the lowermost pebbles in the mass

which were riven l.v the ice from the bed rock, would be the



fragment <>! :i! wear, it uuj;

the suhposition of fragments more recently sundered. Ik- gra

lifted out of the level of greatest attrition into a level wt

would be carried without much wear. When the rock over

the ice flowed yielded fragments more rapidly than thei

ground up, the conditions would be the most favorable fore

transportation; when, on the other hand, if the grinding

pebbles went on more rapidly than they were supplied, the t

of distant transportation would be small. This is well ilhi-

over the southern part of Aquidneck island. When the
|

swept over the friable slates, the drift drawn from the no

end of the island kept in security in the upper part of the «i

hard felsites and argilHfes were encountered, the packing*

der in the shape of t

would have been the formation ol

ice across this island, tin

'
Al

pebbles of the drift would sure]

face. We are therefore justinY*! :

TZo lit worn 'away

1

,1
-^



widely from 1

' J'
lst s,K 'b (

'

lul

a stout boss of rock, where the flexible stream would turn a little

The cutting of the scratches is not as deep as in more northern

rt'-rions
: there is nothing like the long deep drawn grooves of north-

ern Vermont, or the region about the Great Lakes. This may be

'toe as much to the prevailing weakness of the cutting tools, the

P^bles, as to a difference in the energy of movement of their

setting, the ice. On Price's neck, a singularly good specimen of

glacial erosion, the scratches are quite distinct and the amount

of surface which shows ice action unusually large. The point of

greatest interest connected with this locality is found in the evi-

dence it affords concerning the depression of this region since the

time when these furrows°were graven. If it had been for any

considerable time beneath the sea it would have surely been

changed from its present character. I believe that most, if not

a11 of it, was beneath the - < at the time when the glacial sheet
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passed away, but the reelevation was so quick that even these

evidence they give concerning the nearness of the time wheu they

were made. Although the rock is not the most enduring, having

a considerable tendency to shatter, they stand almost as fresh as

the carvings on Egyptian stones.

In attempting to measure the inlhtence of the glacial action

upon this region the first question which arises is whether we are

to refer the whole of the erosion which is clearly to be attributed

to this agent to the action of the ice time which immediately

preceded the present geological period, or must look upon it

as having been in part the work of more ancient glacial

periods. Besides the general argument that there is a great

improbability in the supposition that there has been but one glacial

period in the earth's history, we have other reasons for believing

that glacial action has been a constantly recurring clement ik '•

successive geological stages. The hypothesis of Mr Croll. which

up to the present time is the most satisfactory theory that has

been presented to account for the coming of the ice time, makes the

change depend entirely upon the alteration in the eccentricity d

the earth's orbit, and the change in the place in that orbit wheut

northern and southern hemispheres get their winter and summer

exposures to the sun. Whether these hypotheses prove \>e

founded or not there can be no doubt that the past geologiea

record shows us evidences enough of glacial action. Even gtu

conglomerate is in itself such evidence ; nothing but a glacial peiu*

is competent to produce or transport, into their present po*i w

such masses of pebbles as make up the conglomerate which is teiw

in the carboniferous rocks of this island. At almost every sta
jj|®

the earth's history we have the same sort of accumulations. V9

abound in the primordial, arc frequent in the palaeozoic an

mesozoic, and numerous in the tertiary. The Roxbury conglom

rate found in the town of that name, and over a large ,:.
-

the south and west shores of Massachusetts Bay, is som™.^
the modem drift, that at one point, where it is rather

.

m01^^m

herent than usual, the eye does not at first readily detect .

ference between the glacial beds of the geological yestenttjj

^ ^

the underlying conglomerate of the primordial time, s0
bv

the physical connection of these beds which are separa

nearly the whole life-bearing section of the earth's crust.



; alone; our whole conception of the conditions under

life has been developed and the successive sheets oi

would be forced upon us when we recognized glanatioii M

he past could have been subjected to ever varying conditions,

las been driven in endless chase from equator to poles

alternating changes of heat and cold, these variation would

ucceedeel each other with startling rapidity. This view is

ant with all we know of life in the pa-t : it furthermore seems

highest degree fitting that life, the product, the localization

a energy, should find the spur that drove it onwards and

Is iii the changes of its motive force.



ON THE CAUSE OF DETERIORATION IX
OUR NATIVE GRAPE-VINES, AND ONE <

PROBABLE REASONS WHY EUROPE
VINES HAVE SO GENERALLY

FAILED WITH US.

Means of Contagion from one Vine to Another.— W
young lice, whether hatched upon the roots or in the galls, arc

quite active and crawl about for some time ;
and that they «ffl

spread from one vine to another, either under ground upon the

roots or on the surface of the ground during the night, is highly

probable. Such, however, cannot be the mode of spreading from

one vineyard to another; for were it so, the malady could nut

possibly have assumed such proportions in so short a time as 1

has done abroad. One method of transport is upon the roots o

seedlings and cuttings, but the insect cannot in this manner find

its way to an old vineyard, and there must be still another means.

Here we come to that part of the natural history of our M*W

which must assume the form of hypothecs until further observa-

tions shall be made. In this country the malady is general hut

in France, where it is still spreading from one place to another,

they have a good opportunity to watch its progress ;
and Plane ion

finds that it always commences at certain circumscribed pw£

and spreads from these points in more or less regular cv^

There is no way of accounting for these nuclei—-tr
°

points in the centre of an old vineyard that never s'
"

• showed signs 01

before, except on the hypothesis of the winga

having flown there and started the colony.
inhalv

We have already seen that certain individuals of the roo *b*-j

iting type become winged. Why these individuals hec0^ g£
while others never do, is, perhaps, not for us to understate

.

noret ventures the Um.aivki:,., suggestion that the neeCl °

ndthe
ting roots that are already destroyed may be one reason, a^
pup* are certainly found more particularly on badly inteste

All plant-lice multiply agamically during the summer

(622)
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Only in this manner can we account for the galls abounding so

much more on some varieties than on others.

Some persons may wonder how a minute insect with such deli-

cate wings, braced with so few simple veins, as those possessed by

our Phylloxera can manage to fly through the air to any gnat

distance ; and those who have not witnessed them in flight are

very apt to underrate their powers of volitation. There is a

conical gall very common on the upper surface of the leaves of

our Shell-bark hickories. This gall is made by a louse very

closely allied to our Grape-leaf gall-louse and was named Phyl-

loxera carycefolice by Dr. Fitch.* This louse occurs abundantly I

the winged form, and famishes an excellent illustration of the

power of the insects of this genus to fly. Let any one watch

these winged gall-lice, as they issue, during some warm day in

June, from the fimbriated mouth of their gall, and he will be

struck with astonishment at the facility and power with which

they fly off. They are no sooner out of the gall than the wings

begin to vibrate so as to become invisible, and the insect suddenly

darts away with wonderful force. They must likewise often be

carried great distances by the wind.

Again, it would at first sight seem almost impossible for the

female to deposit her loose eggs which have no viscous prope ,

upon a swaying leaf, but this very feat is accomplished by another

little louse of the same genus,t which may be found depositing

eggs all through the summer months, on the under

leaves of our young Post oaks.

Probable Reason why its Injuries are Greater

than with us.— It is a well recognized fact among

observers, that in the natural state there is a greater

:

of the

...

between the fauna and flora of a country than in tne more

ficial state that civilized man induces by cultivation,

long series of ages, the species least able to contend in the*W
for life « go to the wall," until at last by a process of ehnuna .,

the balance is struck and we find the animal and plant ***

adapted and adjusted to each other. For this^reasont^

—



reasons such as the differ

: soil ; for in the French <lis

-hly probable; and M.

:he Hessian fly

rally h'A. so that when the vine is about dying it is olten

to Bad any trace of the cause of death. On the rott

little eight-legged mites are frequently met with, and



also to be found in the galls. They may always be distinguis

from the true lice by their white, or dirty-white, color.

Practical Suggestions.—Last year, from the knowledge

then had of this insect in this country I recommended the dest

tion of the Clinton vine, where other and better varieties

ceeded as well. This advice was given in order to get rid of

galls, and wherever it has been followed it has had the desired tt

It was given, however, under the impression that the liee wi

not attack the roots except where the leaves were covered

galls ; whereas, in truth, the roots would appear to be less affe

(at least during the growing season) where the leaf-galls

abundant than where they are scarce ; while they may he a

lutely ruined where no signs of galls exist. Consequently t

is no longer any urgent need of, or good reasons for, destro;

our Clinton vines. By doing so we may diminish the numb<

troublesome, on poor, gravelly or clayey soils. in deep, ne

I think there is less danger." In France it has been foun.

less troublesome on sandy soils, and in my studies I have
j

noticed that minute, soft-bodied insects do poorly in sand.*

gic tei the growth of vine the greater the growth of roo

consequently vines that are trained on walls and which thus

Remedies.— Destruction of the Gall-Lice.— From what w,

seen, we may just lv infer that this insect cannot of use

from one vineyard to another without going through th<

producing phase : and a few galls on the leaves are, no

invariably the first signs of its" advent, by natural uiean^

vineyard not previously attacked. By natural means,

without the aid of man's a^istance. by which they are intr<



exn llont chance for our dift'erent a grh ult

TaT*1^
ii.l facility

de to such vii'n,

'"•' ,,n,

poss;ible by the experience of otlu >rs, I V

Of t rials in Fra uce. From t these result-

ma\r learn that no reliable i ami

all the lice after they hiive bee•om

tion, and I have great hopes of benefit from the saponaceous

compound prepared in this country by James Buchan & Co., of

New York. This compound is not yet manufactured in France,

where they have to use the pure acid or the crystals.

Carbolic arid added to water at the rate of one-half to one per

then fills these holes with me J

the soil in all directions. A goo

5 in this country, would work i

I of compressing the earth less,

?

Cade.— This empyr-



cheap in France, when dissolved in any alkali (the urine of

being good enough) and applied in the same manner desc

above, lias also given good results. A mixture composed of

and sulphur boiled in water at the rate of about five pounds

and live pounds sulphur to one galIon of water, and applied

hot, has been found good.

Alkalies seem to invigorate the idues, but do not affect the

They are also too costly. Salt.—

'

lines on lands strongly ini

nated with sail have been found to resist the attacks of the

Acids generally are neutralized by the lime which most

Sulphur has been thoroughly tried without any good rei

either upon the leaf-lice or root-lice.

Sulphuretted hydrogen.— They have tried to pump this info

soil, but the pumps always break and no one would think of
j

to such trouble here.

Sulphate of Iron is of no account. Sulphate of Copper des

the roots. Numerous other chemicals have been experin*

Irrigation and SnbiiH'i'xion have been pretty thoroughly te

and it is doubtful, even where they can be employed, whether

have any other effect than that of invigorating the vines, as tin

are, many of them, found alive after a submergence of mo

These methods must be considered conservatives rather

forming galls on the leaves or gall-like excrescent

This insect is polymorphic, as many others c

known to be. It also exists in two types, the o

termed radicicola, living on the roots, while the

be termed galO'-cola, dwells in galls on the leav<

found more especially on the Clinton and its

former is found on all varieties, but flourishc

belonging to the v in ifera species. The gall-inl



non, in 1863. Th



of the fa<2ts I have 1 aav br< .light forth need not alar

grower a ny more tl iau correct fc;nowleclge of some i

hitherto . . . nsive a n< 1 consequently uncured,

the human patient. It was only ii few years ago that

opened to the true charae ter of the entozoon know

Si>;raJts, and there can be little doubt but that pr<

;e of this e nuu;y a death occasion)

attribute. 1 to other iinknown can ses. It may not be

cure the disease now than it wa s formerly, but we i

standing its nature, enable. 1 easil

"Full krlowledge o [' the t ruth," says Helmholz, " i

with it the cure for mage which imperfect kn

occasion." The Phylloxer a has always existed on c

those vai ieties wide h in tl ie past have best withsto<

will be v< •rv likelv 1. ) do so in tini future. The pres<

lice on such varieti il can se no fear, for the

entirely < 'xterniiii.-iti ng sue insect from the cou

Utopian, ai id all vi-e ean do is to watch and

ularly .are for those varieties that most easily succum

future, the vineyardist will be enabled, by the reveh

made, to trace to a definite cause many a failure which 1

been wrapped in conjecture and mystery.

In thus calling the attention of the grape growing

to this interesting little insect, which is sapping the roc

vines, my intention is to do good and uol cause a

the microscopic plague and thus not only assisl to D

yet occurring in its natural history, but help us to bee

masters of it. Only those who have witnessed the fe:

it has made abroad, where in three years it caused

25,000,000 francs in the single department of Vauclu



ranee, for the cord

every facility for i

•iments in the field
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Owen, whom the author very properly arraigns for his i

sophic handling of the oiirpal-tarsal homologies. They are t

bones, anchylosing together, and with the tibia, serving to t

characteristic avian bit rochlear malleoli ; and one far hon

unites with the metatarsals. For these Prof. Morse aec<

Many interesting details of the 'form, time and mode of

etc., in different species are given. The fourth hone is a

stated that the

tibiale and the in

for Prof. Morse

this segment the autl



unquestionably pressed apart from radiate; in each c

WCphasize the author's words : "it is safe to reject i

for the present," In the case of Dendroeca, we think

culty of the supposed extra carpal can be satisfactor

Prof. Morse has been led to believe that " the nine

with the ulna." because he several times observed a

appression of the two bones, and failed to find an «

two instances. But in figure 43, where no ulnare v.

>ve for the r

svith the oth<



does not specially treat, we should say that, while the autityi-v ..f

tibiale and uhiare and of jVml<-r<- mid nnlialr appears unquestion-

able, observations are wanted to show the relations of the remain-

ing tarsal bones with those of the distal carpal series : for if

Prof. Morse correctly identifies the latter as carpale Hi and ic, these

do not correspond with those of the tarsus determined as uiitfiHj

This remarkably aide paper is illustrated with two colored plates

containing forty- eight figures from the author's accomplished pen-

cil, representing exactly what he saw. We trust that Prof. Morse

will continue his admirable embryological studies, and show us

his stamp.

II. Although we only undertake to give a complete record of

seen it in Zanclostomus, Rhinortha and Eudym

wanting in Centropus and several American form;

nidfje, a species has the uncinate bone " representee

ciform apophysis of the descending ramus of the la

of the gfiiow •

'

» (Thalassiaroiiw

'"Ivor/Vi"!^



f insects; of Paolia. a remarkal

Desmids.J Microscopies will «t

' on the desmids of Sweden. It

an observers, as there is so much



desmicl floras of the two countries. It is

Five excellent plates illustrate the paper.

Le ixa poltbbhiza.— While botan zing last * eek on the l'laltr

river n Nebraska, I found, near Frem ont, large quantitie

pohjr hiza, and upon close inspection to my gre. t joy l •mid many

ppfci nens in bloom. As this is rarel y found in .loom. t may per-

hap> be deemed worthy of record. I secured pecinu is which I

shall

State

trip I found Euphorbia marqu

rn and northwestern Iowa, tho

is the " plains of Kansas and Ne
Agricultural Coll.

t»™- as

New Botanical Works.—A new \
art of Ben liamai 1 Hooker-,

" Genera Plantarum " is in the print er's hands, as we learn troii

Trimen's "Journal of Botany," find s expected to be jut l.y th.

end of October. It will comprise Rubiacae, C miposi x, ami tin

inters ening orders.

Mi .M.C.Cook's new journal "G voted to C'rypto-

gami 3 Botany and its literature, coi tains niucl that 1 ili iiitcre--'

ican botanists. The August lumber co tinues Mr. C A

Peek uncos that a serie of n^'

on X orth American Fungi, by Rev. J. M. Berk -ley wi [ he begin

We have received the first number of the "Transaction

Imperial Botanic Garden at St. Petersburg," an octavo

pages, printed partly in Russian and partly in Latin.

opment of Tornaria has

Muller, Krohn, Fitz Mi
li-h embryo. The anah

ZOOLOGY.
STAGE OF BALAXOGLOSSU .__ The (level-

is well known

M^fS dered it a star-



ire confiii

iVo|u/ns the cells. Kv

i'>s. Wl

ure Propose to name

**, the large barren gro

d also, I think, he ivtVn



see no good generic character by which it can be separated A

description ami figure of this new Passerc-ulns, will be found in the

"Naturalists' Guide" (page 112) under the name of Centronix

Bairdii, with a history of the capture of the first specimen and ahn

an account of how this name came to he applied to it. It will like-

wise be understood that the name of Centronyx Bamlii, given in a

notice in the May number of the Naturalist (page 307) by Mr.

Brewster, should rend P<<strains princeps.

The Thalasseuz Iliwlii, mentioned by Mr. Brewster in the same

article, should also read Sterna Forsterii, for I have become con-

vinced by carefully studying a large number of specimens that the

Thalasseas Ilavelii = Sterna ILnvlii of authors, is the young of

Sterna Forsterii.— C. J. Maynard.

called Barbados tar: and from which one n

gallons in a day. The troop, m-i.i to ii.r

halted at this spring, collected some of tl«

joints with it. This gave them great relit

'hank freely operated as a gentle purge."

MICROSCOPY.
Successive Polarization of Light.—'

procedure has been accomplished in eonnet



roved by order of Mr. Hilton, who.

in charge of the works of art and

not have the education fully to apim

the expression of the most cultivate

*ss of citizens of New York, and can but m<

sponse throughout the country, we trust that th

Commissioners will fully realize the import*
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Dr. Hawkins' work and of allowing him to extend the very

tive series which he had planned. Not only does it de\

the Commissioners to render justice to Dr. Hawkins. hut

the restoration of the work and the reinstatement of Dr. II

to remove a blot from the fair fame of American science.

It seems as if the interference with the work of scientific i

their snubbing by the " Heads of Departments " had been i

of late, for not only have we to regret the treatment of Dr. 1

and Dr. Parry in this country, but also the equally oul

treatment of Dr. Hooker by the Head Commissioner of I

Gardens in England, as lately made public in -Nature

we really going back to the early days of science, when a >

man was looked upon as a subject for the mad house, or is

to the fact that " brains are scarce in high places?"

We take this occasion to correct an impression which w

held by some of our readers relative to the American 3Ii

Natural Sistory, which is supposed by many persons not «*

with the complex system of the Central Park, to be ui

same u-ovcrnment as that which Mr. Hilton represented.;

its ...li.vr, were in a measure responsible for the outrag

trated. Such is not the case, and we should feel great i

ANSWERS TO

BOOKS RECEIVED.
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NOTES ON ABORIGINE

iron ore, and are f

I at various depths i

zled archaeologists, hut at length the problem was solved bv

finding a number of them in an Ohio mound. Lying rid* by ride,

indicating that by having strips of wood secureh f;istt>iu'<l on

each side, they had once formed part of a sword-like weapon, like

what was found in the hands of the natives when Cortez landed in

Mexico, and proved so effective, that a man could be cut in two with
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it, or a horse killed at a single blow. It is described as a " two-

handed staff, about three feet and a half long, in which at regular

distances, were inserted transversely, sharp blades of itzli (obsid-

ian)." Some accidental discovery of this kind may sometime

indicate to us the use of these strange "plummet" implements.

wrought with so much care, and bearing such a striking similarity

to each other, whether found in the debris of the mountains of

California, the mounds of Ohio, or on the banks of the Missis-

sippi. In the meantime we can only speculate upon the uses made

of them, and in this paper I propose to enumerate, describe and

figure some of them, show the circumstances under which they

were found and offer some conjectures upon their uses.

Fig- 132 represents what may be styled the typical form of

these implements. It is made of iron ore, ground clown and

polished, until it is almost as smooth as glass. It is one of eight

found by Henry Root, Esq., of Quincy, Illinois. " They were

found two miles north of Quincy, at the foot of the Mississippi

Bluff, about two feet from the surface, embedded in solid clay.

Two were found in diguinir one post bole, and six others within

a few feet." The one figured * above is in my possession, another

one of the same number very much like it, is deposited in the

State Geological collection at Springfield, Illinois. Prof. Worthen

informs me that the iron ore, out of which they were manufac-

tured, was obtained from Iron Mountain in Missouri. ^
fragment of one found in Scott County,

surface of the earth was also made of iron ore. T e broken ends

are very mucl worn as if gr iind do\\ n by band or by time.

• Another on (Fig 133), ha ving the general shape , :

,-> '

-

except that it is m ich wider in the v idest part, w as i,l" »
t'

on the surface of the earth ne ar the 111 nois River in Seott (uiiiuv.

The dotted lii es are the restoration of the small e ml. which wa-

broken off. rhis w 8 found in a field on top of th

Gardner. W thin i mile of where it was picked oj is the site

^

an old Indiai villa, pottery, arrow beads,

found. In th • ! hi ry 1. upon j hill near by,



skeletons, all showing distin

thrown together, without <-ur

A

U
Posture, but the weight of the superincumbent earth had force

or crowded the vertebra? of the neck into the bifurcation of th

lower jaw, and had twisted the head down to one side, so thn

when found the skull was resting on its side with the face to th

east. A skull remarkably flattened by artificial means, or distortet

*as found, similar to that of the Peruvian Child, plate N<

•U-nce .

Dr. Morton's

two practici

• Cran

of : crificing the living upon



of the dead, and the distortion of the skull, both of which

common among the Natchez and other .tribes upon the

lower Mississippi, but neither of which was practised by tribes

living upon the banks of the Upper Mississippi, since its discov-

ery. Whether the "plummet" found near their village belonged

to' them, or to some older population, can only be a matter of

conjecture. The implement is made of a whitish limestone con-

taining numerous small joints of Crinoids.

A much smaller implement, but evidently used for the same

purpose (Fig. 134), was found sixteen feet below the surface of the

Tfjr

earth, in Brown County, Illinois. 1

With it were found a small stone scraper and

found was the bed of '<

locality where it

been filled up by soil washi

The one represented in figure 135 is

work, Vol. IV, 175. He describes it !

the Penacook tribe, accurately wrought

In a mound at Marietta, Ohio, " near the feet of a ske

found a piece of copper (Fig. 13G) weighing three ounces v



tlic Museum of the Antiquarian Society of

its shape it appears; to have been used as a
\

tyintr a thread; it is round, two inches and

inch in diameter at the centre, and half an ii

is composed of small pieces of native coppe

and in the cracks between the pieces, are stt

silver, mie nearly the size of a halt' dime,

paint, and a piece of iron ore (hematite) whic

of having been partially vitrified (j><>h'sbr<l)

body of the person here buried was laid opt

ground, with his face upwards, and his feel
\

west. From the appearance of several pieces

el' partially burned fossil coal, and the Mack

would seem that the funeral obsequies had be

and while the ashes were yet hot and smol

stones hud been laid around and over the hod

''The mound had every appearance o\' hein

lood and was, at the first settlement

uust on exposure to the air."*

About ten years ago one of these implements was found, under

remarkable circumstances, in Woodhridge County, California.

From a paper read by Dr. J. Wr
. Foster before the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science, at Chicago, 1868, 1 extract

the following description. « The workmen after digging thirty

feet below the surface struck a plummet composed of gienfa .
ground

smooth and formed into a double cone, showing that it was sus-

pended by a string and used to determine perpendicular lines.

It affords an example of the lapidary's skill superior to anything

furnished by the stone age in either continent." The well was

sunk by Jeremiah Wood, on the premises of Mr. MeXeely. But

tf the depth in the earth, at which this specimen was found, is

calculated to impress us with the irreat antiquity of these imple-

ments, what shall we say of those found in Table Mountain, m
the same state ? In a paper read by Professor W. P. Blake, before

the same meeting of the As^.ciatioii ':•'> at Chicago, 1868, *e
:ing of the



find the following description of the mountain and

art found in it, among which were "some instrumen

plummets." Where the mountain now stands was

eraed by a river. Here ages sin(:e, there comment

with gold, pebbles, mud and sand. Volcanic acti

these with ashes, and at last all w:is covered by the

valley filled up, the water of the river cut on eacl

accumulating mass a channel commencing at the base of the

deposit of lava. In time it washed its way until the Table

Mountain stands erect and two valleys are formed, one on either

side of it. This mountain extends with its flat summit for miles.

its surface edge being a bold bluff of black appearing rock, with

little or no vegetation upon its plane. The thickness of the entire

deposit averages from one to two hundred feet, the height of the

lava above the newly formed valleys being from one thousand

to fifteen hundred feet. The miner seeking the auriferous deposit,

having, by sinking a shaft, ascertained the greatest depth of the

whole deposit, tunnels from the side of the valley, and tt»isprooe»

has brought to light teeth of extinct mammalia as well as relics ot

human art. Among those were -two stone objects which were sup-

posed to be shovels used in cooking, hs placing llu"" upon >« ^

In all the specimens thus far described, no effort whatever was

made by the artist to modify the form of the implement for

^

sake of either ornament or novelty, except the B"

men, which had silver worked in the crevices. Win

copper or iron ore, it consists simply of a double cone, wim

bulge nearer the base than top, and a very slight groove an

the small end, for the purpose of tying the string by when

suspended. Not even a line or mark is found upon tut'" sl

polished surfaces, but the following relic (Figs. 137 and IW
exception to the above rule. The profile is neatly cut as

artist had worked with a sharp cutting instrument. The>

her of.



I below the eyes, the

L A

gored, while the slight groove around the small

that it was to be suspended by a string, and :

rants the conclusion that this implement is bu

the plummet, and that they were all used for

R was tbund on the surface near the Illinois rive

and is now in my possession. Upon the left *

represented by the dotted lines, is broken out

this is restored as seen in figure l.°>8, the reguhn

Plummet implements is plainly seen, when viewc



I can imagine six different uses which might have been made of

these implements.

1st. They might have been used as sling shots, a string being

attached to the weapon and to the wrist, while the implement

itself was grasped in the hand. While it would make a very

formidable weapon by the addition of weight to the fist, or by

holding to the string and striking with it, after the manner of

civilized roughs, a war-club would be much more formidable, and

would be preferred where there was no motive for conceabn-nt

:

besides, it requires.a considerable degree of civilization to invent

and fully appreciate the virtues of a sling shot ! The Brown

County implement (Fig. 134) is evidently too small for anything

of this kind, unless, like the little flint arrow points, it was ised

by the small boys.*

2d. They might have been used as sinkers for fishing tackle.

Schoolcraft seems to think that the I'enacook implement (Fig. 135)

was used by that tribe for this purpose. If this is correct, it does

not prove that they were originally intended for that purpose. I

myself, by casting, made of lead an exact counterpart of fig. 132.

and used it for a sinker for a trout line, and it answered the pin-

pose admirably. I did not try the original implement, because

of the danger of losing it, the smallness of the groove rendering

it impossible for the fingers of a white man to attach it so finny

to the line as to remove the apprehension of its loss. The amoua

of labor bestowed on the Marietta. Quincy and Woodbridge spec-

imens, and the inability to fasten them securely to a line, en

account of the smallness of the groove, would lead us to believe

that they were not used for this purpose.
)]t

3d. They might have been used in playing a

account
..

ased as a sacred implement m i



This would easily be accomplished by the use of a wooden or

other square. It has been suggested, that from the nature of the

aboriginal rains throughout the United States, the primitive

people who made these implements would have had BO ttS€ ftw

plummets but it seems to me that the fact that this implement

can also be used as a level, has escaped attention. Indeed the

plummet, suspended to an upright fastened to a horizontal bar, is

used among us as a level. That the mound builders had the abil-

ity to make the square above suggested, we know from the math-

ematical accuracy of squares and circular enclosures of earth

found everywhere in the Mississippi Valley. Whatever might

have been their use, their great antiquity will not be questioned.

The Brown County, Woodbridge and Table Mountain specimens

indicate that they rank among the very oldest relics of man fount

etta, we see that they were at least not unknown to the mound

builders, and, if Schoolcraft is right, the Penacook specimen

shows it to have been used by the modern Indian.



HE NATURAL HISTORY

Of crustaceans, the only representat ive, we believe, i

cray-fish abounding in the filthy, stag]uant waters aboi

In regard to the character of the iilsect fauna of tl

we quote from a letter addressed by Ai idrew Murray, B

Packard. " It is thoroughly Columbiart. It would be

expect that northern types should run cl own the Andean

l0t found the eflehigh elevations like Quito ; but I have r

much the presence of such types more

the Columbian district (in which they :ire very largely i

as I think), as the absence of tropical 1< ,i)king species, w

lower down in Venezuela, Cayenne, et<5. Not thai the

large and gorgeous species, but that the mass seems nun



The insects of the Valley are not only few in number, but are

dull; there is nothing, e.g., to compare with the magnificent beetle

ClinjsopJiora chrysochlora of Napo, which is on the same line of

latitude, but eight thousand feet lower. It would be interesting

to know whether the generalization of Bates and Wallace, that

coleoptera arc brighter near the tropics than at the equator, is

truer of the high altitudes than of the lowlands.

It would be premature to draw any geological inferences from

Bates observes, that the Columbian highlands (including the An-

des of New Granada and Ecuador) were formerly separated from

those of Guiana and Mexico.

The following list must be very incomplete.



Doubtless many species credited to " Columbia." V"' ^;"

nada," "Ecuador" and the "Andes of Quito"' occur

ley ; but I have rigidly excluded all such in default

localities.* Want of certainty in a given case Is indi<

interrogation point. I have not attempted to eliminate

species. The jigger is confined to the lower, sandy

at Ambato. In my ascent of Pichincha, I observed

near the summit (fifteen thousand five hundred feel

unable to give the name. The spiders, of which a hairy spec

(Ifyjale) occurs at Quito, are also undetermined.

While the east and west slopes of the Ecuadorian An

ered with a rich, subtropical vegetation, the Yalleyjjctwee^



1'olvlepis. reaching the altil

small, light blue flower in the lowlands, but on the Assuaj it u:

'•right l.ltH' petals three times as huge and sensitive.

The following facts noticed by Kerner in a special study of tl

Tyrolese Alps are observable on the Quitonian Andes: (1) Tl

portion of four to ninety-six, while in the Mediterranean distrr

Saxifrages,* etc. (3) The poverty of the Alpine flora in plan

(5)The large proportion of flovers of intense hues. (6) Tl

deficiency of sj.ii, x and stimzing species.

To this I m, acteristic of insulated tabl

lands as well as o, n d d U. the remarkable absence of larj
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bolclt says :
" The character of the flora of the

of Mexico. New dranada and Quito, of Europe

Northern Asia, consists, in my opinion, not so

tively larger number of species presented by o

families, as in the more complicated relations <

of many {"ami . numerical -

of islands and highlands are strikingly akin in

ires and also in their origin. Both resulted :

>r since the great mountain chains are recent

[entry our Alpine plants must be only altered torn

tain summits, separated from each other by hundreds of miles of

lowlands where the Alpine species could not possibly exist, is well

known. The peaks of the Alps and Pyrenees show a number of

plants like those in Lapland, but. nowhere found in the intervening

plains. The flora of the top of Mount Washington is identical

with that of Labrador. Mr. Wallace tells us that the isolated vol-

cano of Pangerango, in Java (which has the same latin, i- »: 1

altitude as Quito), presents a vegetation ch-ely allied to tl.:it "t

Europe, and Forbes has shown that the mollnsca of Britain mi-

grated during the ice period int., the Mediterranean.

Mr. Darwin has explained these remarkable facts on the theory

that as the cold of the glacial epoch came slowly on, and e*SI

more southern zone became fitted i»r arctic being, and ill fitted

for their former more temperate inhabitants, the latter would be

supplanted by arctic productions and migrate into the tropics.
^

I"

the New World it would follow that by the time th

reached its maximum, the now temperate regions of th

States would be covered bv an arctic flora, while the
|

enous to the latitude of New York would be driven into Mexico

and the Isthmus; -as when our winter creeps down from the



la ami Kcuador. or at least

There would, of course, 1

Hooker has remarked,

Doubtless, there wa

eties, or even distinct species. Still they would be plainly

to their brethren of the Temperate Zone.

responds to the climate of the equatorial Andes at the alti

eight thousand feet and upwards. The intervening land <

tral America is too low and tropical to allow the parage .

turned into a temperate zone in the glacial epoch, the el

bridged. Comparing the exogenous flora of the Valley of

with dint of our Northern States east of tin* KoeUy M<«uiit:i

berry (Fragaria vesca), goose grass (Gahniit apui im ).

{iJmosdlatenvi folia), black nightshade (Solium m hiyr'n

(Virtu tricolor)', and peppermint (Mrmthc /«yW/« )•""*' •»

lowing which are native to the United States, and also

Quito :- ( l ) The bellwort (Specula ria perfoliate). This

perate plant, and would not be likely to endure the tran

tropics as they now are: We may suppose it was mt<

introduced by the Quitonians, but this is not probable, a



a showy or useful flower; or that it was accidentally conveyed to the

ial creation or the glacial theory. ( 2) The evening primrose {(Eno-

thera biennis) ; but as this is found only in the cultivated parts of

the valley, it was doubtless introduced through Europe or down the

western coast, as it occurs also in California. (3) The gyro-

nosperra {Ephedra Ann-rirmm) is found by the shores of Great

Salt Lake, yet appears to be a native of Quito, though Dr. Torrey

doubts their identity. (4) The Erigeron gnaphalioides of Gray

grows in Texas and about Quito. I know no other species appar-

ently indigenous to Quito and the United States.*

If we take a more general survey, we shall find that the largest

order in Quito, as in the United States, is the Composite. But

here the correspondence ends.

The following list of orders shows their relative importance in

the two countries :—





1. THE FORESTS OF THE BOTTOM L

That portion of the valley of the Wabash Rh
utfaries lying south of latitude about 38° 25' c

many of the characteristic trees, as well as othe

besides supper ting the vcgotat

stem 1V>\

many species of the bota.ideal

their several c(mtres of J tbuiul

their latitudinn1 or longiitiulin

thus with the h-eeh. sugai • map
of the north, grow the ha I (1 eve,

locust of the s( nit]., aixl 1

while other tret:s such as 1 he hi

coffee-bean, etc ., especial]y Chi

the Alleghaniess, reach here tl

the same time other tree8 Of

scarcely anywh5re else tc , sue!

bottoms, the deep soil of which

The mixed woods of the lower Wabash Valley





num.), hop tree (Pteleo frijhliafa), stag-horn, smooth and poison

sumacs {Rhus typhina, R. glabra ami 11. cenrnata), i-e.lb.ulir.,-.;>

Canadensis), wild plums •mkI choke cherries (Prima.* Aiiieriamn. /'.

I'ln^aininirn ;U|i| 7
J

. 1
',' ,•<//'„ it I II l.l ) . liaWtllOrUS, Of "I'Oll luUVs"

(Cnil.ujii, rorrin.a. C. tn^ntnsa . C. rra^.lli . a,

.sv.s.) witch hazel {ITnnnnaiUs Mnjinira ). (logwoods (<

and C. alternifolia). Viburnum ( Viburnum lentago), black haw (]'.

priniifiJiirm), given ash (Fro.rinns ciridis), iron-wood, or hop horn-

beam (Ostrya Virginica), hornbeam, or water beec

Americanus) , etc.

The shrubby undergrowth or "underbush" is extremely varh 1

and often so dense as to be nearly, if not quite, impenetrable. In

the bottom lands it is composed in the main of spice bush [I'm-

dera benzoin and L. meliss'i-rhh'o /)juh\ buttonbush ('

orrlih nlalis). which arc the predominating species, the former tivii-

erally distributed, and the latter mainly confined to the hanks ami

ends of lagoons ; but both are mingled with other shrubs far too

numerous in species to mention, or nearly replaced by (Ioiim
1

brakes of the small cane (Annalinaria teda), and rank herba-

ceous plants, in almost endless variety.

In the heavy forests of the bott -laud-, which in niauv pl^~

have entirely escaped the ravages of the axe, the m:'-_

the timber is such as is unknown to the scant woods of the ca-u-

states, the stiff monotonous pineries of the north or the BCrubjJ

growth of other portions. The river flows for the greater pan

between dense walls of forest, which stand up to the very ban'-

and generally screened in front with a dense fringe of will

a belt of cottonwood and sycamores behind it. > iewn „

wall from the opposite side of the river, there is seen a
°°^Jr

mass of verdure, the trunks of the trees being often hid

fronting belt of willows, -which are often overrun l.n

masses of wild grape or other vines, often f Uing

very water's edge, so that even the bank itself is who!

If the forest is viewed from a high bluff, it presents ti

ance of a compact, level sea of green, app

but bounded by the line of wooded bluffs three to ^

back from the river ; the tree-tops swaying with the pass

and the general level broken bv occasional giant tree-

their mas^,. ) u ., (j ,. ,„ ".^,.. h-k the surrounding***



Of ninety to a hundred [ species of trees

ill.- about seventy exce<3d the height o

.Ml* i fifty) exceed seventy feet in heighl

ow o reach or exceed 1the height of o

a 1: Ittl r class, as many as nine are knowi
.'11 excseed, the altitude of one hundred an

illem (.-yeanioro, t n li| -} m >plar, pecan an

i 1..?yond, an elevation of one hundred

ma:dmura elevation of the tallest syc

•La'bly not less than tw<o hundred feet.

•
•

ow and then we happen on one of those old sycamores, for which

ie rich alluvial bottoms of the western rivers are so famous,

ith a trunk thirty or even forty, possibly fifty or sixty, feet in

ireumference, while perhaps a hundred feet overhead stretch out

1 great white arms, each as large as the biggest trunks them-

-lves of most eastern forests, and whose massive head is one ot

wse which lifts itself so high above the surrounding tree-tops.
'

he tall, shaft-like trunks of pecans, sweet gums or ashes, occa-

ionally break on the sight through the dense undergrowth, or

htta clear and upright in unobstructed view in the rich wet

°<xls, and rise straight as an arrow for eighty or ninety, perhaps

ver a hundred, feet before the first branches are thrown out.

ad fall of 1871, in the vicinity of Mt. .Carmel, Illinois, and

'ostly within a radius of ten miles, will serve to show pretty well

* usual size of the large timber in that neighborhood. The

teasurements in the first column do not by any means represent

* real maximum height of these species of trees in the Wabash
a%, since it was not often that trees of the largest size were* prostrate so that the total height and length of the trunk



-

>ii^fv^( Sassafras officinale) '.961 751..-.

sycamore (Hatanus occidentalis).

Trulk'lS ^ }
(Only one tree measured).



'«<""• Timberville. Wahash County. Illinois:

faed and fifty-eight feet in total length, t

where the first branch grew ; the to

**d throughout.

pecan (Cart/a

-unk perfectly i

freight 170 feet. Mean of 3 tee

One of the most sy
tnmk clean, straight a

drooping, usually elevEHSdlhetld^r

WHITE ash {Fraxhius Americana

Height
Trunk
Circ.

1401 feet.

79^ «
14

Mean of 2 ti

_

Also one <

ing, though
" Spanish oa

rf our fin,

generally

k," and *

3st trees ; the trunk long i

- Ics straight than that

ith the top less spreading



BLACK WALNUT (Jugla

Height 125 feet. Mean

Trunks of fifteen feet in circumference and forty or fifty feet

Dng very common, so much so that in one locality in the

bottoms " five trees of this size stood within sight all at the

ame time in the thick woods.

"Spanish oak" (Quercus <

Height 120§ feet. Mean of 6 t

Trunk "

SI
"-

The most stately and symmetrical of all our oaks; trunk

straight and columnar and top massive and dense, reminding one

in its appearance of the pecan. A more usual size is one hundred

and fifty feet high, the trunk fifty feet long and fifteen feet in

circumference four feet from the base.

bur oak (Quercus macrocarpa).

Height 1191 feet. Mean of 5 trees.

Trunk 42* " " " " "

Cire. 19 " " " 6 »

The^most massive, in proportion to its height, of all our oaks.

COTTONWOOD (Popvlns nirm iVjhxt)

Height 142£ feet. Mean of 4 trees.

Trunk 61 § " " " 3 "

Circ. 15 J " " " 6 "

sweet gum (Liqtiidambar styraaftua).

Height 11 7* feet. Mean of 7 trees.



FOSSIL INSECTS FROM THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

Several years ago. Professor William Denton dis

shales lying near the junction of the Green and Whit
Colorado (?), the first traces of tertiary insects on this

They were found in two distinct localities, sixty miles apart, the

specimens from one place differing from those of the other, not only

^"'t-ilirallv.but also to a very great extent in the general character
of the whole assemblage.* Reports of these discoveries attracted
die attention of those who afterward explored parts of the Rocky
Mountain region, and repeated inquiries were made concerning the

exact location of the inseetiferous beds. These explorations have
resulted in the discovery of more fossil insects in the same general
region by Mr. F. C. A. Richardson, who accompanied Major
obeli's exploring party, and by Dr. Hayden in some of his

numerous and fruitful researches. The latter brought home only
three specimens, two flies and an ant, but the collections of the
former are more numerous and afford material for the present

Some doubt exists as to whether the insects discovered by Prof.



Denton were found in Colorado (as stated) or Y

district.* as stated in the subjoined letter to

the two localities explored by Professor De:

bandied slabs, mostly of very small size, w<

t hat number all the reverses. C

thirty-live cannot be referred with certainty

group, since they consist merely of abdominal i

and distorted fragments, the affinities of which

surmised. The remainder are referable to n<

belonging to the following groups, mainly an



L-iner texture. resembling litho-

ilong the edge of a wing in a

v :md abtmdance are pmportionateh greater ; the ants, the mot
1(1 Thrins and nearly all the smaller Coleoptera are restrict

1 Fossil Canon, while the larvae come from Chagrin Valley

ue same is true of Mr. Richardson's specimens; not a sin;

?ecies can be definitely referred to any of those found by Pr

'enton, and the assemblage of species is different : thus, a siiu

agment of an elytron is the only Curculionid in the Chag
aHey shales, and probably it is oonerically distinct from all th(

mentioned above. The type of fly spoken of as so abundant

«> shales collected by Mr. Richardson is represented in 1

revious collection only by a single specimen from Fossil CaS<



the other from Chagrin Valley, are not congeneric : ami the same

is probably true of the ants from these shale- ami from Fo»iI

Canon. It is in the MycetopliUidce and TipuJUlau however, t lint

we find the closest resemblance between the different collections;

in the comparative abundance and variety of these insect-, the

shales worked by Mr. Richardson may best be compared to those

of Fossil Canon, but in the former the specimens are too poorly

preserved to make a close identification very satisfactory : the iieims

Dicranomyia i- apparently ton ml in all three localities. Compar-

ing the assemblages of species, we find that Diptera and Coteop-

tera are the prevailing forms in each,* but that within ft**B

groups the types differ in a remarkable manner, according to their

several localities ; the Orthoptera and Neuroptera, the spiders an 1

Myriapoda of the later discovered beds are wholly wanting in the

earlier; the Lepidoptera and Physopoda are found only in Fossil

Canon, and no trace of ants appears in Chagrin Valley, though

occurring in the other two places and also in the locality examined

by Dr. Hayden.

These results should not surprise us, since in the two rich

quarries of CEningen, Baden, one of which is only a mile distal"

from, and about one hundred and fifty feet above the other, the

insects are found to be specifically distinct throughout, rrobahlv

some of these conclusions will be modified by a more

study of the remains under examination; unquesti

will be altered by further researches in the field; and eertninlv

these tertiary beds of the Rocky Mountains appear es

rich in insect remains, and are worth careful exploration :

ti*»

they extend over several successive geological stages »

able from the great diversity of character in these

collections, and also from Prof. Denton's statement that the A*"1

in which they occur have a thickness of a thousand feet.



GEOLOGICAL AGE OF THE COAL OF WYOMI>

II1 his Geologic?d Survey of Wyoming. Professor F. V. Hay.

thiu ; describes the great coal area of Wyoming. '• About t

mile s west of Ra wling's. springs begin to appear a« aim and

ESFi"
ch extends about one hundred and I

new group comes in which I have

romthe fact that near this station

z£
aimsreous sandstcHie and limestone, composed of an a ggregate

free]i water shells As they are mostly casts it is ditlii'iill

i.K-ii tify the specie:3, but Mr. Meek has named the mos t abundi

kin, I, Unio Vasake i. Soon after leaving Bitter Creek, coal sir;

eocene age rise i to the surface from beneath the surface of 1

Miocene beds of tlle Washakie group, with a reversed dip. II.

we find numerous beds of coal, and in the rocks abort ? and bel

tbo coal, are great numbers of impressions of leaves, and in 1

day
, oyster shells of several species. At Black But tes Stati

-i-, t hundred and fifty miles west of Omaha, we find >'aba! Can
W// i, Rhamnus ele west. PI

JIM* Ilaiidenu, Co,nus acuminata, etc., occur. At H allville t

Maek slaty clays fcarming the roof of one of the most vahmbleoft

or upper Eocene. That there is a connection between all the coal

""!-" "f the west I am prepared to believe, yet until much clearer

shall regard them a. belonging to au\ transition s.ries or beds of

passage between the true Cretaceous and the Tertiary. It will be

8^n at once that one of the most important problems in the geol-

ogy of the West awaits solution, in detecting without a doubt the



i-ii left [he Mil.j

Meek had visited I

dently fallen upon them, :m«l lilled the intervals between them,

and occupied the angles between the processes, the neural canal,

fallen on the shore, for the leaf bed passed gradually into a shell

bed. which included mostly thin bivalved species.

The pelvic and sacral hones, in fact every part of the skeleton

tin- iliii:



Whatever throws :

less than usual,

surface quite unprotei •ted. In this state the long contiimed and

steady cold froze the tarth to a great depth, and at some points the

frozen ground was fljund far as five feet from the Mirfaee.

Over the whole of Xe 1itEi m'hin 1 it was doubtless deep eilough to

involve the whole of the .roots of the vegetation of our forests.

It is doubtful whether it w as the intensity of the cold alo ue which

produced the effects y.-hicli i have been observed all ahoul: us, but

^^ante^conne
*!

u

,
! wW!

! part due to the deficienc

l the low temperature ;
as defrost

led f<

tively dry earth, thus can- ill-' !l , shock too great for their vitality

to withstand. 1 do n< ,1 sel? cle:trly just how the cold and drought

1 ted in bringing al »out this destruction, though I have no

doubt they worked togivtlu

The tree which suthred most , is the arbor-vite (Thuja occulent-

ofo) for more than half of these > are dead ami a large part of those
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yet alive are in a critical condition. The red cedar (Ju in^nis

VlffjiiiinHO) is also a givat sufferer in some regions, most of the

specimens being dead or dying, while in others the -renter part aiv

unhurt. The yellow and white pines (P. mitis and P. strohn*)

are also much injured in many places, though in most eases

immediate death has not resulted. All the other coniferous

trees about Massachusetts Bay have suffered more or less. The

greatest amount of damage seems to have taken place in sandy

soils. So far as I have been able to observe, the trees placed M
as to receive the greatest amount of moisture have on the whole

withstood the crisis the best. The deciduous trees appear to

have come out without damage ; I have not yet been able to Bad

any evidence of unusual loss among them. The same may lie

said for our herbaceous plants which, so far as my limited knowl-

edge goes, show no signs of damage.

The only change in animal life which I have noticed is the

comparative scarcity of snakes. In about two hundred miles of

walking in the fields and woods I have encountered but three; of

course, in a matter where it is so difficult to be sure of compara-

tive numbers in different seasons, it will not do to make positive

assertions, but I am strongly inclined to believe that the same

amount of walking would have shown me several times as many

snakes in former years. I am sure that this is the first year that

I have gone until July spending at least one day in the week in

the open air, without seeing a black snake. Toads seem to me

also much less common than usual.

The most interesting point in this connection is the question as

to what would have been the effect of carrying this accident

of climate a little further. Small as the destruction of forest

trees is, it will doubtless add several per cent, to the deciduous

trees of New England, and remove an equal amount of conifers.

The conifers seem to be relics of an old time and not competent

to wage a successful war with their younger and more elastic

competitors, the oaks, beeches and other deciduous trees. I'.yen

gap that is made in our forests of cone-bearing species is fille

not with their legitimate successors, but by forms from the other

class of trees. Let us suppose thai the shock of the last season

had been great enough to kill off the whole of our pines,

result would have been a complete change in the character of our

forests; oaks generally would take the vacant place. This wouu





REVIEWS AND BOOK NOTICES.

nd Coral Islands.*—This delightful

nply of a zoologist, or a physical geolo*.

the student in each of those departments

and yet so comprehensive is the author's

cate subject that it will be pleasant readii

The names of Darwin and Dana will al

the study of coral reefs, and it is pleasai

the earlier labors of the EnglMi »:*:»-

y along the course followed hy Mr.



><<n,,w plain*



hills. "But the areas of suh-i.L

tween an island and any of its coral reefs

existence of barrier reel's
; (2) the existen

atolls; (3) the existence of submerged

subsidence tool

sicrh't [sin.] of ,

> the Kooky Mountains, and part

Between the New Hebrides



< Formation of Lime



of the globe. He shows from the fact " that the sei

from a shore is almost wholly thrown hack by th

the laud where it originated, or over its submei

shallow waters, and that is not transports! awa

sea formations," the important conclusion that

for rocks! The existence of an Atlantic ocean c.

lantis—has sometimes been assumed in order to

2 *iioc^ne ^^y^u^"reTe^ * *

lat the oceanic temperature -oh' this coa-t \\a> i" " ^, .



u >' quote the following

9 many of the laws of g
nmtals, as it opposes mai



have always been oceans. These lands in all prob;il>ilit\

for ol this ii.il in i arc all I In- id ind <i\u the intuioi of

ocean that are not of coral origin."

reviewer, attest the clear and comprehensive manner yi wh

author treats of a dillicult ami abstruse theme. The pub

the modest auth,





contrary to what one would anticipate, and the waders m

given by Mr. Lawrence on the authority of Capt. J. X

mentioning on!\ such as he actually obtained or observed. I

doubt as to the season of occurrence of the birds nientinnel

Socorro Island was visited twice by Col. Crayson. but tli.

part of his collections there seems to have been made durii

last ten days of May, 1867. The list embraces fourteen sj

only five of which were found at the T.vs Marias. Several r

while collecting at the Isabel Islands,

To Col. Grayson ornithologists are chief!,

knowledge of the ornithological fauna

—J. A. A.

BOTANY.

Mr. Thomas Meehan said that of all th

botanist, few seemed more impenetrable

erned the angular divergence in the br

grew quite prostrate and others, thorn

might be strictly erect. At the present 6





>ine (Pimis Bank*

Michigan (Lake Huron), I fin

dance of instances, with youn:

with female flowers, bearing

again a few inches lower down

mediate

though

The trees" at Tawas Point are, for the gray pine, remarkably

large; in many eases reaching the height of fifty feet, the trunk

more stunted u-mil form, ranging from five to twenty feet Inl-

and which grow on the extremity of the point. I do not think





to a third bot:

All- inelowers

as* ell as to

ZL
u applieati

ZOOLOGY.

he advantages zoologists and anatomists now derive from the

;reat zoological gardens of London and Paris, which constant^

he Zoological Society of London and the Professors of the Janlin

ies Plantes. Hitherto all the work done on the seashore has neces-

arily been more or less interrupted : usually a stay of a lew ^ee*s

is wanted. To make a complete embryology of a sin.

animal oben require, several vears of unremitting devotion to one

subject and. in order to obtain mining links, one must study on



"rom'aiSSK. < >n the ^;.;

lishes the folio

>W strip of cos

•ate, th e park of the VilL;i Kealcs froii the sea, a lai

ring come from a few personal friends,

, of thalers for the purpose. The

[a plan. The ground floor of the



building, which covei•a an area of abcait 8000

great aquarium, whic

the expenses of the i

li will be opened to the p

ployed in covering a part of the requirements e

the officials and serva .ny.nphm-.Mii1

IX^ftlVdleDim;tor, Dr. Dohrn. I'."..

" '.

to the zoologists for scientific treatment.

ful. whether nil these rich and expensive

he Station will a

l

lM„lv

l

towhi L-l.th



,-ernments. Dr. Dolirn spa

assistance rendered him bj

dally by Mr. Stolte, the Co

tine time he warmly ackuow

lisplayed by the governmen

r I'orrenti and Signer Sella,

blic Instruction. The difflc

iloubtedly cherish and protect the institution whei

be demonstrated. We hope that the success of t

lead to the establishment of a zoological station <

rked, more
|

- t!ie eoast

north ward, that to divide this portion upon

uule known, so as to make provinces whk-h

th those of the Atlantic side, is not warranted



,- the knowledge possessed ;it the present tin

by him, was much :

tan thi it of a correspondin;

to say nothing of th in.: enee of the

or coast are peculiar , and whirh t-ntt-r

ribation of species

;

ihrtlunnoiv thai

s poss(jssion, which were, to say the

ffhat hiid already beim published, :m.l

indicated a greater range of coast to

a less number of province s than sug-

one by himself, and other meinhor> el'

Vlth hi m, in the acci miukil:ion of data

•;d dist e moll usca of our

, coast of North America from Cape

f of California, thence southerly to

,.pti..n

d refer to this subject agtii

.ogical Barriers, with !

-How by the present loft



Andes of Ecuador, e.\

L'le tree which is not found both on the i

Aiisexci: of Eves ,x Classification.— Dr. Hagen's o

to the generic estimation of the lack of visual organs in 1

crustaceans is even less weighty than I had supposed ; ^

II;i ^'Ji. that in many genera and even families and higher

w| 'ifh exhibits the greatest departure from the embryonic

ttfish is very variabh
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the same grounds we must reject all characters now regarded M

generic, for there is scarcely one which cannot be found to bo va-

riable in some species in some more or less remote region of the

animal kingdom, recent or extinct. Hence, as I have often urged,

it is the constancy of a character in the group of species where it

exists that determines its value. This is the philosophy of uni-

versal custom. The same remarks ma}' apply to my QrooMrta

biennis. Though I could not make it agree with Dr. Hag-en's sec-

ond form of 0. pellucidus, it may be such, as Dr. Hagen's knowledge

of these animals is much greater than mine, and I would at once

accept his determination in the case. But what are these - forms"

:

If inconstant they are only varieties ; if constant, species.—Edwari'

Vitality and Sex.— Prof. Riley mentioned at the

the American Association a few interesting entomological facta m

support of Dr. Hartshorne's paper, and to show that in BOipe wjj

or other the male element is connected with defective vitality. In

studying Phylloxera vastatrh', ov the grape-root louse, lie had :il-

ways found the male pupse most abundant on such i

been most depleted and where the insects were already beginning

In the common oyster-shell bark-louse of the apple tu
> <

V

quarter of a century both by entomologists a

they were forced to the conclusion that the spec

agamic-ally and despaired of ever finding the male.
J^J^ 7.

!hte!e^^
"

' •-

dreaded by the orchardist. Under these conditions

vitality the male element suddenly appears, and Mr. Ri ej

the satisfaction of discovering it the present summer.

-

nultiplic



The length of the spi

Pacific Railway.

The occurrence of spike-horned bucks in C. 17/-;/'"'"

has of late attracted so much attention, seems in no w

able. Prof. Baird, in writing of the C. V>iy<<>Htii»s in

"Sometimes a perfectly adult, full-grown male will

single slender spike, thus resembling the buck of the se(

(Mam. N. Amer., p. 647.)— J. A. A.

Since the above was written I have learned from

that he at first also regarded the horns as those of a tv

elk, and only referred them to C. macrotis on being a

the elk did not occur at the locality (Fort Hays, Kar

these horns were obtained. From personal knowledg

I am able to affirm that the elk is of quite common

within a few miles of Fort Hays.— J. A. A.

The Rattle of the Rattlesnake. — At a meet

Essex Institute in May last Mr. F. W. Putnam gave a

of the structure of the horny appendage to the ta

snakes, especially developed in the genus of Rattles

controverted the idea of natural selection having any

with its peculiar development. He also thought that

sition that the rattle was a benefit to the snake, as

enticing birds, by its sound imitating that made by tht

suggested by a writer in a late number of the Natubj

not be accepted. The Cicada, during the few weeks ths

in the adult state, at which time the males made tin

drumming, was not a ground insect, and was not ver

even among the trees, in such localities as were most

by the rattlesnake. Secondly, the sound made l>\ tne



; for the sake of <

which he thought was m.»t likely its true function.

Flies as a Means of Communicating Contagious Diseases.

Prof. Leidy remarked at a late meeting of the Academy of Natui

Sciences of Philadelphia, that at this time, during the prevail

that flies were probably a means of communicating contagic

disease to a greater degree than was generally suspected. Jr<

what he had observed in one of the huge military hospitals,

which hospital gangrene had existed, during the late rebellion,

thought flies should be carefully excluded from wounds. Reeeir

he noticed some flies greedily sipping the diffluent matter of so

fungi of the Phallus impudkus. He caught several and ion

that on holding them by the wings they would exude two or tin

drops of liquid from the proboscis, which, examined by the mie

scope were found to swarm with the spores of the fungus,

stomach was likewise filled with the same liquid, swarming w

GEOLOGY.
Extinction of Birds in Mauritius, etc.— t believe 1 h

demonstrated, by the examination of the bones which lune »

found in the recent deposits in the Mascarene Islands, and wh

belong, for the most part, to extinct species, such as the dodo,

solitaire, the aphanapterex (Fullm X^rtmu), large parrots, e

that these islands have once been part of avast extent of a

that these lands, by little and little and by a slow depression. i<

been hidden under the waters of the ocean, only Leaving

some of their highest points, such as the islands of Mam

ilands ; for when Europeans visited them for the



-/ $<;,',, re and Arts.

The Eocene Genus Synoplothebium.— This <

single species of about the size of a black bear, ft

Wyoming Eocene. Many parts of the skeleton ar

furnish the following characters. The toes of t

four, the outer materially shorter than the otters

ovate, and deeply fissured above ; the tail slendei

a flat muzzle with anterior unreal exposure and pn

Immediately behind tlii- project a huge canine tor

face of the outer incisor is expose! in its bottom.

"Pper im-isors, the median two much smaller th

which is as large as many canines. The mandibl

die last shorter than the penultimate. They an

directed upwards and forwards like those of '<

oppose the outer incisors at the extremity, and t

<*iy and laterally, performing thus a double serv

This form is evidently allied to the genera And
and Psemotomus Cope, as well as to the larger

a»d are either forms of Proboscidia or represent

tins group with the LVrissodactyla. They are tin

their full analysis cannot fail to be of value to zo

?• Cope * A.M.
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Glacial Action in Fcegia and Patagonia.—Professor Agassi

of the Hassler Expedition, as we find in the "American Journal

of Science and Arts," gives an interesting account of land MM

action in these countries, desoi died rucks.

boulders, and glacial scratches. Prof. Agassiz concludes from

the character of the north and south sides of the summits in

Fuegia, and from other facts, that the movement of the ice was

towards the north, and independent mainly of the present -!"l
,,->

of the land. The region over which he states that he obaerted

-utithern South America includes all of the

continent south of 37° of south latitude both on the Atlantic sick

(Bay of St. Matthias) and the Pacific side.

New Land Shells froji the Coal Measures.— Prof. F. H.

Bradley describes and figures in the August number of the "Amer-

ican Journal of Science and Arts" two new land shells from the

coal formation of Illinois. It will be remembered that Dr. D:nv-

son found many years since a pupa (P. vetusta) in the same for-

mation in Nova Scotia. The new pupa is called Pupa Vcfiwlio-

nensis. The other shell, referred by Messrs. Meek and Worth®

to a marine family (Rotellidab). Mr. Bradley considers as a helk-iu.

and describes it under the name of Anomphalus Meekii.

ANTHROPOLOGY.
A Remarkable Indian Relic— Having a few days of leisore,

I started on Monday last, in company with my friend. J. F. Blji

Esq., to visit the fish-breeding establishment of Jazael Hobm-oii «

Meredith Village, N. H., hoping to make some pleasant addition-

to my rather limited knowle lie of Natural History, to ivtiv-n t r

memories of beautiful scenery about the lake, and breathe :vsm
the air of the mountains.

guide with so fascinating an interest that we ceased to womlcw



drift at the head of the lake, where the ground apparently had

Qot been disturbed for centuries. The location is at the point

*here Lake Waukewan (« Measly Pond") originally emptied into

Lake Winnipiseogee, and was, no doubt, a favorite fishing ground

f<* the primitive tribes that formerly inhabited that region. The

*ater has been divert,,! fn.m this channel, and now flows through

a canal furnish

^

ater power of forty feet per-
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pendicular fall, which carries on the hosiery and other manufa* lo-

ries here. About the first of June Mr. Ladd was causing Um

digging of post holes for a fence, when one of the laborers threw

out what was apparently a lump of clay some six inches in thick-

ness. The occurrence of such a body in this soil attracts! Mr.

Ladd's attention, and a slight examination revealed a section ot

the stone. After a careful cleaning process, uith water ami

A

; he was delight^

an areha-ological



The >

material is a silicious sandstone of a gre<

of fine grain. The sculptures are mo;

ground sunk below the surface of the sto

of art than usual in Indian workmanshi

™e use of which wa
known as « gorgets,
aPerture at each end
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Figure 1-'. :in idea of the form of the >U>no.

the figures at the sides being- the profiles of Figs. 140 and 1L>.

The Indian 'mask' has the characteristic outline and projecting

mouth seen in other specimens of Indian art. The wavy lines on

the forehead are supposed to indicate the hair. The finish of ftfl

In figure 140 the dotted line is intended to indicate the position

of the picture on the stone. The lines of the 'wigwam are „
^

larly drawn, and the surface is " pricked up" or roughened. ^
circle below is perfectly rounded and supposed to represen

full moon, although every one has the privilege of forming

own theories in regard to the significance of the symbols.

Fieure 141 has a delineation of four ' arrows' inverted.
^

nd two round c .that l

,- ivpro-



l-i'2 shows an ' ear (

I others of doubtful i

iphering such inst-ripti* ve the follow ii

i plausible.

Itis suggested that the stone commemorates a treaty between two

tribes. The reversed arrows in Fig. 141 symbolize pence
;
the moon

and stars the date; the crossed arrows a union ot the two lorees

for aggressive or defensive purposes, etc. The wigwam might

indicate the place where the treaty was consummated, and the

corn and other emblems the feast by which it was commemorated.

oped th asts and photo-

aeir way into our collection at Salem. — L>.

he earliest inhabitants of the globe as they

to the ancient Egyptians, and although this is n<

to be relied upon by itself, it is worthy of careful

neetion with the circumstance that these race- ha\

ty Prof. Huxley to the Australoid stock, and t

between the Australian and Dravidian laugunge

° tny including these

^be return flight is not

institute a generic di

ltility of the return rl



return flight. Any one who will take the trouble to practise with

the different forms of this weapon, will pereeive that the essential

principle of the boomerang, cull it by whatever name you please,

consists in its bent and Hat form, by means of which it can be

and flatness of the trajectory. I have practised with°the boome-

rangs of different nations. I made a fuc simile of the Egyptian

boomerang in the British Museum, and practised with it for some

time upon'Wormwood Scrubs, and I found that in time I could

flight; in fad it Hies betler than many Australian boomerangs. f>r

of the absence of a return lli-ht would be the s

the affinity of two languages whose grammatical

the same because of their differing materially in tl

—From the Address of Col. Fox before the Anthn

of the British Assoc. Adv. ScL, Aug., 1872, in "J



ulomitabl o persevc>rance of a French sav:

Lave seen this p roposition become

if it is to the regretted T liompsi 11 ami othi

a that we owe the first a tteinpt;i of a cla-

forgotten

My demoi

byhistciry ; it is : , lie

fZl «!
of om- geologist s Of ( antral France.

it in the c averns o] : the province of Liege t

MICROSCOPY.
Classification of Microscopic Objects.— Di

«>f Middlesex Hospital. Fnglaml. has contribute

papers on this subject to the Royal Microscopies

In the arrangement of objects in a microscoj

Rdppts the following excellent rules, which are e<

to any system of classification. 1. Do not nee

this.-

the
:

Tims advise the writers

?reat histological collect:

on histology

a cla-

may be advisable in collections i (as in booh:s) use.

eh-.,, eats of histology, and in Smiall privat.3 codec

...
, ;d harmony aii'l >Hm<

• The elementary tissues can generally be e

along with the organs they help to build up :
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each natural kingdom may be preceded by a few typical slides

illustrating, not exhaustively, the material of which it is built.

In the mineral kingdom. micro-chemicals precede micro-minerals.

but there seems to be no gradation of minute forms upon whkfe I

classification could rest. The systems employed in the text-books

may therefore be followed. Polarizing objects form a convenient

subsection. Several specimens of the same substance may be

arranged geographically. There should be no microscopical geol-

ogy, but its subjects should be scattered through the general

collection according to their biological relationships. To every

natural division should be appended a series illustrating its appli-

cation to the arts and manufactures, showing its utility, purity.

mis, etc.

In the vegetable kingdom the natural orders should, as fax M

possible, regulate the general arrangement, while the subsidiaq

divisions should be of a physiological character. Often

organisms can be viewed in their completeness in a sii

while the higher can only be illustrated by a succession of sub-

series. The lower forms, almost up to the ferns, should

rilvoToupecl according to their genetic affinities, the -

being physiological. The higher forms, however, more

and dicotyledons, should be primarily divid ' pi

according to organs and apparatus, the secondary divisions eing

dependent on genera, families, etc. Thus the roots, stei

etc., must be grouped together and not sepa

may be separately illustrated. Fossil forms shouh I

the rest. Specimens of unknown affinities may be an

logically, geographically or according to their ecoi

Teratology should follow physiology. Fabrics, adulterations,

should conclude the s

The animal kingdom should be arranged (

principles as the vegetable kingdom. _g
The cabinets for the retention of objects are best m

and in a cubical form so that any number of them mi

up to form a large cabinet. The slides should Lie fla

containing but a single layer.. Some of the English op

cabinets of polished <U>:A. which are a cheap and exec

tute for the He-ant m:il„>-mv eabinHs ordinarily used.

-

!

'

- '"•; '•'-.: -



?rs of the microsco

ie slide consists, as

It is found, upon enclosing tl

invariably seek the edge of the

and the bevelled edge permits t

this disposition
; for when benea

of the glasses of high power.



without losing vitality, owing to the simple arrangement for sup-

plying fresh air.

We have repeatedly had the opportunity of witnessing the um>

been devised which can equal it in excellence, either for observing

or generating the lower forms of life—Journal Franklin Ins itute.

To Blacken Brass.— The following methods are given by

of Science. " Though not new they will be useful to renders, who

while hot for two or three seconds into nitric acid. Then heat

four parts of hydrochloric acid, one part of sulphuric acid, and

eighty parts of water.

epths of color, may

goo. I

light of the troublesome ammonio-sulphate cell.

An Optical Experiment.— A correspondent of the

of gaining an unlimited magnifying power. No would p



as the animal of the <



The animalcule of the sponges is described, in its passive form.

as "a minute globular cell, apparently filled with granuliferous

with a rostrum or projecting cylindrical portion supporting a delicate

fimbriated collar, in the midst of which is a single cilium. and. in

its active state, will take into its body crude material (thai is.

particles of indigo) if they he presented to it. The collar and ros-

trum possess the power of polymorphism : and. when necessary.

the whole body can be thus transformed. The latter is about

3 oVu inch in diameter in the calcareous sponges, and only half

that size in those of the siliceous ones that 1 have examined ;
and

they are arranged in countless groups on the living sarcode of the

areolar cavities of the sponge." Of other familiar animalcule

this resembles most: the Difflugia, a kind of Amteba which throwB

out it- pseudopodia from one particular part of its globular form:

and if the zygosis among the Difflugise is a true conjugation, there

is strong reason for believing any similar union of the sponge

animalcules to be of the same nature. Though the author (ices

not positively assert that the zygosis of the Difflugiie is n means

of reproduction, he .rn,, inclined to that belief, partly heeau^

that procedure is always confined within the limits of speci«i

of the sponges.

Finally, the author, having noticed a tendency to -

decidedly in microscopical inquiries than our powers seem to

to justify- condemns as unphilosophic the usage of those who

the parts of the lower organisms structureless. A wall 01 ho

may be so dense and conspicuous as to be readily ohscn^

named, yet it would be unphilosophic to call it wanting ii "> 1! .'

infinitely delicate and therefore imperceptible. The leg of Kuph'H-

is "probably'
1

complicated in its muscular structure, and there



themselves from without and thus becc

• tuii, po.-iks. km.wn as Ton
' Rocky Mountains, so far as yet ascertainec

ver 14000 feet), were last summer visited 1

be gave to them. 1

the 14th of Augus

izens of Georgetown
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with other travellers, was published in

edited by the Rev. Professor Weiser, \vb

address upon the occasion, upon the mo

derstood that Mr. Irwin's exph

years later than Dr. Parry's asc

them, one to his botanical mad.

lo an act of justice, no less

nally resolving that the or

igned by Dr. Parry, ought

ntious weather prevcnited his reaching The -

.n incomparable die

i the summit of Moi
rhich Empire City 1ies and the Middle Pai

rE regret to annourice the death of Profes



At Bowdoin College also, Hon. 1'. W. Chai

*Jichusctts Hall as a Natural History :\Iusem

ate Professor Cleaveland, at an expense of 8*

vork l.idiiir partly done. It is hoped that the

the development and mode of grow

comparable with those of the best

"me for the appearance of an Amei

Mr. Stearns called the attention of the Ac:
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this year, particularly in the valley of the Sacramento, appear

to be quite generally affected by it.

Mr. Stearns sulunitted >pcciinni> and a description of a ni

species of Truncatella, which he had named T. SUmpsonii;

differs from the only other species of Truncatella credited to t

i other speciCalifornia!! province in ha ving 1ongitndinal

being smooth.

Dr. Gibbons announced ; the iexpected ar

of Dr. John Torrey and Prof. L. Stone,

coast for the purpose of igating the

with the introduction of best variety

Eastern States.

The French Association for

its first session at BordesMIX. il l Septembet
members being present. The association

sections. Many papers \rei'e l cad and vr

made in the vicinity.

The British Associatioi i met at Bristol,

The Swiss A- ( ,ciati(



•''• - ;
.

'
.

comprising those which sustain a perpetual

,<r i„ n,^,.>vs mined in the walls of the



formicaries: in this case, supping is some!

from the ceiling of the cave, and argi

depth of these deposits that the probabl

The same subject was discussed in the





sociation has perhaps deserved a little ce

u-ts. which it is well thus to check before th(

nk that some of the remarks in the daily
\

through Ignorance of the real work of the

ecial cause of the supposed failure in the"

It must be reme inhered that the Mation has one great o

as expressed by i ts name ; and sen e is advaneed not on

the discussion of papers and fa ljrought before the assoei

by laborers in its but ahio by meeting 1

one section of our vast land and t 1 aunt'her, thus bringir

workers of all re<*ions together ;md y actu al contact, ceme

the knowledge of"the East, We:3t, X. iilh ai id South into a

American Science ! ; and not onlj: is tl ie cementing process

accomplished by the reading and di s;cu ssion of scientific pape



: the names of the 1

the "Eye of Trilo

l,v President Smith. Messrs. Wl

iVinchell, E. W, Hilganl. Amir*



i which the Shimlin



ong the votes $
nan of Sect. B.

es of the proce

' 3 Wturne I by rail to Dubuque. After tta

number of members accepted the kind off

officers of the Illinois Central E. B., and 1



General Secretary, C. A. White of Iowa City ; Treas-

Faux of Philadelphia; Standing Committee, ex officio,

BOOKS RECEIVED.
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THE BALTIMORE ORIOLE AND CARPENTER-BEE.

installing and therefore as trustworthy ? Those

m^tiiirt too louir been regarded in the beast as the functional equiv-

alent of reason in man ; as if man had no instinct, ami the beast no

reason.* And how vitiating an element has this proved in our

U;itural theology. How many believe the pseudo-axiom that of

necessity every bird builds its nest to-day as did its ancestors six

"-and years ago? Is not instinct transmitted 01 inherited

lmlllt
- And so there maybe relatively new instincts as well as

°l fl ones. The trained animal the setter, the pointer, the re-

Ul -' hal.it. the resultant of long training. The cow migrates to

Norway and, contrary to the bovine instinct, eats the fucus off the

";' rocks, and finally becomes an eater of fish. Her offspring

t:)ko to it naturally, that is. instinctively. The mountain parrot.

{fiestor mtabUis) called by the Maories, Kea, is a simple honey



sets". It was only

white hiee which (lo-i-iKites tin-

find, one. Indeed, I entertain no

ers, while the insects were in qu

purpose? On these three questions the whole case rested. I*

they could be answered. the mystery would be solved.

It appeared under the microscope that the severance of the hetd

from the body was clean and not bunglingly doue. The head wa>



bee while on the wing or among the t

It was a Baltimore

i pcife< t. I. ut tin- colors not so deep as those of t

ous contents. How did those four golden robins

boy secret? We should rather have said secrets



— for not only did we boy-5 know wl

we
]
trideil ourselves on 1enow ing that tl:

bees could not sting. As we have shov

this fact also. In their ope]rations the;

How.3i\ This of course \vas done with 1

then transferred to one fc>ot aml secureh

the!lead was snipped off

;

the:a the sharp

wen ; applied to extract the sac eonta :

Froin every point of vie* • this new habit

nun- ; and if these orioleis generally get

needis go hard with the c arpeiiter-bees; ;

ones or, as Patrick obsenres, those of th(

then when we look at the simi larity of th

the two cases mentioned , how remarkab the parallelism of the

In both cases is there a singular change of the food propensities.

and an equally seeming cruel wantonness in gratifying the same.

legal harbarity expiv-^cd in the ju. lament. •* to he hung, drawn,

and quartered ;" tor. pitiful sight, in my wry hand lay these decap-

itated and eviscerated objects still manifesting a vestige of life in

of the head. May it not be asked, if the birds are learning the

secrets, and practising the ways of men, and even like them

acquiring more refmed tastes, whither will the march of intellect

lead? At any rate does there not seem to be some connection

of our opening homily with orioles and bumble-bees ?

NOTES ON THE VEGETATION OF THE LOWER
WABASH VALLEY.

II. PECULIAR FEATURES OF THE BOTTOM-LANDS*.

About the middle of September, 1871, 1 visited Foote's Pond, in

Posey County. Indiana, and in company with my botanical trieni

Dr.JacobSchneck,of Mt. Carmcl. Illinois, spent a day in exploring



else resting upon the surface of the water, with the stalks sub-

merged
; the wet banks, from which the water had gradually

covered l.y a rank and varied \egetnliuu conM-ting mainly of Po-

'ff"""'w .-:tinuiij; which the drooping racemes of rose-colored or

carmine flowers of the Polygonum ompldbhnn gave a gay and

numerous species; while mingled with these prevailing forms grew.

in the moister spots, patches of plants with striking and beautiful

'""li.-yi- and oMen handsome flowers as the Sagittarhe. and Ilete-

'•«idhera with white flowers, Fontederia with similar habit and

blue flowers, Echinodorus. -blue-eyed grass" (Si*yrliynrliivra Ber-

mt'd;,,,,,!,,,), tufts of flags (Iris), etc. As we passed along,

ending km>e-d<>op, sometimes wai-d-deep. through this rank herb-



of one of their floating circular leaves, and set it revolving

the water like a wheel. Many leaves of this latter species wlf

we measured were found to be 3 feet in diameter ; this spec

acorn-like seeds. Often we had the greatest difficulty in poll

our canoe through the intricately tangled mass of floating a

submerged weeds, 51 which appeared 1.. he in almost endless \ n i

and among which we recognized, besides the species already m<

nting growth of graceful willows, 20 or 30 feet high,

prominent feature of the shore vegetation, and i

J pond a juimleof (Vplialantlms of a lower and dens



so sadly the beauty of the fores

The fine old trees still stood ir

»«k C '""

aho approached the sweet gn

^'ulo tludr girth, where the trunks bee

won species among the underwoods and attah

inches in length by i:i in breadth. The othei



chieily pawpaw (Jn,W,<., MVo/,0- mulberry (Jf,ms rubra), sassa-

fras {Sassafras officinale), red-bud (Ceras CttHodensis), iron

numerous other smaller trees, as Amelanchier Canadensis, wild

plums, crab apple (Pyrus coremamO- several species of haws or

thorn apples (Crataegus), flowering dogwood (Cornus flonda),

black haw (Viburnum prunifoHum) : while the shrubby under-

growth, which was frequently too dense to penetrate without

cutting, consisted in the main of prickly ash (Xanthoxylum

Amerieanxm), hop tree (Ptelea trifoliata), bladder nut (Staph/lea

trifntin.), burning bush or"Wahoo" (Euonymus <itr"j»irpirreus),

Grata <j>is spathuhtta* and several specie.- of Cornus. besides

numerous other shrubs. The prevalent undergrowth, however.

i spice wood {Liinh'ra in-nzni ,,) which grew 10 or 1-

feet high, its branches often forming a complete canopy overhead.

Which entirely shut off the view of the tree-tops.

In the "hollows" parallel to the river, the small cane (Arun-

dinaria teefa) formed dense brakes and grew 10 or 12 feet high,

species) and mixed with tall stinging nettles (Ulrica and Lapor-

with Equisetacea;. In the more open portions of the woods the

herbaceous vegetation was more luxuriant, consisting, in the main,

and silk weeds (Asclepias). associated with an apparently infinite

In lower spots the "lizard-tail" (Saururus cernuus) was the

predominant plant, and when in flower imparted a plea>ing fra-

grance to the locality. In the more open glades numerous vines

the tops of the very tallest, The winter grape ( Vtis cordfoUa)

often grew to a great size, many vines measuring 24 and some 40

inches in circumference several feet from the ground,— sometimes

dangling from a branch a hundred feet overhead, as often stretch-

ing like a cable from one tree to another, or twisted in fantastic

and intricate contortions as they wrapped the trunks or swayed

from them. The gaudy trumpet creeper (Teeoma radicans) with

its vivid clusters of large and conspicuous tubular orange-red



the N'rrirlniii creeper ( A,t<pvb-p.-<h <p»H>P'?f»Iln

Coo-,,!,,* Cur»i;,,ns, iiioon-n.l (
.1/. ,/>/, ,-,/*»>

Kuthuid'heaiin <'"''/ "/'" *'pi»»i and C. spith-

apple (E<>hhi»<>wtix 'h,t„',tu). wild hop {Hamulus

ram (Z)«osc-orea n7/osa) and carrion flower (.Wtu-

sides these were the several species of dodder (Cus-

iread a carpet of orange-colored yarn, as it were,

<>-.• -ind numerous sperms of delicate /,*/"'"''""*"',

» northward, just across the mouth of White Riv<



met. Except upwa



This pond, wliich occiipi

AW ->• /v/M -:nl -nee a flack

)is (Tantalus loculator) were dis-

ranches of an old dead sycamore



! overlain- the hank. h\ ;i -hot wl i h we hazarded al some :

y flew from a pool a hundred yards or so ahead of us. I

solitude of such places as this, these birds find secure retreats

. from the half dried-up pools have their fill of fishes, crust ace

ihyllia elegans (Fig. 144), described by Prof. Verri

3n first taken from the water and' therefore alive, 1

of a beautiful red color, a shade between orange

I scarlet, and vivid as a coal of fire ; when dead the

s and becomes a dingy white.

these brilliantly colored coral animals, the

I of Trivia Califomica
| Fig. 1 15, shell, enlarged I



<, our Spanish Californians

along the coast call the shells

fiey frequently find on the

"frijoles." The Trivia is

id in the Gulf of California.

teresting fact pertaining to

stensive outcropping of coarse granite

aint Pinos ; at Bodega I detected the

I the Trivia, subsequently collected at

corals seem to affect the harder rock.

' the sedirr

•II. Li'ttnrina phmaxi*. also appears par-

i
sometimes found on the shales,

v be interred, other requirements being

oper temperature of the water, that the

is coincident with the presence of the

the .rais .vhiek
:



THE ALPINE FLORA OF COLORADO.

By means of the collections ma<1

since by Dr. C. C. Parry and M<

botany of the Alpine region of the

represented to the few who have be

collecting in this re

probably soon be ret

represent this Alpi

upward among the r

J rapidly approaching the limit of trees

flowers will fail to observe first of all, the brilliant painted cap

(Castilleia). the scarlet [lowered varieties of which might at first

be mistaken for the common Castilleia coccinea. But this plant '-

of a quite distinct species; and notwithstanding the exceeding

brightness of its flowers, at this particular altitude, passing a* thc\

do into almost every possible shade of red. and soniciini>'> ''' '

beautiful mauve or purple (so that it is difficult to find two differ-

ent roots producing the same color of flower), its true name *



hie seldom meets with such exceedingly beautiful wild Howe

ir sources on the borders of snow fields just above, imi

the Rocky Moun

' the Mississippi ; but this Alpine species

a stem, the color of which is bluish outs

UW^



growing possibly to the height of one c

monopolizing considerable tracts of land,

to find a patch of the rare, high-alpine lai

of perhaps one inch, hut hearing beautiful 1:

met with. Of herbaceous flowering plants

twelve thousand feet, there yet remain soi

Polemonium confertum, in its typical form

i, var. mellitum) of the same species. The first

growing ori bleak, open ground, either level

wiivd or westward, is smaller every way, except i

corolla. The variety grows taller, has a luxuri:

ami n-ii;i 11 v pale or almost white flowers. It has gained some

excellent points of character by selecting for its abiding placil

the shelter of high rocks, on the south sides where it is well

protected from c<>\d Winds and driving storms of snow, which not

unfrequently visit these sublime heights, even in August, thi

flower month; and that, to the greater inconvenience of flower

these altitudes is a coarse, hoary composite {Acthidhi <irth,'hjh>ro)^

growing some eight or ten inches high, and producing heads of

yellow flowers as large as those of the wild sunflower of the

plains. Here, where so few things rise to the height of more than

two or three inches, this species becomes very conspicuous. It

usually grows on very exposed situations, and the largo heads of

flowers, borne upon stout and well clothed stems, turn their back*

to the storms, and remain stoically indifferent to the poltings of

every sleeting blast that sweeps over their dreary abode. Jl'-rten-

sia alpina is one of the most elegant of these tenants of the

heights. With its stems, three or four inches high, bearing

bunches of deep blue, nodding flowers, it looks remarkably pretty.



i or three inches 1:

ilk. The ilowers, too,

<i<'(i"h's is another of these matted, mossy. Alpine heautie

almost stemless. purple liowers. Sii.rifrmjn ,st>ri>>/}!i'ff>li<i.

golden-yellow petals. And now, just a little above us, he<

long, white lines or extended fields of never-melting snows

chosen to bloom there ; and we find not a few very notable <

Within six feet of the snow grows the small but brigh

oides is a most elegant, ibrget-me-not-like plant of about this

altitude, growing in verv small, silvery masses and sending out

very short stems with the very prettiest bright blue flowers. The

showiest of all is Rununcnl ux (uloneus., a crowfoot with rather stout

stems, small and finely divi .led leaves, and remarkably large and

well-formed golden petals. It is certainly one of the very linest

species of its genus, and e ren shows some inclination to produce



mu\,\sAplopappus

CERTAIN PECULIARITIES IX THE CRANIA OF

THE MOUND-BUILDERS.
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In examining this skull in its general outlines the observer

struck by the scantiness <>>' brain capacity, seen in the narrow fo:

head, the receding frontal hone, and a similar recession in the :

gion of the lambdnidal sniure. which give to the vertex an and

prominence, and to the longitudinal arc an outline approaehi

in form a Gothic arch.

That portion of the oeci] foramen magnu

instead of being continued in a straight line, i

oped European skull, curves up to the occipital crest. The occip-

ital condyles are small, and • the basilar portion of the ...-.•ipititl

bone ascends with unusual obliquity from them." " The foramen

magnum and the other foramina for nerves at the base M«

comparatively large; the foramina for vessels as well as the

grooves for the sinuses are, on the other hand, con

small." The post-glenoid process, as in the negro, ia strong^

marked. The occipital crest is highly ridged, and arch '
^

vexly like the figure c*
, and the point where these arches iutersect



le extremity of the skull. The temporal fossa

temporal ridge is prominent. The apex is aboi

-the coronal and lambdoidal suture. The parii

of swelling into a rounded outline, are tlattei

than in the European, and in this respect appro:

zygomatic arches swell out beyond the parietal walls, which in the

European skull so far overhang as to conceal them in the vertical

view.
§
From this point of observation it may be said that all the

exterior prominences are visible. — the occipital protuberance, the

zygomatic arches, and the superciliary ridges.

The frontal bone is of great strength and slopes backward,

encroaching on tlic parietal* and giving origin to a low forehead.

In the lower animals this bone becomes nearly horizontal and is

placed behind the eyes. "In proportion."* says Humphry, "as

the cranial portion slopes backward, so do its facial buttresses—
the nasal and angular processes— slant forwards: and in propor-

tion as the brain is well developed and the cranial part of the bone

is upright, so are the facial processes directed perpendicularly

forwards, in the lower races of mankind they grow downwards

and forwards, and in the best formed human skulls they grow

almost vertically downwards."
Such are the characters which seem to predominate in the

mound-builders' skulls.—characters which distinguish them from

the negro on the one hand and the Teuton on the other. Indi-

vidual variations occur, as might be expected, for we are not to

suppose that all have been east in a single mould. All the

specimens indicate a low intellectual organization little removed

from that of the idiot.

On comparing the figure with a European skull, these anatomical

traits will be apparent bv contrast: particularly the increased
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development of tlio frontal and p:

curving of the occiput, the horizont

occipital ridge and the foramen ma
the squamosal suture.

It is the preponderance of the bra

of particular traits of character. We place the scat of the intol-

link ns to the brute in the middle' lobe; and of those which

appertain to the social all'ections in the posterior lobe. The pre-

prey to a crafty and cruel foe. Under the guidance of a snpe

mind, we can imagine that they would be content to toil, vvitt

weighing deliberately the nature or amount of the reward. I

the Chinese they could probably imitate but not invent; s

secure from the irruption of enemies they would, in time, dev<

The Indian possesses a conformation of skull which clei

separates him from the prehistoric mound-builder. And sue

conformation must give rise to different mental traits. His b:

as compared with the European, according to George Con

differs widely in the proportions of the different parts. The a

rior lobe is small, the middle lobe large, and the central conv.

brain case is box-like with the corners rounded off; the occi

vault is pyramidal
; the interparietal diameter is great ;

the su

ciliary ridges and zj-gomatie arches sweep out beyond the {



Dr. Lund, a distinguished Swedish iim

ie hone eaves of Minas Gordas, Brazil

ssoeiatcd with those of extinct qiuuku

'•The question then aviso,, who ;m- tlie-o

'.
:

. . . . . .

'

^

W'fupy in anthropology. -The narrowness of the i
-

'the forehead"
'* We know that the human figures found sculptu

'<'i"iit monuments of Mexi ... represent, for the gre:



singular conformation of head, l>einu' without forehead, the crani

tion of the 'head or taste of the artist, now admits of a nioi

naturalexplanation.it I. in- pi .vi 1 b\ thes authentic document

were of the ordinal x h. : ,. t. l-V.u Ji tuo of them were aboi

opinion in Craniology, eould not have occupied a high positic

Eivero and Tschudi, whose researches in South America coi

mand confidence, believe that the artiiicial disfigurement of tl

skull which prevailed amongst the Iaea-Peruvians owed its on-

to the prior existence of an autochthonous race having this pee

Rarity; and they further state that it is in some instanc

congenital, as it is seen in the foetus of Peruvian mummies.

In the Peruvian skull figured l.y Tiedenuum, this peculiarity

mer,they gave but To cubic inches for the bulk of the brain, while

the Teutonic crania -ave !>2 inches. The average ditlerence be-

now is it then, it has been as ket l, that with this low mental pow-

.us work* "and"
shou Id have

TV

4

considerable civilh

such stupen-

jation, while

ic Indian, with fa r "re ater vo llllile of brain, exhibits Mich slight

uidition'r Mr. .1

r an.

I ;:;"
r

z
ited all attempts to elevate ni»

attempted to answer this ques-

3w„
r,

bv
l

";SCt

dv

ll lol

erpo^

»e of th

3
•ain of these people,

. ..Hurts than



leotnal and moral qualities of tho Mo

i ssions.*

. iviVnv«l

oreat is the ran»o of variation in the crania of
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uil eulture tvii'l an ability

from those of the educate

id that, through a state o:

eked, but still acquiring
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DELATION BETWEEN ORGANIC
VIGOR AND SEX.

Tin: observations of Thomas Meehan upon the cl t o

in plants, published in the "Transactions of the American ,

Nation for Advancement of Science," and elsewhere, are en

to the attentive consideration not only of botanists but al

students of general biology. In his papers of 18G8, '69 and ;

Mr. Median has endeavored to show that • it is the highest



referred mainly to Conifer' r and Ameiitww, although not confined

to them.

The hesitation felt by many minds in regard to the acceptance of

the above proposition has originated, chiefly, from the familiarity

of the principle that "there is a certain degree of antagonism

executed at the expense of the other :" along with the weight of

some very familiar facts concerning the generally greater size and

muscular strength of the male among animals (with a few exeep-

Some
&

of the

that given by Mr. Meehan. In his example of the

their exhaustion? In another place | Mr. Meehan speaks of "the

individual construction is especially active, while the fructifying

organs are oWuiv. and fungi, in which almost the whole plant

to reproduction. Is there any doul)t that, in the dahlia and other

Composite cult; ration alters fertile florets of the disk into barren

florets of the ray? The gardener's common use of the principle

Of Umit;,.rj „„h-;iiu„ for lla< i,,rr,<„se of r< V ro<hu>tion is alluded

to by Mr. Meehan in his paper of 1870, H
in speaking of a branch

being "partially riivjnl t» produce fruitfulness."



character somewhat analogous to those dwelt upon ab<v

cerning plants; which conspire with these, in suggest in

some qualification or addition may be required to the o

statements concerning the relations between nutrition and

du'etion ; or at least as to those between organic vigor and

Take the instance of the common hive-bee (Apis me

According to the observations of Dzierzon, Von Siehold,

art and Tegetmeier upon hive-bees, and of F. W. Pnti

Wyman and (ierstjecker upon humble-bees, it appears Urn

is a regular gradation in rank, so to speak, of bee offspring,

ing to the method of their production. First and lowesi

hive-bee series are the males or drones. These may be sor

produced by an unfertilized working bee; commonly, by ;

bee from ova not fertilized with sperm-cells, which cells, a

detained in the snermo! them. A queer

j is t

iting it to the full endowments of :

icen hirv;e." intermediate between

impregnated becoming queens, then the large queen

the workers, /,/*/ th- n.ah-s.

Now among the Aphides as well as to a certain ext.

Molluscoida, Coelenterata, etc., we find a class of fact

from these but yet allied to them. Taking Huxley's ,

perature ll the „nn,lv of food." The agamic vivipar.



designate it.

a plants and an

The two direc

jar that this is pre-

ii>iiiin-d in the one process

le a certain limitation of

.,, v.tw limn lii.Hvia.ial



prevails usually in apparatus no! of the I'unctii

naturally attribute to it a certain superiority,

entitle sense, unequivocally have this characi

conceded that it has, we must then regard i

inance in males as one of the difficulties in the

of reasoning to the study .

ation.)

LAND OF AQUIDXKCK
RTS OF THE SHORES
jAy. _ No. III.

iterials of the island itself. The extensive coal deposits with

sir abundant carboniferous fossils make us reasonably sure that

large part of the island is composed of rocks which were an

atinent were being formed. As the rocks of this part of the

*.im, nv^,,^ wk„. .lotermined than those of any other part

om them to



:;»2

Over all the section extending from the Bristol Ferry to the

northern end of Lilly pond, we have a set of rocks which must

undoubtedly be referred to the carboniferous age, but which vary

in some regards from the typie il cocks < f that age in this country.

The exact thickness and the composition of all the members of

this series are not easily ascertained on account of the limited na-

ture of exhibitions of strata on the island. The following see! ion

is believed, however, to give something iike an approximation to

the truth :—

N i|i
I III!

111
1

-
1

III
||

|

111 111 il
The thickness of this section is difficult t

lerous faults which are apparent in the small part of the i



that the observer cannot have a chance of

races they produce.

At the time when the carboniferous beds

of this section were formed, the shore at tb

of the i

lis part <

was not far from its present position. The

5;
:

boniferous sea an arm or buy having a w idth of

dimensions than.

a

there <

vterior to this

the chemical and mineralo".ical >«

n<r the great tendency ther

northward but by far the larger part are from rocks which do

not, so far as known, occur in the neighborhood. The syenite and

other fclspathie rocks of the Bristol Neck sections are found in

abundance. Other types of syenites also occur which cannot be

so easily referred to any bed rock ; some geologists have found

"airineiiN <>f i/muuhe in argillaceous pebbles of this formation.

These are not known to occur in any rocks to the northward

nearer than the Champlain region: it is more reasonable to be-

since been destroyed by erosion, than to suppose that they have

ance with what we know of the erosion of these old rocks to sup-

pose that great masses of these fossil bearing rocks may have

been in the immediate neighborhood at the time when these con-

glomerates were formed ami yet these fragments in the newer

r^k remain the only record of their having existed.



his view of their history, those eonglonn

important source of information eonceri:

of this part of tlie continent. The ge<

; New England ?



The fact that at certain i>

all, of the sand and clay

The conditions nn<

rock may form ver

::k,V

know to have -been generally in action on the earth whit

hie of moving pebbles in such a manner as to prodi

deposits of boulders is ice. That it is able to do sue

fully shown hv the -rcat accumulations of the drift per

researches of Mr. James Croll have shown that the ,



show, in the character of the deposits or in the physical condition

of the boulders they contain, indubitable evidence of some action

other than those usually* operative on the surface of the earth.

Wherever, as in the nagelfluh of Switzerland or other similar accu-

mulation^, we have wide extending shells of boulders and gravel,

we are clearly justified in suspecting ice action, when, as in all

cases of conglomerates of wide geographical extension which I

have examined, the pebbles are not formed with the regular out-

lines which necessarily occur where the shaping of the masses is

the result of moving water. We are bound to believe that peb-

bles of all sizes, which have been worn to their shape by running

water, must tend to assume regular forms, the major axis of which

will be coincident either with the greater lengths of the pebbles

or with their lines of greatesl hardness.

In any case the pebbles will generally assume more or less

oblately spheroidal forms. On the other hand, materials which have

received their shapes under glacial action will generally be free from

those results which come from the uniform friction of one pebble

against another, inasmuch as such movements will be impossible

while the fragments are in the grip of the ice. The nature of the

conditions is such that the pebbles will be worn by being held in a

fixed position with one side turned to the abrading agent, the

others being for the time protected from wear. With the constant

changes occurring in the moving ice one pebble will frequently

come to have several facets cut upon it in this way, and many

pebbles in succession will be subjected to the same sort of wear.

In accumulations of unaltered glacial deposits we always fina

pebbles having this many faceted character which results from

the successive wearing. The only difficulty is that many, often by

far the larger part of the mass, are made up of pebbles which have

gotten their shape without actual attrition, being simply rounded

by chemical action, or keep their original form; but, in any case

where many pebbles with a faceted character occur in a conglom-

erate it may be safely concluded that it has been formed by ice

Pebbles having the above described characters occ

dance throughout the unaltered part of the conglon

underlies the Rhode Island coal. This with the other features

may be taken making it pretty nearly certain that it had a glacial

origin. It must be noticed, however, that in no case have t



pebbles, which have been observed, retain*

view of the fact that the larger part of

hibit this characteristic in some of their peb

that this seems a serious difficulty in the wa

the conglomerate pebbles were formed by o

be noticed, however, that all these conglon

of water action in the rearrangement of the

be compared with that part of our drift :

has been rearranged in a similar manner,

tion that all those beds of drift pebbles

submergence left on our shores have los

tion which they generally bear on their e

faces are retained, but the scratches are, in

I have examined, quite worn away. Moreo

ancient period have undergone so much

cases where there has been no great miner

almost all the localities which I have exan

posited in the ancient sea just as they are now being carried

• deposited by the glacial streams on the Greenland coast.

The connection between the" carboniferous period and a prei

ing epoch favoring the deposition of extensive beds of congloi]

ate is a fact well established both in this country and Eur<

The conglomerate and grits which underlie the coal are gener

made up of materials which appear to have been transported for <

siderable distances. This detrital epoch which is so gener

indicated bv the subcarboniferous formations can best be accoui

for by supposing that the forest period of the carboniferous

was preceded by a glacial period of great duration and intent

Durum- tlii- ice 'lime and immediately succeeding it there w<

have been, along the shallow border waters of the old contine

great accumulations of pebble beds and sandstones, which w<

*ow throughout the stratifying action of water. During

Period of reelevation. which would have followed an ice tune tl

a« it followed the ice time which has just passed away, these 1



period is :i carboniferous period, and in time its eo:d beds will U>

found resting- upon just such a section as now characterizes the

rocks of the ancient coal time. The Dismal Swamp, when it is

converted into coal, as it well may be in the future, will show

posed of pebbles which owe much of their transportation to ice

action, though their final arrangement is the work of water. It

serah lied pehbles of 1 h _ i \

\

id Inch preceded the < iibm-

iferous epoch; the answer is easy to find, the shore regions of any

of deposition, are the only parts of its surface where we can expect

ffected. In the fir:



preprinted by plants am
e use ; when the ice shed

h store of materials suit

be that the vigor of the <

•esult of this glacial pn
table life.

ie whole time of the for
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and that which is fotind in the neighborhood of Taunton are usua
1

so nearly in the condition in which it Avas originally formed tl

even the accustomed eye fails readily to detect any change in

structure, from compression. At other points to the northwa

the distortion of the elements which compose the conglomerate

very great indeed. The inquiry into the history of this gn

change must be made in connection with our study of the dynan

history of the beds of the island.

EEVIEWS AND BOOK NOTICES.

The Evolution of Life.* — An exceedingly interesting and

suggestive book, as it is so full of the spirit of Hseckel's writing's.

of which it is in large part a condensation. We doubt not that

it will be extensively read by those interested in natural history

studies, though more especially designed to [dace before the gen-

eral reader "a condensed view of the evidences for the theory

that the animal and vegetal worlds have been very gradually

developed or evolved, as distinguished from the hypothesis of their

sudden special creation." For the purpose of popular exposition

the author's style is excellent, being simple and concise. As

we suggested, the work is a reflection of HaeckeTs " History of

Creation," a remarkable book by a remarkable man. The succes-

sor of Oken at Jena, he partakes largely of his spirit, and with

much that is strikingly original and suggestive in his popular

works, there are portions that are highly exaggerated, facts being

sometimes strangely twisted to suit his theory. Hseckel's guesses

and assumed intermediate type- maybe in many cases proved true

year- hence, but the history of evolution cannot be written by one

man in a single century. The " Evolution of Life " must be

judged by the same canons of criticism. The impression made on

our mind after examining it is, that the author is far more sure

of his deductions and grouping of facts than would be a specialist

in any one of the classes of animals, whose supposed a

he indicates in some cases, at least, with a degree of overconti-



dence. In a word, we doubt whether the candid.

the apparent conclusions of this taking book. F<

homologies of the sponges with the polypes are ft

fullest extent by the author, so of the koiothurians

; faulty "History of Creation." a tint

of Oken's " Plrysiophilosophy."

to some special criticisms. Is the ai

)f the figures are exceedingly poor)

a Sipunculus? Both the figure and

of Synapta. The author on p. 40 a

articulated worm [ ! !]. The starfish has prob ably been pi•odueei

through the union .of five worms, the worms he:ving united at tliei

posterior ends, sinice the eyes are seen at th e fite ends Of tin

starfish [!!!]." 1 .
•• 11 i story o 1' Crea

tion," though Hsec kel figures the embrvo of tin ! staidish. 1"hanks

however, to the Isibors°of Johannes Midler. Rrof id Mr
A. Agassis, and TPyville Thompson, we hav< h acem ate in-

formation as falsifl i's this singular conception . Farther < .n. Dr.

Chapman conclude s, and this is a specimen of his over-eoi llideiit.

uncritical mode of dealing with these subjects . tha t " The

of the Asterida?, 01 starfishes, from the worm;i is iIn perfe Cl har-

mony with the structure. development and petr ified remains of the

group. The most istriking facts of their econo re explitilUtide

on such a theory, but are perfectly meaningless c>n any <:>thoiv'

No one whose con-ception was not founded on mere second-hand,



book kn e.vledge could write tike this. We would inquire whether

what we know of the embryology of the Comatula from the re-

the Oinoids from the lower Radiates, the Acalephs. arid further

on from the Hydra? From the researches of Midler, Professor

.
Agassiz and Mr. A. Agassiz, the embryos of the three classes

seem readily homologized, and the forms of the embryo of the

eulu-. Ihilanotrli^sus and Nemertv- Ibr example, art-

faulty, the remaining chapter^ >eem to be me.re carefully prepared,

though the tone of the book, like Hieckel's, is that of an advocate.

caution, the book is a"fair r.'.une' of the ..pu.i,.,,, of many able

naturalists as to the probable mode of development of man and

descriptions (compiled when the author has not had specimens) w



for the most pa

costly works.

30 parts, each c

sides of the American cont

As we are writing this i



- rination.

We bail with pleasure the appearance of this first work

Californian insects by a native entomologist, and wish it eve

report is mostly occupied with original papers in natural histoi

representing the work done in the museum or upon specime

contained in its collections. In his paper entitled " Synopsis

the Family Ileteropygii," Mr. Putnam gives a detailed accou

of this interesting family, represented by the Blindfish of Ma
moth Cave, and its allied found in certain subterranean streai

and vfell s an,1 rice ditches of the Sou

ular i unit 1las been given in this* jo.

Th e paper by Mr. Scurtdcr. entitle.

some of the American Bui:terflie

known 1 cur in Essex Count

thou* dit to e atomologists, a lid wi

American natu tnt essay "gives a chges

the results reached by a critical examination of the struct

features of many American butterflies— principally those of :

England. The earlier stages of these insects, as well as the

feet forms have been subjected to careful study." Some sweej

changes have been made by the author both in the classifica

and synonymy of this important group, based on more tborc

In the succeeding short papers by Dr. Packard are dcsci'ipt

of the Coleoptera collected in Labrador," the specimens ha

been identified by Dr. Horn.

Appended to the report is the " Record of Entomology for

year 1871." From it we learn that thirty native entomolo*

have contributed entomological notes and papers during that 3

This record is invaluable to entomologists, as showing what \

has been done both in America and Europe on our native spe



itified by Professor Baird, and

ts occurrence north of the Rio

i of the ninth volume of the

of all the aid withir

valuable and creditabl

' for Pcuwrella, etc.— J. A.

BOTANY.
ica by a Moth.—At the Dubuque meeting

tion for the Advancement of Science, Prof,

of a paper which will appear in full in the

Louis Academy of Science. He briefly

b anomalous known to entomologists. He

ay of our flowers, such as the Asclepias



ance of the moi

beautiful plantations have been abandoned, and the people uatch

the advance of desolation, unable to arrest it, but knowing almost

to a certainty, the time when their own habitations, their -radons

and fresh fields will become a part of the waste ; the whole inland

seems doomed to become a desert.

The inhabitants believe, and my friend confirms their opinion.

island some years ago.— J. S. M.
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now refer to the larvae of Pycnogonum and Achelia described by
Dohrn, and especially to the presence of the yolk within the

maxillae of the larva of Chelifer, which circumstance connects it

with the embryology of Phoxichilidium.

"It is remarkable that the larva* of Chelifer stands still lower

in its grade of development than the nanplius larva of Crustacea

and the lame of the above mentioned Pycnogonids. It indeed

presents a nauplius form with only two pairs of extremities, but

in all cases the second pair is completely developed (in the form

of forked swimming feet) while the same only appears in the

youngest larva of Chelifer as a slump-like form.

"In closing I will remark that in its developmental relations

Chelifer differs much more from the Araneina (spiders) and scor-

pions than Phalangium, the Phrynidra, and even the Acarina.

"The writings of Gerstaecker. Clapiuvde and Zalensky, on the

two last mentioned groups, show us that their embryology agree*

in many points with that of the Araneina. I can say the same

from the development of Phalangium opilio observed by me. The

embryo of this animal resembles in its general features the well

known embryos of spiders, and differs especially through the want

of a (provisional) postabdomen, and the relatively less develop-

ment of the abdomen."
The last number of the " Annales des Sciences" has just come

to hand containing lhdbiani's memoir "sur la developpement des

Phala] gides." The eggs and embryo just before hatching were

so much like those of spiders, that he mistook them for such.

The earlier stages such as Metschnikoff alludes to he does not

seem to have noticed.

EjiBRvoLOGr of the Mteiopods.— The only studies on this

Bnbject of any special value, previous to the researches of Metsch-

nikoff, are those of Newport on the development of Julus ; but

these do not relate to the earliest ..•hang.'., in the egg.
In a note to the paper noticed above, Metschnikoff states that

he has observed a new instance of the total segmentation of the

yolk in the egg of Polyxenus larjurus and he believes that this

phenomenon is more widely distributed in the insects and Crus-

tacea than we suppose. "After the total segmentation of the



within a few yards of a kingbird's nest; and so invete-
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^Jtjm pursuing a

ittle tyrants. that frequently I have

>tn 'lit at the hi ghest rate of dd command. 1 have
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of robins build it. All the time of nidification eagerly watching

the progress was a pair of kingbirds. Just as soon as the nest

was completed these royal tyrants took possession. Of course

' there was a determined remonstrance from Mr. and Mrs. T>mlns

migratorius, who had no. notion of being thus summarily ousted

from a home which with hard labor they themselves had just built.

But this king and queen Tyrannus conclusively settled the dispute

by showing that might makes right, and Mr. and Mrs Robin

withdrew, as the only way to save their bacon. Having thus

"jumped the claim," the kingbirds took possession, and raised a

brood of young in peace. One of the young ladies felt her sense

of justice so outraged that she wanted to rout the invaders with a

broom ; but the captain interfered, and they were undisturbed.

The very noticeable fact is that these ornithic scamps kept prying

around, watching with genuine royal indolence the progress of

the labors of the busy unsuspecting builders ; then when all was

finished, with true kingly impudence they took possession as of

royal right.

—

Samuel Lockwood.

Arachnactis the Young of Edward sia.—The genus Arachnac-

tis established by Sars for a small floating Actinia has been studied

by Busch and myself who came to the conclusion that it probably

was the pelagic stage of an Actinoid allied to Cerianthus. During

the last summer I have succeeded in raising from young Arach-

nactis (like those described and figured by me in the Proceedings ot

the Boston Society of Natural History)
-

and to keep them alive till they lost their pelagic habits, and i

mained more or less stationary on the bottom, creeping slow

along by means of their tentacles on the elongated column.

The changes observed in the older stages of Araohnactis consi

of the gradual resorption of the embryonic cells at the posted

extremity of the column, the increase of the number of tentacle

taking place in pairs at one extremity of the longitudinal axis

the disk, the elongation of the column, the increase in size of I

ovaries, the differentiation of the column into an anterior pa

where the partitions aiv Mtuato 1. becoming externally more ai

more corrugated transversally with advancing age, this anteri

part being comparatively capable of but. slight expansion

u, and a posterior part of the column capable of &*

l and contraction, especially at the very extremity o



ip Rabbit (Lepus Aquatirus). —

T

It abounds in the canebrakes <

na, Arkansas and Texas. It is

res of the tall cane.

mal continues to cut off fifteen , inch sections >f the

eane with its leaves comes dowii low enough to allow therabbit to

feed on it. Many of these little piles of cut up

.

L'ane arc seen in the

cany bottoms of the rivers an:1 creeks of Mi tc in

Texas where there is no cane, it feeds on variou s grasses and some

of the wild herbage. Like the ol hen chased b\ dogs

it seeks refuge in hollow trees, holes in the gromid, etc. -Wheiti it is

captured it squeals fearfully and . its heart beats audibly.— GiCDEOH

Lwcecum, Long Point, Texas.--Communicated by the Smith s>onion

InstUution.

The Salt Lake Crustacean.— A peculiarity: of the little cms-

tacean (Arte in ia fertilis Verrill) , living in the waters of Salt Lake,

which ought to be noticed is th;it of its congrecrating in mass es of

strange appearance in the wa'ter. When the masses are small

they sometimes stretch out so as to have the form of a ser

At other times they represent i ings, globes an. gular

figures. A gentle breeze does not affect the w;ater filled by Arte-

mia, so that while the water on all sides of these dense cong

tions is slightly ruffled, that which they occ iipy remains as if

covered by oil, thus indicating the figure of the mass. My sttten"



>y seeing on the surface the fig

e, and in another what appeared 1

vely still water flowing out thron.



bottom of Lake Michigan. In fact no Crustacea

to which Idotea belongs is known to exist in our C

Ai.mxo Deeb.—A few days since HenryWilsoi

Tii,i animal was a fawn of our common Virgil

thn2e months old. Its eyes were also white.-

Tit uairiaP. 0., Volusia Co., Fla.

GEOLOGY.
'\?he Proboscidians of the American Eocen

BUIamer, Prof. Cope, in charge of a division of

Geological Survey of the territories, explored

the Eocene beds of Wyoming Territory.

mcies of plants, mollusks and insect >. am
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of the upper jaw (premaxillary bone) ; there is no canine, and

the molars are few. The incisor is shorter than in the mastodon*,

etc.. and is compressed, trenchant, and recurved, forming a most

formidable weapon. The great peculiarity is seen in the structure

of the molars, which is nearly that of Bathmodon Cope, an allied

Perissqdactyl. This type is, however, graded into an approach to

Dinotherium in another Perissodactyl, Metalophodon Cope, of

which more below.

The type species of this group, called by Prof. Cope Eol I

cornutus, is as large as the Indian elephant, but stood lower, hav-

ing proportions more like the rhinoceros. The elongate form of

the cranium added to this resemblance. The physiognomy was

very peculiar. On either side of the front, above each orbit, rose

a stout horn, its base continuous with that of its mate. The

immensely prolonged nasal bones overhung the premaxillary, as

in the rhinoceros, and supported on each side near the extremity

a massive reverted shovel-shaped protuberance, which united at

an open angle with its fellow on the middle line in front.

These beasts must have lived in herds, like the elephant of

to-day, judging from the abundance of their remains, no less than

twenty-five or thirty individuals having left their bones within

a short distance of one of the camps of the party. Three species

were distinguished: E. cornutus, E.furcatus, and E. pressk<>nus.

The resemblance of the tusks to canine teeth is such as to have

induced a late author to have based the description of a supposed

carnivore of large proportions on one of them.

The Armed Metalophodon.—This is an extinct odd-toed ungu-

late discovered by Prof. Cope in the lowest or " Green River"

division of the Eocene of Wyoming. The only species found was

named M. armatus. It possessed a full series of six superior inci-

sors, and had a formidable knife-like canine, with cutting edges and

a groove on the outer face. The premolars are like those of Batb-

modon, i. e., with one outer crescent, while the molars differ in

having the constituent crest of the single crescent separated on the

inner side of the tooth, thus producing two subpurallel crests.

The lower premolars are singular in possessing one crescent, with a

rudimental second by its side. This increases in proportions on

the posterior teeth till on the last inferior molar the two are oearlj

equally developed. Alternate ridges are however on this tooth



reduced and rudimental. leaving a parallel two-cre;

proaching a Tapia or Dinotherium. There were pro

the lower jaw.

The animal was about the size of the rhinoceros a:

another addition to the well-armed ungulates of

Eocene. The transitional forms seen in its tooth st

tute a point of especial interest.

The Fish-beds of Osino, Nevada.— Investigal

geology of Nevada, conducted during the present »

Cope, of Dr. Hayden's Geological Survey, have re>u

covery of an extensive lake basin, which was tilled w

during some of the Tertiary periods. Its deposit

into lines of upheaval by the elevation of the H

Range, and the North Humboldt River traverses tl

tion of the old lake. The Humboldt River Sink

hearing the

i the Bear River of Utah.

The strata are in many places exceedingly thin and paper-like,

resembling the braun kohle of Prussia. Two seams of a cannel-

like coal, of about three feet each in thickness, have been exposed

by excavations. This is the most western locality for coal east

of the Sierra Nevada. The shales contain great numbers of fos-

sil fishes, insects, plants, etc. The fishes are all of fresh water

types ; one of them is related to the existing type of O'tosto,,, <!>>

(sucker), and has been ( died Amu •><
»•>'•' l

\
ls :1 >l " N '

with the sucking mouth "left out ;" that part resembling its
l'

!

y

!

"-

type in ordinary fishes. Another species is related to the • Iiull-

minnows" (C>/prinodontid«'), but dilfers from known geiu-ra m

having bristle-like bodies instead of ordinary scales. It is called

Trichophanes hians. The insects are chiefly i

legged flies (Tipula).

The age of the beds was thought to be Green 1

On^he northern ridge bordering the Humboldt

there are completely opalized portions of trunks

were at least five feet in diameter. The ground

black, yellow, red, purple or porcelain-wh

The age of the remains is probably Terti

mostly dicotyledons.

colored fragments



ANTHROPOLOGY.
[an in America.—The disco

erics is that by Mr. E. L. Berthoud, which is given in full, with a

map. in the Proceedings of the Philadelphia Academy of Sciences

for 1872, p. 4"6. Mr. Berthoud there reports the discovery of an-

Colorailo. and also on several other rivers in the vicinity. These

ing entirely from the niound-builders and the present Indians.

fossil shells found with the relics of man are of estuary forms, ami

as the sites of the ancient towns are on extended points ol land

and at the base of the ridges or binds. Mr. Berthoud thinks the

evidence is strongly in favor of the location.- having been near

some ancient freshwater lake, whose vestiges the present topog-

raphy of the region favors.

MICROSCOPY.





plate, from tin' lnn<ext to the highest ho u<t. ie'n'e satisfartorihj than

any objective I hare hitherto tried. I must also give its perform-

ance on Aiitjihij.h ,1,-u [lrihir;,hi i,y lump light the preference over

any similar work I have clone or witnessed. The price of this

objective was one hundred and seventy-live dollars.

I send herewith some glass transparencies from negatives of the

nineteenth band, take*n by this lens, together with some paper

prints of the several groups of the plate.— J. J. Woodward,
Washington, Sejrt. 3d.

Photo-mechanical Printing.—In the September number of the

Naturalist is an article under this caption, giving some of Dr.

Woodward's idea-, and an editorial dissent from them. Now this

difference of opinion relates to a point that ought to be settled

by the judgment of microscopists, and I write this for the pur-

pose of calling for their views of the question. I quote from the

article: "Even the microscopic himself, being unable to repre-

sent all that he sees, is obliged to select what he conceives to be

of importance, and thus represents his own theories rather than

severe facts" (Dr. Woodward). The comment is ["If, however.

his theories are correct, and his delineation skilful, this very power

of selection and construction enables him to give a distinctness

and completeness which is lacked by the photographic camera."]

Here are two almost opposite principles of illustration in ques-

tion. Which should be the governing one? What is the object

of the pictures? Obviously there are two; one for explanation

of the observer's theories ; the other, that other observers may

in repeating the observation be guided by and recognize what

the first one had seen, and this I consider the all-important ob-

ject of "figures." If the observer draws only what he thinks im-

portant, he must almost invariably make a picture quite differ-

ent from the one seen in the microscope— he has omitted what

he deemed the unimportant parts— and the pupil trying to fol-

low him finds the actual appearance so different that he does not

recognize it as the same. No doubt many of the misunderstand-

ings or differences of opinions among microscopists have origi-

nated from this very defect of published figures, which have been

taken to be what they purported to be, representations of what

theories are wrong then his .kiln, i(
. .„ lt i„„ h-,< onh misled



his readers. But if the draughtsman publishes his ii-ure as ex-

plicitly as his theory, not as the representation of the "severe

fact," then he will be understood.

On the other hand, the camera represents exactly what may
be seen by any other observer, using the same appliance (which

should in all cases be described) and the student can draw his own
conclusions fn ,m t j, e pi e turo as to the soundness of the theories

can represent only one view of an object, while the observer by

changing the focus of his instrument obtains a new view at each

these differing views are all important for correctly understanding

illustrated In one photograph Many objects must require several.

-C. S;

This inflexible limitation of the photographic view to one sec-

tion or plane of the object, is evidently one of the points re-

ferred to in the criticism quoted above, which, without referring

to photography as a means of proof u f alleged observations, or of

submitting observations to investigators tor criticism or deduction,

only suggested that for communicating well ascertained facts a

inoation may contain n o any avail-

able number ol photographic representations. A good drawing.

as intimated by Dr. Beale, may often supply the place of a long

and unread verbal description.

The Submersion Microscope. — Mr. Richards has presented

to the Royal Microscopical Society an adjustable submersion tube

which can be attached to any objective, thus avoiding the neces-

*>e used in this manner.
Dr. Dudgeon's paper in the "Quarterly Journal of Microscopi-

cal Science "
for July, 1871, seems to claim originality for the idea

of a submersion arrangement, but Mr. Richards and others have

called it Mr. Stephenson's plan. We hope our London contempo-

o-paxtograph.— Mr. Isaac Roberts publishes in the

;
of the "Monthly Microscopical Journal" an illus-



in the small one is a glass plate with cross-lines

"W hen in use in the microscope the cross-lines are

eye-lens, and the pencil rests upon a sheet of
supported near the top of the compound body. -
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. notes.

Structure of Podura Scales.— Dr. J. W. S. Arnold has suc-

ceeded in throwing off, by means of the electric induction spark,

some of the "spines" of the familiar test scale of "Podura."
Preparatory to this experiment the scales are rendered brittle by
drying in an oven. The detached spines are easily beaded by uni-

lateral light.

Dry Rot. —Thomas Taylor, of Washington, D. C, found
microscopic fungi upon the leaves of a book which was gradually

perishing by dry rot. After treatment by a strong solution of

carbolic acid, no further injury occurred.

VAIT.UN -

scription of a new work on the "Cetaceans and other Marine
Animals of California," The plates are to be full and finely

executed. Professor Agassiz commends it as follows.

San FnANcrsco, October 1, 1872.

I have been delighted to look over the engrav-

:eans and other marine mammals of the West
(l (

;

f
'

r ^I'th Vmeri, ,. to [lust, t« vo . wo ! upon thcii natu-
i'=d lustory, because it is the first time i have seen the whale
properly exhibited on paper.

lour practical knowledge of these animals, and the f

I it will give me the greatest pleasure to do every-

my power to obtain subscribers for you in t

Mates and in Europe.
With the deepest interest in your labors, believe me

Very sincerely yours, L. Agassiz.

' C. M. Scammon, T. fir. Revenue Murine, San Fran-

We are able to announce that the work will be published by the

Agency, and that we are ready to receive subscriptions
at this office and shall soon be able to give further information.

M e have to record the death, after a short illness, of Andreas S.

Oersted, Professor of Botany in the University of Copenhagen,
which occurred on September 3d. He was born on June 216*,

1816, and his earlier studies were directed to zoology; in 1841 he

- 'M medal of the university for a thesis on the Danish

Annelids. During the years 1846-48, Oersted travelled in Costa



Rica, and the botanical results of his expedition hav. ;

numerous papers in the Transactions of the Copenhagen Natural

Ilisiory Society, and in a series of memoirs on dill'erent natural

orders, in conjunction with Bentham, Berg, Griesbach, and Plan-

chon. In 1863 was commenced •• L'Aineii<jue (Vntrale" which

contains descriptions and figures ot new tropica! American plants.

Oersted's researches in fungi were important, especially his dem-

onstration that Rosstelia is but a dimorphic condition of Podisoma,

and his investigations into the organs of reproduction in Agaricus.

He was appointed Professor in I860.—Journal of Botany.

A rake opportunity is offered for those who want a collection

of California!! Coleoptera. and insects of other orders. Mr. G. R.

Crotch, late assistant librarian at Cambridge I'niversity. England.

proposes to spend about a year on the California!) coast, going as

far south as Guaymas, and then up to Vancouver Island. Mr.

Crotch will make a specialty of Coleoptera, which will be named

by Dr. Leconte, and made up into sets at ten dollars per one

hundred species, two specimens being given whenever practicable.

He is willing to collect other orders if wanted.

We take pleasure in drawing attention to the Essex Institute

course of eight lectures entitled "Eight evenings with the Micro-

scope," now in course of delivery in Salem, by Rev. E. C. Bolles.

The subjects are "With the Microscope Maker," "In the Labora-

tory," "In the Garden," "In the Forest," By the Pondsid, and

Seaside," "Among the Insects," "With the Zoologist," "With the

Polariscope and Spectroscope." These subjects are most clearly,

pleasantly and ably handled by the lecturer. The il

enlarged by the microscope and thrown upon a screen twenty-five

feet in diameter, by aid of two powerful calcium lanterns, are

simph- splendid, and we doubt if more finely illustrated lectures

for a popular audience have ever before been presented in this or

any other country.

A new society has been organized in Sacramento, California,

under the name of the "Agassiz Institute.-' with the following

officers: — Dr. T. M. Logan, President; F. E. Potter. Recording

Secretary; Rev. J. H. C Bonte, Corresponding Secretary. We

are informed that the new society has been formed on the model

of the Essex Institute of Salem, and that it

part to the recent visit of Prof. Agassiz, after whom it is named.
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